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I . PAST HISTORY AMD PRESENT STATUS OF PLANNING 
ACTIVITIES IN LATIN AMERICA

ll» Past history
The need for a developitent planning policgr has only recently been 

recognized in Latin America as the result of a combination of inteinal and 
external factors*

During the fortiesj the need to enlarge tte economic infrastructure, 
particularly the transport network and power s\:?>ply, and adapt it to new 
development conditions, as well as to encourage relatively large-scale 
projects in industries led to the preparation and implaaentation of 
seme partial programmes dependent mainly on public investmait*

Subsequently, particularly towards the end of the fifties, it 
became increasingly apparent that the Latin American economies lacked the 
necessary dynamism to maintain moderately satisfactory rates of growth, 
to remedy critical imbalances in their foreign trade and external financing, 
to contain inflationary pressures, to provide sufficient productive 
aaplcyment for a rapidly increasing labour force, and to improve living 
conditions and at the same time fulfil rising expectations created by a 
knowledge of the tremendous possibilities brought about by technological 
advances* Economic poli<y thus came to hings on development in its most 
comprehensive sense as an economic and social concept encompassing both 
internal and external limitations. Furtheimore BCLA, vhose objectives 
are to analyse the developaent problems of Latin America, suggest 
technical norms for a develo{»aent programme and methods of projecting 
future needs, helped to instil that more comprehensive outlook, while its 
work was focussed more on analysis than on planning, the increasing 
use of projections as a method of anticipating certain problems and 
analysing policy alternatives, helped to lay the groundwork and provide 
a methodological tool for the preparations of plans*

Bolivia, Chile aiul Colombia were the first Latin American countries 
in this decade to foraxilate national development plans and to establish 
the necessary machinery, largely with the help-of international technical 
assistance* However, it was not until the Punta del Este Gonfermice in 1961,
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that the Latin American Govemmaits recognized that planning should be 
the fundamental instrument for mobilizing national resources bringing 
^o u t  necessary stiiictural changesj enhancing efficiency and prochictivity 
and securing more international financial co-operaticai.

Since then, virtually all the Latin American countries have prepared 
plans of différait kinds and scope* At the same time, the plans have 
been analyzed and assessed by regional organs whidi have helped to sustaini
planning efforts by bringing them into line vdLth the volume and orientation 
of foreign financial assistance*

A valuable fund of ecqjerience has thus been built up, but its true 
significance may be hard to appreciate because planning is a relatively 
recent phenomenon and because it began in very special sircumstances*
Until fairly recently, no experience had been obtained in this field, 
apart from some preliminary experiments and certain sectoral programmes, 
and the very idea of planning was resisted* There was no background data 
on which to draw for planning purposes, and no methodology that had 
already proved its worth in the particular circumstances of Latin America. 
Nor was there a flexible administrative structure viiidi could be adapted 
to functions and methods other than those enshrined by custan and 
tradition* Nonetheless, this period was marked by the preparation of the 
technical bases for planning and the training of cadres on an ever- 
increasing scale* All the countries now have the necessary machinery 
for the preparation and orientation of plans (offices and general plans); 
the criteria \ised in the allocation of resources are beccaning more 
rational, especially in the public sector, last but not least, planning 
has become a widely accepted idea*

An account will be given below of some of the main features of 
these developments, which certainly denote a period of great progress* 
Further inçrovenents upon the progress already achieved will, however, 
meet with a number of obstacles and limitations that have been emerging, 
and this suggests the need for a second stage in whi<h more workable systems 
of planning would be set up, participation in the preparation of the plans 
would be broadened and the institutional reforms required for really
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effective planning would be caiTied out*-^ The second part of this 
paper will reviev/ these shortcomings and obstacles, and pinpoint in 
greater detail the internal and external factors that are hampering the 
exsotvbicn of the plans©. Lastly, it will draw a few general conclusions 
which may help to overcome some of the problems discussed*

2, Planning organs

Recognition of the need for planning was immediately followed by 
the establishment of planning offices in the countries viiere they still 
did not exist. Ey now, they are to be fotind in every Latin American 
country, and in one case - that of Uruguay - the existence of the planning 
office has been formally acknowledged in the Constitution.

As planning is a new function of Goverraaent, the first task to be 
undertaken was the establishment of i^ecial planning organs. The nucleus 
was formed 'by the central planning offices, which evolved in different 
ways depending on the extent to ivhich they were accepted as part of 
the traditional structure of government. Generally ig^eaking, they were 
established in such a way as to become directly responsible to the 
Office of the President of the Republic. In some cases, an intermediate 
advisory body acts in liaison capacity between the planning office and 
the President and his Cabinet, in which the major decisions are discussed 
and weighed.

Table 1 lists the different policy-making and technical offices to be 
found in Latin America, and indicates their structure. The situation is 
less hoaogenous as regards the sectoral and regional offices since some 
countries have none, while others are still organizing them (see table 1).

As a rule, the planning bodies act in an advisory capacity to the 
top-level political authorities. They often have other duties, such as 
helping to prepare the annual national budget estimates, advise on the 
external financing of particular investment projects, and co-ordinate 
foreign technical assistance.
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1/ This analysis deals with the features conmon to the whole region, so 
that certain comments may not be applicable to specific countries.
In particular, they do not refer to Cuba because the data available 
on the Cuban experience is inadequate.
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3. The plane prepared

In the majority of cases, the planning offices prepared "general 
medium and long-term development plans", for periods ranging from four 
to ten years* It was not long before nearly all the L-atin American 
countries had such plans* The plan usually consists of a diagnosis, 
a set of projections and overall and sectoral targets, a statement of 
the particular social goals, a broad assessment of changes required and 
fields for the application of economic policy, some indications concerning 
research and utilization of specific natural resoxirces, public investmait 
targets and estimates of external financing raqiiirements* More recently, 
shorter-term plans have been drawn vp, often on a biennial basis*

Table 2 lists the plans that have been prepared in the different 
Latin American covintries* Most of the long-term plans have also indicated 
at least in the form general statenents of principle, the goals to be 
achieved in land reform, tax matters, education, administration, arid 
national integration through infrastructural works (particularly roads 
and the opening up of new areas for agricultural settlement)* In sane 
cases, a salient feature of the plan is a large-scale project to which 
particular importance is attached*^ On the other hand, specific 
objectives for income redistribution and measures or policies for 
xmemplcyment and underenployment are seldom stated*

y  This applies, for instance, to big hydroelectric and irrigation 
works (Mantaro in Peru, Chocón-Cerros Colorados in Argoitina), 
industrial con5)lexes (Guayana in Venezuela) and roads (Carretera 
Marginal de la Selva) that predated the plan, but were fitted 
into the general framework so that their significance covild be 
assessed more accurately in relation to the rest of the economy and 
for the purpose of securing external financing* Some of those 
projects aré now bein implemented while others are still bogged 
down because the final plan has not been adopted and financing is 
lacking*
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Country
Gross doaestle produot Im- Oon- In- Es-

Total Agricul
ture Mining Indus

try
ports sump«

tlon
vest
ment ports

Argentina.
Pre-plan (1957-63) 0.5 -0.2 17.1 0.0 -0,5 -0.8 2.6 5.*+
Plan (1965-69) 5.8 kJi 7.7 7.6 *+.7 5.6 5.7 2.1
Aetual rates (1965-66) 3*2 2.2 7.5 7.2 -8.8 2.5 -X.8 5*0

BoUvla
R*e-̂ lan (1950-58) -0o2 0.3 -5.7 —2«*+ *+.*+ 0.9 «« • 0.0
Plan (1963--̂ 0 6.2 1+.8 10.2 6.5 16.2 5.2 27.7 9.7Flan (19-'9-̂ ) 5.5 3.0 U.8 7.7 7.6 *+.o 10.5 12.0
Actual rat38 (I963-66) 5.9 3.0 7.6 éa3 9.7 6.5 9.8 *+.3

Chile
Pre-plan (1950-59) 3.2 0.0 0.3 7.1 *+.7 3.8 1.3 1.7Plan (1960-65) *+.8 3.7 7.3 5.0 6.6 3.9 12.0 5.5Aetual rates (l96)-65) *+*l 2.0 3.8 6.2 7.0 3.7 10.1 *+.6

ColOBbia
Pre-plan (1950-59) i+*6 3.*+ 5.7 8.6

1.2 *+.l 2.6 5.J+
Plan (1959-6*+) 5.7 *+.1 7.1+ 7.2 *+.*+ 12.9 *+•2
Actual rates (1959-6*+) *+.7 2.2 2.6 6.1 10.3 6.0 5.*+ 2c3

Ecuador
Pre-plan (1950-61) 5*6 5.0 6.3 5.1 6.2 5.x 7.*+a/ 7.3
Plan (I96M-75)
Rypotliesls I 6J+ *+.7 7.2 8.6 *+•2 5.*+ 10.3 *+.9Hypothesis 11 6.5 *+.7 8.0 6.5 5.1 5.7 10.1 *+.9

Actual rates (19̂ t-65) 3.3 1.0 2a *+.5 5.*+ 5.1 2.3 «2.3
Hexieo

Pre-plan (1958-61) 5.3 3.0b,/ l.Xb/ 608b/ “0.2 *+.3 5.2a/
8,6

6,1-
Plan (1962-65) 5.*+ *♦.5 2.0 6.9 6.8 5.5 *+•8
Aetual rates (I962-65) 7.3 *+.*+ *+.7 10.1 9.3 7.0 12.*+ 5.*+

Panama
Pre-plan (I961-63) 8.7 2.*+ 22.5 17.3 15.2 7.9 11,8 16.6
Plan (1963-70) 5.5 • •• • •• 5.3 5.0 6,1+ 6.2
Aetual rates (I963-65) é«5 7.6 2.7 6.2 *+06 5.3 3.9 8.6

Paraguay
Pre-plan (1950-6*+) 3.2 3.9 25.0 6.9 7.6 3.0 5.*+ 6.3
Plan (1965-66)
Rjrpothesls I *+*7 *+.9 2.8 8.5 23.0 *+.2 22.0 l*+,0
hypothesis IX 5.8 • •• • •• 29.0 5^ 32,0 l*+,0

Aetual rates (I965-66) 3.9 3.*+ 0.0 1.9 10.6 5.2 1.7 7.8
Uruguay

Pre-plan (1961-6*1) 0.9 2.0 4/ 0.5 -*+.7 -0.1 -*+.2 5«0
Plan (1965-67) *♦.*+ 2.2 W

É/
6.0 9.1 i.7y-0.6̂ II+.5 6.2

Aetual rates (I965-66) 1.8 *+.9 O.l -7J7 -0.5 7.0
VsBSZusla

Pre-plan (1959-62) 2.8 7.7 3.9 5a -10.1+ «0*6 -*+,6 5.*+Plan (1963-66) 7.6 7.9 *+.3 12.0 2.2 ••• • • • *+.6
Aetual rates (I963-66) 6.0 6.9 1.7 9.0 1.7 6.2 8.8 1.7

y  Gross fixed inoeslasent.
b/ 1950-58. ^  Inoluded in tiie Industrial sector.
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As an integral part of the overall plan, or to siq^plement it 
various countries have prq^ared public investment plans for two or three 
year periods which, in relation to the general macro-econtanic framework, 
specify the sectoral investment targets of Goverment agoicies (the 
central goverment, autoncaaous agencies and, in seme cases. State-owned 
entei?prises), on the basis of draft or final projects. This is the 
kind of plan that has been most effective in bringing the planning 
offices into closer contact with the budgetaiy organs and in modernizing 
and streamlining goverment budgets« These plans have also proposed 
criteria for the allocation of resources to projects already under way, 
projects to supplement them or new projects, and have had to tackle the 
problem of distributing resources between productive investment, direct 
development expenditure, the expansion of current expenditure and investment 
expenditure in the different social services#

Thus overall long-tem plans have made a major contribution to the 
establishment of general development policy« Supplanented by medium-teim 
plans, they have served to rationalize public sector activities. However, 
the countries of the region have not made an analysis in depth of specific 
short-tem econmic policy programmes vdiich help to ensure that immediate 
action is compatible with the long-term objectives*

The small number of annual operational plans, except for public 
investment schemes can be explained by various factors, including 
methodological shortcomings and inadequate descriptions of individual 
projects and failure to establish short-term economic policies*

Experience with regard to regional plans has been varied, and the 
gm-ding principles observed in their formulation have not always been 
uniform« In some cases, for example, an attonpt has been made to distribute 
some public investment targets of the overall plan among the various 
regions responsible for sectoral targets« In other cases, the policy has 
been to formulate a general programme, more or less unrelated to the 
overall plan, for an especially backward region or for a region with a 
very favourable combination of natural resources*
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4« Implementation of plans

Apart from the difficulty of assessing the various plans in terms 
of the actual eijqiansion of econcmic activity, such an assessment may be 
meaningless in some instances, and in others may overlook or under
estimate the contributions of planning#

A case in point is afforded by the overall growth tairgets for the 
product and its major components# Table 3 presents# in relation to 
ten Latin American countries, the growth rates of the total product and 
of the agricultural, mining and industrial sectors, as well as of the 
aggregate coaponents of demand (imports, consmption, investment and 
exports); in each case, the rates envisaged in the various plans are 
recorded, together with those attained previously and those reached 
during the early years of the plants operation#

Although such figures would seen to constitute a factual basis for 
evaluation, it would be hazardous to draw final conclusions from thaa, 
other than the very general observation that as a rule there is a 
relatively wide gap betweai the targets of the plans and actual economic 
trends# The extent to which the plans were politically supported, their 
intrinsic natxire, the evolution of exogenous variables mainly relating 
to foreign trade and financing, and many fortuitous factors would require 
detailed consideration of each specific case, althou^ many have features 
in common, such as those discussed in the relevant sections of this note#

Much the same is true of the general lines of development poliqr 
followed in the plans* In most instances, they represent principles 
or proposals worked out before the plans were officially sanctioned and 
incorporated in t h m  as decisions thus strengthening them and directly 
or indirectly helping to bring them into operation# Thus, although 
the progress achieved in certain fields may not be directly attributable 
to the content of ^ecific plans, it is unrelated to all that the 
planning process involves* For example, since 1961 - when planning 
first became a widespread practice - agrarian reform laws have been 
passed by fourteen of the Latin American countries, and most of them are 
adopting tax legislation and improving tax administration with increasingly 
favourable effects on the income of the public sector#

/...
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Table 3

MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS OF NATIONAL PLANNING IN LATIN AMERICA

Argentina:

Bolivia:

Brazil:

Chile:

Colombia:

Costa Bica:

Cuba«

Dcminican Republics 

Ecuador:

El Salvador:

National Development Plan, 1965-69* National 
econctnic budget, 1966,

Bconanic and Social Development Plan, 1962-71, 
Sectoral plans, 1963-64, Performance budgeting 
since 1961, Two year economic and social 
development plans, 1963-64 and 1965-66,

Target plan (1957-60), Three-Year Economic aiwi 
Social Development Plan, 1963-65. Government 
Programme of Economic Action, July 1964-^Harch 1967, 
Ten-Year Plan, 1967-76 (in preparation).

Sectoral short-term plans (power, steel, petroleum, 
etc,). National Development Programme, 1961-70, 
Five-Year Development Plan (in preparation).

Performance budgeting since 1961, General 
Economic and Social Development Plan, 1962-70, 
Four-year public investment plans, (I96I-64,
1962-65),

Performance budgeting since 1964, Economic and 
Social Development Plan, 1965^3,

Plan for the National Economy (annual, beginning
1962),

Performance budgeting since 1964, Bases for 
national development (1966), Two-year development 
plan (in preparation).

Bases and directives for the programming of 
Ecuador*s econOTiic development. Short-term 
development plan. Performance budgeting since 
1963, General Economic and Social Development 
Plan, 1964-73,

Two-Year Public Investment Programme, 1964-65* 
Performance budgeting since I964, Economic and 
Social Development Plan (1965-69), Annual public 
investment plans since 1966,
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Guatemala: 

Haiti: 

Honduras:

Mexico:

Nicaragua:

Panama:

Paraguay:

Peru:

Uruguay:

Venezuela;

Performance budgeting since 1964» Econcmic and 
Social Development Plan (1965-^9 )•

Short-term plan (two-year investment plan), 
Eknergency programmes (1966),

National PubLio Investment Plan, 1963«64. 
Preliminary version of the Foixr-Year Economic and 
Social Developient Plan, 1963-65, Performance 
budgeting since 1964, Econcmic and Social 
Development Plan (1965-69).

Sectoral plans, Shoid;-term plan, 1962-64. 
Development Plan, 1967-70 (in preparation).

Performance budgeting since 1964. National 
Econcmic and Social Development Plan, 1965-69,

Economic and Social Development Programme, 
1963-70, Performance budgeting since 1966,
Performance budgeting since 1963» Two-year plans 
(1965-66 and 1967-68),

Public investment programme, I964-65 and 1966, 
Performance budgeting since 1963, Economic and 
Social Development Plan (1967-70),

Econcmic Survey of Uruguay (I963). National 
Economic and Social Development Plan (1965-74),

Four-Year Plan, I96O-64, Performance budgeting 
since 1963* Annual plan of operation (1964), 
National Plan, 1962, 1963-66 and 1965-68,

/...
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Frcaa another standpoint, the preparation of plans has ccnpelled 
more thorotjgh study of each country *s econctnic situation and investigation 
of the causes of its undeiMievelopmoit« The planning effort has been 
reflected in substantial improvements in the basic statistical data 
available, has encouraged surveys of natural resources, created greater 
awareness of internal and external financing problans and helped to 
identify the essential featvires of a latin American developmait strategy* 
Although all this has not produced immediate and tangible results, it 
Implies a substantial though gradual change in the approach to problans*
As the process has been gradiaal, this change of attitude has sometimes 
escaped notice, but when analysed, it reveals a considerable difference 
betweai the approach to development problems adopted by Governments and 
the public today, and the situation a few years ago* It has been rightly 
contended that the existence of a plan is less important than the fact 
that it has been worked out*

One of the most direct and immediate results of development plans 
is the effort to ratiomlize the public sector, shown both in general 
policy and in the formulation of public investment plans, the use of 
programme and performance budget techniques and the evaluation of projects*

The general principles set forth in the plans have served to 
elucidate the development process and to weld into a whole the many and 
various piece-meal measures involved in Government action* ìbis does not 
mean that the decisions adopted have been strictly in line with the plans, 
but it does imply the existence of a yardstick to measure the deviations 
caused by unfavourable conditions and the extent to which favourable 
circumstances have been exploited* Furtheimore, familiarity with the 
plans and public discussion of than at the national level, together with 
their evaluation by international technical agencies, have made for the 
inclusion of decisions requiring structural reforms*

The rationalization of public expenditure has been especially note
worthy in the countries viiere public investment plans have been drawn up, 
since sectoral budgets have had to be fittai into an overall concept 
enccmçiassing a breakdown of investment to be made ty State agencies
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and projects and preliminary projects for a two-year or three-year 
period# Although in most cases the quantitative targets estahlidied 
may not have been attained# this is probably the type of plan that 
has operated most effectively in latin America, among other reasons 
because it relates to one of the special provinces of the public sector, 
on which it is bindings

The adoption of progranme and performance budgeting has gradually 
superseded the traditional process and has resulted in the increasing^ 
rational allocation of public expenditure and investment# The efficient 
operation of this sytem calls for conditions that have not yet been 
fully established (skilled personnel, reliable statistical data, 
identification of executive units, integration of the accounting systoas 
of the public sector, costing and evaluation, channels of communication 
between the central and sectoral btidget offices, etc#)# Nevertheless, 
in the countries vtfiere it is applied, budgeting and planning are better 
co-ordinated at the budget programming stage, and budgets are presaited 
in a more rational form# At the same time, the processes of executitai 
and evaluation of the budget are being brou^t into line with the new 
syston, and some countries already have adequate machinery for accounting, 
costing and evaluation of results#

Where public sector projects are incorporated in an overall strategy, 
the process of evaluating them has necessarily involved assessing their 
relative importance, establishing a satisfactory order of priorities, 
considering the compatibility of projects and groups of projects and 
taking into account their direct and indirect effects on the econcmy as 
a whole# It has thus been possible to prevent, in part at least, situations 
such as have recently arisen in some countries, in which the haphazard 
launching of projects has led to disproportionately heavy external 
borrowing or serious distortions of the structure of production#

/...



5* Extarnal technical co-operation

External tedinical co-operation has without a doubt exerted a 
marked influence cm planning efforts in Latin America, directly in seme 
cases and indirectly in others» It has been responsible for much of 
the headway made in overcoming limitations to planning* This influence 
has operated mainly with respect to methodology, training of cadres, 
the actual formulation of plans, and the promotion of specific projects#

Technical assistance in the field of planning methods was particularly 
important because the region was lacking in experience, statistical and 
technical data were not abindant, and the economic and social characteristics 
of Latin America did not make it easy to transient methods used in other 
parts of the world* Consequently planning helped to develop an 
appreciation of the efforts of international agencies to secure a fullOT 
and deeper understanding of the Latin American economies and their 
development problems, as well as the usefxilness of their work in programming 
and projection techniques, progransae and performance budgeting, and 
preparation and evaluation of projects*

This applies to seme of ECLA's general studies,^ and to its 
subsequent analyses of overall programming techniques,'^ its specific
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2/ See, for exanple, "The economic development of Latin America and
its principal problems", Econcxaic Bulletin for Latin America* Vol* VII, 
N® 1} Sconmnic Survey of Latin America 1949; and Problemas teóricos 
y prácticos del crecimiento económico, United Nations Publications, 
Sales N® 1952*11*0*1 (issued in Engii^ in mimeographed version only, 
under the title Theoretical and practical problems of econanic 
growth (E/CN.12/221)),

V  See the provisional study on the technique of economic developaent 
programming, revised and reissued in July 1955 under the following 
title: Analyses and projections of economic developmentt I* An 
introduction to the téchniaues of programming» United Nations 
Publications, SsLles N®i 1955*II*G*2*

/...
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i/studies on the developaent of a number of countries,-^ and its discussion 
of prograrame and performance budgeting and project preparation and 
evaluation techniques*'^ The Comirdssi'cn also helped to relieve the 
serious shortage of specialists in these subjects^ by initiating 
training courses on development planning in 1952. These and ether 
activities were considerably strengthened by the establishment of the 
Latin American Institute for Econcmic and Social Planning in July 1962*
Its objectives were to strengthen the training programme, help Governments 
to initiate the planning process and carry out studies on basic development 
problems and planning techniques.

The special impact of its training efforts has been reflected in 
the fact that only very recently have subjects specifically relating to 
planning and development been included in the regular curricula of 
Latin American universities. The first planning efforts were supported 
only by small groups of technical experts trained under special programmes 
designed and implemented by international agoicies* Wliile sudh programmes 
could not take the place of previoiis academic training, they have 
fulfilled a useful function by laying down general guidelines and 
providing the methodological tools required to cope with inaaediate 
responsibilities. Moreover, they have helped to bring together specialists

i/ Analyses and projections of economic development; II. El desarrollo
económico del Brasil. United Nations Publications Sales N°: 56.11.G.2;
III. El desarrollo económico de Colombia, United Nations Publications, 
Sales N^: 57.II.G.3; IV. El Desarrollo económico de Bolivia,
United Nations Publications Sales N°; 58.11.G.2; El desarrollo económico 
de la Argentina, Vols. I, II and III, United Nations Publications 
Sales N°: 59*H*G*5; VI. The industrial development of Peru. United 
Nations Publications, Sales N°: 59*H*G.2; VII. El desarrollo económico 
de Panamá, United Nations Publications Sales N°; 60.II.G.3; VIII. El 
desarrollo económico de El Salvador, United Nations Publications,
Sales N^; 60;II.G.2; IX. El desarrollo económico de Nicaragua (in 
the press); XI. El desarrollo económico de Honduras, United Nations 
Publications. Sales N°: bl.II.G.Ü.

6/ The fiscal budget as an instrument in the programming of econcanic
development (E/CN.12/521); Algunas consideraciones sobre las rela
ciones entre la programación del desarrollo y el presupuesto fiscal 
(E/GN.12/BRW.2/L.5); La experiencia de algunos países de América 
del Sur en materia de reforma presupuestaria (e/cN»12/BRVJ.2/L.10);
Manual of economic develowent projects. United Nations Publications, 
Sales N®: 5S.n.G.5.

/...



vdth different technical backgrounds and e^^perience (economists^ engineers^ 
sociologists^ educatorsi doctors^ adidnistrators) for planning purposes 
on the basis of a minimum of common tiaiming and language, and to fit 
them for the team work that planning entails«

The co-operation of SOLA, and later of the Institute has also been 
extended to cover the provision of advisory services for the purpose 
of organizing and establishing planning machinery and foruiulating plans«
Several countries have obtained the co-operation of "advisory groups", 
set up by these international agencies raost often with the participation 
of the Inter-American Development Bank and the OAS Secretariat, or with 
occasional advisory services in specific fields«'^ Later, such services 
v/ere also offered by official agencies or foreign foundations under 
bilateral co-operation programmes.

In addition to these direct forms of external technical co-operation 
there are a number of different ways in v/hich planning has been enlarged 
in scope and made more effective. The panel of e:Kperts established under 
the agreements contained in the P m t a  del Est.e Charter, whose function^ 
is to evaluate plans and make recommendations on external financial assistance, 
was instrumental in improving plans and strengthening national planning 
systems. The Inter-American Committee on the Alliance for Progress was 
subsequently established as a cn:iinu'tte<= of the Inter-American Economic 
and Social Council to make an '’nr ;.ial review of the economic situation 
and the irnplementation of plans in each country and to estimate the amount 
of external financing required. Its establishment was another milestone 
in the progress of planning in Lacin Air;ar-ica« The significant contribution 
of the Inter-Ainerican Deveiop’ii.snt Bank to the developuient of the region 
took the form, inter alia, of financing regional programiues, national 
planning organs and international and regional agencies engaged in planning.
The ejtpansion of the activities of international financial institutions 
(IHriD, United States Government agencies and others) has also stimulated 
the preparation of investment projects and helped to improve their quality.
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2/ Advisory groups were set up in Colombia (May 1959)j Bolivia (April I960); 
Haiti (end of 1961)j Urugu«^ (i'iarch 1962); Paraguay (end of 1962);
Peru (February 1963)j and Central America (early in 196^^« /.. .
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II. OBSTACLES TO THE BIPLEi-M'ITATION OF PLANS

Although planning in Latin Amorica has made a number of important 
advances in certain aspects, it still has serious weaknesses and 
improvement of planning and implementation of plans is still being 
hampered« Recently, the planning process has been a'-rperienclng a 
period of stagnation, and in some cases can be seen to h'-./e lost ground. 
The impetus to prepare the overall plans has spent itself ., and the same 
fervour has not been applied to the tasks of translating overall 
planning policy into specific economic Policy ?.->-ogramme3 and short-term 
operational plans and establishing efficient instruments for the periodic 
review and up-dating of plans and the evaluation of thexr implementation. 

It is in such tasks that the various limitations and obstacles are 
most apparent. Some of them stem from internal factors, ranging from the 
most general, including the political stability amount of political 
support that planning efforts actually enjoy, to factors more directly 
related to the actual operation of planning machinery. In evaluating 
these latter factors, particular account should be taken of the 
relatively short period of time that has elapsed since planning was 
initiated, end of the fact that in other countries efficient planning 
was the fruit of many years' suiuained e.ffort. lioreover, a nvmiber of 
other usually serious problems, a-^ising from external factors, mainly 
related to instability and the limited development of foreign trade 
and inadequate conditions of external finarcing are impeding the 
attainment of planning targets in Latin An.eiica,

It is more pertinent, therefore, to point to the obstacles now 
hampering planning in Latin America and to possible ways of overcoming 
than, than to draw up a balance sheet of progress made and existing 
limitations.

/...
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A. IHTERHAL PROBLEMS

1, The ftmctions of planning
Although the need for planning aa an instrument for a coherent 

development policy has been generally accepted by Government, there has 
been no effective unity of aims as regards plannj.rg aims and b .c?ic priorities* 
From the beginning, a number of different attitudes emerged. In some 
instances there was a tendency to regard planning primarily as aa instrument 
for mobilizing external financial resources and as an additional requirement 
for international financial oo-operation, thus emphasizing the urgency for 
some kind of plan and tending to highlight those aspecus of the plan most 
directly related to foreign aid* In others, planning i:aa seen from a 
professional and theoretical point of view as an instrument for shaping the 
structural changes essential to Latj.n America’s development and an ejqpression 
of an action programme by the various economic sectors aim at achieving 
economic and social gains váiich planning itself would help to formulate. 
SometimesjF planning was identified as a means of attaining the limited 
goal of more rational administration. In one way or another all these points 
of view were incorporated in the plans drawn up, but substantive aims of 
economic and social policy often v/ere not reflected in specific decisions,

Ihe problem is particularly important since the structural changes 
essential to the development of j atin America confront the planners witii 
a task that is different and more difficult than planning in developed 
economies, viiere the changes required are usually less drastic and where 
there is a wider consensus on more issues.

Moreover, those different outlooks have given rise to a destructiva 
and sterile controversy concerning the planning most suitable for Latin 
America based on much confused thinking. It has been argued that "overall'* 
or "macro-economic" planning should be abandoned and that efforts should 
be concentrated on building up a sufficient number of well-planned 
^ecific projects. On the other hand, vdiere stress has been laid on 
plamiing as an instrument for formulating basic long-term policy, 
immediate problems have sometimes been neglected or differed for future 
study* Instead of attenuating to co-ordinate efforts to define lon&-term 
policy, which are indispensable to effect the wide-ranging changes 
essential to Latin American develofanent, with the machinery designed to
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impl«aent that policy by immediate action, there has been a tendency to 
reject or underestimate one aspect and concentrate exclusively on the 
other.^
2* Political support for planning;

The need for planning the economic and social changes essential 
to the development process raises the problem of the po.li.tical viability 
of Latin American plans and the amount of effective suppoi-t required . 
by the planning effort. The plans generally encounter resistance from 
sectors which feel threatened by specific measures or are exerting 
pressure for a larger share of national income. At the same time, they 
often encounter resistance from the traditional governi^icnt administration, 
which is reluctant to institute changes and jealously guards its policy
making power against any possible transfer of power ’-'hicli may imply 
reorganization of the administrative structure to facilitate the 
establishment of the policy-niaking machinery which planning requires.

Thus, plans inevitably suffer from serious obstacles during the 
implementation stage which cannot be overcome imless the govermaents 
provide ample and sustained support, a support which is not always 
forthcoming in Latin American experience.

Moreover, apart from substantive reasons, the difficulties of 
successfiol planning arise to some extent from the manner in which the 
plan takes shape. In some cases, there was little or no communication 
between the technical planning officials and the government departments 
dioring the preparatory stages.

These and other problems touched upon in this note vrere the 
subject of detailed studjr at a seminar organized by the Latin 
American Institute for Economic and Social Planning and held 
jn June 1965. In this connexion, see Discusiones sobre 
i^anificacidn. Textos del INSTITUTO, Editorial Siglo XXI 
(I'íexico, 1966).
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3. Participation of the private sector
The problem of political support is even greater where the private 

sector is concerned. Resistance from some parts of the private sector is 
inevitable whenever plans incorporate decisions to institute changes 
affecting specific situations or interests, but there seems to be a v/ide 
margin of potential support which has not been mobiliiied because of 
deficiencies in the planning process itself.

In general, there is a lack of communication between planning 
organs and the private sector. Rarely is ary attempt made, during 
preparation of the plan, to consult representative national opinion 
groups (parliament, political parties, trade vinions, employers* 
associations, universities, etc,) or the sectors directly concerned 
(entrepreneurs, importers, exporters, consumer associations, etc,).

This phenomenon, like others, arises parrtly because planning 
is not expriéssed in terms of specific economic policy measures which 
might induce the private sector to follow particular gxxide lines. The 
private sector regards the plan as an overall review of the economic 
situation providing valuable information on the intentions of the 
public sector, but the plan does not guide its activity by providing 
incentives or disincentives in the form of credit, trade or tax policy 
measures, for example,
4, Operation of planning machinery

The varying degrees of polii>ical support for planning, the poor 
definition of its functions and its relationship with the decision-making 
centres, and the limited participation of the private sectors, are not 
calculated to promote the more efficient operation of the planning 
machinery. On the other hand its operational flaws and weaknesses make 
yet more remote the possibilities of forging closer links between the 
planning offices and the permanent decisions of the government authorities 
and other interested sectors.

The opposition which is bound to arise frcm the traditional policy«- 
making organs, both among the political authorities and in the national 
administration as a whole, would seem to necessitate some sort of "strategy" 
for introducing planning machinery, which would obviate such friction as 
far as possible so that planning could be progressively built into the 
administrative structure and procedures,

/...



In this respect, planr;ing in Latin America has manifested serious 
shortcomings. Isolated as they usually are from the traditional channels 
of administration and decision-making, the planning offices have often 
been saddled with the responsibility of preparing a development plan with 
a minimtim of guidance from the political authorities or none at all. As 
a rule, contract have continued to he sporadic and inadecu.ate throughout 
the formulation stage, and the planning agencies have not oeen punctual 
in presenting the technical alternatives together with a justification 
and evaluation of implications, which v;ould have required decisions at 
the political level. In the circumstances, the plan which has been 
drawn up has not been discussed in sufficient detail by the various 
government policy-making and executory organs, and therefore creates 
resistance in the Ministries and decentralized agencies.

There have also been instances of an over-concentration of resources 
and activities in the central planning agency. While such a concentration 
was essential at the tim.e, the result was that a high proportion of the 
planning experts - who are in any case few and far between - vrere grouped 
in this central office, and since the Ministries and autonomous agencies 
have done very little in the way of planning,that office has tended to 
assume direct responsibilitj'- for the preparation of sectoral plans and 
projects.

Vihile there would seem to every justification for making the 
central planning office a division of the Office of the President of the 
Republic since the support of the Chief of Sbate and his Cabinet is a 
sine qua non for the satisfactory operation of the central agency, this 
has not automatically guaranteed the institution the stability and 
backing it needs, or the maintenance of easy channels of communication.
In some instances, a change of Government has halted planning processes 
that were making good headway, and in others it has pumped new life into 
efforts that seemed to be petering out. An attempt has been made to 
maintain communication through development councils or boards consisting 
of Ministers, high-level officials and teclmical e^q^erts. However these 
organs have not alwaj’-s served their purpose. In other instances they have 
done useful work in co-ordinating development policy with the v/ork of other 
departments of the national administration, but this co-ordination is apt
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to peter out at the operational level for lack of proper direction and 
supervision. The absence of efficient sectoral and inter-sectoral 
co-ordination machinery means that the co-oitiination achieved at the 
core of the system weakens or disappears altogether at the lower levels 
as a result of organizational and procedural deficiencies.

The direct link between the head of the central planning office and 
the President of the Republic which exists in some countries seems to 
impart greater flexibility to the central planning agency by forestalling 
the difficulties inherent in the operation of pluripersonal bodies, which 
in Latin America have, as a rule, proved to be slow-moving and lacking in 
dynamism. It is observable, however, that when the technical director 
of the planning office does not have ministerial rank or a voice in the 
Cabinet, he finds himself at a definite disadvantage, and the central 
planning agency cannot discharge its functions efficiently, especially that 
of co-ordinating the public sector for purposes of implmenting the plan.
At the same time, the technical director in charge of the central agency 
is exposed to political pressures, and is often replaced when the government 
changes, since he is held responsible, whereas that responsability wovild 
otherwise be assximed by the planning council or board.

The sectoral planning agencies are generally weak and faced with 
organizational and procedural problems. However, this is far from the 
rule in the various Ministries and decentralized agencies. They are 
often regarded merely as operational instirments for compiling statistical 
data: they are assigned routine duties which relegate programming activities 
to a secondary status, or theŝ  are used as agencies for the study of the most 
widely varying questions. They do not get the political support they need 
to carry out tlieir functions, and are usually cut off from the central 
planning agencies, the operational agencies of the iiinistry concerned, and 
the decentralized and autonomous agencies in their sector.

Similarly, regional planning has had to cope with innumerable 
obstacles, not the least of which is the fact that political divisions 
and economic areas are not the same. Since the regions suitable as a 
basis for planning often comprise different political divisions, each v-dth 
its own interests and provincial, state or local pressure groups, it is 
veiy difficult to reconcile opinions and advance towards common objectives,

A . .
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Furthermore, some provincial or state governments are riddled with 
administrative weaknesses or are not sufficiently active in promoting 
economic and social development.

In the last analysis, those problems are simply so many corolaries 
of the general rule that planning organs have been superimposed on an 
administrative structure vmich has not been adapted to the demands of 
planned development policy.

In recent years, several countries have established central 
organization and methods offices, which have assumed responsibility for 
administrative reform. In many cases, these central offices have had 
no connexion with the agencies of the planning system, or vdth those in 
charge of staff and budget administration. Action taken to promote the 
reform has nothing whatever to do with national development activities. 
Thus, although general planning efforts have indirectly served to focus 
attention on administrative streamlining this task has usually been 
undertaken independently of economic development policies,
5, »Operability» of the plans

In addition to the problems arising from administrative organization 
and the position of planning machinery within the administration, other 
factors help to widen the gulf between the planning organs and the policy
makers.

The trouble is, in essence, that the plans formulated thus far 
cover only a part of the planning process] in other words, the planning 
effort has not yet been carried through to a conclusion, either from 
the standpoint of the plans drawn up or from that of the establishment 
and operation of effective machinery for the periodic revision of plans 
and for the supervision and evaluation of their practical application.

Many of the overall plans embody forecasts based on an improvement 
— sometimes substantial - in previous trends and on the anticipation of 
potential limiting factors. As a resialt, the overall plans leave a wide 
gap between macro-economic considerations and general principles and 
their implementation by means of specific policies (monetary, exchange, 
fiscal) and operational plans. At the other extreme, some plans for 
immediate action which have begun to operate merely enumerate partial 
proposals and certain specific projects often without evaluating them 
in broader perspective, /.. .
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The lack of an effective "bridge" between the two dimensions of 
the planning effort has been detrimental to the tym types of plan, in 
the first instance because it greatly detracts from their viability 
and in the second, because the plans fail to come to grip with the 
fmdamental obstacles to development. This absence of an organ:’ c 
relationship between the long-term general plan and the corrasponding 
specific plans in terms of the use of the various instruments of 
eocncmic policy and mobilization arkl allocation of resources, is still 
one of the principal shortcomings of planning efforts in Latin America,

It is as much the result of poorly conceived develoimient policy 
as it is of failure to design and implement effective shnrt-term planning 
schemes,

(i) Definition of development policy
The lack of a clear definition of that policy is reflected in the 

fact that the growth targets of long-term plans are not usually e3g)ressed 
in terms of the employment, productivity and training of human resources. 
Despite the significance and magnitude of the under-employment problem 
in Latin America, most plans do not deal with it specifically and little 
attention is devoted to the occupational structure and educational 
pattern of the employed population. Similarly, due regard is not given 
to the supply and demand for lab.'ur, and the need to bring the econcanic 
expansion targets established in the plan into line with available 
manpower, and particularly skilled labour. The problem of sectoral 
differences in productivity and the assimilation of technology is hardly 
mentioned in the majority of the plans, and the relevant proposals are 
confined to the broadest generalizations, no attempt being made at 
analysis in depth.

Much the same may be said in connexion with the continuing high 
degree of income concentration in Latin America, which is another factor 
exerting a marked influence on the region’s development. The plans often 
allude to this problem in the diagnosis, and even go so far as to list 
certain general palliatives (absorption of unemployment, increases in 
productivity, and/or price and wage, tax, public expenditure and education 
policies); but these statements of principle are not translated into

/...
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specific terms, nor is due allowance made for the effects of the targets 
established in the plan and in the proposals for attaining them on 
income distribution.

From another standpoint, although a broad and integrated view of 
development, in which economic and social factors are closely interrelated 
has been gaining wide acceptance in Latin America, there remains the 
specific practical problem of how to decide whether to allocate funds to 
particular "social services” (education, housing, and public health) or 
to apply them to enlarge the economic infrastructure and the immediately 
productive field of the economy. In the absence of objectives guidelines, 
decisions are influenced in the end by circumstantial factors, such as the 
power of the authorities responsible for the respective fields, or political 
considerations of the moment. Through force of circumstance rather than 
as a result of deliberate policy, social expenditure has been increasing 
proportionately in most Latin American countries, and this process has 
been encouraged by the direction taken by foreign aid over the last few 
years. How far this concentration of effort can be maintained is a matter 
of conjecture, unless a similar effort is made to broaden the economic 
base which must sustain it. Moreover, serious doubts are beginning to 
emerge as to the effectiveness of certain kinds of social action on 
behalf of particular social groups, when they are intended to relieve 
shortages which really reflect more deeply-rooted problems of economic 
and social marginality. All this places a very heavy burden on those 
responsible for planning, who have neither sufficient experience nor the 
necessary technical machinery for discharging their responsibilities, and 
are hampered by the failure of Goverrment to adopt the political decisions 
to support them.

Finally, it should be pointed out that with the exception of Central 
America, most Latin American development plans have not explicitly incorporated 
the regional economic integration prospects in their plans as a variable 
affecting their development policies. Integration appears to be following 
its own course, along channels relatively far removed from planning efforts. 
Although there are several fundamental reasons for this phenomenon, it 
would seem reasonable to suppose that this separate development is also 
affected by the fact that economic integration would raise new problems 
and the technical planners do not have the necessary methodological 
instruments to cope with them.



(ii) Short-term planning schemes
Ihe second problem arises from the fact that countries have not yet 

succeeded in developing and activating the essential technical,machinery reqidred 
to complete the various stages of planning so that general econcmdc policy can be 
translated into effective and immediate action*

Despite considerable progress in la?)roving procedures for allocating public 
sector resources by means of mediumKterm public investment plans and the use of 
programme and perfonnance budgeting techniques for the annual Goverment budget, 
there are still acute problems. No comparable progress has been made,for example, 
in vrorking out annual operational plans, econcanic policy or in standardizing 
annual economic budgets, etc.

For example, in the application of public investment plans, there is a 
marked disparity between targets and financial estimates, either because the tax 
reforms on which they are based are not carried out to the extent or in the time 
anticipated owing to delays in internaticaial financing or special problons of 
financing local cost, or because ar̂ r une:q)ected shortage of financial resources 
in the public sector affects investment much more than current e.>5)enditure, Wie 
operational capacity of the public administration to undertake new or increased 
activities is often o erestimated because there are no proper criteria or machinery 
for evaluating it objectively, although there has been seme significant progress 
in that respect, Oi the other hand, there is a general tendency to underestimate 
the volume of projects iinder way and, consequently, to underestimate the lack of 
flexibility in the allocation of resources because priority, save in exceptional 
circumstances, must be given to partially executed projects,

Ihe programme and performance bixlget has been adopted as the model for 
annual public sector budgets in most coimtries of the region, and Uruguay's new 
political Constitution e3q>ressly stipulates that the Eirecutive must present a 
breakdown of the national budget by programmes. Cii the other hand, similar 
progress has not been made in the preparation of annual plans of operation, an 
exercise regularly carried out only by Venezuela, The formulation of ejqjerimental 
numerical models for the analysis of economic policy is being tried out chiefly 
in Venezuela and Chile, As regards national econraaic budgets, the only practical 
e:q)eriments thus far have been conducted in Argentina, vdiere such a budget was 
drawn up and comprised a series of quantitative estimates of the probable 
behaviour of the chief macro-economic variables - including private investment - 
and of the cmnpatibility of public expenditure with the situation and needs of 
the national econdny,
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The continuing vd.de disparity betvreen the plans and the conduct of 
econcmic policy is usually most pronovinced in countries suffering from 
acute and persistent inflationary pressures. Those countries are confronted 
not only with the practical problems associated vd.th the level and system 
of prices, but with the substantive difficulty of reconciling the plan’s 
objectives with the requirements of stabilization policies^ Growing concern 
vd-th this problem has led to the preparation of plans specr.fically designed 
for that purpose. However, most often two unrelated and frequently 
contradictory policies are superimposed on one another: the policy implicitly 
or e:jç)licitly related to development plans or based on them, and the policy 
intended primarily to stabilize prices,

(iii) Procedures for controlling the implementation of plans 
The lack of progress in the formulation and implementation of 

operational plans is clearly demostrated by the non-existence of machinery 
for controlling the implementation of plans, evaluating the problems vhich 
arise and insisting on the rectifications which are patently necessary.

Not only must administrative organs be established to aso-.mia those 
functions, but evaluation techniques must be developed which will be 
applicable to latin American conditions,
6, Specific investment projects

Without discussing the spurious distinction made between plans and 
projects, vhich unfortunately continues to be tho subject of seme controversyj 
there is no doubt that the lack of sufficient specific investment projects 
has proved a serious obstacle to the effective inçlementation of Latin 
American development plans.

This subject vras examined in detail at a recent semina.r at which
a number of suggestions were put forward, which might appropriately be

9/summarized here,“̂
One suggestion referred to the need for a very broad interpretation 

- particularly under present-day conditions in the Latin American pecnomies - 
of the "project" concept, covering every unit of activity capable of 
implementing a development plan.

^  The . • ‘r < ;■ iri question was organized by the Latin American Institute 
for Economic and Social Planning and was held in Santiago, Chile, 
from 6-14 July 1965.

/ • • •
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The persistent shortage of projects despite the progress achieved 
in certain immediate factors which are usually regarded as decisive, 
posits the existence of other root causes. It develops that the shortage 
of projects is merely another manifestation of the weakness of the decision*- 
making and implementation machinery. The shortage of projects is no more 
acute than it was before in absolute terms; quite the reverse. What seoas 
to be happening is that traditional policies of unplanned development in 
one way or another provided incentives for public and private enterprise 
vhich led to the formulation of specific projects, seme of them of marked 
Importance, There is still a continuous flow of investment decisions, 
scaae of which materialize in project form, but planning has imposed 
additional and much greater dsaands.

Firstly, projects are now required to meet specific investment 
objectives and targets stated in the plans and to fit into certain overall 
strategies. In so far as they are not clearly defined., these objectives 
and tliat policy do not provide sufficient incentives for suitable projects, 
nor do they in themselves represent strategic projects. The economic 
integration of Latin America illustrates this point: izntil the political 
decisions have been taken and political agreements concluded at the 
appropirate levels, no public or private initiatives in the foim of 
specific projects can be launched.

Secondly, planning not only requires the initiation of a certain 
nuaber of projects but also arranges them in the proper order of priority 
and deteimines the relationship between projects and groups of projects 
with due regard for their direct and indirect effects on the eConcany as 
a vhole.

Viewed in this context, the problan of promoting, identi:^ing, 
preparing, evaluating and executing projects is closely linked with the 
establishment of an effective planning system and with the necessary 
administrative reforms. Naturally, the difficulties of translating a 
development strategy rapidly into operational plans cannot be disregarded, 
any more than the difficulties connected with the shortage of trained 
personnel, experience and technological resources. When the first plans
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are drawn up, a high proportion of investment capacity - particularly in 
the public sector - is tied up in projects in progress, which can only 
occasionally be replaced other projects better adapted to the new plans, 
iii other words, the maturation period of projects of a certain magnitude 
tends to be longer, as suggested the experience of the Bank, which 
found that a large power of transport project may take from, three to 
five or more years from the time it is decided to undertake the economic 
and engineering studies to the time they are conpleted and the financing 
of the project can be approved and inplementation started, .
7. Availability of information

In^jrovement of the planning process in Latin America is being 
haltered by problems of the availability and quality of the basic 
information on which it is based. The information is mainly, but not 
exclusively, statistical data.

There are serious deficiencies in the quantity, quaJity and timeliness 
of data that are basic to planning. Moreover, full justice has not been 
done to the statistical function \\rithin the planning effort, Jri general, 
national statistical offices occupy a very subordinate role in public 
administration as a wholes their enployees are frequently ill-paid and 
their staff unqualified. Very few have adequate financial resources or 
mechanical equipment for the efficient collection and elaboration of data. 
From another standpoint, there are gaps in the legislation making it 
conpulsory to supply certain data and, above all, in the machinejy for 
giving effect to that legislation. The various sectoral, regional and 
local statistical services are not sufficiently co-ordinated and national 
statistical programmes have not been drawn up.

Problems have also cropped up un relations with the users, one 
being under-estimation of the information requirements of the public 
administration and private sector. Moreover, proper facilities have not 
been set up to enable the offices providing the data to use them as a 
guide in decision-making. Relations with the planning offices in 
particular are usually characterized by sporadic demands for data made
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when plans are already in course of preparation. These relations have 
never been systematized, let alone developed into a mechanism providing 
a permanent flow of up-to-date information that would facilitate the 
peiodic revision and evaluation of plans.

The quality of the data is uneven, depending on the sector to which 
they refer. Foreign trade statistics are the most accurate, followed by 
population data, while data on dcanestic trade, services construction, 
road transport and unen^jloyment are paidiicularly poor. When censuses 
are used as a basis for the work, there is a lack of continuity, one of 
the Insults of this being the preparation of a new industrial directory 
every time an industrial census is taken instead of the up-dating of an 
earlier edition. Delays are a common feature of the data processing , but 
in some cases attempts have recently been made to overc<mie this problem 
by using sampling techniques. Another shortcoming is the lack of a 
systematic and continuous series of indicators for tracing short-term 
changes in the economy. Lastly, there is usually a long delay before 
the data are published.
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B. EXTERNAL PROBIEMS

The limitations and obstacles cited undoubtedly detracted from the 
effectiveness of planning, and can only be overcome by decisions taken in 
the countides thonselves and by the progressive inprovement of planning 
machinery* It should be noted, however, that the inplementation of 
Latin Americafs development plans has been hanpered and is still being 
haapered by serious obstacles created by the evolution of trade and 
financial transactions with countries outside the region*

These obstacles are known as "exogenous” factors, not only because 
they are largely beyond the country's control or because they arise from 
new circumstances which could not have been predicted when the plans were 
being formulated, but in particular, because they alter the economic 
context in which the plans must be inplemented*

A review of recent trends makes this situation quite clear* In the 
short space of time that has elapsed since planning activities first began 
to gain ground, several inporbant factors have assumed considerable 
significance: the insufficient and unstable growth of exports, external 
debt commitments, the need to replenish gold and foreign exchange reserves, 
and —  as a result of those factors - the irregular trend of inports and 
the urgency of a policy of inport restilction,

1* Export trends

Exports expanded irregularly, as shown by the fact that the annual 
growth rates in terms of volume fluctuated between a high of 9*2 per cent 
in 1962 and a low of 2.2 per cent in 1964, vhile the figure for 1966 was 
4 per cent. These averages for the region as a whole, reflect occasioiial 
violent fluctuations in certain countries resulting in sharp reductions 
in absolute terms*

Eigjort trends in terms of current prices have been somewhat steadier* 
Nevertheless, thus far in the sixties, Latin America has lost a substantial 
proportion of its share in world trade. The sharpest drop was in its 
contribution to total United States inports - from about 21 per cent in 
the three-year period 1960-62 to less than 16 per cent in 1966- but thez*e
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was also marked reduction in its share of Imports ty the European Econ(»nie 
Conanunity (from 6 to 5«5 per cent) and the European Free Trade Association 
(from 5*4 to 4*2 per cent)* These decreases have not been offset by the 
substantial increase in intra-Latin American trade*

The recent trends were influenced by structural and institutional 
factors created by the pr^onderance of primary commodities in Latin American 
exports and their scant diversification, and by the limitations, obstacles 
and adverse conditions which continue to affect world trade* Although 
the problem may arise in part from the shortcomings of national export 
promotion policies, serious imbalances are eiqsected to develop, jridging 
from projections of the future value of e3Q)orts on the basis of trends over 
the past fifteen years and coipared with the potential demand for inports*
In the circumstances, by 1975 the trade deficit might well range from 
4,600 to 5,500 million dollars at I960 prices. This huge deficit will be 
further inflated by the sums required to finance outflovjs in the f o m  of 
amortization, interest and profits, with the result that it would become 
imposible to obtain new inflows of foreign capital,

2* External debt

The gross inflow of foreign capital has reached high levels and 
increased rapidly in the present decade, as shown by the fact that the 
public external debt for the whole region rose from 6,100 million dollars 
in i960 to over 12,000 million dollars in I966.

This is not reflected in an equally large net contribution to 
Latin American development financing. On the contrary, net external 
financing - defined here as the balance on cxirrent account - has fallen 
off considerably as a resixlt of debt conmitmentss from 1,100 million dollars 
in 1961 it rose to its peak (1,230 million) in-1962, declined steeply to 
500 million dollars in I965 and recovered only partially in 1966 ( 950 million 
dollars)* Variables which are strategic in the implementation of plans 
have not only shown a negative trend, but have fluctuated very widely*

The critical situation in some countries has prcmpted Governments to 
renegotiate the cumulative debt, consolidating and reconverting loans to 
mitigate the immediate effects on the balance of payments* However,
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considerable progress has been made in extending the scope of external 
financing to other fields of economic activity and in ottaining more 
favourable terms, although the interest rates on some foreign loans have 
increased in the last two years*

In addition, loans are generally repayable over a very diort period*
A balance sheet of the position at 31 December 1964 ^ows that in 
accordance with the original repayment periods the debt was made tip as follows: 
18 per cent repayable in less than five years, 28 per cent in five to ten 
years and 54 per ceast over more than ten years. But the repayment periods 
applicable at that time reflected a critical position: 47 per cent of the 
total debt had to be paid off in the next five years, 24 per cent in five 
to ten years, and 29 per cent over more than ten years*

3* Other factors

of the growthOther factors have further reduced the already feeble ei 
of e!q)orts on real inport capacity: one was the need to build up international 
reserves to a reasomble level in the last few years* Latzui Amei'ica’s gross 
gold and foreign exchange holdings in I960 amounted to 3^00*^ million dollars, 
but dropped sharply to 2,200 million dollars in 1962j a subsequent recovery 
brought them vqj to 3,200 million dollars in 1965» In other words,
1,000 million dollars were used to build ip reserves during those three 
years. Moreover, monetary liabilities, including balance-of-payments loans, 
were cut by 500 million dollars over the same period. In short, this 
meant a total reduction of 1,500 million dollars in the purchasing 
power of eaeports between 1962 and 1965*

The evolution of the terms of trade has had a similar effect*
Although the trend has not been particvilarly unfavourable during the sixties, 
the losses due to the deterioration in the terms of trade since I960 amount 
to roughly 1,000 million dollars for the region as a whole* Some countries 
have suffered more than others, Venezuela's losses amounting to 1,800 million 
dollars and Brazil's 500 million during the same period*

/...



4« Inport trends

The above factors described account for the irregular trend of 
inportSi and in some cases have necessitated a policy of inport restrictions^ 
This weakened the possibility of increasing supplies that were urgently 
needed for the inpl®nentation of development policy and plans»

The value of inports of goods and services in I96C was practically 
the same as the value of eijports: about 8,600 million dol3a,rs» Not 
until 1964 did Latin America reach the 1957 level of inports (some 
9,3CK) million dollars)» It is even more significant that in recent years 
inports espanded more slowly than exports, the trade surplus being as 
high as 1,200 million dollars in 1966» In fact, exports amounted to 
about 12,000 million dollars, conpared with 10,760 million dollars for 
inports of goods and services»
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III, CONCLUSIONS

Like every process, planning must be developed and improved. Thus 
far Latin America has gone through the first stagej it has established 
planning agencies, pr^ared a variety of plans, worked out consistent 
development policies with some success, allocated public rescurces more 
systematically, trained a large group of professionals in new techniques 
locally and accvimulated a fund of valuable eaperience. At the same time, 
it has encountered limitations and obstacles including general lack of 
political si^sport for planning, inadequate overall develouriient strategies, 
absence of effective co-ordination between policy and operational machineiy 
and other more specific drawbacks.

Measures to overcome those limitations and obstacles would represent 
a second stage of planning in Latin America, in which devslopment plans 
would be better formulated and above all more efficiently carried out«
Some conclusions from the foregoing analysis might usefully be analysed 
by national agencies and the coitpetenb foreign financial and techiiical 
co-operation organs,

1, National planning machinery

(a) , The planning systans thus far developed should be conpleted ty renewed 
efforts in many areas and, in particular, by:

(i) establishing a closer relationship between overall guidelines 
and short-term operational machinery, preferably by drawing up annual 
plans of operation incorporating decisions to mobilize and allocate i^sotirces 
and inplamenting detailed economic policy;

(ii) supplementing the process of formulating and implementing plans 
hy that of periodic evaluation of results and establishing appropriate 
organs for that purpose,
(b) Planning systems should be brought into line with long and short-term 
development priorities through action to co-ordinate national planning with:

(i) Latin America’s economic integration aims;
(ii) through action to relate planning with the assimilation of new 

techniques, eiployment and training, income distribution and inprovement 
of living conditions;
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(iii) through action to relate planning -with anti-inflationary measures*

(c) Stronger co-ordination should be established between planning agencies 
and the political authorities, the national administration and the private 
sector

(i) Carefully reviewing the relations between planning offices and 
top-level national authorities;

(ii) Ensuring that administrative reform programnes allow for proper 
co-ordination betvieen planning bodies and the general, sectoral or 
regional decisiorwnaking centres;

(iii) Establishing or inproving existing channels of communication 
with the various representative bodies of the private sector (political 
parties, trade unions, entrepreneurs* associations, etc»)^
(d) Further research should be carried out to discover the most effective 
technical means of iEplementing the various planning activiti^B^ The 
folloi-riiig questions should be urgently considered;

(i) Methods and technicues for preparing annual plans (including 
such instruments as the nationfil economic budget);

(ii) Methods and techniques for evaluating and supervising the 
inplemenbation of plans;

(iii) Methods and techniques formulating development policy with due 
regard for maximum utilisation of human resources., the economic integration 
of Latin Aiserica, the redisti.'ioution of income and a reasonable allocation 
of resources between social and economic ob;5®ctives*
(e) It is inperative to improve data-gathering and data-processing so 
that reliable statistics and other data will be readily available for the 
preparation of plans and the supervision of their execution. To that end:

(i) The offices which collect, tabulate and publish ir-iormation 
should be given greater autonony and provided with additional staff and 
technical resources;

(ii) Basic programmes of urgently needed information should be 
prepared for priority action in order to ensure a steady flow of up-to-date 
data;

(iii) Machinery should be devised and put into operation for providing 
information on progress achieved in inplementing plans*

/...
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w /2« Eicbernal technical and financial co-»operation

(a) Technical co-operation from international and other external soxirces 
in national planning activities should be encouraged. The new for such 
co-operation is greater than ever at the preseiït stage, especially in the 
following areas!

(i) The study and disséminé.tion of the methods ami techniques 
referred to above;

(ii) The training of technical personnel in performing their present 
functions as well as,those likely to become more ioportant in the near 
future (annual plans, evaluation and supervision, etc.);

(iii) The exchange of ejq^erience between planning agencies in the 
various countries of the region.
(b) The provision of technical information and specific projections 
concerning the following questions should be systematically co "Originated:

(i) The economj.c growth of .the various latin American countries;
(ii) World market prospects, by groups of products and ly specific 

products;
(iii) Estimates of the developing countries’ external financing resources 

and needs.
(c) External financing has exerted a profound influence on national 
planning activities. It is therefore essential to conbi.iue the progress 
already achieved in the following ways:

(i) By financing piograranes of concerted action in many different 
fields, and, in particular, by replacijig the old system of project 
financing by a new system which will ensiu'e the overall financing of 
development plans and supplementary and conpensatory financirig needs on 
suitable terms.

20/ The following conclusions contain no reference to foreign trade 
despite its inportance in the execution of Latin America’s 
development plans, in order to avoid raising issues of world 
econonde policy.
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(ii) Ely extending amortization periods and lowering interest rates 
on foreign loans;

(iii) By allocating resources more flexibiy, so that they are not 
made contingent upon the in^iorted content of investments and can cover 
local costs;

(iv) By more flexible use of external financing with a view to 
eliminating the conditions attached;

(v) By financial support for national and international planning 
agencies«
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I, ORIGINS AND SPREAD OF FLAIiNING THEORY AND 
MACHINERY IN LATIN AMERICA

Even before the Second World War, various countries vdshing to take 
organized steps to deal vdth the effects of the great depression, began 
sectoral planning, especially of their economic infra-structure. In some 
cases, especially in Mexico and Chile, this continued into the post-war 
period, leading to the setting up of sectoral planning systems, which are 
now fully integrated into the institutional framework and have provided 
the basis for a systematic policy in those sectors. Only from the 
mid-1950*s, however, has there been a general desire in Latin America to 
regulate development policy by means of overall plans establidiing 
priorities and inteirelations between the different sectors and policies 
on the basis of an overall view of the economy» There were some earlier 
attempts to prepare general plans, but in practice they amomited to no 
more than the general outlines of a political programme and did not 
constitute a first step towards serious planning.

It was the growing awareness of the need to speed up development 
created by a penurious period of weak export markets, especially from 
1955 onwards, which made the idea of planning popular and later led to 
its adoption as the basic means of action in the Punta del Este Charter*

In this development, the United Nations Economic Commission for1/  .Latin America has played an essential role. From its first studies,*' in 
which the deterioration of the terms of trade and other structural problems 
already appear as the fundamental obstacles to development, ECLA advocated 
the adoption of a long-term development policy, which presupossed 
planning.

In 1955, it came out openly in favour of this policy, with the 
publication of its Analyses and Projections of Economic Develorment;
I, An Introduction to the Technique of Programming, ^  Even before the.
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1/ Economic Survey of Latin America, 1949, prepared by the secretariat 
of the Economic Commission for Latin America, United Nations 
Publication, Sales N": 1951,11,9.1.

^  United Nations, Publication, Sales N°: 1955.II.9.2,
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in its country studies and in the advice given by its technical assistance 
missions, it had already begun ^stematically to promote the establishment 
of planning machinery arvi the preparation of general development plans.
One of the first countries to follow its recommendations was Colombia, at 
the beginning of the 1950*s. Later, through the combined effects of 
training courses in economic develop!iient and advisory groups on planning, 
it became the main factor behind the rapid spread of the idea of economic 
programming, a fxmction idiich has been continued by the Latin American 
Institute for Economic and Social Planning,

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, having 
an interest in the efficient preparation and execution of projects, 
especially in the infra-structural aspect, and being also involved in 
overall studies of countries* development, likewise advocated the 
establishment of central organs for planning and co-ordination and the 
preparation of programmes, particularly for economic sectors, and more 
particularly for transport and electricity.

By i960, after some years of adverse external conditions, a general 
decline in the rate of development and a tense political atmosphere, planning 
was accepted as an element in the development policy proposed as a means of 
overcoming these problems. In various countries central plaxming orgdns 
had been established and the preparation of plans was receiving attention 
and encouragement from some Governments. In some comtries, professional 
teams, trained in techniques of planning and accustomed to think of them as 
the basic instrument of the new economic policy, had reached positions 
of influence. Planning was thus one of the central elements in the 
programme of action included in the so-called Punta del Este Charter signed 
in 1961, when the advent of the Kennedy Administration made possible a 
hemisphere-wide approach to Latin American development.

The Punta del Este charter sets forth a series of targets which in 
practice preaippose the preparation of programmes and, even more specifically, 
establishes formally that countries have an obligation to prepare economic 
and social development plans to guide their domestic development and serve 
as a starting point for multilateral co-operation. It also establishes a
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procedure for the multilateral evaluation of plans by an independent body 
of experts, upon idiose services the countries can call if they so de^j*e« 
Despite the inevitable vagueness of the text on some essential points 
- for example, on what such evaluations mean vdth regard tp external 
financing - the Punta del Este Charter introduced an innovation of 
international importance by leying the basis for a new kind of external 
co-operation based on a national system of planning.

The immediate consequence of the Punta del Este Charter and the 
Alliance for Progress programme based on it was the establishment of central 
planning bodies in almost all the countries of Latin America and the 
preparation of overall development plans in most of them. The first plan 
for evaluation was submitted by Colombia, which was followed in rapid 
succession by other countries. The exceptions were the bigger countries, 
Brazil and Argentina, which had resisted the idea of formal evaluation 
from the beginning. Nevertheless, the procedure of planning has made 
progress in those countries and Argentina finished preparing its plan 
in 1965« At present, evaluation of Uruguay’s plan is about to begin and 
Venezuela’s new plan is being analysed, since the period to which its 
first general plan applied has elapsed.

There can be no doubt, however,that the first flash of enthusiasm 
has already waned. The situation varies much from country to country, 
but in most the expectations that planning awakened seem to have given %May 
to a certain scepticism. The preparation or irevision of plans is behind 
hand in mapy countries and it is evident that less importance is attached 
to it. The central planning organs, vdiich in the beginning were much 
affected by the shortage of trained personnel, but were roused to vigorous 
efforts by the importance of their responsibilities and the confidence 
placed in them by governments, have begun to encovuxter growing difficulties 
in their relations with other government departments aixi, in some cases, 
have lost their influence and resources. Changes of government in many 
countries have reflected this change in attitudes, although in seme cases 
planning has been strengthened, more frequently it has been pushed into 
the background and the continuity of the work of the central planning 
organs has suffered. Their functions have altered and often the trained
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personnel vjho had gained experience during the initial efforts have 
been replaced. This means that plarming has reached a crisis, and the 
pu3Tpose of this paper is to identify its causes and to indicate the 
change of course \diich seems essential in order to preserve a technical 
and political instrument of great value for development policy,

II, RESULTS OF THE FIRST ATTEMPTS AT PLANNIWG

Confidence in planning was first shaken by the economic performance
of Latin America in recent years. The rate growth in gross domestic
product per capita over the period I96O-65, although higher than in the
previous five years, was lower on the average than in 1950-55, The
minimum target set by the Punta del Este Charter (2,5 per cent) was reached
in 1964 and 1965, The results are due mainly to fluctuations in the land
of activity in some of the bigger countries of the region (Argentina and
Brazil), which have not yet overcome their tendency towards slow growth
and instability. Some countries have achieved rapid growth in the last
few years under the stimulus of favourable foreign markets, but others
among the medium-sized and small countries have continued to, grow slowly
or irregularly and have found their economic problems becoming more acute
and in some cases critical. Furthermore, even the rate for the region as
a whole seems to have suffered a decline in I966 and this trend is evident
in about half the countries. In short, the period does not show any

3/change worthy of note in development trends in Latin America,*"
If we confine ourselves to the most practical results of government 

action, which is what the public is most conscious of, i.e,, investment, 
the comparison between vdiat has been done and what was planned is in

2/ See The Future of Latin America*s Development and the Alliance for
Progress. CIES/847-CEA/Ser,H/X,8, Pan American Unibn, Washington, D,C,, 
1966, p, 7, See also Development and Stabilization Policies in 
Latin America: Some Problems by Rooue Carranza. E/AC.54/L.4, For lack 
of comparable information, Cuba was not included. Similarly, the 
comments on planning in this paper do not apply to Cuba,
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general,not very encouraging. As far as investment is concerned, even 
allowing for the adverse effects of fluctuations in exports on the level 
of activity, what has been achieved does not acco3^i in most cases with 
vrtiat was planned, either in quantity or in distribution. In some cases, 
the difference is such that it is obvious that the action taken was 
determined by priorities different from those adopted in planning,' which 
shows that the plan was merely a document with only a remote bearing on 
government action. It is true that in most of the countries the structure 
of investment follows the lines recommended by the Punta del Este Charter 
and tends to give a greater share to so-called "social investment", but, 
considering the eaqiectations aroused, it is perhaps in these programmes 
that achievements have fallen furthest short of the targets set, A 
striking example of this is housing programmes.

It is not very clear, either, what the situation is with regard to 
the decisive change of direction it was intended to give to develoimienb 
policy through the combination of so-called radical reforms in agricvilture, 
taxation, administration and education. Progress has been made in taxation 
and education, and in some cases it has been considerable. On the other 
harei, very little has been done to transform the structure of agriculture 
or to carry out administrative reforms. On the vriiole, weighing credits 
and debits, it does not appear that the desire for change is leading to 
a transformation of national structures. The predominant impression among 
the public, therefore, is what economic policy has not changed either in 
tor» or in substance. Progress has been made in some areas and a start has 
been made with reforms, but economic policy has neither the impetus nor 
the degree of disciplined co-ordination vhich seemed to be characteristic 
of planning.

The initiation of planning has not led, either, to substantial 
changes in methods of external co-operation and this may and has influenced 
the attitude of the ruling classes towards it. In the context of Latin 
American politics, the formal adoption of planning in m.any countries was 
a decision in which great weight was attached to the idea that as part of 
a programme of external co-operation within an inter-American context.
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planning was an essential tool if action was to be taken to protect 
countries or compensate them for the chronic instability of the external 
variables in the development process, essentially foreign trade, and if 
their resources were to be supplemented to the extent necessary to maintain 
a vigorous development policy. In practice, the progress made in 
public financing - the gross volume of loans has increased considerably - 
was not directly related to planning policy. In the great majority of 
cases, there was no perceptible change in methods of public financing and 
apart from exceptional cases the plans did not include procedures for 
overall financing. For the time being, it is not of interest to consider 
how far it would have been possible to tie financing with economic plans.
We point the fact out merely in order to show that this was another 
esqjectation which has not been realized.

As far as foreign trade is concerned, in the last three years, 
fortunately, market trends have been relatively favourable for some of 
Latin Americans staple.exports. But in the cases where there has been a 
decline, particularly tropical products, there has been no significant 
action hy the international coaiaunity, except on coffee.

In the light of this experience, some members of the ruling circles 
in Latin America have begun to regard planning as a nuisance and, as we 
shall see shortly, as a threat to their own interests, yielding no returns 
except unimportant consequences at the international level. Often there, 
was a lack of real Conviction viien the principle of planning was adopted. 
The external forms of the planning ^stem were accepted, without a full 
awareness of the discipline that planning implies or the transformation 
of political and administrative structures that it requires. Perhaps it 
was inevitable that in its initial stages planning shovild have been an 
element in a ritual which was supposed to gain respectability and foreign 
acceptance for national economic policy. The lack of foreign response 
deprived this ritual of any meaning fot the ruling groups in question.

There is thus a tinge of scepticism in the attitude towards planning 
both of the ruling classes and of the public in general, A large part of 
the disappointment is due to the normal subsidence of expectations after 
the optimism of official declarations in the initial stages, among them

/the Punta
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the Punta del Este Charter itself* But behind the growing discouragement 
there is, as we have indicated, a more profound cause, which may be 
summarized as follows: the introduction of planning has not led to 
far-reaching changes in economic policy or in the traditional style of 
government,

Fcr all its truth, this final opinion conceals many genuine 
achievements planning, xdiich may not be spectacular, but which contain 
in embryo the changes that must be made in the next period. In summary, 
these positive consequences are as follows:

1, The establishment of a more appropriate institutional 
basis for develomeftt policy

To a greater or lesser extent, almost all the countries have 
established some elements of a planning system* For the present, they are 
generally limited to policy-making machinery, basically the central 
planning organ, and improved procedures for relating policy to decisions, 
as in the case of the state budget. In addition, progress has been made 
in the preparation of projects and the creation of machinery to promote 
development. In some cases, particularly in Uruguay, planning has 
led to a relationship with the private sector which would not otherwise 
have existed. This has also ocurred in other countries, although in 
a patchy way, it affects only some sectors. Without going into detail, 
it can be said that Latin America now has a more efficient and diversified 
institutional basis, better suited for the gradual introduction of 
improvements in economic policy and the establishment of the necessary 
co-ordination. The setting up of central planning organs has been the 
first step towards modernization and, even vdiere those organs suffer 
because of their position in the hierarchy and the shortage of resoiirces, 
they are generally focal points for innovation in the public sector. To 
a certain extent, moreover, as in Ecuador, they have served as an element 
of continuity in an economic policy which would otherwise have suffered 
from the frequent changes of Govei^nment, What has been done so far thus 
shows a positive balance, even if this is one of the aspects which receives 
less attention when the progress made in planning is evaluated. In
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antiquated stnictures such as those of many Latin American administrations, 
this change is important because of the moment\im which such innovations 
can acquire, ,

2, Progress in ensuring the compatibility and 
co-ordination of economic policy

Concurrently viith the development outlined above, there has been 
an improvement in the overall approach and in the co-ordination of economic 
policy. This is a difference of degree as compared with the past, but 
there are already some striking examples to be found in extremely complex 
situations. So far as production is concerned, through the influence of 
EGLA's methodology, the strategy of Latin American planning has tended to 
focus on the need to expand output in terms of inter-industrial 
relationships and complementary policies. The machinejy is still very 
defective, but the xd.ll is there and its effect is noticeable in economic 
policy.

As regards tiî e more subtle matter of the compatibility of financial 
and production policies, the liaision and co-ordinaiion bodies are starting 
to concentrate on ijmplementing the stabilization and development programme 
of some of the largjer Latin American countries. In view of the extreme 
diffictilty of carryfing out stabilization in the social and political 
environment of those countries, the planners have had to adapt their tools 
very cat*efuUy in order to establish a proper relationship between gradual 
Stabilization and the promotion of production on a larger scale. Whatever 
the final outcome of these efforts may be, the improvement in the quality 
of economic policy attributable to these programmes cannot be denied. The 
rationalization involved in planning has made it possible to carry out 
these extremely complicated activities. In other countries, however, 
especially the less developed, the link between monetary policy and production 
policy is still very tenuous.

Lastly, as in the case of investment prograimnes, there is also a 
grovdng awareness of the need for action to follow a more logical sequence. 
This natural^ leads to a more realistic evaluation of the difficulties of 
development and to an appreciation of the less spectacular aspjects of 
economic and) social policy. This is reflected in the concern to undertake

' /pre-investment studies



pre-investment studies and prepare projects. Much remains to be done 
in all these respects, but some headway has obviously been made vdiich can 
be attributed to the initial planning efforts,

3, Training of technical personnel

The training of technical personnel is probably the most practical 
and lasting achievement of planning in the past year. It involves not 
only the training of ejqierts in the various branches of planning but also 
the formation of working teams accustomed to a discipline which calls for 
extensive co-ordination and continuous co-operation. Apart frm. all the 
advantages deriving from the training of specialists, planning has 
provided the various countries with groups of young professionals imbued 
with common ideals and sharing common interests. This phenomenon is similar, 
although it appears on a vaster scale, to that which occurred in the staff 
training programmes of the Latin American Central Banks in the last two 
decades, under vdiich many of the economists who now hold influential positions 
in government service received their training. An additional feature of 
planning is the fact that the technical cadres thus formed are for the first 
time versed in several disciplines. Moreover, and almost inevitable, their 
work has encouraged them to adopt a political approach and this is of great 
importance in view of the rapidly declining influence of the traditional 
ruling groups.

B/AC.5VU19Page 9

III, RTJ^SONS FOR THE LIMITATICITS OBSERVED IN
PUNNT.NG IN LATIN AMCRIGA

Progress has also been made in the gradual consolidation of an 
institutional and techrlcal basis which, in the future, may lead to a sound 
development policy. On the other hand, the assertion that up to the present 
the influence of planning has been superficial is still valid. Without 
disparaging the advances made and without overlooking the problems of 
transition, it may well be asked what obstacles prevent planning from 
striking deeper roots. The truth of the matter is that this initial 
preparatorjn ijeriod cannot continue much longer without detracting from the 
prestige q£ planning arxi it is in the general interest to ensure that this 
already noticeable trend is halted in time,

/A detailed
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A detailed analysis of the causes of this phenomenon is beyond 
t^e scope of this paper because it would involve a thorough consideration 
of the obstacles in the way of development policy. Nevertheless, certain 
salient features of the process of assimilating planning in many of the 
Latin American countries must be mentioned because they can be important 
for an understanding of the sources of this incipient crisis. Such a 
general treatment will not do justice to the conditions prevailing in 
some coxintries, but, subject to the relevant reservations, it does cover 
most cases. These features are as followsi

1, The persistence of interests and conditions 
opposed to development policy in the power 

stnactures and administrations

Latin America is a continent in a state of flux. To varying 
degrees the structure of traditional society still persists in the 
institutional life of each nation. In several countries the power of 
the old structures remains intact. To the extent that this occurs, 
planning is a foreign element and is therefore resisted. Two facts 
are worth mentioning:
(a) Opposition of the pressure groups benefiting from 

the status quo

Theoretically it may seem strange that planning should be regarded 
as an instrument of political change. To be practical, in the case of 
Latin America it is som':n̂ rhat pointless to discuss the neutral role which 
planning shoiiLd play as a technique. From its earliest beginnings, it 
was tied to an interpretation of under-developmsnt (and of development) 
with political implications. These implications justify the discipline 
which planning entails. It derives from an analysis of the economic and 
social structure which postulates a development policy based on structural 
change, one of whose consequences is the transfer of economic power to 
the modern entrepreneurial groups and the State. Some of the main 
elements of this policy - for example land reform, import substitution, 
more State control and intervention - ̂ directly affect the interests of 
certain pressure groups which wielded power in the old society. To the

/extent that
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extent that they maintain their influence, and they do so to a greater or 
smaller degree in several Latin American countries, these groups -will 
resist planning as the tool of that development policy,
(b) Ineitia of th6 traditional forms of organization and government

administrât ion
Besides being a technique, planning is also an art of government 

in economic and social matters. In the first place, it implies a change 
in the attitude and working methods of the executives, even at the 
highest policy-making levels. The plan and its system of priorities 
combine with external restrictions to limit the executives freedom of 
decision. For the head of the executive this restriction may be merely 
formal, for it is one of his functions to organize the revision of the 
plan. But even in this case the restriction exists to the extent that 
the revision of a plan calls for a procedure in which the decision 
undergoes a series of tests for compatibility and the final adjustment 
may entail changes in matters viiich are far outside the apparent scope 
of the original decision. To sum up, a plan is a form of discipline 
calculated to counteract the working attitudes and habits of the 
executives of the traditional governments in Latin America, This 
discipline entails, both for political leaders and for civil servants, 
a severe limitation on the leeway for negotiation and Influence 
available to them for strengthening their political positions.

There has been no lack of detailed references to the difficulties 
encountered in reorganising a government in order to establish a .
planning system with its machinery of guidelines, decision and control.
As stated earlier, the initial effort with its practical resiilts was 
focused on setting up the policy making machinery; central and sectoral 
plariT-ing bodies. Their consolidation involves an arduous process of 
development from advisory services dealing with short-term problems and 
with a limited fund of information to a policy-making system embracing the 
main centres of authority and capable of programming their activities, 
which implies, inter alia, a substantial improvement in the quality and 
quantity of the information available. After the initial effort, many 
of these bodies have remained someiidiat aloof from the administrative

/mainstream and



mainstream and this trend has had to be halted. Very often the rest of 
the administration continues to operate on the old patterns; decisions 
are taken vdthout proper liaison with the policy-making machinery and 
there are practically never any systems for checking performance which 
are more efficient than traditional auditing.

Part of the problem derives from the great difficulty of introducing 
a practice which is different as regards the direction and content of 
the information provided. Although this may seem to be a secondary aspect, 
it is of decisive importance for building up the system of planning and 
facdULitating rapid execution and the rapid provision of the infoimiation 
necessary to give impetus to the planning process. The history of 
programme budgeting illustrates the difficulty involved in introducing 
new administrative practices. In many countries the system of programme 
budgeting has been introduced, but the control machinery (accounting, 
checking, etc,) either does not exist or, in many cases, still follows 
the old patterns.

In a nutshell, from the point of view of the interests of certain 
pressure groups forming part of the ruling classes which wield the power 
in several countries and also from the angle of organization and 
administration, planning is still foreign to the institutional experience 
of many Latin American covmtries. Stress should be laid on the warning 
that this conclusion is not equally applicable to all countries; in some, 
the aforesaid opposition is on a much smaller scale and certain planning 
procedures have proved to be very effective (e,g, sectoral programming 
in Mexico), In others, as à result of political evolution and acquired 
experience, the contradictions have become less marked and the planning 
^stem is more firmly established (e,g, Venezuela),

E/AC.54/L.19Page 12
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2, Tnconsisteney between the planning proce(i»re^ 
followed and certain basic requirements 

of develontaent policy

The defects and mistakes of planning in Latin America have alreadty 
been described in several publications«^ Biis is not the place to repeat these 
criticisms which are often made by Latin American planners themselves.
These shortccmings are mostly attributable to obstacles created by the 
political and social environment in which planning has developed during 
this transitoria! period and to the technical limitations (lack of information, 
shortage of trained staff) vdiich are also veiy characteristic of the 
early stages. Some of these mistakes, however, are attributable to the 
ineaperlence not only of Latin American planners but also of planning in 
general. Actually there is very little eaperience available for fomulating 
plans and planning systems which are sxiitable for under-developed econcmies 
which (a) for policy reasons, relegate a considerable part of the decision 
making to private enterprise and (b) are undergoing a period of growing 
social apprehension and tension which complicates the social objectives 
that planning is designed to further. In addition to this initial Uffiitation, 
as regards the possibility of assimilating experience, there is also the 
wide variety of conditions prevailing in the region both in the matter of 
social and political evolution and in the degree of development and the 
nature of the factors limiting development in the varioiis covintries concerned* 

This lack of experience is apparent in several of the shortcomings 
of Latin American planning. Some of the important ones are as follows*

(a) Adherence to more or less standard theoretical fomnulas or schemes 
vhich ignore or undex>-estimate the essential problems and conditions of each 
countjpy,-^ Perhaps the two most inportant consequences of this adherence 
to general fozmulas may be assumed up as follows:

Reports from the Panel of Nine to the Inter-American Eeoncmic and Social 
Council, especially for 1964 (CEA/Ser, H/X*6/CIE3,631 Onioeographed)), 
pages 31 to 46, See also lESP, »Discusiones sobre planifieaclÓn”, 
published by Siglo Veintiuno Editores, S.A», Mexdoo, 1^6,

^  “Since all the countries vdiich have adopted development plans, have
followed essentially the same methodology aivd pursued similar objectives 
within a common continental programme, a certain pattern may be observed 
in the successes and shortccniings of the planning pTOcess", "Notas sobre 
el proceso de planificación ai América Latina", Panel of Nine 
(CffiA/Ser,H/X,8-ÓIES/854) (xi»lmeogj?aphed}, page 21*

(i) lnBuffÍ(d^t



(1) Insufficient attention is paid to the existence of critical 
resoiarces other than foreign capital and exchange* The schemes on vihich 
the plans are based follow a pattem> which is, moreover, ccmmon in 
planning, vhereby fixed capital formation is regarded as the only or the 
main instrument for increasing the product, Latin Americans planners have 
been tau^t by e3?>erience to consider the availability of external resources 
as another limiting factors, especially owing to their effect on capital 
formation, but virtually no attention has been paid to human resoiurces,
Tidiich are probably critical in many countries, or even the employment 
problem,

(ii) Very frequently the function of the price system is emitted
from the more or less coherent scheme proposed as a guide for develc^ment
policy, GiVffli the conditions prevailing in Latin America, prices are
the principal yarclstick that planning can use^in order to influence the
private sector which, to a different degree in each country, controls the
directly productive activities and, despite increasing State activity
especially in the econcmic and social infrastructure, has a decisive role

6/to play in investment,-'
(b) The failure - in some cases carried to an extreme — to identity 

accurately the instruments of development policy and to formulate precisely 
the elements r^cessary for identijying policy-making responsibilities.
In spite of the aiphasis on capital formation, one of the most frequent 
defects is to be found in financing policy. It follows from the preceding 
paragraph that the elements necessary for a price policy capable of 
influencing the private sector with a view to securing a better allocation 
of resoixrces have also been lacking. The saying that the private entrepreneur 
must take part in the preparation of plans so that he can identify himself 
with them has become a cliché. But even if this is possible and advisable 
— and it is not in every case - it overlooks the most important fact*' 
in the Latin American context the private entrepreneur's response will not 
usually be the result of a general adherence to the plan but of his observation
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^  It varies from approximately 58 per cent of total investment in Chile 
to 82 per cent in Peru, The average is approximately 65 per cent 
for seventeen countries,

/of market
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of market trends through the pidce system. Planning in a mixed econcny 
implies a deeper knowlet^e of the behabiour of the price system in the 
circxamstances peculiar to each country and a more subtle use of the 
^stoa than is necessary in other types of planning» If the defects of 
the market are very great and the entrepreneur is inefficient either 
because of structural conditions or because of technological backwardness, 
the difficulties are greater still» In these cases it is doubtful whether 
consxilting the entrepreneur will provide many clues to the incentives 
and disincentives that should be applied to private enterprise in the 
absence of more specific forecasting of price trends and the adjustment 
of prices along the lines Imposed the real shortage of factors and 
goods in the econcany.

To sim up, owing to methodological limitations or to the absence of 
proper emphasis, Latin American planning has lacked adequate elements for 
guiding action in the required direction and at the proper time# Some of 
the shortcomings are attributable to methodological problans vhich have 
not yet been solved, or at least not solved in a satisfactory manner so 
far as the practical application is concerned, e*g», in a dynamic context, 
the optimum allocation of resources from the point of view of well-being»
In this connexion, what has happened in Latin America reflects a general 
lack of scientific knowledge and indicates the sectors in which priority 
should be given to research in the future» Even in those cases, however, 
the impossibility of arriving at a strict rationalization is no excuse 
for forgetting essential matters on vdiich action should be taken. These 
matters can be tackled, with reasonable accuracy, by partial analyses 
supplemented by informed judgement and common sense. In other cases the 
shortcomings can be entirely remedied and are no more than the result 
of an insufficiently realistic evaluation of the specific requirements of 
development policy, e.g, inadequate treatment of tiie machinery of planning» 
Ihe f o m  a plan takes must be the most suitable for the characteristics and 
circumstances of the country concenied, having regard not only to the 
availability of information and the technical necessity of guaranteeing 
minimum consistency but also to the country*s political and administrative 
structure, the nature of the obstacles in the way of develoimient vhich the

/plan is
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plan is intended to overcome and the actual requirements of its politgr- 
making system at the governmental level and in the private sector* The 
pattern followed by the planning system and its machinery should also 
show the same capacity to adapt itself to reality,

3, The uncertainty associated vdth foreign 
trade and capital flovjs

This uncertainty is the cause - the decisive one in some cases —  of 
the shortcomings of planning in Latin America and of the unexpected and 
often unforseeable obstacles to the execution of the plans which have 
emerged as a result of the instability of the markets for most of Latin 
Americans exports. Given the structure of the Latin American economies, 
relatively slight changes in markets may occasion radical changes in the 
premises of a plan. Often the shortcomings are not even attributable to 
technical mistakes in forecasting. The purchases or sales of a large 
country may upset a market. Primary commodity trade is by nature loncertain 
and the present market organization tends to make this xmcertainty more 
acute.

It should be possible to achieve the minimum certainty that planning 
requires even in the present conditions of primary commodity trade, provided 
the countries can count m  conpensatory (or supplementary) external financing. 
This has not yet happened and the fluctuations in foreign trade forces the 
countries to revise their plans continuously, which is not only difficult 
because of the limited technical resources but also unfortixnate because 
it deprives planning of one of its main values as a political instrument: 
the relative degree of pemanence vdiich a plan requires in order to stimulate 
the imagination and enlist the suppoirb of the people and to become what 
sociologists call a “national plan".

/IV. TCWARES
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17. TOWARDS MCRE EFFECTIVE PLANNING

The foregoing analysis leads to the conclusion that improved 
effectiveness in the planning gystem in Latin America largely depends on 
events external to the tediniques and organization of planning, namely, 
political developients in Latin America and the gains which the developing 
countries achieve frcm international co-operation to bring about a measure 
of stability in external assistance (through action in the field of trade 
and of external financial flows), Frcm the technical planning stancft)oint, 
one important recommendation is that efforts should be made to acUpt the 
characteristics and modalities of plans, and the planning system itself, 
to conditions in each country. The implications of this reccanmendation are 
considered below in rather more detail,

1, Flexibility in planning technioues with a view to 
their adaptation to conditions 

in each country

Taken to extrañes, the effort, or ”stress”, implicit in any economic 
development policy woiald demand the use of the most refined techniques in 
planning the re-allocation of resources in the required directions. The 
more intensive the pursuit of development, the more stingent will be the 
requirements for precision in the planning process,^ the more coherent 
must be the plans, and the greater will be the co-ordimtion demanded ty 
the planning systm, .Thus the technical "cpality” or stringency of the 
plan increases in direct ratio to the difficulty of achieving the objectives 
which a society has set itself, the teim "quality” being used as an egression 
of the extent to which tlie methods applied in preparing the plan make it 
possible to determine what allocation of resources will ccme closest to 
the optimum solution of the social welfare function and the degree to which 
the instruments employed can actually bring about such an allocation. In 
other words, any attempt at methodological refin«nent and at organization 
would be justified from this standpoint.

2J "... considerable precision will be necessary in order not to delay 
development on the one hand, and to maintain some minimum acceptable 
consumption on the other hande” Timbergen, Central Planning (Yale 
University Press, New Haven and London, 1964), p. 69,

/In the
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In the case of the great majority of the countries of Latin America, 
the prevailing political objectives, which leave a considerable area of 
decisionnnaking to private initiative and a relatively high degree of 
independence to the consumer, cannot be used as an excuse for planning of 
lower "quality''. There will be some differences in relation to countries 
with centrally planned econcmies - less need to go into detail in certain 
sectors, and therefore less need for co-ordination - but planning will 
also encounter greater difficulties, in so far as instruments of persuation, 
rather than prescription will have to be chosen. This does not mean, 
however, that planning in mixed economies, as in others, should not be able 
to influence quantities and prices. In theory, the solution of the social 
welfare function would imply a range of opportunity costs, and that would 
set the pattern for exerting action through factor costs, throu^ certain 
goods of strategic icportance and through a number of other instruments, 
among which the foreign exchange rate and public revenues and esqjenditures 
are of decisive importance.

Planning in latin America is still far from approaching these levels 
of "quality" and there are some powerful reasons vdiich, in practice, justify 
some of the limitations in these initial years of the planning effort. 
Statistical data were and are deficient despite the progress vdiich has 
been made, research into econcmic and social phenomena was non-existent 
and is still scanty, personnel with training and experience in planning 
were few in numbers and, as mentioned above, public administration, 
because of its structure, is unequal to the complexities of an intensive 
and xdde-ranging development policy.

This cOEpelled the planners in Latin America to opt, quite rightly, 
for less donanding modalities in the planning process. None of the causes 
mentioned above could be eliminated at short notice, and Governments were 
anxious to have sane plans and to set up a planning system, with all the 
limitations which were only to be ea^jected. Inevitably, the degree of 
"quality" or stringency which it was desired to impart to the planning 
had to be reduced, with a resulting sacrifice in the goals of the 
development effort. In these circumstances, however, the choice of the 
modalities which, despite their defects, could achieve the most results

/became a
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became a vital decision* This (dioice ^  had to take into account the 
conditions in each country, from the stanc^oint not only of the limitations 
on the application of a strict methodology but also of the development 
problems peculiar to the country -in question* As was seen in the preceding 
chapter, the choice made was not a happy one, in many cases, owing to lack 
of e^qperience, and planning in Latin America tended to ignore certain aapects 
of decisive inportance in establishing guidelines for the allocation of 
resources. Adherence to formulae idiich were assumed to be universally 
valid often led planners to concentrate their attention and their work 
unduly on aspects of little importance to the pattern of economic policy 
and to overlook the question how they could obtsiin the best results, in 
the conditions prevailing in each country, from a planning i^stem which, 
for the time being, was inevitably defective.

As an eiqjeriment, it may be worth>diile to illustrate the problans 
raised by this decision, taking as an example only one of the elements of 
a planning systoa, namely, the preparation of economic plants, and especially 
the %aster plan”, i«hiòh provides general guidelines. The same kind of 
account could be given, without ary great difficulty, in the case of the 
other parts of the system and its machinery.

Within the framework set by -the decisions of a society concerning 
the broad objectives and the limits imposed on the action, a development 
plan must perform three functions if it is intended to guide and promote 
a develcpaent policy:

(a) To lay down a strategy - in other words, to indicate the pattern 
of evolution which the econcmy should follow if it is to achieve the 
objectives of the action, bearing in mind the possibilities of erspanaion 
and the structural and functional relationships between its constituent 
partsj

(b) To specify, in terms suitable for declsion-making, the means 
which are needed to achieve the desired evolution of the economyj

8/ In deciding on objectives, the head of the executive branch delimits 
the possible range of choice and, to some extent, participates in it. 
In practice, in many instances in Latin America, the prior decisions 
concerning objectives have been so broad that the planner, has nearly 
always had a decisive influoice on the choice,

/(c) To



(c) To inform those responsitle for the execution of the plan 
concerning the pajrt t h ^  must play and the context in vhich they must 
play it, and to inform public opinion concerning the in^jlioations of the 
national conmitment represented ly the plan.

The development plan performs these functions through a set of 
plans vhich really relate to different levels of guidance and decision- 
making. There is usually a need for a "master plan" or "overall plan" and 
a series of "subordinate plans" ^  vhich, ideally, should "detail" the 
master plan by giving pacific f o m  to parts of it in terns of time-limits 
(e.g,, an annual plan of c5)eration), of functional limits (plans by 
sectors of activity or by jtu*isdictions) or of both types of limit 
ccanbined (e.g,, the national budget).

It is not possible to discuss here in detail the criteria vhich should 
guide the choice of the set of plans best adapted to given circumstances, 
although this is obviously a very ingjortant aspect and one iidiich has also 
been neglected in Latin American planning, as is pointed out in publications 
of the Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning,^^

It may be useful, however, to point out that the content and nature 
of the master plan is to some extent a result of the progress achieved by 
the planning at the other levels of guidance —  a fact which is often 
overlooked when recommendations of apparently universal validity are 
being made concerning wtiat the plan shovild contain (e.g,, identified projects), 
Ftcm this stan<^oint, the "general plan" or "master plan" should not contain 
more than is necessary in order for the next level 6f guidance (and decision
making) to be able to identify its responsibilities in terns of strategy
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2/ Ihe term "subordinate" is used p\irely for descriptive purposesj frcm 
the strictly methodological standpoint, the relationship between 
overall plans and partial plans is very often one of interdependence, 
and they can only be resolved simultaneously. See Timbergen,
OP« Pit.» P. 88,

¿2/ Especially Discusiones sobre Planificación (o p , cit,).

/and instruments.



and instruments«^’̂  If the planning system has developed to a satisfactory 
degree in the various governmental, or even private, agencies, the master 
plan may not go into "detail” concerning the instrments and may remain at 
a level where it aggregates the physical and financial planning which 
makes it possible to lay down in de a r  terns a strategy for long-term and 
short-term action, an allocation of resources sectors or administrative 
jurisdictions, and criteria for the selection of means. Contrariwise, if 
the public administration, as is often the case in Latin America, has not 
yet been able to create guidance machinery at the subordinate levels, even 
though this is gradually being done, there is no alternative but to employ 
tlie most efficient machinery, usually the central planning office, in order 
to include the necessary operational content in the overall plan and in 
the subordinate plans for the pr^aration of which the central office is 
responsible, and this may result in a considerable amount of detail in 
such cases. The foregoing certainly does not run counter to the argument 
for decentralised planning, and it is simply the response to a ten?)orary 
limitation vdiich will be overcome, once the compi'ehensive plajining system 
has been strengthened.

In Latin America, Mexico may be taken as an example of the first of 
these circumstances. With its tradition of continiiity in government, it 
has a relatively efficient public administration and the ability to prepare 
sectoral programmes and overall policies. For this and other reasons tdiich 
will be discussed later, an overall plan without a detailed description of 
means can suffice as an instrument for guidance and a basis for co-ordination. 
This is not so in the case of most of the countries in the region, whose 
initial plans were very ill-adapted to action because they did not contain 
enough operational matter to be administratively realistic. The emphasis 
on the preparation of very detailed anmoal plans of operation by the 
central planning’ office is an acknowledgCTient of this necessity.
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¿1/ Except in those eases vdiere, for pub3j.c information reasons, it is 
desirable to give more details of the action (strategy and means).
In order to meet this need, mai^ Latin American countries have included 
a diagnosis of the econcajy - in some cases a very full one - in their 
development plaiis. This adjunct to the plan has quite rigfitly been 
used as a means of guiding public opinion to an understanding of the 
justification for the proposed action,

/The foregoing
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Hie lb regoing refers to only one> and perhaps the most formal of the 
aspects^ inpllcit in the choice of those planning modalities which can be 
most useful to a country in the light of the inevitable lack of knowledge 
and of the machinery for action» Of greater importance is the methodological 
problon of deciding, in view of the circumstances and limitations of a 
country, to vtfiat extent and what areas it is possible to sacrifice technical 
stringency with the least negative consequences for the effectiveness of 
the planned develqpment policgr.

Without presuming to do more than contribute a few ideas to the 
discussion of a matter idiich is of general concern among the planners who 
have been confronted with decisions of this kind, one might put forward 
two criteria that would help to rationalize it. They are the followingJ

(a) The degree of structural interdependence of the economyj
(b) The ccanplexity of the social welfare function.
Generally speaking, it m i ^ t  be said that, the greater the structural 

interdependence in the economy and the greater the conplexities involved 
in determining the social welfare function because of the number of the 
objectives and the possible degree of conflict between them, the greater 
the technical stringency vhich should be applied in the planning, These 
criteria might lead to the general conclusion that greater methodological 
stringaicy, and therefore greater precision, is necessary in the plans of 
the more advanced cotintries.

It is not in the area of general conclusions, however, that these
criteria can be of use. They m i ^ t  be ec^)loyed primarily in deciding# in
the light of the conditions in a coxmtry and of the limitations on planning, 
in vhich aspects of the plan, maximum precision must be demanded and in - 
which others greater latitute is possible vdth the least effect on the 
"quality" of the country's develoianent policy. With respect to the former 
aspects, lack of data and institutional obstacles cannot be an excuse for 
less stringent planning, and it may be impossible to device a development 
policy unless there is a prior improvement of the data and a refona of 
the machinery. In the case of the latter aspects, the errors which would
be incorporated in the plan as a result of the failvtre to consider sueb

/matters with
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matters with precision does not invalidate the proposed development 
policy, even where they may be scaae sacrifice of its effectiveness. This 
again is no excuse for indefinitely continuing a type of planning with 
such limitations, but vintil such time as the limitations can be overcome 
it is sufficient reason for meeting the needs for guidance in economic 
policy vdthout making undue donands on the time and the efforts of the 
planners, the two resources in short supply in many countries which are 
urgently confronted with the task of beginning to rationalize their 
economic policies.

There follows below an ei?)lanation of the way in which the criteria 
mentioned above could be used as guidelines for decisions concerning 
the modalities of plans. Examples taken from I«atin America will be used 
to illustrate the judgements involved in such a decision, but these examples 
are not intended to give a ccanplete picture of planning in the countries 
concerned,
(a) Degree of interdependence in the economic structure

la terms of analysis of inter-industry relations, the criterion would be 
determined by the degree of mutual dependence between the various sectors of 
activity. Development means, in general,^^ the evolution of the economic 
structiire towards a growing interdependence, direct or indirect, betvreen 
activities, and in this connexion the success of economic policy depends on the 
extent to which the system of allocating resources can meet the increasingly 
complex requiraients of expanding production. Other things being equal, 
vdien external trade plays a major part, this tends to make the degree 
of structural independence relatively less. Even if this were to continue, 
however, development would in any event in^jly a change in the level and 
structure of demand which would tend to increase the relationships of 
interdepend«ice in production.

It m i ^ t  therefore be stated, that, the higher the degree of development 
of the econcDjy, the greater will be the need for precision in forecasting 
and the more finely broken down will be the pattern prescribed as a basis

Ig/ Wassily Leontief, "The Structure of Development”, Scienbifio Amerioan, 
September 1963*

■ /for the



for the c^erational strategy, including where it is desired to reduce 
interference with the price system and with the independence of the 
consumer to a minimum* The opposite is also valid, however; in economies 
which are only beginning their develc^ment effort, viiich have single 
structures and little interdependence between sectors, and vdiere production 
is predominantly agricultural and external trade exerts a sti*ong influence, 
there is less need for precision and breakdown by sectors in the formulation13/
of development policy# If the economic structure shows what Leontief 
calls "blocks of interdependence” - in other words, sectors with relatiwships 
of mutual dependence ~ the need for precision will be greater with reject 
to them# The existence of any bottleneck shows that there is an inter- 
dQ>endence of this kind and points to an area in which planning must refine 
its methods in order to determine present and ibture demands and the 
expansion of production needed in the corresponding "block".

In more general terns, the existence of critical resources, whether 
in the forms of factors of production or inputs, serves even in economies 
vhere there is little interdependence to delimit areas in iidiich the planning 
must endeavour to achieve precision in forecasting* This is an obvious 
reccmmendation, but experience shows how often it has been overlooked 
in Latin Ameri.ca, The repeated emission frean planning of human resources, 
and the deficiencies in progrsanming financial flows, are two good exaaples 
of this disregard*

The relationship between the precision and breakdown of the plan 
and the degree of structural interdependence applies basically to the 
fomulation of planning strategy and does not necessarily have anything 
to do with the extent to which the insti*umental and operational part of 
the plan should be "detailed"* For administrative reasons, eapecially 
in the less developed countries, it may be and usually is necessary to 
"detail" the plan, even when the strategy is presented in a very aggregated
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form. The opposite is usually true in the case of the more developed 
cotmtries, where a breakdown of the strategy may not mean that the 
operational part is "detailed".

The manner in which the concept of interdependence may affect 
planning can be illustrated by contrasting the more industrialized countries 
of the region — usually those of larger economic scale - with those having 
simpler productive structures and a predominance of export agriculture,
Tie contrast is ovei>-sin^lified and the following conments must be 
taken merely as an indication of the path to be followed and not as a 
description of the plans that are appropriate to each of the countries 
mentioned,

Argentina^ Mexico and Brazil are examples of the mere industrialized 
countries. Relatively speaking, their future pattern of development must 
be planned with a fair amount of detail and must be broken down into 
sectors. They are justified in using multi~sectoral programming modd.s 
based cn a quantitative analysis of the relationships underlying eooncmio 
interdependence. For Brazil and Argentina, vdiose inport capacity is 
severely limited, a knowledge of such relationships is all the mere 
necessary because of the greater likelihood of bottlenecks, Moreover> 
in view of their size and the consequent need for decentralization, 
detailed planning in these countries must be extended as far as possible 
to regions, even though, initially, re^onal devaLqpment is restricted to 
poles of development and depressed areas. Strategy must ocetpy an 
preponderant position in plans and a broad hoidzon is necessary. The 
important task is to direct, influence and co«*ordinate the basic lines 
of the operation rather than to describe it in detail.

In countries like Paraguay, most Central American countries, and 
Panama, quite a different type of planning is required. The inpetus for 
econcmic growth originates and will continue to originate for s(xae time 
in sectors that are fadrly independent of other econmnic activities, for 
example, agriculture and stock-raising for export and impoirt trade, 
depending on the case. Development policy aimed at diversification will
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tend to increase interd^endence and the resvilting developments must 
be taken into account in planning. However, wLthin the framework of the 
plan, this policy may be f omulated with a fair degree of certainty 
without the need for a detailed analysis of the initial economic structure. 
Generally speaking, the strategy may be sketched out in sinç>ler terns 
in the less diversified economies where, on the idiole data are more 
deficient. In extrone cases, quaititative projections may even be 
dispensed with during the initial stages of planning. It is not necessary 
to deep in mind a picture of inter*-industrial relationships in order to 
identify and anticipate bottlenecks. When there is any doubt, simpler 
procedures m y  suffice for these purposes, for exançle, balance-sheets 
of materials for certain basic industries. The exception will be the 
strategy for the development of human resources vhich are •’critical" 
and which therefore require more thorough and more extensive planning as the 
basis for long-term programmes* In view of administrative déficiences, it is 
very important, on the other hand, to ascertain exactly the means available 
and to divide the general plan into successive stages, with areas of 
responsibility clearly defined; the preparation of operational programmes 
for one or two years is useful in these cases in order to strengthen and 
facilitate execution and control. This does not mean that it is necessary 
to go into detail in preparing all or nearly all of the plan: the
decision about where and how to engage in detailed planning must depend 
on econcsnic principles and common sense.

In the intermediate cases, for exanple, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela, 
it is advisable to follow a planning methodology which is stricter than 
in the examples previously quoted. However, even if it were possible, 
it is not essential to aim at a h i ^  and uniform degree of precision.
This will be necessary mainly in areas or "blocks” of interdependence 
and in the relationships which a ffeet critical resources. In Colombia 
and Peru domestic saving is probably the critical resource, although all 
three 6f the countries mentioned are confronted with acute financing 
problems, especially in the public sector. Without losing sight of the
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more permanent development objectives, both the long-term and short
term strategy must give preference to structural changes and to measures 
aimed at mobilizing and transferring savings, a requirement which restricts 
the sector where planning must be employed with greater precision. The 
plan would have to tackle in detail the problem of financing. It would 
have to include short-term models reconciling physical and financial 
aspects, highly detailed projection of the public sector, and strictly 
accurate data for all that relates to the utilization of the critical 
resource. In these cases there is no need to worry unduly about the 
coherence of the operation by elaborating detailed tables of inter
industrial relationships or other methodological factors which are of 
minor significance for development policy and which have very little 
impact on the critical problem. It is much more important to ascertain 
whether the satisfaction of the demand for financial resources in the 
public and private sectors is reasonably compatible with stability and 
development,
(b) The complexity of the social welfare function

If the social preferences vdiich the development policy must aim at 
satisfying are expressed in objectives which are mutually supporting - for 
example, an increase in production and the strengthening of an entrepreneurial 
class - no great technical precision will be needed in the formulation of 
plans to satisfy such preferences. If, on the contrary, the shoirt-term or 
long-term objectives are mutually contradictory or simply are not compel 
complementary or convergent - for example, if they do not accelerate the 
development of the economy as a whole and at the same time improve the 
depressed areas of a country with restrictions on internal migration - the, 
framing of a development policy vdiich will provide an alternative solution, 
even it is not the best, will require comparatively greater technical 
precision. In particular, the forecasts uixierlying the various operations 
must be worked out into considerable accuracy and detail. The complexity 
of the social welfare function increases the degree of interdependence

/of the
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of the planning instimente and requires the formulation of a strategy 
»iiich will pinpoint the functions and interactions of those intruments*

Although it may be said in general that in the rich countries the 
variety of social preferences is greater than in the less develc^ed> 
it must not be forgotten tliat the less developed countries are more 
likely to encounter opposition or conflict among the objectives, at least 
in the execution of short-term, pro grammes and in the eaployment of 
resoxirces in shortest sipply# 3h Latin America there are countries in 
which rapid social change, combined with subsequent manifestations of 
economic stagnation, have given rise to extremely complex social preferences 
in the sense in vhich this term has been used in the study.

In general, a market diange in the people's expectations has taken 
place throughout the region since the Second World War and in recent 
years, with the advent of the Alliance for Progress, has beccane even 
more pronounced. Even though these changes are not fully revealed in 
the political directives given to planners, politicians cannot be 
completsly ignore them nor planners, through their own inclination, forget 
them.

There are, of course, degrees of complexity and it is hipossible 
to generalize about the planning method that is ^propirate in each case.
In order to bring out the influence of this factor, it suffices to refer 
to the extremely complex characteristics of the stabilization and development 
policies in vhich a number of Latin American countries are now engaged.
One of the most difficult technical problems facing planners is to ensure 
that the elimination of intmse inflationary processes does not prejudice 
the ei^pansion of production and the share of wage-earners in the national 
income, at least over the short-term. All these countries suffering 
f r m  inflation are also faced with a chronic shortage of external resources 
vhich constitutes a further obstacle to stabilization. The political 
and institutional climate of these countries makes the application of 
drastic conventional solutions very difficult,

/In such
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In sudi situations it is of vital importance to formulate a short
term and long-term strategy vAiich makes dear the timeliness and scope 
of the different stages of the programmej i.e,, of the different sequential 
relationships* It vd.ll be necessary to clarify the relationships betvreen 
the components of global demand and supply in the main sectors of activity 
and to determine the conditions for reconciling the actual statistics^ 
inciuidng those for emplojmient, vrith the financial flovis in the economy.
In short, the planners must prepare a guide, as far as possible in 
quantitative terms, for achieving a delicate balance betvreen a series of 
policies covering economic activities vihich range from agricultural 
expansion and the prmotion of exports to the establishment of an incomes 
policy. In these cases, strategy constitutes nearly the vdiole of the 
plan and may require 'the use of complicated projection models, including 
those based on numerical experimentation. Even when it is essential to 
identify "Oie instruments employed, it is not so important to plan detailed 
measvtres exc^t in the case of the production policy for certain baclward 
sectors such as agriculture. One of the reasons for this is that in the 
struggle against inflation action must follow events very closely and the 
methods employed must be constantly revised. It is more useful to have 
a solid framework of structural and behavioural relationships as the basis 
for the coristant control and modification of the plannins instruments and 
of the strategy, if necessary.

These examples have not been quoted in order to advocate a methodology 
for planning in Latin America. The groups of countries have been chosen 
merely to facilitate the ecrposition and there are certain aspects vjhose 
relationships with planning have not been examined, for example, the 
structural problem of enployment and the distribution of income. Actually,

I

the purpose of these comments is exactly the opposite: to stress the 
importance of flexibility in the use of planning techniques to meet the 
dmnands of the situation. Hence, the need to avoid strereotyped procedures.

/2. External
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2, External co-operation and planning

The effect of the Charter of Punta del Este on the dissemination 
of planning throughont Latin America has already been dealt vdth.
In spite of the doubts of the ruling classes, the link established 
by the Charter between planning and external co-operation was one 
of the causes of the almost unanimous acceptance of at least formal 
aspects of planning.

In practice, however, the role assigned to planning in the 
Charter of Punta del Este did not have an important influence in 
the field of external co-operation. For various reasons which will 
shortly be examined, only occasional efforts were made to adopt 
financing methods idiich approximate to the global financing postulated 
in the Punta del Este Charter, Chile and Colombia were among the 
first countries to draw up plans for evaluation. The nature of so- 
called programme financing vdiich some countries have adopted is 
different. Instead of being used to further the implementation 
of developnent plans, it has been a method of solving emerging 
balance-of-payment problems such as those which have confronted 
Brazil, Chile, Argentina and Colombia, generally speaking, under
takings have been made in conjunction with short-term financial 
stabilization programmes.

Loans for projects have continued to be the basic means of 
financing development. The resources available for public financing 
have thus increased and the absorptive capacity of the covintries 
concerned has gradually improved. As a result, the gross flows 
of official loans have substantially increased. However, in view 
of the high servicing costs for external debts, the net flows for 
the region as a whole have barely increased during recent years.
In some of the major countries of the region and in Uruguay, which 
has serious problems of short-term indebtedness, the capacity to 
import has not developed at the rate necessary for the initiation 
of a planned development policy. The basic limiting factor has 
continued to be the shortage of external resources,
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In the last three years, the relatively favourable trends in the 
trade of certain of Latin America's basic exports have prevented this 
limitation from becoming worse in the major countries of the region 
and have stimulated the growth of other countries, in some cases, very 
significantly. However, nearly all the exports of tropical primary 
ccanmodities from the region, which are vital for some countries (coffee, 
cocoa, bananas, sugar etc,), continue to be subject to unfavourable 
market trends and some to great uncertainty. Furthermore, future 
prospects indicate the possibility of a decline in the present markets 
for many products and a weakening in the expansion of exports.

If no action is taken to arrest this weakening and to offset as 
far as possible the uncertainty of external markets, the difficulties 
of carrying out a planned development policy will be even greater than 
in the past. There is not much hope of achieving a systematic and 
coherent advance towards development in economies that are condemned 
to undergo one crisis after another. Ibis is not the place to expatiate 
upon the action to be taken to avoid these difficulties either within 
the countries themselves or in the sphere of external co-operation. It 
may be said that in Latin America the subject of international trade, on 
the basis of the experience acquired, is emerging more and more clearly 
as the key problem of development. The next meeting of UNCTAD will 
reveal what can be expected in this field.

In view of the problems which various Latin American countries 
have encoimtered in their short-term external indebtedness and the 
generally rising costs of external financing, including that from public 
sources, we must consider more carefully how far capital flows may really 
be used to transfer temporarily frcan the external sector the physical 
resources that cannot be generated by exports. The trends in the net 
flows of capital indicate that this possibility is very limited and must 
be used very prudently, at least until the conditions of external 
financing are considerably "softened”. This type of financing is not a 
substitute for increased trade. Its utilization imposes a certain degree 
of restriction on the development policy and it must therefore be 
treated in planning as a "critical" resource in the sense in which that 
term is used in the remainder of this study,

/In spite
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In spite of these reservations, so long as the problems of 
international trade persist, external financing may, among its other 
objectives, constitute an important instrument for sustaining a planned 
development policy and hence planning itself. An effective and timely 
system of compensatory or supplementary financing would diminish the 
uncertainty of maintaining the planned levels of external resources 
required for development and, would offset the decline in prices arising 
frcan unforseen fluctuations in external markets. The adoption of a 
system of financing plans or a system of global financing would have 
even greater consequences for planning. Because of the restrictions 
involved and the problems to vhich its application has given rise in 
Latin America, the subject will have to be dealt with in somewhat

Wgreater detail
It must be asstimed that in principle there is no oppotition on 

the part of international financing institutions to these methods of 
financing since they have already been used to finance development 
plans in India, Pakistan and other countries generally through the 
establishment of financing consortia. It is possible that in these 
cases the favourable attitude of the financing institutions and of the 
countries participating in the consortia is partly attributable to the 
scale of financing necessary. This factor is less important for the 
great majority of Latin American countries whose economies are much 
smaller.

In any case, this should not be an insuperable obstacle and it 
should not be difficult to find a way of organizing a flexible system of 
financing without trying to adopt the same methods as those used in 
India and Pakistan, which would not be useful for small countries. Both 
the World Bank and the International Development Bank have already 
organized advisory groups in Latin America and a body of experience 
already exists on this subject. Furthermore the Charter of I\inta del Este

Hi/ See "La Planificación y el Flnanciamiento externo” - Nómina de los 
Nueve - 0EA/Ser,H/X,8 - I966,
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set up a system which took this type of financing into account. Besides 
making it clear that the preparation of development plans was almost 
obligatory, the Charter explicitly welcomed the principle of global 
financing, the link between external financing and domestic efforts in 
pursuance of the economic and social objectives of the Alliance, and the 
principles and machinery for the multilateral evaluation of jxLans, 
Subsequently, the Inter-American Ccaranitee for the Alliance for Progress, 
(ICAP), the executive and coordinating body for the Alliance, adopted the 
additional role of determining the financial needs of Latin America and 
of reviewing annually the situation and programmes of the countries of 
the region and their needs in terras of external co-operation. From a 
formal point of view this system would constitute an adequate basis for 
gradually establishing at the inter-American level the practice of,global 
financing in a multilateral context. In spite of all the problems, 
conditions in Latin America are more suitable for an action of this type 
than in any other part of the developing world.

With the approval by the United States Congress of the amendment 
submitted by Senator Fulbright to the Foreign Aid Bill and with the 
growing acceptance and importance of annual studies of countries 
belonging to ICi^P the time may be approaching when this system for 
financing development plans may be put into practice. Of course, all 
the participants in this system must be ready to fill the financing gap 
completely, which means that in certain cases there may be one or more 
financial bodies ready to assume responsibility for financing the 
amounts not covered by loans for projects or credits for sectoral 
programmes.

Apart from these circumstances which are concerned rather with the 
attitude and capacity of external contributors, the increased financing 
of development plans would also involve concerted action between such 
external contributors and the countries of Latin America along the two 
following lines,
15/ The relevant part of the amendment states the loans granted to

Latin America by the United States Government may be used solely for 
projects and programmes of economic and social development compatible 
with the conclusions and recommendations adopted by ICAP in its 
annual report on national development activities, /In the
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In the first place, vdthin the multilateral framework of the Alliance 
for Progress, such financing would require the joint detemination of 
certain basic criteria for deciding upon the requirements of external 
financing and for evaluating the national contribution to development 
policy. Given the characteristics of the Alliance for Progress, all 
the participants should have a clear idea both of the measures and of 
the techniques which can be employed by external contributors to 
reinforce domestic efforts and also of the bases on which those domestic 
efforts may be evaluated. Planners must know whether there is any 
possibility of financing secondary demands for foreign exchange and in 
certain cases this may avoid the distortion of priorities which may be 
forced on countries as a result of their efforts to fulfil their 
programmes by resort to normal external financing. In the same way, both 
the country itself and the external contributors must be certain, for 
example, of the role played by foreign trade when evaluating the dcanestic 
contribution of a country towards the implementation of its plan.

In the second place, in order to attract global financing, 
planners must observe certain standards which ensure a minimum of 
technical accuracy in the forecasts, including of course, forecasts of 
financing. Thus, most countries will have to try hard to improve the 
quality of the data and the techniques of programming, both physical 
and financial. It is doubtful vdiether all the countries of the region 
will achieve such progress within a short period but if they maintain 
the efforts to improve planning already begun during the first years 
of the Alliance for Progress, many of them, on the basis of the 
experience acquired, can certainly achieve the minimum technical 
standards required. Of course, these standards must not be so rigorous 
as to beccaae impractical and they should be formulated so as to allow 
the country concerned the necessary flexibility for deciding upon the 
method of planning best suited to it. The technical weaknesses that 
will inevitably appear at the outset should not necessarily affect the 
principle of global financing. It should be possible to work out a 
procedure whereby, after the amount of a conmitment for global financing 
has been agreed upon would depend on the behaviour of certain basic
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variables the control of which would also be useful for making 
adjustments and modifications in the plan and hence in the method of 
financing it*

3* Political and institutional change

As already explained, the history of planning in Latin America 
shows that it is not an instrument of the status quo. A development 
policy based on economic and social change justifies it as a form of 
discipline. These statements do, of course, imply value judgements and 
an apparent failure to distinguish between planning and the planners,
V/hen dealing with political phencanena so intense as those that 
characterize the present situation in Latin America, it is not 
realistic to draw a dividing-line between the technique of planning 
and the belief of the planners, since a large majority of the latter 
constitute a homogenous group which shares - and to some extent has 
created and spread - the concern for economic development and social 
justice felt by the new generation of Latin Americans,

The policy of econcaaic and social development which expresses 
this conceni, irrespective of the degree of change implicit in it, is 
by its very nature such that there will be groups which gain from 
development and groups which lose, if only in relative terms. It might 
legitimately be concluded that, so long as the losers are the dcminant 
groups, there is little hope for the speedy consolidation of an 
effective system of planning, since - in extreme cases - the very need 
for planning is questioned, if only on the grounds of efficiency alone.

Nevertheless, rather than discussing the circumstances which m i ^ t  
give id,se to these extreme instances, one problem which must and can 
usefully be considered is how to strengthen planning in societies which 
have at least a nucleus of ruling classes favouring development and holding 
opinions conductive to change. In many countries, because of political 
evolution and of past development, whatever its vicissitudes - the 
traditional society has been eroded and the economic and political 
stnictvire contains transitional patterns with dynamic modern groups on 
the ascendancy. In some cotintries these groups are already in a

/dominant position
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dcsnlnant position and their interests coincide with certain processes 
of structural change in the economy; in such cases, potential conflict 
has centered on the redistributive objectives of developnent policy*

On the other hand, the changing economic process in Latin America 
necessitates a continuous revision of assumptions, which in turn leads 
to changes in the degree of incompatibility or canpatibility between 
planned development policy and the interests of the pressure groups.
For instance, Latin American planning will in future tend to place 
increasing emphasis on the goal of integration and this will, in many 
countries, generate resistance fax>m the industrial sectors which during 
the last two decades benefited from the import substitution drive; these 
groups, especially in coxmtries where industrialization is in its infancy, 
were formerly supporters of planning because of a logical community of 
interests. This conflict is already anerging in several countries and 
can be ejected to become more intense and widespread in futvire.

All of this means that, in view of present trends in Latin America 
and changes in the pattern of conflicts and identity of interest between 
development policy and the pressure groups, there is often an opportunity 
for ]imited but effective planning action, if political leaders and 
planners deliberately take these patterns into account and use them in 
devising a strategy for facilitating and accelerating the change and 
the resultant developnent. It is not a matter of persuading or 
suborning, but of taking into account social preferences viiich are often 
overlooked, because they are not general or spectacular enough, because 
they are considered a priori opposed to the criterion of effectiveness, 
or merely because they are not known. The action planned may not achieve 
optimum efficiency but it will, in the long run, have laid a more solid 
foundation for development.

The ability of planning to incorporate social goals of this t3rpe 
may be most valuable in creating an identity of interest with groups 
which having nothing to gain from the status quo and are receptive to 
development stimuli. Two examples will suffice: undue emphasis on a
policy based on "national" priorities may alienate regional interests 
vihich are quite jxxstifiable in political terms, A planning system which
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takes those interests into account, as one element to be weighed in 
deciding priorities, would provide motivation for such groups end 
convert them into supporters of the development policy, even though the 
policy might, in the short term, represent for them a departirce from 
the "best" solution. Similarly, a system \/hich tixpJ.i^itly makes 
provision in plans for measures to raise the of civil servants,
particularly by guaranteeing them security of tenure, can win over an 
ally of great value for the planning system and development policy, 
although the short term effect may be to increase current expenditures 
in the public sector.

In a society such as exists in most Latin American countries, the 
groups vdiich are "categorically" opposed* to a development policy and, 
therefore, to planning are, by definition, small in number, although 
they may be powerful, A preponderant part of the population represents 
interests which may coincide with planning, if the latter endeavours to
take them into account in development policy strategy and if an effort/
is made to make them aware of this identity of interests.

It woixld be desirable for social research and planning techniques 
to have tools for incorporating these factors more systematically and 
less arbitrarily than has hitherto been possible. This is one of the 
most important items of the programme of future research which must be 
undertaken in order to provide answers to certain planning questions.

Finally, the effort to build the institutional foundation for 
planned development policy must continue. Results have already been 
achieved and action is very necessary - and possible - in public 
administration. Reference was made earlier to the administration’s 
personnel system and the improvement of information machinery
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16/ "I look towards improvements in precision of econometric judgements 
of the order of magnitude of 50 percent as a result of a better 
knowledge of the functioning of economic institutions, through the 
use of new measurements'on variables-, And through the use of more 
accurate data. In contrast, I would expect marginal improvements 
of 5 or 10 percent through the use of more powerful methods of 
statistical inference. All routes to improvement must be followed 
since any gains, no matter how small, are precious, yet different 
contributions should be kept in proper perspective. The adoption 
of more powerful methods of mathematical statistics is no panacea"
- L, R, Klein, "Single Equation vs. Equation System Methods of 
Estimation in Econometrics," Econometrics, Vol, 28 (October I960), p. 86?.
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to vAiich so little attention has been paid in recent years, is an 
obvious priority. The impojrtance of action in these areas is too 
obvious to need stressing here. There are other matters which, since 
they have not received so much attention, at least a brief discussion.

The emphasis of the administrative reform being carried out in 
Latin America has been laid on strengthening the policy-making machinery, 
chiefly the central and sectoral planning offices, and on the 
administrative rationalization of machinery for executing plans. As 
one objective criterion, namely the increase in the capacity to absorb 
external finance shows, progress has been made in the second area, 
although results are still fragnentary. In contrast to this there is 
the virtual absence of action to improve the machinery for supervising 
plan implementation, an objective example of which is the lack of a flow 
of information sufficient to keep the planning process moving by 
checking on the departures from the action planned and making the 
necessary adjustments to programmes. In Latin America, generally 
speaking, plans are not revised. The usual practice is to retain a 
plan until it is so out of date as to become an anachronism and then 
to embark on the preparation of a now one, often unrelated to the 
earlier plan. In short, planning is not a living continuous process 
and, if the decisive element required to give it these qualities has to 
be identified, it must be the machinery for supervising implementation. 
Its importance lies not only in the fact that it forms the basis for 
continuous comparison and adjustment but also in the fact that it makes 
planning a completely relevant working tool for the executing staff at 
all levels. With a very few and partial exceptions, this kind of 
machinery is non-existent in Latin America, at least in a form in 
which it might be useful for planning purposes. The introduction of 
programme budgeting has been one of the grea^ achievements of ECLA and 
lESPj many countries have adopted It but, as has been said, in most

/of them



of them the supervisory arrangements required for this kind of 
budgeting have not yet been set up. In many cases, budgetaiy control 
follows the old patterns and it is hardly surprising that the only time 
when results can be cooçiared is at the end of the budget year, and 
then only in terms of costs and financing.

Hence it is essential that aàninistrative reform should in future 
concentrate on the establishment of supervision systems which are 
incorporated in the planning process. This also pre-supposes a 
change in the methodology of planning In any event, there is a
series of basic variables the behaviovir of which must be systematically 
studied. The selection of these variables must be made at the time a 
plan is prepared and the supervision machinery should be so designed as 
to allow for such selection. Cases will arise in which it will only be 
possible to operate with a very small number of variables. If they 
express the over-all econcanic trends with a reasonable margine of 
error and provide relevant information for decisions in certain 
strategic sectors, the supervision machinery can fulfil its purpose.
What is important is that, in conjunction with the information system 
which is, in the last resort, the basis for supei*vision, systematic 
action should be organized with the participation of the various 
centres which determine economic and social policy.
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The foregoing considerations relate to only some of the problems 
facing Latin American planning. The author’s personal experience has 
prompted him to single them out for qjecial «nphasis because, among 
other reasons, their real significance for planning is usually overlooked. 
If the lessons gained from this experience are valid, the realism and 
imagination with vrtiich planners approach their work will be as 
essential as their scientific skill for achieving success in this 
period of continuing adverse conditions.

17/ See paper submitted to the second session of the United Nations
Ccanmittee for Development Planning by the Organization of American 
States: "Supervision of the liiqjlementation of General Developneht
Plans in Latin America", Pan American Union, Department of 
Economic Affairs, Washington, 0*C,, 196? (Mimeographed),
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1. The purpose of this paper Is to transmit the main conclusions reached
by the Committee for Development Planning in the Report on its Second Session 

on the problems encountered in the implementation of development plans in 
Latin America (E/4362).

It is important to note, in general, that although the Committee « in its 
discussion% encountered points of particuletr interest in the experience 

of plan implementation in Latin America, it did not find these 
problems characteristic of this region alone; they had also 

arisen in other regions, as well as in industrialized countries, naturally 
with differences in relative significance.

2. Section 2 takes up the problem of the technical requirements for planning.
It begins with an analysis of the degree of breakdown to which the objectives and 

targets of medim-term plans must be subjected to make them sejrviceable as the basis 

of policy design, with special reference to the problems of the agricultural, 

external and social sectors. The absence of any specific discussion of 

industrialisation may perhaps be surprising, but since most Latin American

plans have focused on that subject, it has been
deemed preferable, from the viewpoint of indicating the technical requirements 
for helping to correct the deficiencies, to point out the specific problems 
In connexion with each of the themes analysed.

Special attention has been given to the co-ordination that should obtain 

between the plan and the plan policies adopted, on the one hand, and the price 
system and traditional economic policies - monetary and credit policies, 
stabilisation programmes, income, fiscal and monetary policies, foreign-exchange 
and tariff policies - on the other.

Resource planning has likewise been considered from the point of view
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of the breakdovm and time-phasing required for their implementation and 

financing, with separate consideration to the identification of projects in 
relation to their importance for resource planning, for policy co-ordination, 

and for the planning of the external sector.
Section 3 treats of the problem of the administrative and reporting 

mechanisms required for the implementation of a plan, and points out the

importance of the position and subordination of the central planning office and 
of the exact definition of its functions, as well as the influence that may be exerted

by the methods of plan formulation and control, and the content of the plan 
itself, on co-ordination with the other government services, with 

sectoral and regional planning^ and with the private sector, with special reference 
to the need of programmes of administrative reform in the plans.

The final problem discussed relates to the compilation of the basic 
technical information required for plan formulation, and its relations with 
implementation control.
3. Planning techniques per se have been considered only secondarily, and 

the entire treatment of this theme has tended, insofar as possible, to be 

more on the illustrative side, in order to stimulate the discussion and 
the formulation of conclusions in the Seminar.

In respect of external co-operation, in accordance with the principal 
emphasis placed by this paper on the technical and organisational requirements, 

the conditions have been considered as given, without entering into the dis
cussion of their possible and appropriate modification or amplification - 
itself a separate theme of very considerable importance, but outside the scope 
of the present paper.

While, as already noted, the themes and their arrangement have followed 
the Report of the Committee for Development Planning (E/4362), the examples



and the suggestions on planning techniques, like many of the specific 

appreciations of the prevailing conditions, are presented on the author's 
own responsibility.



2. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE PLANNING

The need for adequate forecasting of the effects of economic policy 
decisions, and for evaluating the consistency between the objectives sought 

to be attained, the available resources^and the instruments which it is 
intended to employ, has made it very (desirable, in both industrialised and 

developing countries, steadily to Improve the over-all and sectoral techniques 

of planning.
This need is more acute in the developing countries, where the 

problem of mobilising resources for economic grovrt;E is of an 

urgency unmatched in the indmstrlalised countries. The situation is

still further complicated by the fact that economic progress, in this case, 

presupposes significant changes in the composition of demand and in the 
structure of production, as well as in the social and institutional structures, 

which lends more and more importance to this necessity of using systematic 
procedure to determine the consistency of the various objectives and the 
coherence of the means of policy among themselves, and with those objectives. 

These are undoubtedly the causes for the almost total agreement on the suit

ability of planning techniques to promote economic progress in the developing 
countries.

This recognition of the importance and the appuopriateness of planning 
must be carefully qualified, for it must not be interpreted to mean that 

planning is a substitute for the formulation of policies, or that it can be 
superimposed on them. In reality, it is an Instrument for their adequate 
formulation, in qualitative and quantitative terms, and for their Implementation. 
,5. The use of planning to evaluate the consistency of the objectives and 
the coherence of the development policies demands consideration of a period
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long enough to make it possible to estimate the changes in composition and 
structure, and to elucidate adequately the interrelations between the 

objectives and the consequences of policy decisions.

The problem is different when planning techniques are used in the 
industrialised countries to design compensatory policies or to stabilise the 
economy, for in such cases it is the short term that is dominant, and the 

needs of development are considered secondarily. Historically, in countries 

like the Netherlands, planning was initiated precisely for the sole consideration 

of short-term problems, and it was only with the passage of time that its 

objectives were extended, and its techniques modified, to give development 
more searching attention, which ultimately became dominant.

Nor is too long a period ideal, for with increasing length it becomes 
more and more difficult to predict the magnitude of the changes that will 

occur, and the consequent lack of precision impairs the usefulness of the 

task of planning.
Owing to these circumstances, medium-term plans play a major role as 

tools of planning in the developing countries.
6. It still remains true, however, that for proper selection of certain 

objectives and determination of the importance of certain obstacles it may 

sometimes be necessary to use plans longer than medium-term, and
thus necessarily less detailed, as, for instance, in evaluating alternative 
uses of natural resources, or in programming human resources.

On the other hand, the adequate instrumentation of medium-term plans 
demands the formulation of shorter-period plans, in order to give the planning 

the flexibility to make the necessary adjustments between the proposed targets 

and the changes that have actually taken place, and to correlate 
medium-term with short-term policies.
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To summarize, the applicahion of planning techniques in the developing 

countries is based on the formulation of detailed medium-term plans covering 
a period of four to six years, supported in some cases by more general, 
longer-term plans, for instance for a ten-year period, and instrumented by 

operational pleuis of period generally coinciding with that of the national 
budget, to secure adequate co-ordination of the policy of the public sector 
with the implementation of the plan and to be able, at the same time, to 

make the necessary adjustments in the medium-term plan to harmonise it with 
the actual development of the economy.

The pragmatic concept of planning, as a rational mechanism helping to ensure

the choice of consistent objectives and the formulation of coherent
policies of resource mobilization and plan implementation, in conjunction 
with the necessity of evaluating the results obtained in their relationship 
to the targets to be reached, fundamentally distinguishes plans from studies

of qualitative "type on policies designed to promote investment, attain hi^er
employment ratios, combat inflation, and, in general, to promote the growth 
of the economy.

Plans adopted with the above purposes are those sufficiently detailed 
and specific in quantification, as, for instance, to identify the fields 
in which specific decisions must be taken, and to permit measurement of the 

progress attained in their implementation.
7. More particularly, the objectives and targets should be specified, 
sector by sector, in the medium-term plan, with a degree of breakdown 
sufficient both to identify the points of decision responsible for its 
success and to determine its feasibility in terms of physical and financial 
resources.



An indispensable requirement for this identification is the distinction 
between the activities to be accomplished by the public sector and those for 

which the private sector is to be responsible.

In the former, the necessary decisions, the procurement of the resources 

and the measurement of the results should be specified in detail and co
ordinated with the existing administrative and budgetary organisation, as well 
as with the modifications it may be necessary to make in such organisation.

In the latter, on the other hand, the policies to be programmed are those 
to induce implementation, and the measurement of the results, like the 

prediction of the physical and financial resources, exhibits characteristics 
differing from those in the public sector.
8, Obviously, however, this breakdown of the objectives and of the resources 
required has a limit beyond which it constitutes a useless effort, and any 
engagement to exceed it may well be an actual loss of time in adopting the 

decisions necessary fot economic growth.
It is not an easy matter to give general rules for determining this limit, 

but an acceptable criterion might be one permitting identification, in the 
public sector, of all the critical factors of the programmes into which 

administrative action is divided; and identification, in the private sector, 

of the principal changes in deqiand and in production, with their historical 
tendencies and with the degree to which they may or may not be compatible 
with the existing institutional structure.

This will yield the minimum basis for programming policies directed 
toward the attainment of such changes in the structure of production and of 

the required institutional adjustments.

9. The basic strategy adopted in plan formulation must likewise be 

stated in a form consistent with the degree of decentralisation in 

implementation that exists in.the public sector, and with the need to keep
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the private sector informed. This basic strategy means that pattern of 
economic development that is deemed most appropriate for the attainment

of the basic objectives of improving the economic conditions!, (such as 
industrialisation to provide employment for the surplus labour force unable 

to find employment in primary production,and/or import substitution to diminish 

external vulnerability or to accelerate development over and above the limit 

imposed by the foreseeable possibilities of the volume of external demand, 
etc.), for the various decision-making centres can adequately calibrate their 

action only if they know and understand this general philosophy.
10. Planning is a technique for formulating social decisions, and as such 

it has specific requirements for acceptance, which must be adequately taken 

into account for any plan to be amenable to implementation.
In particular, both the targets to be attained and the general strategy 

to be followed should be able to generate motivation on the part of those 
who are to execute the plans or collaborate in them, and this relates both 
to the plan content itself and to the manner in which the plans have been 

formulated and explained.

Plans that may be technically correct in their internal consistency 
and in their feasibility of implementation,in terms of the resources required, 
may still fail in their implementation because they do not include objectives, 

or do not clearly set them forth, such as employment, income distribution, 

or the opening up of new opportunities for enterprises of medium or small 
size, which could evoke support and provide incentive for plan fulfilment, 
or because they fail to give an eulequate answer to the specific problems of 

action that must in ar̂ y case be faced by those responsible for their execution 

in the public sector, regardless of the existence of plans and this may then lead to
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the relegation of the plans to a secondary position among the various tasks 
to be performed.

11. Planning experience in the developing countries in general, and in Latin 

America in particular, indicates that the sectors in which problems for plan 

design and implementation are most frequenti|r encountered are the agricultural

sector, the external sector, and vhat eo*e termed the social sectors (health, 
education and housing).

The planning of the first two of these sectors is complicated by the fact 

that certain of the main variables that determine agricultural production in 

the first case, and the external demand in the second, cannot be controlled 
nor influenced by the authorities charged with the implementation of the plans.

In the social sectors, the problems arise in the very definition of the 
objectives and targets (often but vaguely expressed), and in the difficulty 

of establishing consistency with the rest of the plan.

12. In the agricultural sector, climatic irregularity is an uncontrollable 
factor, making it generally necessary for the qtaantification of the 

production objectivesto include two alternatives based respectively on a

series of good years and bad years respect the yields that can be assumed.
The alternative corresponding to the years of good yields is generally 

that requiring greater physical and labour inputs, and is the one which 

should be taken into account to secure projections of the agricultural 
sector compatible with those of the rest of the economy in respect of the 

use of these resources.
The other alternative, that of low yields, is, in turn, the one to be 

taken into account for the projections of the external sector, if agricultural 

exports are important for the balance of payments, and likewise, possibly.
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for financing the public sector, since in this case it may be necessary to 
grant subsidies to prevent a crisis in one year from impeding the recovery 

of production in the next, while its resources may simultaneously decline.
13. It must, in particular, be borne in mind that, owing to the usual length of

the production cycle in the agricultural sector, maladjustments

between production and demand tend to be compensated by price variations.
When these maladjustments operate separately in time on the various activities 
comprising the agricultural sector, they constitute a permanent source of 
disturbance of the relative prices, which may be an important factor limiting 
production, for by inducing frequent changes of activity, it interferes 

with the benefits of specialisation and exerts an adverse influence on 
those lines of production that require greater capitalisation. Difficult 
problems are raised by action even partially to compensate these variations 

of relative prices, and by the effects of such action on the orientation of production, 
and an additional charge on the public finances is generally involved.

14. Finally, it must also be borne in mind that another major difficulty 

arising in the planning of the agricultural sector is the brake on expansion 
that may result from the lack of adequate dissemination of technological 
knowledge, and the possible negative Influence of certain institutional 
factors, such as the system of land tenancy and credit organisation, both
of which should be objects of analysis in the process of plan formulation, 
in order, if necessary, to include in the plan appropriate programmes of 
transformation, dissemination and technical assistance, together with the 

Internal and external resources they presuppose.
15. The planning of the external sector, as already noted, is likewise 
usually one of the critical points encountered by planners, since very often 

indeed the limitations imposed by the balance of payments have operated as

a brake on economic development.
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For this reason the explicit formulation of the strategy to be followed 

in the external sector is one of the Important elements in the general 

strategy of development. Just as, in the choice of objectives and targets, 
the best possible selection of yhe projects and programmes to promote exports 

and substitute imports is an important element.
All this should be supplemented by the design of policies aimed at 

decreasing external charges, increasing the corresponding income, and pro

gramming the debt (a point to be discussed later).
16. With reference to these policies, the plan should include a group of 

measures to increase and diversify exports. Their design is a complex 
problem: they may range from mechanisms of support and stimulation to 

programmes of technical assistance and technological investigation, such 

as quality verification or control.
When export production is sensitive to climatic irregularities, it may 

likewise be necessary to have the plan policies include measures to set up 
reserve stocks of exportable products (if technically possible), with the 
corresponding storage facilities, to make it possible to meet the needs of 

the steady foreign customers with the minimum of regularity acceptable, and 

to design the procedure for financing these reserves.

17. The process of develojaient, if it is not accompamied by a change in the relative 

advsuitages of the various products as is often the case, will necessarily result in
increasing the imports of consumption goods and services and of capital 

goods, generally rendering the policies for maintaining and expanding export 
volume insufficient, and requiring the Introduction of supplementary policies 
aimed at import substitution. The latter has frequently served as the base 

of development strategies in Latin America.
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The approximate projection of the Import demand, and of the net substitu
tion which must be obtained to avoid a crisis in the balance of payments and 

to contribute to its stabilisation, is one of the most delicate pz*oblans facing 

the planner, especially when this substitution depends mainly on industriali

sation programmes, in which the measurement of indirect Impoirts is a complex 
task. Moreover, when the disposable per capita income Increases, the composition 
of the demand may undergo significant changes in the direction of new items 
with a large Imported component. The experience of the industrialisation process 

in Latin America has shown that while the imported component in one or several 

specified activities may have decreased as a result of import substitution policies, 
this change in the stiructure of demand has generated new imports which have cancelled 
out that decrease. Wie forecasting of these ccmiplex changes and effects is 
essential for correct pregramraing of the external sector and of the IndustrlaJLlsatlon 

policy.

18. liie need for including heedth prograanaes in the plans results not only 
from the desire to gain social ends at the same time as economic ones; improve
ment of the environmental conditions and of the general state of health also has 
a considerable impact on the productivity of labour, which is reflected in the 
general efficiency of the economic systan, especially in those regions where 

diseases are endemic.
It is difficult directly to quantify the targets, and they generally must 

be expressed in indirect form, such as the number of physicians and para
medical personnel and auxiliaries per thousand population, coverage of the care 
and prophylactic services, etc.

19. The upgrading of the educational systems to the needs of economic develop

ment is a need felt with ever increasing intensity. General plans of
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primary education are no longer sufficient. Instead, technical training 

must be provided if economic progress is to be possible, and, in cases 

with hifdi illiteracy rates, this may give rise to a certain conflict with 

the traditioml fp,cus, for the human resources (teachers and supervisory 
personnel) may be insufficient to serve the needs of technical education euid 
the extension of primary education.

In principle, the targets are simpler to qxiamtify in this sector than 

in the sector of health, since the coverage of the educational systems gives 

a clearer idea of the attainment of the objectives than in the latter case. 
Certain special problems, like that of desertion, however, must still be taken 
into account to lend genuine significance to the targets so expressed.

20. Housing programmes are intimately related to health programmes, for the 

influence of housing on environmental conditions is decisive if accompanied 
by the corresponding expansion of the water supply and sewerage services.

The processes of industrialisation, which have generally accompanied 
economic progress in Latin America since the second world war, emd have 
usually determined it as well, imply a considerable redistribution of population, 

increasing the proportion of town dwellers and generating serious problems of 
shortages of housing and of the corresponding sanitary services.

But the expansion and technological transformation of eigricultural 
likewise require consideration of the conditions of rural housing, not only 
to improve environmental conditions which may be adverse to the maintenance 

of public heedth, but also to prevent the attraction of the urban centres 
from becoming disproportionate to the opportunities for employment and for 
ensuring ad,equate levels of living.
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The quantification of the targets in housing is in principle simpler 

than in the other social sectors, but it does depend on the

exact specification of the minimum conditions defining an acceptable housing 

unit, which depends on the income levels and often requires regional 
qualifications within the very same country.

21. The adequate treatment of the social sectors is one of the essential 
requirements for the success of a plan. Not only must one establish the 

conditions for general support of the plan, but the problems of these sectors 

are matters for the urgent attention of the implementing authorities, and

if the plan fails to respond to this preoccupation, it may, as pointed out 
in para. 10, descend to .a secondary level of importance.
22. As already stated, planning is not a substitute for policy formulation, 
but should Instead be viewed as an instrument for quantifying policies and 

determining whether they are consistent with each other and with the develop

ment objectives.
The execution of a plan thus presupposes that the functioning of the 

price system will be taken into account, together with the adequate operation 

of the various traditional instruments of economic policy: money and credit 
policy. Income, fiscal, taxation, foreign-exchange and tariff policies, and 

the general efficiency of the economic system.
If these possibilities of operation do not obtain, the plan will have 

to provide procedures by which these Instruments will aquire validity, for 
otherwise planning will encounter serious difficulties in implementation, 
and the very process of development may prove to be frustrated. The employ

ment models for plan formulation generally assume complete emplo3nnent of 
the existing capital goods, or at least the complete utilisation
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of the increments and the progressive emplojnnent of the remaining stocks, 

and it is precisely-for this that these instruments of policy must be 

operational in varying degree and with varying relative importance, 
according to the particular casé involved.

23. A very frequent fault in the formulation and implantation of plans has 
been the lack of sufficient attention to the form in which the price system 

operates, and to the instruments that affect prices.

For example, in the agricultural sector, high input cost 
may make it difficult or impossible to accomplish the technological trans
formations implicitly or explicitly required to attain the plan targets.
Similar problems likewise arise in the industrial sector, and may seriously 
affect the import substitution programmes, causing deflection of the objectives. 

Increasing the cost of the Investments, and creating distortions of the price 
system that are difficult later to correct.

In general, the variations of relative prices have often tended to 
generate trends of economic activity that have acted as a brake on the mobili
sation of the resources necessary for development in ther direction 
sought by the plan, and on the attainment of the objectives proposed in it 1/,

24. Credit policy is usually an instrument of fundamental Importance for 
promoting the changes proposed in the plan.

More particularly, in the agricultural sector, systems of supervised
credit are in general an indispensable requirement for accomplishing the
technological transformations envisaged, and the various programmes included

in the plan should be supported by specififi cz^lt j^stems of this type.

1/ The policies and Instruments for resource mobilisation are the subject 
matter of another theme of the present Seminar.
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In the industrial sector, likewise, the availability of lines of 
credit adequate in purpose and volume is often a decisive factor in the 
success of programmes of investment, of modernisation and of productivity 

enhancement.

25. The co-ordination of credit policy with monetary policy is a point 
of fundamental importance to avoid the generation of imbalances in the 

economy, which may seriously affect the implementation of the plan.
In particular, the relations between planning and the efforts to 

contain inflationary tensions haweffeequently not been taken into account 

in Latin America, with the resultant formation of two mutually incompatible 
poles of decision-making.

The existence of inflationary tensions, and the design of policies 
for containing them, not only creates a problem for planning, but also makes 
it still more necessary to co-ordinate the policies aimed at stability with 

those whose fundamental objective is economic development, by including in 
the medium-term plan the elimination of the restrictions on the elasticity 
of supply, and taking care not to aggravate, but to correct, the possible 

sources of imbalance in physical and financial resources, which should permit 
suitable quantification of the stabilisation policies.

The possibility of effective co-ordination between these two great 

groups of policies depends in large measure on the existence and effective
ness of annual plans, or at least of plans shorter than those of medium term, 
to which we have referred in para, 6.
26. The co-ordination of the income policy is another indispensable require

ment of planning, if it is borne in mind that the objectives involving a 

change demand for their success, not only initial actions and

price policies but also income policies, as a means of influencing private
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activity aj3d securing the consequent reallocation of physical, financial 
and human resources.

But the inccme policy likewise exerts a general influence on the 

establishment of the conditions that make economic development possible.

Analysis of Latin Americsui experience shows that the increase in the 

demand has been an important factor in promoting econcanic progress, which 
is linked in this way to the distribution of income, and thus makes it 

indispensable to analyse the consequences of the plan targets and plan 

policies from tíiis point of view, auid with respect to their possible 

impact on the regional Incomes within the same cottntry.
27. The prediction and evaluation of these consequences also makes it 
necessary to pay more attention to the projections of the supply and 
demand for human resources - projections which, up to now, have been 

generally anployed only to check the possible effects of the plan on employ

ment and to detect the obstacles due to a lack of adequate technical train
ing, althoxagh such projections might also serve as a tool for orientation on 
the possible redistribution of income and improvement of the conditions of life.

In peurticular, this analysis of these projections would render possible 
the more complete evaluation of industrialisation programmes, showing their 

Influence on the transformation of the socleJ. conditions and on increasing 

the demand.
28. The fisceû. policy is directly related to the price income policies.
In Latin America planning experience, it has generally been treated mainly 
frcMB the vlewixjint of 1áie estimation of the current needs and investment of 

the public sector, and of the provision of the corresponding resources.

It has already been pointed out that the estimation of the financing
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needs of the public sector, should 6Ü.S0 teüEe into account the possibility 
of formulating compensatory policies to absorb, thou£^ only partially, the 
shock effects of the cycles of production or of price variation in the 
primary activities, thus preventing these cyclical variations from depressing 

production and investment in sectors basic for the supply of domestic and 

export demand (para. 12 and 1^).
But the fiscal policy llkevlse affects the price system and the distri

bution of Income,msdcing it imperative to investigate the adaptation of the>' 
tax system to the plan requirements in this direction, and to anticipate the 

transformations that sure indispensable and the administrative organisation 

that is suitable for tax collection euod control.

The existence of deficiencies in the tax organisation often demand 
the imposition of taxes at high rates, which could be reduced if collection 

and control were adequate and the tax base were broadened, with advantage to 
the stimulation of production in cejrbain sectors.

29. The urgency of rapidly locating resources, and of simplifying the methods 

of control, has in many cases helped to narrow the tax base euid concentrate 
it in those sectors where verification is easiest and where liquidity apparently 
renders the tax burden more acceptable, \dilch has led to the loading of exports. 
Without discussing the character of idle most equitable form of direct taxation 
and its distribution according to the ability to pay, which the latter taxes 

may possess, their adequate graduation is a major problem in any plan in which 
the external sector appears as a limitation, for they may help to discourage 
exports.

On the other hand, indirect taxes may also be not only an impoi*tant source 
of revenue with their load distributed accoiding to ability to pay, but also a 

tool for the redistribution of resources, if they are applied in order to 
discourage consumption of certain types, their application takes account
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of the income levels typical of such consumption, and their effect in 

restraining the demand permits the liberation of investment resources 
for the sectors with priority for development.

30v Relative to the policy for the external sector it will always be 

necessary to define the most suitable exchange and tariff policy and its 
co-ordination with the tax policy and price policy.

Efforts to restrict imports by exchange restrictions or higher tariffs 

have often resulted, in Latin America, in stimulating the internal production 
of the articles whose consumption was to be discouraged, or at least not 
encouraged, which had complicated and sometimes distorted the processes of 
Import substitution. This disadvantage could have been avoided if, parallel 

with the direct or indirect restrictions on Imports, taxes on consumption 

had been Imposed, reducing the demand for the Internal production in the 
same categories.
31. On the other hand, a change in the traditional structure of exports 
may be obstructed by the fact that the basic element in fixing the rate of ex
change is the cost of these traditional products. An overvalued rate of exchange 

may cause a redistribution of Income in favour of certain productive sectors 
which do not need them, and by making their activity more profitable, it may 
really operate with an effect contrary to that sought, apart from its adverse 
action on the price level, if this is directly Influenced by the rate of 
exchange.

In this case it will also be necessaiy to co-ordinate the tax policy with the 
exchange policy to eliminate these effects. But it must be borne in mind 
that if, in this way, the relative marginal productivity of the various export 
activities is altered, it will be necessary to investigate the need for Including
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in the plan the means required to change these marginal productivities as 
a consequence Of a technological transformation or of a more efficient use 

of the factors of production. The long-term effect will otherwise be to 

induce inadequate use of the factors of production, favouring iheir 

accumulation in sectors of low relative productivity.

32. The specification and quantification of the objectives and targets in 
the medium-term plans is not satisfactorily provided by mere detailing of 

the levels to be reached at the end of the period covered by the plan.
The necessity of establishing an objective system of assessing the 

manner in which the plan is being Implemented also requires the corresponding 
specification and quantification at the end of each year of the plan period.
On the other hand, by making it possible to establish the mutual consistency 
of the production flows and their consistency with the requirements for 

human, physical and financial resources, thin greater degree of detail permits 

verification of the feasibility of implementation.
Just like the objectives and targets for the end of the plan period, 

these partial objectives and targets should be broken down sufficiently to 
identify the agencies responsible (particularly the public sector and the 
private sector) and to determine the magnitude of the changes anticipated, 

which will allow, each year, the application of the necessary adjustments to 
the targets, and the revision of the policies utilized, both by graduating 
their intensity and making whatever modlcations may be indicated.
33. In the public sector, the utilisation of the techniques of programme 
and performance budgeting will provide a sufficient basis for procurement 

of the required information and establishment of the assessment system.

V  See "A Manual for Programme and Performance Budgeting" (English only), 
U.N.Sales No.66.XVI.1.
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In the private sector, in contrast, the problem is different, since 
it will be necessary to organise the compilation and analysis of the 

information required to establish the manner in which the plan objectives 

are being carried out and the principal deviations that occur.

The organisation of this information system, the determination of 

the needs it must satisfy, and the indices it is expected to provide, 
is a subject that should be a part of the medium-term plan.
34. In order to adjust the plan formulation procedures to this specific 
group of requirements, it will be necessary in many cases to supplement the 
planning techniques used.

The linear models and methods of product input customarily employed to 
quantify the production of the various sectors and to check the targets and 
objectives at the end of the plan implementation period may possibly have to 
be supplemented by a systematic application of the methods of material balance 
for each of the years covered.

This upgrading of the planning techniques will be the more necessary, 

the greater the need for avoiding imbalances in the economy, whether to 
prevent changes in the rèlative price levels that might have a considerable 
effect on the attainment of the final targets, to analyse the possible 
sources of inflationary tensions due to inelasticity of the supply, or to 
identify in advance the scarcity of critical resources.

35. The uncertainty associated with the attainment of the targets in the 
agricultural sector, owing to the influence of climatic factors, already 
discussed from a different viewpoint in para. 12, is why, to be able to 
measure the progress in implementation in this sector, the quantification of 

the production targets should be accompanied by that of other targets at least
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partially immune to that influence.

For example, in agriculture, the areas sown and the^creage prepared 

for exploitation are partially independent of the climatic influence, and 
their measurement may better represent the influence effectively exerted 

by the instruments designed in the plan than the volumes of production.
Similarly, the quantification of the targets of the programmes auxiliary 

to those of production, such as technical education, extent and, application 

of sanitary measures, etc., may provide valuable additional Information on 
the manner in which technological changes are taking place in the desired 
direction, which is another one of the problems to be taken into account 
in the implementation of agricultural plans.
36. The adequate planning of the physical, human and financial resources 

necessary for the attainment of the plan objectives and targets raises one 
of the problems most critical for its implementation.

A detailed inventory of the needs for the attainment of the final 

objectives and targets is essential, but the possible composition of this 
inventory will be affected by the technological alternatives, by the varying 

degrees of efficiency in their utilisation, and by the time necessary for 

the additional facilities to go into service.
37. The base for estimation of the resource requirements is a detailed 
knowledge of the initial conditions assumed to exist at the beginning of 
the period of implementation.

This knowledge should include not only the great economic aggregates - 

gross internal product and production, total and by sectors of origin, 
employment of the labour force, prices, etc. - but also the physical productive 
capacity by sector, the physical volumes attained and their relation to the 
sectoral Investment and to the capacity and state of the Infrastructure of
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services, the existing level of qualification of the hximan resources, and the 
limitations on the utilisation of the natural resources.

A habitual omission from the plans applied in Latin America has related 

to knowledge of the existing projects and their state of implementation at 

the beginning of the plan period, which in the short term might substantially 

modify the initial conditions and contribute to the formation of bottlenecks 

not only in productive capacity but also in the provision of services and in 

the demand for specialised manpower,
38. Once the initial state has been predicted in sufficiently close approxi
mation, the question of the applicable and most suitable production techniques 

arises. Unfortunately little is yet known in Latin America on this subject,

at least in a detailed and acceptable form allowing the planner to select 
alternatives leading to the most efficient use of the resources.

This problem becomes still more serious for Latin America in cases 
where the choice of techniques depends on a detailed knowledge of the natural 

resources - a knowledge which is very limited in this region, especially in 

respect of the various possible uses for them,
39. In this general aspect of the choice of techniques, the ejqjloitation of 
natural resources, and the need for upgrading the qualifications of the human 
resources, it is very often necessary to base the medium-term plan on another, 
longer-term plan, as already pointed out in para. 6,

It may well be that at the end of the period of implementation of the 
medium-term plan both these types of resources will still be in short supply, 
but one of the aims of planning is to avoid the creation of obstacles to the 
future progress of the economy, and therefore the entire group of decisions and 
policies proposed by a medium-term plan should likewise be reviewed from 

this point of view. It may very well be that, a,t the end of the implementation 

period, the initial conditions and the availability of resources for a new
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nEdlum-tenn plan will be inferior to those of the first plan, making it 

necessary to include, sufficiently in advance, corrective measures which 

would not be required for the predictable development of the economy during 

the implementation period of the medium-term plan itself, but which are 

nevertheless required to make sustained development possible in the follow

ing period.
For example, at the end of the plan implementation period^the available 

land may be on the way to exhaustion, and in that case it will be

necesssiry to anticipate the reclamation of new areas, or a technological 
transformation and upgrading of the technical training to increase the yields, 
for in the absence of such action the agricultural sector may act as a brake 
on development in the following period. Similar situations may arise in the 

supply of raw materials for the manufacturing industry, or in the utilisation 

of power sources, both of which cases may require large investments to 
prepare new sources, explore the natural resources, or radically modify the 
development strategy.
40. The longer-term plans should cover at least two medium-term plan 

periods in order to make possible the type of connexions indicated above. 

Naturally their formulation will be less detailed, and will particularly 
consider only those objectives which are specific for establishing the 
corresponding assignments for the period of the first plan, and are based on 
general aggregates and the trend relations, with their possible changes, 
between these aggregates and the resources whose availability is of concern.

But the estimation of these investment needs demands an additional 
breakdown to establish their consistency with the projections of the external 
sector between imported capital goods and those produced internally.
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Unfortunately there is still little experience on long-term plans in 

Latin America, especially in respect of the problems of internal consistency 1/,

41. The investment needs require a breakdown and specification similar to 

that proposed for the plan objectives and targets, which, in addition to 

identifying the amounts corresponding to the public and private sectors, 
should be carried at least to the extent of identifying the influence of the 
changes anticipated in the structure of production,and of the institutional 

reforms, on the sectoral distribution of investment.
But the estimation of these investment needs requires yet another break

down to establish their consistency with the projections of the external 
sector, between imported capital goods and those produced internally.

In this latter aspect, the choice of techniques and the design of 
suitable policies may be of considerable importance in determining the 
magnitude of the imported component of the total investment anticipated. 

Similarly, the choice of the over-all strategy of development may likewise 

depend in large measure on its consequences on this imported component, and 
on the possibility of reconciling it with the projections of importing 
capacity and possible external financing.
42. The distribution of investment between the private and public sectors, 

and its imported component, is a fundamental element in planning financing, 

but it must not be forgotten that this distribution relates to the physical 
flows, whose relation with the financial flows is of nature such that the 
participations of internal and external savings, and the distribution of

l! See: "Problems of Long Term Economic Projections" (Sales No.63.II.F.6) 
(English only); and
"Review of Long Term Economic Projections for Selected Countries in the 
Ecafe Region (Sales No.65.II.F).
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internal savings by sectors^may be very different, since it is susceptible 

of modification by the application of the policies of resource mobilisation 
that may be employed.

43. In general, the historic experience of the financing of the public 

sector çiffords a very limited base for its projection, since it is affected 

by a variety of factors whose influence is not explicitly set forth in the 

corresponding financial accounts.
For example, part of the taxes collected are characterised by the lapse 

of a relatively long period between their imposition and the time of their 
payment, which may be still further prolonged by granting special terms of 
pa5naent to some individuals. The amount of the tax collections in any year 

may be decreased by the credit thus granted by the public sector to the 

private sector, and increased by the collection of items corresponding to 
earlier periods. The influence of this group of circumstances is usually the 
greyer, the more important the restrictions on bank credit, or the higher 
its tost, for in that case the enterprises tend to finance themselves by 

postponing the payment of taxes, as an alternative to the difficult or costly 

procurement of credit.
The adequacy of the base of projection obtained consequently depends 

primarily on the quantification, as approximately as may be, of the corrections 
thus introduced into the financial accounts of the public sector, a fact which 
is of fundamental importance when there are or have been price changes with a 
fundamental effect on the real value of taxes accruing in one fiscal period 

but collected in another.
44. The forecasting of the financing in the private sector is likewise 
affected, not only by the influence of the public sector and the external sector
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on it, but also by the fact that in general the magnitude of the transfer 
of financial resources between the various sectors of private activity Is 
vinknown.

Lacking €ui integrated, real, financial model permitting the measurement 
of the influence exerted by all these factors, it will be necessary in that 

case to establish, as a minimum, the determination of the imported component 
of the investment, and of the distribution of the investment between the 
various sectors, indicating any euiticipated changes in its exposition calling 
for a special analysis of financing necessary.
k6. Both the need to define the time phasing of the various activities in 

order to attain the objectives and targets of the plan, as considered in 

para. J2 et seq.. and the difficulties involved in forecasting the financing, 
as just pointed out, make the identification of the major projects an 
essential element for suny medium-term plan to be amenable to implementation.

This is not to say that the plan Itself must contain these projects, 

but merely that due attention must be paid, in its fomulation, to the time 
when the principal projects involving structural changes in production and 
demand should go into operation, and to predicting the time when their study 
and constjTuction will have to be initiated^
47. Given this information, it will be possible to smalyse the main sources 
of intenml and external financing, which will be of basic importance for 

cxpletlon of the financing forecast. Indeed, the use of the various sources 
of credit, with their varying term and cost, depends largely on the nature

1/ The problems of project generation, preparation and execution 
constitute another theme for the present seminsir.
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of the projects, and may have an important bearing on the estimated balancee 

of payments and the Internal credit programmes. The problem is of far 
greater importance when the existence of a large external debt makes it 
necessary to programme its service to avoid an excessive demand for foreign 

exchange during certain periods.
48. It has sometimes been claimed that the lack of basic information for 

the preparation of a development plan may make it preferable to concentrate 

the efforts on the preparation, instead, of a list of projects that have 
“been adequately studied and are able to attract financing.

The objection to this criterion is that the fundamental basis of 
project selection would be mainly qualitative, since in that case no 
qiantitative estimate in satisfactory form could be made on the effects of 

the policy decision that the adoption of this list of projects would involve, 
nor would any criteria permitting a better selection be available.

Without failing to recognise the difficulties due to the lack of 
adequate information, and the aid which the above criterion might lend under 

certain circumstances, it is still obvious that it will always be necessary 

to make an effort to obtain a quantitative point of reference to serve as 
a more complete guide in the choice of alternatives. While, as already pointed 
out, the identification of projects is necessary for the Implernaùtability of 
any plan, it must also be emphasised that a schedule of projects is not-the 
same thing as a plan.
49. External financial and technical co-operation may play an important 
part in the implementation of a plan, on condition that the recipient country 

provides the most suitable modalities of utilisation, taking account both 
of its own needs and the characteristics of the systems of co-op;ération 
possessed by the international bodies and the industrialised countries.
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The lack of one or both of these conditions has very frequently 

deprived external co-operation of any significant final result and has 
thus led to questioning of its appropriateness.
50i External financial co-operation is limited in amount, and sometimes

also by certain restrictions in its use, such as the obligation to spend its proceed‘8

in specified monetary areas. Although the negative effect of these restrictions

may even cancel out its advantages of longer term and lower cost in
comparison with current commercial credit operations, its utilization is

not contraindicated, provided these circumstances have been duly anticipated.
If the needs for external financial aid for a plan have been held within 

the limits of the amounts whose procurement can be reasonably anticipated, 

a careful analysis can usually locate fields in which the above disadvantages 
will be of minor relative importance. In such cases the combination of the 

sources of aid with those of commercial credit may yield, as their over-all 
result, a set of conditions better adapted to the exigencies of the balance 

of payments than the simple use of the current sources of credit as the sole 

means of financing. The judicious combination of these two sources of funds 
may, in turn, likewise compensate the relative modesty of the aid funds 
available.
51. A particularly important type of external financial aid is that which 

provides funds for local expenditures. Although on first analysis it might 

appear unjustified to use external credit, which must ultimately be amortized, 
to finance expenses that could be covered by local funds, the sale of the 
foreign exchange arising from these operations will, nevertheless, provide 
additional resources to the foreign sector, and permit procurement of a kind 
of long-term refinancing of import operations that would otherwise

be troublesome.
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The difficulty in utilising this resource has mausy times been that it 

has been completely neglected in the preparation of the plan, so that later 

on there are no projects whose opportune execution would lend effectiveness 

to the above mentioned mechanism.
52. Similarly, the lack of analysis, during the preparation of the plan, of 

the points where the local technical resources must be supplemented by 
external co-operation, results later in delaying the realisation of certain 

essential activities owing to the time required for negotiating such co-operation, 
while, on the other hand, the urgency of putting some types of co-operation
into practice leads to its expenditure in sectors which are not of priority 

for development.

53. The Development Administration is a procedure for decision-making 

conducive to economic progress in conformity with the objectives and 

targets set forth in the plan, and for putting into practice the strategy 
designed for their attainment. It is a special case, but not essentially 

different, of the general administrative problem of making consistent 
decisions in a complex organisation.

However, the fact that in Latin America the public and private admini

strative structures are often poorly equipped in respect of sufficiently 
effective methods of consistent decision-making, and that the traditions that 

exist in the governmental agencies are customarily opposed to this demand, 
is what makes it appropriate to focus the problem of the organisational 
requirements for effective planning from this point of view.

In what follows, the structural aspects of the organisation of planning 

and their relation with the governmental authorities will first be analysed, 
then the functional aspects of the flux of decisions and orientations, 

and, finally, the collection and reception of the basic information for 

formulating the plans and supervising their implementation.
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54. The prevailing tendency in Latin America has been to initiate the 

process of planning by organising a central office, which has handled 
practically the whole task of formulating the plan, and has been placed 

at the highest possible administrative level (generally the office of the 

president).
Reasonable as this tendency may appear during the first stage of 

initiating the process of co-ordination to accelerate economic growth, 
the advisability ai a permanent arrangement must be analysed from the 

functional and organisational points of view.

Functionally considered, it is obviously adapted to the facts that the 
first plan or plans generally have only partial coverage, treating in detail 
only one, or a limited number of, what are considered strategic sectors, 
and that the availability of technical staff is likewise limited at these 
initial stages. But as the process becomes more and more perfected, and 

as more detailed treatment of the whole set of sectoral and regional aspects 

is called for, this concentration of activities may become inadequate, and 
it will be necessary to proceed further by delegating certain functions to 
other bodies of competence narrower than that of the central office - bodies 
whose functioning must be co-ordinated by it - but, precisely on account of 

this limitation of their competence, are in a position to specialise them

selves, with resulting benefits to the general efficiency of the planning»
mechanism.

Organisationally considered, the position of the central planning agency 
at the highest possible administrative level does not appear to be a transi
tional characteristic, but is consistent with the permanent necessity for 

it to occupy a position sufficiently strategic to exert a direct and immediate
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influence ofi the process of making the key decisions for development, and 

to co-ordinate, without the limitations derived from the lack of administra
tive hierarchy, the sectoral and regional planning operations.
55. Regardless of the location which the political institutional organisation,

the administrative practice and the state of the planning process in each

individual country may make most expedient for the central, sectoral and

regional planning agencies, the implementation of a plan necessarily involves
the previous assessment of the existing administrative organisation.

Once the sectors of responsibility of the governmental authorities
have been defined, and the governmental agencies to accomplish the

jnattainment of th^fargets and objectives have been duly specified and broken 

down in this respect (see paras. 7 and 8), it will be necessary to have a 

second stage of assessment of the ability of these agencies to execute their 
assignments, in view of their human resources (technical training and 
possibilities of adaptation) and their material resources. Particular 

attention must be devoted, in this assessment, to the problem of the possibi

lity of preparing the projects required for the implementation of the plan.

To predict and decide the changes and re-enforcements required, this 
allocation of responsibilities and functions, and this examination of the 
possibility of their performance, should be made within the framework of an 
assessment of the activities currently performed 'by the administration in 
question, and of the degree of efficiency attained in them. Only in this way 

will it be possible effectively to dimension the task of adaptation.
56. This adaptation often involves a thoroughgoing administrative reform in respect 
of both functional aspects and staff training and recruitment procedures.

The lack of adequate consideration of the problem of the e'valuation and.
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reform of the administration, whether by sinç>le omission or because such 

consideration has in fact been very incomplete owing to the unavailability 

of the required technical staff, which is very scarce in Latin America, has 

frequently been a serious obstacle to the implementation of plans. Sometimes 
such omission, coupled with the necessity of performing certain functions, 
during the implementation of the plan, although the responsibility for 

such functions had not been clearly established, has led in practice to 

the extension of the powers of the planning agencies to the executive levels, 

giving rise to partial overlapping and conflicts which should be avoided, and 
disregarding the principle that development administration does not require 
a new struct\ire, parallel to that already existing, to perform the ordinary 
functions, but the co-ordination and improvement of the existing structure, 

with the establishment of a minimum number of new agencies.

It is quite possible that, apart from the above mentioned shortage of 

technical staff specialised in administrative qrganisation, one of the main 
difficulties may reside in the dontrtst of Character that usually obtains 
between the traditional administration and the planning agencies, irfhile, in 
the former, system predominates over personality, it is often the case in the 

latter that the personality of the planner predominates over the organisation, 

and the problem consists in part in institutionalising the operation of the 
planning agencies and making the operation of the traditional administration 
more flexible.
57. Success in plan implementation may depend on the organisational 

structure adopted and its co-ordination with the rest of the government and 

with the private sector, as well as on the procedures for plan formulation 
and on the plan content itself. The latter aspect has already been mentioned 
in connexion with the technical requirements.
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In particular, the selection of the main objectives and of the basic strategy 
of development implies a decisive policy decision of first magnitude which 
cannot be expected to be taken merely as a consequence of its enunciation 
in a technical study, if those primarily responsible for that decision, and 

for its implementation, are not convinced of its expedience and feasibility.

58. The presentation, during the process of plan formulation, of specific 
policy alternatives linked to objectives of general interest may be a first 
and fundamental step in order to prevent the implementation of the plan from 
later becoming a subject of merely secondary importance because its connexion 

with the problems requiring almost daily attention is not clearly grasped.

Although the compromise between the time required to reach this basic 
agreement, in advance, which may be prolonged if, as desirable, it is in 
principle to be accepted by the executive and legislative branches of 
government, in accordance with the institutional system of each country, 
and the urgency of rapidly defining the basic directions of policy, may 

make it advisable for this delicate process of participation to be carried 

out only partially during the initial stage, while attention is being devoted 
to the priorities of themes and of consultations, the application of this 
method will nevertheless be very useful. When the plan enters the stage of 
final approval and implementation, it will then cease to be a mere technical 

guideline and will become, instead, the reflection of the needs and purposes 
of each one of the elements consulted.
59. A similar process of consultation with the responsible administrative 
authorities, restricted in each case to specific subjects, but taking care 
to register them in the general strategy, may likewise be a decisive step to 
ensure that the planning agency does not remain in a position isolated from 

the rest of the Government and to prevent the plan orientations from seeming
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to have been adopted outside the normal decision-making mechanism.
The necessity for the application of this procedure will be the greater, 

the more the decision-making mechanism departs in practice from the scheme 

of hierarchies and functions established by the legislation and the body of 
administrative regulations. This phenomenon of the existence of a decision“ 

making mechanism separate and distinct from that which would result from a 

rigid restriction to the provisions in force is all the more pronounced, the 

greater the accumulation of traditions in the machinery of government, for 

it owes its very existence precisely to these traditions.
An analysis to determine the real decision-making mechanisms is of great 

Importance, but constitutes a problem more typical of a study of the public 
administration per se, and of its need for reform, than of the specific 
formulation of a plan, during which it will be necessary to use methods 

which, like that just proposed, will permit all or most of the plan components 
to be covered, without losing too much time on the precise determination of 

their interrelationships.
60. The definitive inclusion of the planning agency within the governmental 
decision-making mechanism demands a clear conception of its functions and 

limitations. If the establishment of a new agency, or the re-enforcement of 
an existing one, appears to set uiiî a new authority without clearly specifying whether 
it is to be merely advisory or is to be clothed with decision—reviewing powers, the 

opposition which may arise may impair the effectiveness of its work.
If, in addition, the plan is deficient in the co-ordination of its 

instrumentalities with the traditional economic policies, so that it cannot 
be responsive to thw needs for orientation on the concrete problems of policy 
in relation to the objectives of development, it will run the risk of having
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the isolation avoided during its formulation occur during its implementation.
61. It is in this stage of implementation that the planning process has in 

general shown its greatest weakness in Latin America. The failure to include
a programme of administrative reforms in the plans, and the lack of evaluation 

of the actual capabilities of the public service, the insufficient identifica

tion of the projects and the lack of teams to prepare them in proper time and 

due form, and, finally, in more than one case, the tendency to isolation of 
the planning agency - all of them points already separately considered above - 
have operated, taken together, to diminish the efficiency of planning.

This result of the organizational problems during the stage of implementa

tion makes it manifest that, even though needs for staff trained in planning 
techniques still persist, the need for staff trained in administrative 

techniques may perhaps be even more keenly felt, since all the problems we 
have just summarized either belong to this field or are intimately related 
to it.

62. The co-ordination of the private sector with the aims of plan implementa

tion is a result depending in part on a method of participation such as that 

set forth in the case of the government and the civil service, in order to
create conditions that will make that sector receptive. But m e  content of the plan 

Instrumentalities, and more specifically, their co-ordination with the traditional 

economic policies, also play a very important role in this co-ordination.
63. The method to be followed in establishing the procedure for consultation 
with the private sector, and its participation, is generally a complex one.
The HXisting organisations, both employer and labour-union, usually cover the 
sector only incompletely, and tend to concentrate their activities and the 
larger part of their membership, in the great centres and in the sub-sectors
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of the traditional products and services. The plan, on the other hand, 
should generally devote major Attention to new and undeveloped sub-sectors 

and to depressed regions and centres.

It is thus essential for the plan to be explicit in its treatment of 

the general economic objectives and of the problems of the traditional 

activities, demonstrating how they are tied in with the sub-sectors and 

regions to be developed, for they may otherwise be interpreted as instruments 
of change directed against the domination of the existing social groups, or 

ignoring those groups.
This misunderstanding may evoke great opposition and contribute to 

the generation of a passive attitude on the part of sectors which could 
otherwise be extremely helpful.

6k. The existence of an efficient method of partidpation and consultation, 
however, is insufficient as a real inducement to the private sectors to 
follow the guidelines and trends of the plan. The decisions on consumption 
and savings, and the directionof investment, depend on the expectations 

relative to the progress of the economy and the patterns assumed by it, 
however great the value attributed to the plan.

Only the adequate co-ordination between the price system and the monetary 
and credit policies, on the one hand, and the plan objectives and targets, 
on the other, can create conditions under which the expectations of the 

private sector will be oriented in the desired direction. It will in general 
be necessary to utilize all the other traditional instrnment-s nf economic 
policy (see Section [e] of Part 2).

6 5 . A problem of particular difficulty for plan implementation arises when 
projects essential to the attainment of objectives and targets depend for their 
accomplishment on the private sector.
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It is not merely the creation of expectations and the estimation of 
the necessary financing that is here involved. The technical resources for 

pia^ect preparation may be wanting, especially if external funds must be used 

for financing, for tHe customary practice in making investment decisions in 

the private sector does not as a rule follow the standards of preparation, 

presentation and evaluation which are requisite in such cases.
A consultative service in tne planning agency itself, or closely co-ordinated 

with it, which may help to overcome this obstacle, rfill therefore be necessary»

In some cases the entrepreneurial orgainsations themselves have been 
successfully encouraged, in Latin America, to organise such services for their 
members. In other cases, the organisation of the users and consumers into 
co-operatives or similar associations, promoted by the planning or implement

ing agencies, has likewise accelerated and improved the preparation of 

social projects.
66. It has already been noted that the limitations on the availability of 

statistical information, and of data relative to the possible utilisation 
of the natural resources, are important factors conditioning the coverage 

and degree of detail of plans in Latin America. In addition to the problems 

which may arise on this account for the application of planning techniques, 
it is obvious that there can generally be no hope of filling in these lacunae 
or imperfections for the formulation of a first plan. It is precisely the 
preparation of this plan, and the identification needed for the control of 
its implementation, that will permit the formulation of an organic programme 

of priorities to expand the statistical services and those for the exploration 
of natural resources, which should be integrated into the very same plan.
67. It will in many cases be possible to enlist universities and scientific
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centres in this effort to provide complementary information. In this way 

they could adapt their programmes to the needs of economic progress, creating 

those opport\mities for effective personal achievement, the lack of which has 
in some cases motivated the emigration of technical and professional staff 

whose training has been very costly, in time and other resources, for the 
cotintry involved.

68. Provision should be made in advance for the organisation and compilation 
of information on plan fulfilment, as already pointed out in para.53. The 
problems presented are different, according to idiether the activities involved 
are the primary responsibility of the public or the private sector.
69. In the public sector, the application of the techniques of pirogramme

and performance budgeting (para.55) provides a fundamental scheme of reference, 

particularly if extended, in some form, to the decentralised and autonomous 
iigencies, which in many cases are exempt from the obligation of annueil 

bxidgeting. In general terms, it is preferable for those responsible for 
implementation to be m e  original source of the information for control, 

for otherwise a parallel aidministration for control would be involved, with 

loss of general efficiency 8uid the possible occtirrence of conflicts. It is 
only sectoral compilation and integration into a global panorama that shoixld 
be entrusted to specialised agencies, which would be co-ordinated by the planning 
office and might serve as a base for the future decentralisation of its functions 
and their allocation to sectoral and regional agencies as mentioned in para. 5 .̂
70. In the private sector, part of the Information on plan fulfilment might 
be collected by the statistical services, but considerable information of 
qualitative nature, and on the progress of project generation and the changes 

in expectations, should be derived from the mechanisms for consultation
and participation.
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71. It is clear that a judicious use of the possibilities of the indicators

provided in the manner above mentioned for the public sector and the private

sector, with those responsible for implementation, could be a most useful
tool for improving the planning system, progressively broadening its scope,
and leading to an increase in the number of responsible persons involved in

the technique of social decision which, in the last analysis, is what planning is.
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PLAN AND ECONOMIC BUDGET
übe relation betveen the targets set by the medium-term plan and the 

series of decisions which, each year permits an approach to those targets, is 

very variable, according to the way the plan is drawn and according to the 
compulsory powers Inherent in it.

There are, nevertheless, many points in common between the technical 
and administrative problems thus x>osed in each country.

This paper describes some of these general problems, and sketches 

practical solutions based on the French experience.

One terminological precaution at the outset: we must avoid confusion
between the economic budget, the State budget (or finance act), and the annual 

plan.

The economic budget is a numerical forecast of the over-all economic 
situation, based on the decisions and projects which may be adopted by the 

State, and by other economic agents. Alternative forecasts will permit us 
to envisage the implications of the various possible economic policies.

According to its structure and its degree of detail, the economic budget

can elucidate, to a greater or lesser extent, the problem of plan in^lementatlon.
The finance act prescribes or predicts the State expenditures and revenues; 

it alms to maintain a certain type of short-term equilibrium; it is related to 
certain targets of the plan, but that is only one of the constraints to which 
it is subjected.

The annual plan Is a complex administrative procedure of forecasting.
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of decision, and of co-ordination, designed each year to determine the 
degree of plan implementation, to follow up the achievement in the year to come, 
and which, if necessary, can modify the targets if events have made them out
moded.

The annual plan is designed to realise the synthesis of the short-term 

and medium-term targets, the economic budget, like the finance act, is one 

of its tools; but other tools could also be thought of - company meetings, 
commissions to prepare the medium-term plan, recourse to the referendum, etc....

The confusion between these three administrative acts arises from their 

operation on the same subject matter, economic development, and often with 

converging aims.

But each of them relates to a level and a structure of different de
cision-making centres. The danger of terminological confusion is thus 

that it may lead to the belief that the same criteria actuate very varied 

decision-making centres, while the real problems, beyond the technical as-
\

pects, arise from this diversity.

I. THE TWO ROLES OF THE EOOHOMIC BUDGET,
The medium-term plan is ccm^osed of an over-all projection and a set 

of capital Investment projects. The appropriations authorized by the finance 
act finance these programmed projects, but also cover, and in much greater 
amounts, the general operating expenses of the State.

The object of the economic budget technique is to make these two groups 
or expenditures mutually consistent and compatible with the maintenance of 
the major general equilibria.

Tte economic budgets thus place an effective tool at the disposition 
of the annual plan. In the liberal-planning countries, when the annual plan 
procedure is not explicitly placed in operation, the problems of Implementa-



tlon of the medlum-tem plan are necessarily brought tq> during the preparation 

of the finance act, which progressively takes on a character of a section 

of implementation of the developBent plan. Thus it relies equally on the 

economic budget, to guide its contra-cyclical action on the economic situa

tion, and to attain the medium-term targets.

The new measures and expenditures undertaken by the State in accordance 

with the plan assignments are worked out in two phases:
First of all, a phase of certification: the developments in the economy

and the effects of prior decisions are estimated and compared with the tar

gets j

Then the consequences of the various possible decisions are evali^ted 
and a choice is made between theai.

The economic budgets play an liiq>ortaat role in each of these two phases.
A. Forecast budget or budget of findings

It-mlght be thought that the effects of past decisions could be very 

objectively observed on the basis of the accounts for the year to which they 
refer. It might be thought that the effects of past decisions could be very

I

objectively observed on the basis of the accounts for the year to which they 
refer. It will be readily seen, however, that this would be precluded by the 

lne3rtia of the economic and administrative machine. Let us t&he, as an 

exanq>le, a year of the Fifth French Development Fleui.
The Fifth Plan covers the period 1966-1970. If we try to measure the 

degree of its ijiplementation in 1967* the provisional account for 1967 will be 
available only in May 1968. At that time, if a major deviation in respect 
of any target should appear, it would often be too late to prescribe effec
tive measures for catching up with the lag. Indeed, the economic policy for 

1968, and the funds for its application, would by then already have been voted 
by Parliament and definitely established since October 1967, whep the 1968 

finance act was introduced.

3.
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Moreover, in the month of May,1968, the major decisions of the next 

finance act, relating to the year 1969, would already have been made. It 
would henceforth be difficult to aoaendi the block appropriations for State 
expenditures, and any marked change in the structure of these block appropri

ations could be made op;ly in 1970, the terminal year of the plan.

Thus we áre led to analyse the course of the plan on the basis of 

an economic budget instead of an account of a past period.
The economic budgets of a given year n, prepared after the information 

contained in the draft finance #et for the year n has become available, will 

constitute a good basis for the control of plan implementation.

On the one hand, the knowledge of the State budget and the proximity of 
the year projected eliminate the risks of gross error in prediction.

On the other hand, being based on a detailed breakdown of the State 
expenditures, they permit a fine comparison (theoretically, project by project) 

of the plan targets with the current fulfilment.

These economic budgets are called forecast'budgets.
Forecast budgets are prepared from detailed information. They utilise 

the content of the finance act^ which prescribes the State expenditures and 
the general line of economic policy for a year; but they are also based on 
abundant data on the economic cycle, and on a series of sampling studies of 
administrations, husiness and housaholds.

B. Exploratory budget or decisional model
The economic budgets prepared before the finance law is known, and thus 

having a more distant horizon, will serve to work out future decisions and 
to test their consequences. These are called exploratory budgets.

Exploratory budgets, being unable to rely on a good knowledge of the 

intentions of the State, or on data of the economic cycle, are based Instead
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on a more or less formalised model. The procedure for their preparation 

is unconqplicated and highly centralised* These characteristics permit the 

rapid preparation of series of exploratory budgets, each describing the 

effects of one type of economic policy and one set of given measures.
Ifeasures can be classified according to their relative advantage; and 

exploratory budgets in this way orient governmental decisions.
The distinction between exploratory budgets and forecast budgets is of 

course to some extent arbitrary. Budgets are prepared throughout the year; 

as time passes, more information on the plans of the government becomes 
available, the data on the economic situation accumulate, and the exploratory 

character of the economic budget gradually becomes predictive.
Thus there is a continuous transition between exploration and prediction.

II. THE CERTIFICATION OF PLAN IMPI.EMEHTATION

This relates both to the known data of past years and the predictable 

consequences of decisions already taken.
Thus it relies on the analysis of the finance act and is conducted at 

the levels, that of the entire economy and that of the actions of the State.
It analyses the two kinds of Indications contained In the medium-term plan: 

the over-all description of the activity of economic agents, and, on the other 

hand, the detailed schedule of the capital investment projects that the 
State has decided to finance.

A , The over-all economic review
This is prepared by calculating the average rate of growth of certPin 

aggregates over the period of the plan covered by the accounts and the fore

cast budgets. These rates are then compared with the average rate assigned 
by the plan, and we deduce the development required during the last years of 

the plan in order to attain the targets.
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The aggregates considered may he, for example, the consumption hy 

households, the gross domestic product, the agricultural Income, the de
ficit on State account, the price level, or the activity of the great 

sectors of production.

The following table shows the presentation adopted. Forty such tables, 

based on economic budgets, form the set called "Instrument Board or Indicator 
Tables of the Plan". The degree of detail of these tables should be selected 

in agreement by the planners and those who prepare the economic budgets.
The need for exhaustive filling of the accounting framework sometimes 

compels apportionment of the over-all forecasts; the uncertainty of pre
diction is greater in the items so apportioned than in the total amounts; 
and in this way abnormal developments may appear in these elementary, break
down items, and may disturb the planners, while they are in reality entirely 
arbitrary. Even if the planner feels himself frustrated in his desire to study 

the detailed items, it is therefore still inadvisable to provide him with 

broken-down figures of doubtful significance.



RESOURCES AND USES OF 
GOODS AND SERVICES 

Cconcepts of national accounts)
Rates of annual growth by volume

Gross domestic product 
Imports

TOTAL RESOURCES

Fifth Plan
Average
values,
1965-1970
projection
, 5.0 5.0 

8.8 12.5

1967

5.3
11.1

ACCOUNTS AND BUDGETS 
1968 1969 1970

Average
fur

period
elapsed

5.2
11.8

Average for
remainder of 
period

4.9
6.8

5.5 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.2

Total Consumption 4.7 4.5 4.9 4.7 4.6
by:Households 4.5 4.4 4.8 4.6 4.4

Administrations,total 6.9 h,8 5.3 5.1 8.2
civil (6.9) (6.5) 4.0 5.2
military (8.3) 3.4 6.4 4.9

Financial institutions 4.0 9.4 7.7 8.4 1.1 r
Investments: 5.2 4.9 7.2 6.1 4.7

Productive 5.8 7.1 6.7 6.9 5.0
Housing 2.7 -1.4 6.4 _ 2.4 2.8
Administrations 8.2 10.2 11.3 10.7 6.5
Financial Institutions 6.9 7.6 6.7 7.6 6.7

Exports 8.9 10.0 8.9 9.4 8.5

TOTAL USES 5:5 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.2
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The preparation of these tables and their comparability with the 
medium-term forecasts involves many problems.
A-1 The accounting system.

The same system must be used for the medium-term forecasts and the 
economic budgets.

Since these forecasts are not made according to the same categories and 
the same breakdown of the economy for the plan and the budgets, the framework 

adopted must present the groupings and regroupings that are useful in 
both cases, and all the decision-making centres whose behaviour is important 
to know must be separately shown. The unity of the schedules should permit 
comparison by products, by categories of enterprises, etc.

All this will considerably encumber the system of accounts. It must, 
however, be assumed that all the indications that may be provided bji the 

budget will not be utilised, for the examination of these indicator tables 

is long and difficult; it is thus useless to increase their number. But 
the preparation and examination of these tables, it may be envisaged, 
will be largely handled by computer.

A-2 The choice of the base-year

The Fifth plan has prescribed a progression from 19^5 to 1970 for each of
its targets, based on an economic account for the year 1965 that was not the 
definitive account but a forecast budget.

When the definitive account for 1965 was established, it showed substantial 
deviations ffpm the budget. In the mean time the plan had been voted by 

Parliament and the projections had been decided.

Under these conditions, what should have been taken as the target for 
1970, the absolute level previously calculated or the rate of growth applied 

to the new base?
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In the latter case, the distortions would have heen such as to make 
simultaneous attainment of all targets impossible. Finally, sometimes 

the absolute level must be maintained; this is the case with the 
forecast of the active population.

Thus the choice of an unelapsed year as the base-year for the plsui 

work may rob the projection of part of its significance, cast doubt on the 
value of the targets assigned, and make the development of the economic 

behaviour described incon5)rehensible.

The question "What is the plan?" is thus raised continuously during 
the course of the review of its inqplementation.

It seems clear that this contradiction can be eliminated only by 

accepting an elapsed year as the base of the medium-term projection.

A-3 - The Course

The plan provides evaluations for a terminal year, but gives no infbrma- 
tion on the physiognomy of the intermediate years.

In particular, the plan makes no claim that the approach to a target 
must be regular, at the given average annual rate.

How, then,can we know whether we are ahead or behind in the implementa

tion of the plan? A growth of consumption at a rate lower than the average 
rate of the plan, observed for two years, does not mean that we are behind 
schedule, if causes of acceleration during the last three years are other
wise predicted.

The ideal solution would be for the plan to specify not only the terminal 

year but also, at the same time, the course, year by year, of the main tar
gets, in self-consistent economic framework, in a way analogous to that of 
the econcmilc budget.

It is extremely valuable to plot the course, in particular, if the initial
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year of the plan, or the previous year, is a year of economic reversal; 
the plan targets will then appear to be in doubt from the very beginning 

of implementation.

The presentation of the "indicator tables" reduces down to comparison 
of the development observed in the annual rates of the plan. In this respect 
it is very unsatisfactory. Consequently, in the absence of the annual march, 

we must complete it by giving the deviations from the actual recorded long
term rates.

A-4 The price problem

The forecasting of price developments in planning work is in general 
rather poor. The principal targets are therefore assigned in a system of 
constant prices.

The annual movements ot the volume of the components of the balance of 

goods and services are then easily compared with the target rates of growth.

On the other hand, the rates of the various Income items cannot be 
established unless the plan explicitly states its hypotheses on the relative 
prices and the general price level.

, The projection of the medium-term plan, to be completely effective, 

must thus be based on a forecast of the price development for each of the 
aggregates of supply and demand.

The price of the gross national product defines the general price 
level, and the distortions of the relative price scale are studied product 
by product. The relative price system so obtained seirves as a basis for 
the financial balance of each sector of enterprises; it serves likewise to 

determine consumer purchasing power; finally, it is just as necessary to a 
correct estimate of State expenditures, which are defined when the plan 
is voted by Parliament in the form of credits covering several years (programme
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authorisations). ,

According, to the development of the general price level, these credits 

will permit 100% attainment of the physical targets, or only 50% attainment, 
and the judgement as to the amount of the credits expended during the imple
mentation of the plan will differ greatly (the same problem arises during 

budgetary decisions).
B . Establishing the implementation of capital investment programmes

The capital Investment by the administrations often amounts only to 

a small fraction of the gross national product (about 4% in France, where 
only 10% of the State budget is allocated to projects programmed under the 
Plan).

In spite of their low relative amount, these expenditures constitute 

the very backbone of the Plan, and their accomplishment is the point on 

which the Government makes the most firm engagements.
They are thus the object of a special supervision. The Finance Act 

may for example be accompanied by a general annex recapitulating all of the 
financial efforts envisaged by the State budget for the implementation of 
the Development Plan.

This report on Plan implementation may Include, besides a commentary on 
the global economic development and on the main sectors of production, a 
breakdown by economic and social sectors,and a breakdown by regions, of the 
capital investment credits programmed.

These breakdowns will not permit us to follow the implementation in 
physical terms, since they add up all the ceedits disbursed without taking 

account of the price movements, which is a disadvantage we have already noted. 
B-1 The functional view

Except for. a few individualised projects, the credits are apportioned
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in functional classification, of which the following is an example.

Table taken from the Plan Report

FUNCTION "CULTURAL INVESTMENT"

(millions of francs)
Fifth Plan Programme
Share of the State authorisations 
(1965 francs) granted in 1966

(current francs)
Sub-functions

Historic monuments, national palaces and sites 524 109.55

Included in programme law (162) (38)

Civil buildings 90 12.35

Excavations 25 4.31

Archives 36 5.50

Museums 134 20.30

Art education 240 18.00

Creative artistic work 27 3.50

Cultural action, theatre, music 205 18.40

Cinema 14 2.00

Various plan assignments 57 11.59

Land, stddies, appointments of Great 
inventory of waters and fountains of 
and Marly

Palace,
Versailles

3
TOTAL cultural investment proper 1,352 208.5

Administrative cities 100 41.5
TOTAL 1,452 250
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The problem of knowing "what the plan is" now arises again. For a given 

type of investment (for instance, investment having a cultural function), 
the Plan envisages an amount of expenditures covering several very clearly 
defined projects and many other projects not explicitly set forth.

During the period of implenentation new projects are added to those already 
assigned and we cannot always say whether or not these new projects should be con
sidered as part of the non-explicit projects of the Plan.

Examination only of the block appeoprlatlon relating to a given function 

will thus not inform us whether the Plan projects as a whole are in course 
of realisation. According to whether we assume that the Plan merely prescribes 
the block appropriations or that its object is the realisation ^  certain 
well defined projects, we may reach different conclusions about the degree 

of progress aftained.
In the industrialised countries the Plan generally covers a very large 

number of small-scale projects. The functional view plays a predominant 
role in measuring its degree of Implementation.

In a developing country several very large projects form the skeleton 

frame of the capital investment. It is of greater interest to consider them 
separately than to regroup them into a functional schedule. ,

B-2 Th* ri«Kpoiiit,of thft ladivldMlized project.

Implementation control requires a very detailed set of estimates, 
which should comprise:

the description of the project,
the amounts of the expenditures to be assumed by each of the sources 
of financing (State, communes, etc.),
the prellmlaary time-phase schedule of the work the paymemts diM from
each agent concerned,
indications touching the possibility of slowing or accelerating the 
stages of the project, to provide an index of the degree of flexibility 
left to financial policy.
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During the course of implementation the actual figures corresponding 
to the estimated schedule of payments are entered in the file, and an attempt is 

made to dlstlSKuish thé changes due to underestimation of the price level, 

those due to estimated project cost (which generally occur even in terms of 
constant prices), and those due to changes in the schedule of payments 
estimated for each phase of the project.

In France the preparation of these project files was commenced under the 
Fifth Plan; the information entered in these "investment schedules" is as 

yet incomplete (the payment schedule is not a part of such schedule); but 
the method should be developed during the Sixth Plan.



(Chapter 9031)

Date Nature of Operation
USES (EXPENDITURES) FINANCING(RECEIPTS)
Credits 
opened 
(or esti—  
mated cost)

Net 
obligations 
(less
cancellations)

Mandates Subventions
State Other Loans Other TOTAL 

Allo
cated

receipts

PROGRAMME ACCOUNT

Debit Credit
balance balance
(estimate (estimât» 
3 - 10) 10-3)
(actual: 
5 - 10) 

10 11
(actual 
10 - 5) 
12

2 Nov 63

2 Oct 65

BP 1964

Land acquisition 
Construction work 
C.D.C.Loan 
State subvention 
Department subvention 
Advance deduction
Additional work 
Alienation of land

Account 2601 
Account 2301 
Account 166 
Ac(iount 1055
Account 1055

100,000
400,000

500,000
20,000

Land
Works
Loan
State
subvention

Department
subvention

520,000

100,000
400,000

Account 
1964 

BS 1 9 6 5

Cancellation of credits
500,000

- 7,000

Account 2301 
Account 2109

New Works 20,000 
Land Transfer

I. ESTIMATES 
General Estimate

320,000
100,000

30,000
100,000
320,000
30,000

50.000
320,000 30,000 100,000 450;000 50,000

20000 20,000

320,000 30,000 100,000 20000 470,000 50,000
BUDGET ENTRIES

100,000

320,000

30.000

l!00,000
320,000
30.000

320,000 30,000 1 0 0 ,000 450,000 50,000

20000

513,000 320,000 30,000 100,000 20,000 470,000 43,000
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In conclusion, the( certificatio» of plan implementation would seem 
to be an operation difficult to accomplish in detail; the interpretation 

of the results is by no means one of the easiest tasks.

The certification of implementation cannot be made unless the planner 
has taken care, during the preparation of the plan, to prepare for that 

determination by appropriate techniques of target presentation and by 
adopting an accounting system common with that of the economic budget.

*

III. tHE decision-making process
During the period of preparation of the Finance Act the economic policy 

of the following year will be defined; the economic actions are prepared, 

the possibility of application of the major reforms recomiî ended by the Plan 

is studied, and the financing of each capital investment project is considered.
The exploratory economic budget is used to characterise the effects of 

the various policies that are possible, to calculate the fiscal revenues, 

and to evaluate the block appoopriations to be allocated by the State to its 

current operations and to the financing of the Plan.
The sequence of the operations depends on the administrative and decision

making structure of each countiy. Our discussion will be based on the French 
example.

The administrative structure is as follows:
The Bureau of the Budget, which prepares the Finance Act, and the Bureau 

of Forecasting, which is responsible for the economic budget _!/, belong to 
the Ministry of Finance. In France, the very great decision-making power of

The National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, which is
likewise attached to the Ministry of Finance, participates in the
preparation of forecasts.
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the Minister of Finance on matters of economic policy largely conditions 
the implementation of the Plan.

The Office of the Commissioner-General for the Plan is directly responsible 

to the Prime Minister. It does not formulate the technical content of the 
Plan; the projections are furnished to it by the Bureau of Forecasting and 

the Institute of Statistics. Its function is to prepare and guide the 

medium-term decisions of the Government, to ensure the co-ordination of the 
work, to decentralise the modernisation committees, and to follow up the 
implementation of the Plan.

The following time-schedule shows how the collaboration and confrontation 
between these bodies develops during the course of the year. The example 

selected is that of the year 1967, during which the Finance Act for 1968 

is drawn up.



Date

October 1966

December 1966

February 1967

March to May 
1967

May 1967

October 1967

Bureau preparing the economic 
budget

1966 and 1967 Economic Budgets 
(submitted to Parliament)

Indicator tables.
Alternative forecasts for 1968 
and prolongation as far as 1970. 
First estimate of fiscal receipts 
for 1968.

Publication of forecasts of 
fiscal receipts.
Choice of variants of economic 
policy for 1968; preparation of 
economic budgets; dialogue with 
the framers of the Finance Act.

Economic Budgets for 1967 and 
1968 (with variants for 1968). 
Indicator tables.
Economic Budgets for 1967-1968 
(introaucea in Parliament). 
Indicator tables.



Bureau preparing the 
Finance Act

Office of the Commissioner- 
General for the Flan

introdoction of the Finance 
Act for 1967

Report on the implementation 
of the Plan In 1965 and 1966. 
Regional allocation of the 
Capital Investment Budget for 1967.

Draftix^ the Finance Act 
begins

Estimation of expenditures; 
dialogue with the Plan Office 
and the Ministries making 
the expenditures.
Definition of possible 
economic policies.
Last major budget readjustments.

Examination of the over-all 
perspectives of development 
1967-1970 opened up by the 
economic budget.

Participation in budget 
readjustments.

for

00

Introduction of the Finance Act Report on the implementation 
for 1968 in Parliament. of the Plan in 1966-1967.

Regional allocation of the 
Capital Investment Budget 
for 1968.
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With some simplification of reality, We may distinguish, in the 
formulation of policy for the year: the phase of cCrfciflcatioD, above described 
which takes place in October, at the time of introduction of the draft Fiaance Act;

the phase of search for i;ne possible economic policies, which covers the
aitire Spring; and the phase of choice at over-all level and at detail level,

which covers the second and third quarters of the year.
A. The search for over-all policies

Beginning at the end of 1966, projections of the year 1968 (taken here 
as our example) are prepared in order to explore the economic policies 
capable of best realising the targets of the Plan, according to the economic 

situations encountered.

The year 1968 is still too far away to be able to predict the economic 
situation that will be encountered in it. We shall therefore content ourselves 
with the preparation of a series of possible economic equilibria, without 

claiming to construct any one of them endowed with higher probability than 
the others.

A-1 The study of the contingencies

The number of sketches, however, must be limited; we shall therefore 
seek to analyse the dynamics of economic development during the transition 
from 1967 to 1968.

The year 1968 depends largely on the course of,the development assumdd 

for 1967; thus, if the perspectives of the year 1967 are poor, we study the 
conditions for an upturn; if, on the contrary, 1967 will probably be a year 
of very rapid growth, the risks of inflation are studied instead; whenever 

possible, we eliminate the elements of cyclic behaviour (inventories and 
Investments), and also take account of the dates when certain institutional
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changes are scheduled (for example, the end of the Common Market on 
1 July 1968, the fiscal reform on 1 January)• In short, 1968 is given the 

most marked physiognomy possible in order to limit the variants to be 

constructed.
It is helpful, in this work, to consider the work of the Plan, which 

predicts the development of the trends of many variables which vary but 
little with the economic situation (demography, for Instance), or whose 

growth results from governmental decisions (such as civil service salaries).

It is legitimate to retain these mean estimates for-1968, at least initially.
Conversely, the examination of the terminal year of the Plan yields 

ideas of new equilibria. The structural modifications forecast for the 
year 1970 may show up more or less distinctly from 1968 on; they may also 
fall to develop at all. This leads us to construct variants for 1968 taking 

account of all these uncertainties.
Thus we come to define a set of contingencies, situational or structural 

in nature, affecting 1968. For example, in 1968 the wage rate may increase 

or remain motionless, the International economic situation may be good or 

poor, productivity may show a normal growth or an accelerated growth as the 
end of the association with the European Economic Community apparoaches, etc.

The contingencies thus represent the exogenous variables of the pro
jection, those which cannot be predicted with assurance, and are not controllable 
by the will of the Government.

A.2 The description of the possible states of the economy

Each of these variables may assume several values (rarely more than two 
or threc}ithe various possible combinations of these values are taken, and 
with them is associated the same economic policy, called mean, defined by
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a few key figures (State expenditures, fiscal pressure, etc.). This "mean 

policy" may be deduced from an examination of the Plan, or extrapolated 
from the year 1967. It makes little difference which is done, for it is 

subsequently modified.
Certain of the associations so defined may be rejected a priori, because 

they result from mutually incompatible contingenciesi For example, a great 
rise in the wage rate is inconsistent with a sudden fall in exports. In 

this way we restrict the field of the possible equilibria and ultimately set 

up all the accounts representing then.

The study of these accounts shows the economic Imbalances or deviations 

in respect of the Plan targets. With each of these accounts we associate a 
variant of economic policy comprising measures permitting a return to a 
more desirable situation.

This work is aimed less at th® formulation of figures than at the 
systematic study of the basic hypotheses.

Thus we dispose of a description of the possible states of the economy, 

each provided with an economic policy adapted to it.
The question then arises as to what economic indicators must be watched 

in 1967 to determine the condition towards which the economy is in fact 
moving. With the lapse of time, the number of possible states decreases 

very rapidly. Out of 10 eventualities envisaged for the end of 1968, we have 

only three or four for May,1967; thus, since the situations have been studied 
very early, we can orient ourselves towards the economic policy that is 
most desirable from the viewpoint of the economic situation and in respect 
of the Plan.
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A.3 The example of the year 1968

The following contingencies for 1968 have been studied since the end 
of 1966:

Behaviour of investors: may prove to be less dynamic than in the
past, owing to new financial difficulties which may diminish the amplitude 

of the investment cycle. To take this into account, a "deviation variable" 

is added to the equation determining investment in the model utilised. This 
variable modifies the coefficients of the equation; each determination of 
the contingencies is characterised by a value of this deviation variable.

More or less vigorous rise in the wage rate: this rate is an exogenous 
variable of the model.

The study of these two contingencies is designed to test the Plan 

forecasts on each of these two,variables.
The impact pattern of the fiscal reform of 1 January 1968: on the 

occasion of the reform, entrepreneurs may reflect in their prices the 
advantages they have galred from it (decreased cost of investment); such 
behaviour, however, will not necessarily occur. In that case we shall have 

to introduce r. deviation variable into the equation giving the prices.
With two determinations per contingency we obtain eight possibilities.
These contingencies are confronted with the possible economic policies. 

These policies are characterised by several global choices. For example, 
in 1968 the reform of the social security system envisaged by the Plan 
(increased social contributions and decreased benefits) might take effect 

either on 1 January or on 1 July.
The fiscal reform might go into effect six months later;
The action of the State by way of its expenditures may be restrictive
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or neutral relative to expansion. Combination of the eight policies so 
defined with the eight contingencies yields 64 économie budgets.

All of them are not of interest; those representing extreme situations 
are seldom studied. If necessary, however, the mechanisation of the 

exploratory budgets would allow us to generate them rapidly and to tes,t 

their valué on several well selected items (prices, production, budget 
deficit, etc.).

A.4 The 1968-1970 paths

The accounts selected are studied for their compliance with the 

Plan targets; to this end, some of them are projected as far as the terminal 

year by using the same mechanised model.
Contingencies as far as 1970 are steletcted in order to display the 

behaviour on which the Plan is based, although it is not exempt from uncertainty.
These contingencies should be consistent with those selected for 1968.

We attempt in some way to imagine simple scenarios for the economic history 

of the three years 1968-1969-1970, while respecting the limits Imposed by 
the possible states of 1968 and by certain targets of 1970.

Variants of the economic policy for the restoration of equilibriuta are 
likewise constructed on the most Interesting of the 1968-1970 paths.

On the whole, the examination of this series of accounts will help us 

to understand the routes by which structural changes predictable over the 
medium term may act over the short term. Numerous ideas about the year 1968, 
and several about 1969 or 1970, are extracted. The exercise is very gross 
and comprehenslvei, and makes no claim to provide the march for 1968-1970.
But it does give food for thought and is a valuable Intellectual stimulant.
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A.5 The results of the exercise are discussed with the experts who 

have established the projection of the Plan. What is, in general, questioned 

is the behaviour predicted over the medium term.
The planners describe an economic equilibrium for the terminal year, 

which is realised owing to modifications in the behaviour of economic 
agents - modifications made possible by the very data of the equilibrium 
at which the planners have arrived. For example, the circuit:

concentration of the industrial sector -► unemployment checking 
of wage rise -y relative decrease of domestic demand necessity of ekport - 

search for a better competitive position -y concentration of industrial 
sector -y etc.
describes an equilibrium which is self-consistent, but is not the only 

possible equilibrium. Its realisation implies a continuous realisation, 

harmonious in each of its. ̂ elements during the implementation of the Plan, 
if unemployment increases too rapidly, if the domestic demand is checked 
too soon, entirely different equilibria may be reached.

Observation,at a very comprehensive level, of the short-term develop

ment of the economy permits the formulation of a judgement on the probability 

of the appearance of the predicted behaviour. Those who draw up the economic 
budgets, who are as a rule better acquainted with the immediate reactions 

of the economy, determine from their study of the paths the points of 
conflict with the Plan projection.

The experts of the economic budget then confront the Plan experts to 

elucidate the nature of the causes of this disagreement. It may, perhaps, 
be connected only with differences in the method of appreciation of the 
reactions of the economy. More often, however, it results from the failure 
to take measures envisaged by the Plan as conditions of its satisfactory
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execution; finally, normative developments have sometimes been adopted In 
the medium-term projection without being supported by explicit measures.

The Plan figures,- both during the technical preparation and during 

the choice of policies, are derived from complex compromises which are hard 

to reconstruct after the event.
The budget experts find it dlffieolt to reach ait exact understandiag of the is« 

teatioas traaalated by the figures of the.mediu«-term̂ projection- It is, ia particular, 
very difficult to distinguish, aaoag the normative variables, those describing a 
target that is valid 2SI £* those providi«g the means of arealising a different
target.

Experience shows that the good understanding of the Plan by the short® 
term forecasters requires them to participate to some extent in its 
preparation. They ensure by the presence that the economic situation at 
the inception of the Plan shall not be in conflict with the picture of 

the terminal year.

Thus we arrive at the idea that economic budgets extending over two 
or three years on the completion of the Plan forecasts may prove to be a 
test of its subsequent development.

During this final period of Plan preparation, the budget specialists 
and planners collaborate in the refinement of "a philosophy" on the develop

ment of the subsequent years and the means of verifying its validity; it is 
during this period that the short-term and medium-term projection methods 
can be harmonised.

The short-term model used to generate the paths is likewise reviewed
during the period immediately preceding the inception of the Plan; it is■ \
constructed less on the extrapolation of past behaviour than on the new 
trends of deformation of the structures envisaged by the Plan. The model is
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thus valid only for the period covered by the Plan.

B. The choice of a detailed policy and the preparation of the Finance Act

The review of Plan implementation and the trends revealed during the 
search for the paths contribute to the formulation of the Finance Act, which 
commences in the Spring.

Those responsible for the economic budget carry on a dialogue, on 

several levels, with those responsible for the State budget.
On the one hand, several over-all schemes of economic policy are 

worked out, in order to afford a choice of methods of intervention in the 
economic situation.

On the other hand, special problems are treated in great detail.

For example, a forecast is prepared on the equilibrium of the accounts of 
the chief public enterprises; the financing problems of certain industrial 
sectors are studied, etc.-

The necessity of integrating all of the work into a single form, while 
facilitating discussion, leads to the construction of a very detailed 

economic budget, or central account, which is based on studies broken down 

to the maximum possible extent.
Alternative or "variant" budge:ts,' constructed in over-all fashion, are 

also submitted in order to indicate the choices available to the Government. 
It does not seem imperative i-o break down these variants into finely divided 

schedules.
B.l The content of the central account

The central account represents the economic activity of all the national 
agents - households, administrations, etc. The nature of the
problems of decision-making leads to the breakdown of certain agents or
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operations In a particularly standardised way.

(a) This Is the case with the balances of resources and uses of goods 
and services, which are drawn up In a nomenclature of 76 products.

These balances are then compared in the framework of an Input-output 

matrix; they are treated at constant prices and at current prices. It Is 

In this very detailed framework that the forecasts of production and 
foreign trade, branch by branch, are treated.

The Investment problem Is treated In connexion with this matrix. They 
are distributed by purchasing branches, and compared with the production.

The active labour force Is similarly distributed among the branches.

Thus we dispose of data on the productivity of capital and labour. 
Indications are likewise drawn on the financial situation of the enterprises, 

and on the resultant tension on the level of prices and wages.
The Development Plan Includes as major targets the level of Investment, 

the equilibrium of relative prices, the development of real wages, and 

the financial situation in certain sectors (heavy Industry, public enter
prises, agriculture).

The detailed work above mentioned throws light on the degree of achieve
ment of these targets, and seeks to learn what actions of the State could 
Improve it. The list of measures Is worked out at this level in a form that 

facilitates the choices by synthesising them.
For example. It Is specified that a 5 per cent Increase In a public 

tariff would permit a decrease of 100 million francs In the State subventions 
and would Increase the level of consumer prices by 0.2 per cent.

At this stage, however, only the direct effect of each measure can be 

studied. The impact on Industry as a whole is ignored.
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(b) A second set of detailed forecasts relates to the account of

the State and administrations such as Social Security, local governments, etc.
On the one hand,it is indeed important to elucidate the multiple 

Interactions between these sub-agents. A decision to Increase the pay in 
the national civil service will react on the pay in the local civil service 
and on local taxes; a decrease in the State subventions to Social Security 

affects the contributions charged by that system, etc.

On the other hand, the State expenditures, and primarily those involving 
capital investment, are analysed for conformity to the Plan by means of 
functional breakdowns, and evaluation of the credits allocated to certain 
major projects.

In this way is developed a language common to those responsible for 

the Plan, the Economic Budget, and the Finance Act.
(c) Finally, the table of financial operations covering all economic 

agents accords particular importance to the operations of the Treasury and 
the financial intermediaries closely associated with it (central bank, 

savings banks-, etc.). Given the complexity of the financial circuits and 

the rules governing them, this breakdown is necessary in order to find the 
most desirable budgetary equilibrium and the funds to finance it.

B .2 The variants

The ideas of the over-all alternative economic policies have already 
been conceived during the formulation of the "paths". They are sharpened during 
the preparation of the central account; the global orientations are given 
concrete form in a group of specific measures.

Although constructed globally, on the margin, relative to the central 
account, the variants are thus based on precise measures and may simultaneously
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satisfy several objects.
For example, a variant presenting supplementary budget expenditures 

for action on the economic situation may be based on the hypothesis that 

certain definite projects will be accelerated.

A good knowledge of the detailed problems posed by the Plan, of the 
shortages of plant and equipment in certain sectors, etc., ensures the 
optimum concordance between cyclical policy and Plan. Very' intimate 
collaboration between short and medixim-term forecasters is therefore 

essential at this stage of the work.

Some of the variants will be concerned with the impact on the economic 
situation of the institutional reforms envisaged by the Plan; the possibility 
of their rapid or time-phased accomplishment, taking account of the constraints 
of the economic situation or of policy, should be discussed from the dual 
viewpoint of short-term and medium-term equilibrium.

B.3 The adjustments

The confrontation of the two decision-making centres (Minister of Finance 
and Commissioner-General for the Plan) develops at several levels.

They may be simmiarlsed in a very schematic way.

First level; Choice of institutional refoms to be carried out (fiscal 

reform, actuarial reform of Social Security,etc.) and the general line of 

the contra-cyclical policy (restarting or cooling off activity) on the basis 
of the central account and of global variants.

The account ultimately adopted presents a certain budgetary equilibrium 
and defines the State expenditures in blocks: pay, subventions, etc.

Second level: These blocks are then apportioned and di ’rlbuted over the
items of a functional schedule and compared with the targets of the Plan.
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Taking account of budgetary constraints and uncontrollable expenditures, 

the rates of growth of each function are selected.
Third level; The allocation of the credits between the most important 
projects within each function is then deduced. Review of the functional 

blocks is sometimes necessary at this stage if certain projects appear too 

greatly disadvantaged.

Agreement is established on the first level, either in a common con
ception of the risks run by the national economy, or by compromise. Experience 

shows that this common conception does not materialise unless the services 
of the two administrations have collaborated in selecting the decisions 

during the formulation of the Plan. This same requirement has been found to 

exist at the level of the technical preparation of the projections JL/.

J/ In France, the accord of the technical planning.staff_is based on the 
following organisation: Divisions of analysis Csuhordinate to the Ministry 
of Finance) are each specialised in the treatment of an economic agent 
(enterprises, households, etc.), but at the same time prepare the account 
of the past and the short and medium-term forecasts for that agent. Three 
divisions of synthesis assemble the set of analytical studies; but each of 
them is specialised in respect of time: past, short-term or medium-term.

Thus the same division describes a giveh agent under three aspects, thereby 
preventing the short-term neglect of a problem revealed for the medium- 
term, and also preveatlBg the misuse of statistici.

On the Other hand, the specialisation of the divisions of synthesis 
prevents confusion of the projection methods and maintains the specificity 
of each type of forecasting.

SYNTHESIS: DIVISION OF DIVISION OF ECONOMIC DIVISION OF PROGRAMMES
ACCOUNTS BUDGETS
(past) (short-term) (medium-term)

DIVISION OF ECONOMIC 
BUDGETS 

(short-term)

ANALYSIS; Enterprises Households Administrations Foreign Financial
Intermediaries
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At the second level, the adjustment of the amounts allocated by the 
State to each function is guided by the concern for the maintenance of that 
equilibrium between the functions that appears in the Plan.

This procedure is clearly not completely satisfactory. Modifications 

in technology or structures since the launching of the Plan may have rendered 
this equilibrium inadequate. However, to the extent to which it is not possible 
to reformulate the Plan every year (plan-revolving), it must be accepted as 
the better choice».

At the third level, there are in theory methods permitting the choice 

between two projects in the same function.

After having defined a single criterion of profitability for a class 
of mutually competing projects, they are arranged in order of their rate of 
profit. But this method is applied only to very limited groups of homogeneous 
projects (highway or power developments). It can be generalised by the 

discovery of criteria common to very different projects (|i**tuni 

expressed in terms of human lives saved, for example). Studies of this kind 
have been performed in the United States (Planning-projecting budgeting 
system) and have been initiated in France (optimisation of public decisions).

(c) The review of the Plan
At the end of two or three years of Plan implementation, it may become 

apparent that certain over-all targets wijll not be attained, 6ven if measures 
to catch up are adopted.

Since the formulation of the Plan is spread over at least three years, 
the work on the following plan hawe already been initiated at the time the 

current Plan must be modified. Inasmuch as the procedure cannot be stopped 
in oî sr to reassign statisticians and administrators to the task of remodeling
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Ae current plan, a hasty projection for the terminal year of the Plan, 
now outmoded, may be made instead JL/. Such a projectipn generally covers 
only two years, in view of the usual four or five-year period for the 

medium-term plan 2J •

Thus it partakes much more of the nature of a prolonged economic 

budget than of that of a medium-term forecast.

This explains why the search for "paths", when it occurs towards the 
middle of the Plan period, is of most particular importance. It sheds light

V

on the necessity of starting work on an interim plan.

_!/ The plan-revolving technique avoids all inconveniences of this kind. 
Fault may be found with it,however : it is excessively cumbersome:, and 
it also permits the indefinite postponement of awkward policy decisions,
2J This was the situation in France during the Third Development Plan, when 
an "interim Plan" for 1960/61 had to be constructed.
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As we concluAe these few remarks, we are struck by the partial end 
heterogeneous character of current practice.

The confrontation between the short and the medium term, from the 

viewpoint of forecasting and of decision alike, does not yet operate 

systematically and rationally. The dialogue procedures and the mathematical 
methods that could lend mutual consistency to the various decíslon-maklng 

centres are still hesitant or Inexistant. It would seem, however, that the 
economic budget does servé as a support for whatever progress may be made.

It provides the common language necessary for the dialogue. It permits 

a test of the value of the decisions adopted, which It assembles In a 

self-consistent framework; finally. Its dissemination and Its systematic 
discussion within the ranks of the administrations gives rise to politico® 
adnd.nlstratlve âtrùctures making the confrontation of adverse opinions 
possible.
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151CHNICAL AND OEGilNISATIONAL PROBLO'S IK DEViXOPMMT 
PLAiiKIKG AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL (With Special reference 

to Asswan Regional Planning Experiment)

Introduction

The objective of this paper is to consider the najor 
issues in the planning of regional development as part of the 
nati<arial planning effort. It attempts to examine the technical 
and institutional problems in the formulation of regional plans 
vrithin a national planframe.

ii/hile international experience in regional development 
planning needs to be assessed and evaluated for the benefit of 
providing general giddelines, it should be emphasised that such 
generalisation may be difficult, and scanetimes dangerous to adopt 
viithout due regard to the political and institutional characteris
tics of each countiy. It was, therefore, felt that the study 
should be closely related not only to the socio-economic climate 
of growth in a specific region, but also to the known resources 
of the reidon which determines its growth potential. The basic 
elements analysed in this paper have been based on the Assvran 
Regional Planning experiment. The Asswan exp>erience is anatomised 
in such a way so as to show the types of problems faced by 
regional planners eund the alternative approaches toii/ards their 
solution. In this way it beccmes possible to examine some specific 
technical and organisational problems in the establishment of 
regional agencies and in the formulation of regional plans in a 
realistic setting. Relating the theoretical treatment of these 
problems to an actual experiment lends realism to the analysis 
and makes for a higher degree of flexibility in adopting approaches 
and methods of regional development in other countries,

some’* countries vdiere regional political feelings are not always 
in hamony with the national solutions, e.g,Northern Iraq (Kurds), 
Southern Sudan,Nigeria,Congo,Kashmir,Freince (Alsace) etc,,regional 
planning might prove,in the shozrt run, politically unacceptable.
In the long run, however, it could become the only feasible 
solution based on the understanding of the interplay of forcesj 
political,social and institutional.
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The paper, leaning heavily on the Asswan experiment, 
emphasises the follovdng points

1. The historical development of a region has 
a bearing on its future growth and its 
people's psychology of grovrth.

2. The effectiveness of national planning in 
prescribing a detailed j>ath for development 
is limited.

3. The ability of regional planning to manage 
and manipulate all the relevant factors 
(variables) in the developnent effort is 
greater than that of national planning.

4. The pragmatic approach to planning logic 
is obtained in a regional setting 
through autonomy and less procedural 
restraint.

5. The need for resource research and surveys 
to identify development projects becomes 
clearer in a regional context.

6. The need to institutionalise the entrepreneu
rial function in planned societies is 
emphasised.

7. The multi-dimensional elements of development 
is more operational in a regional context.

8. The urgency of developing hirnian resources at 
all levels should be given a high priority.

9. The manipulation of institutional and political 
realities is necessary in order to achieve 
realistic' and effective planning agencies.

10. The relationship between regional and national 
plans should be carefully worked' out.
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The Asswan Expeilment - A Historical Perspective

Some forty centuries ago during the fourth dynasty of 
the pharaonic reign of E^pt, Asswan became a centre of great 
importance as the supplier of the basic raw material of the time. 
The industry to .which was diverted most of the national capital 
at that period was the construction industly, including the 
I^ramids, and the raw material was granite from Asswan. Hordes of 
workers were assembled to mine,i cut, shape and load granite blocks 
through, no doubt, especially erected primitive roads and ports on 
the Nile. The prosperity resulting from these activities came 
to an end after the required supply of granite was fulfilled and 
as investment in the construction industry, the symbol of power, 
diminished. Roads became in disrepair and the port "facilities” 
were dismantled or rotted away.

During the i-üddle Kingdom, about 1700 B.C., Asswan 
witnessed smother surge of economic activity with the discovery 
of gold, A gold rush ensued, not dissimilar from the California 
gold rush. In Asswan, however, it was initiated and organised 
by the Pharaoh who realised the vaQ.ue of the gold for his military 
purposes and immortality beliefs. The weakening of the 
subsequent Governments (Pharaohs) led to the decline in efforts 
in organising gold rush groups, and the disappearance of 
surface-mined gold sharply bro\ight down the fever of economic 
prosperity in Asswan once again.

There is evidence of numerous spurts of eooncmiic 
prosperity in Asswan since the ancient history, during the 
Greeks, the Romans, the Arabs, the Mameluks and the Napoleonic 
venture in Egypt, All of them never proved cumulative in nature 
and did not have the characteristics of continuity. The modem 
concept of the "take off into self sustained growth" covild not 
come into operation.

As recently as 1890 Asswan remained a quiet village, 
with subsistence agriculture, little fishing and caravan 
smuggling trade with the Sudan. This stagnation was broken for



a time with the bvalding of the first '•modern" hotel in %swan, 
the first major agent of converting Asswan into a mon^ econctnQT. 
Prosperity, employment and higher inccmies came with the 
construction activity and ended vdth the ccaapletion of the build
ing, leaving a seasonal pattern of slight tourist prosperity 
curing the winter months. The ensueing stagnation was broken 
vri.th the building of the first Asswan Dam at the end of the 19th 
century. In spite of the rise in the level of economic activity 
resulting frcm such an investment, no permanent dent on the 
economic profile of the region was achieved. Skilled labour 
employed on the dam retrimed north to Cairo after the dam 
completion; housing specially built for them were left empty, 
quarrying activities naturally came to an end eind the indigenous 
population were left in a state of unemplqyment, with a sharp fall 
in money inccmies. The same story viith its social, economic, and 
political implications was repeated during the subsequent two 
heightening operations of the low dam between 1902 and 1930. 
Stagnation followed short-lived activity and'no permanent effect 
was achieved except on the psychology of the people who began to 
distrust the falsehooos of development as temporary relief and 
permanent misery.

- 4 -

In 1954 attention was directea again to Asswan with 
the discovery and exploitation of the iron mines in the 
surrounding hills. The ensueing activity sharply raised the 
welfare of the region in the form of new housing, roads, utilities 
and ccHiimerce, History did not repeat itself, however, as the 
level of activity was pulled along with the electrification of 
the lovi Dam. The rise continued once more through the 
utilisation of the generated electricity in the production df 
fertilisers in the 36 million Kima Plant. These three 
consecutive development projects had, by I960, raised all 
parameters of growth to a new high and created a climate most 
suitable'for growth in developing regions. The starting of the 
construction of the High Dam sharply pushed the level of economic 
activity to an extent that promised a p)ermanent tfke off. It is
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considered, by the sheer magnitude of the operation, i.e, a 
billion dollar investment, as capable of pulling the region away 
from the gi*avity of under-developed stagnation equilibrium to a 
new equilibrium position of continued growth.

National P3.anning

Grovrbh, hoviever, is not d eterrained by the statistical 
analysis of a historical perspective. The fact that the growth 
climate of nssv.an is favourable, is a necessary but not a 
sufficient conaition for continuous grov̂ th. To enquire whether ■ 
the ciirve of development would rise above the level reached now, 
or be maintained at a plateau of achieved levels, or decline, 
is an enquiry that does not lend itseK to intelligent guessing, 
Hather, it is an enquiry to, be approached on scientific lines.
The pillars of development are resources, natural and human, and 
the skillful use of utilising them in properly administered 
operations. These are the major determinant of fixture growth.
The rate of grovrth is dependent upon the rate of discovery, 
assessment and exploitation of the resources in anj' one region,
A planner in the regional or national context should not start id.th 
a preconceived idea of a development rate. He should assess the 
resources, compute the reqidred investment and hence the ejqoected 
and realisable rate of grarth. There is some doubt vxhether such 
detailed studies as required can be undertaken vdthin the context 
of national planning. To elaborate on this, it v/ould be 
relevant to digress a little into the conceptual framevxork of 
nationally planned development.

A revievx of the economic development literature, 
as vxell as bilateral and multilateral developaent programraes 
suggests that most programmes are based on the reasoning that 
rich countries have a larger stock of capital, technical 
knowledge, and educated and skilled people than do poor 
countries, and that the groi'/th and levelling-out process can be 
brought about, or at least accelerated, by organising the



raoveraent of such resources vri-thin the developing ni.tions, 
supplemented by marginal capital and technical assistance 
transfers from advanced nations.

This reasoning is sound enough. It is governed, 
at the one end, by the readiness of advanced countries to 
mobilise such movement towards areas where the maximum impulse 
can be generated vdth a minimum optimum size of develojment aid 
necessaiy to create the desired change. On the other end, it 
is governed by the ability of d eveloping rr.tions to absorb such 
transfers and to create those institutions that can rediate 
the impulses thus generated. However, even if the two sets 
of conditions, both at the giving and receiving ends, are

4

satisfied, it should be recognised that the availability and 
the transfer, of such resources does little more than create 
potential. No amount of foreign assistance (or domestic 
resources) can bring about viable socio-economic development 
without appropriate knov^ledge of the areas of potential develop
ment and the intensity of the required effort.

The history of development and international aid in 
the last fifteen years or so indicates a large degree of 
failure in recognising these conditions. The resources of 
developing countries, the development of which should be the major 
objective of internationalt ransfer of t echnology, have not been 
subjected to intensive surveying, nor have developing countries 
set up the necessary institiitions which can absorb advanced 
technology in such surveys. Furthermore in most d eveloping 
countries, because of economic, social and political realities, 
the free market and the capitalist entrepreneur are not the 
relevant "appropriate institutions". There has been widespread 
agreement on this. And, the fashionable substitute for this has 
unfortunately, in some cases, been recomraended in the form of 
national planning agencies.
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Accepting this, most of thé developing countries have 
established national agencies responsible for ecoriomic planning.



The precise nature of these institutions varies from one country 
to another, but they are usually responsible at least for setting 
objectives and g^ddelines, and, in some measure or other, for 
seeing that specific projects fit the guidelines and will contri
bute to satisfying these objectives.

This is only part of the job of igniting the 
development process and perhaps the easiest part. Overall 
planning must be supported by a coH5)lex of sub-plans describing 
the steps whose implanentation will satisfy the general objectives. 
These sub-plans are the real bricks and mortar of developnent 
planning, dealing, not with intangible aggregates, but with 
specific technological and social data and decisions. The 
quality of these sub-plans and of their execution has much to do 
lith the effectiveness of foreign assistance, not to mention 
the pace and climate of economic growth. In a capitalist econcny 
the entrepreneur prepares these sub-plans, and follows them in 
their inplanentation. TJho can best do t’ais in a non-capitalist 
developing economy ?
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The job is frequently d elegated to the various central 
Ministries, each responsible for its own sector. This has the 
advantage of putting the task in the hands of institutions with 
the technical capabilities needed, and of giving the detail 
planning work to those who will be responsible for implementing 
the plans. But there are important disadvantages to this approach. 
Ministries, being executive arms of the Government, are havily 
burdened with the administration of existing programmes and the 
implementation of new ones. They are large (sometimes vast) and 
specialised, neither of which is a characteristic conducive to the 
imaginative, inter-disciplinary efforts needed for dynaraic 
development planning. And they are centralised; in terns of 
geograpliy and of first-hand knowledge they are close to only 
one part of the nation which is to be developed. ?y design and 
by evolution the central Hinistiy is an administrative, not an 
entrepreneurial, institution. , ifliat is needed is an institution 
created specifically to play the entrepreneurial role in a 
planned society.



Such an institution must have as its sole raison d ’etre 
the planning and prcmotion of socio-economic aevelopment. Its 
concern would have to be with technology, with physical and social 
resources, and viith economics, - not in general terms, but in 
detail. It would have to be close enough to the people and the 
resources vdth which it is concerned to loiow them -.:ell and, in 
psychological terms, to "identify v/ith them". In most countries 
this suggests a regional institiition, as does the need for an 
inter-disciplinary organisation small enough that formal and 
informal cornmianicaticai can be easy and frequent. At the same time, 
however, to participate in key decisions and influence actions 
related to specific projects, it would have to have veiy close 
v/orking relationships ivith executive agencies of the government, 
generally central ministries, and ivith those responsible for 
overall planning, i.e. the national planning agency. Such an 
institution should provide an aggressive developnent agent xirhich 
bridges the planning and execution stages of developnent projects, 
and an institutional mechanism responsible for searching cut and 
creating nevr resources and opportunities, and for promoting their 
fiJ.1 exploitation.

Regional Planning

There is no particular m^rstique about the word 
"regional" in economic development planning. It is simply the 
selection of an area of manageable sî -e eind the application of 
pragmatic resource - based planning logic. It is this ccanbination 
of manageability and detailed knowledge of the region which has 
made regional planning a possible solution and v:hioh has made 
the ^sswan experiment vital to the U.A.R, economy and unique as a 
model of development methodology in that country.
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It is becoming fashionable to regard "regional 
planning" as the solution to all problems of development, just in 
the same way as "national planning" and "commxonity development" 
were regarded in the fifties and eajply sixties. The logic for 
the change in fashion mai'’ be explained in tenas of the complexity



of the planning process, the number of inter-dependent variables 
to be introduced in anj?- planr:ing systeia, and the absence of the 
human element both quantitatively and qualitatively. As a result, 
plans in most planned societies have been either irrelevant to 
the actual process of development, i.e. in the form of overall 
national buageting which claims to ensure equilibrium among 
sectors with little or no mention of the catalysts of change, 
i.e. the resources, the projects and the decisions required to 
bring about the prescribed growth, or unrealistic by ignoring or 
assuming away the relevant aecisional eleraents required to bring 
about needed change.

This led to an ever-increasing sophistication in model 
building, a fascinating exercise, incorxorating more variables 
and permitting mathematical solutions. The marriage between 
technological and^ social data was not successfiuLly acliieved as the 
latter is less readilj’' quantifiable. In some planning exercises 
eiiiphasis was made on the engineering aspects of planned development 
action, with partial or total neglect of the role of human 
resources either as agents and participants of development or as 
recipients of the fruits of development. In othei' exei-cises, 
particularly those based on community development approaches,human 
resoixrces were regarded, quite rightly, as the key to development, 
but equally wrongly as both necessary and sufficient grov.>th 
factor by neglecting technological and institutional elements.
This was done, probably unconsciously as a system that can 
accoimiodate social, technological and political functions vrould be 
difficult to evaluate, let alone manipulate,

Vihile the search continues for even more comprehensive 
models enccmpassing all as’̂ ects of development, planners in many 
countries are still facing the basic development problems to 
v/hich models have given theoretical meaning but applied solutions 
are difficult to obtain.
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In most cases, regional planning seems to provide 
more realistic answers particularly in the field of inter
sectoral relationships, coi±>ined social-physical data.



resource survey, preparation of stockpile of investment projects, 
and the coordination of various investmoit activities.

Regional Planning of Ass;<an
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The construction of the High Dam at Asswan in the 
U.A.R. provided an excellent opportviniiy to test the validity 
of these concepts in a regional microcosm. As a side effect of 
the tremendous construction activity in this southermost segment 
of Egypt, the region is undergoing an economic renaissance.
The High Dam became a catalyst for the regeneration of the 
surrounding area which lain'dormank for centiiries. The resources 
of the area have been dramatically "rediscovered", the city of 
•̂ ssivan is mushrooming, activities in agricultvire, industry and 
education are expanding at an accelerated rate and the full 
attention of government is focussed on exploiting the resources 
of the area tp the maximum.

At the core of this activity is the Asswan Regional 
Planning Authority. Has Authority was created four years ago 
by Presidential Decree and charged with the responsibility of 
generating and executing plans for the total development of the 
region. Considerable thought was given to structure and function 
of the Authority dviring the organisational phase. In its final 
form it is organised along functional lines with seven "Develop
ment Centres" (Agriculture, Industry, Water, Minerals, Hxmian 
Resources, Enviroranent and Transportation) each of which is 
responsible for identifying, evaluating and exploiting resoiirces 
in its sector. The activities of these Centres are, in turn, 
coordinated and integrated by the regional technical and 
administrative unit. The Authority's programme of action is 
based on the following basic concepts

1. That resource development must be based 
on reliable resources research;



2. That planning would be oriented to 
specific projects rather than to broad 
aggregate plans;

3. That each Development Centre would take 
on the role of the entrepreneur or 
innovator for the resources in its sector;

4» That the work of each Centre must be closelj'' 
allied to the relevant agencies and ministries 
in Central Government;

5. That project priorities would be related 
directly to the political realities and the 
degree of Government interest and support;

6. That development activities and methods must 
be institutionalised to permit continuity 
and eventual adoption ly other U.A.R. 
regions;

7. Thau the h i ^  degree of inter-dependence 
between sectors must be recognised and the 
work of all Centres must be integrated for 
the maximum benefit.

It is this conceptual framevrork, rather than the organisational 
structure, that will be emphasised here*

1 .Resource Research
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From its inception the Authority has operated on the 
thesis that if development- activities are to be fully productive 
they must be based on reliable and comprehensive research. This 
maxim, thoijgh widely accepted, is easier to articvilate than.to 
apply. Most developing countries, and Rgypt is no exception, 
have a plethora of "resouice data" much of which is based on 
estiiimtes, "informed guesses" or improperly administered sur-veys. 
This welter of often contradictory data seldom provides a 
realistic basis for project preparation or evaliiation. Aware of
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these limitations the Authority approached the task of multi

dimensional resource evalviation with a h i ^  degree of scepticism.

In almost all instances existing data was replaced by findings 
frcmi sui'vqrs and research developed and administered by t he 
Development Centres. In the Human Resources area, for example, 
fifteen separate survqrs were administered including a complete 
censxis, in order to ensure that plans for human resource 
development activities were based on a ccurate data.

The Authority has been foirtunate in obtaining 
substantial foreign assistance in carrying out this research.
The Ford Foundation has provided both consultants and eqviipment to 
strengthen these activities. The U.N.Development Programme has also 
provided considerable support toward this end for research on 
water and mineral resources. As a result, major research and 
survey activities have been underway in all sectors for the past 
four years. Sc«ne of these, such as research on water and 
minerals, are long-term projects and will require seversil years 
to complete. But most of these efforts yield immediate results 
which can be used as the foundations for specific development 
projects. This is particxilarly true in the fields of agriculture, 
industry and human resources.

The knowledge that every project which the Authority 
proposed is based on valid data has gradually spread through the 
executive aims of the central government. This, in tium, has 
served to e stablish confidence and to enhance the attractiveness 
of the entire programme. This is one of the reasons why the 
Asswan Kegion has been able to obtain a larger and larger share 
of funds each year from the national development budget.

2.Project Based Planning

The U.A.R.Nutional Govemm«it includes a Mnistiy of 
Planning which prepares long-range plans. It is seldom possible 
for the Ministry, however, to engpge in the detailed idarining of 
individTial projects or planning for specific geographic secticsis 
of the country. Althouhg suchdetdL plans are the bricks and 
mortar of development, their preparation and execution- are



delegated to t.he relevant ¡ninistrias and organisations. The 
Assv/an Regional Agency recognised from the start that if the 
developsnent programnie was to succeed plans must be linked direct
ly to implementation. This, in turn. Implied that the planning 
process must start viith individual projects fraa wiiich a mozaic 
would gradually emerge which vroula become the "Regional Plan".

The Assv/an Regional Planning Authority is responsible 
directly to the Prime Minister and not to the Ministry of 
Planning. Nevertheless, itv/as obvious that plans and projects 
for the region could not be in conflict with, and indeed must 
supplement, the targets of the national plan. The fact that 
the dicates of the national plan weiebroad rhther than specific 
left considerable latitude at the regional level, particularly 
for the project-by-project approach. Also, as in most developing^ 
countries, the high-priority projects in the region v/ere readily 
identifiable and their acceptance at the national level was 
virtually autcmatic. The critical task v/as therefore the careful 
preparation of bank ble project plans, including financingand 
execution, to ensure acceptance when they were presented for 
approval.
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Project preparation has proceeded on two levels : 
long-term and short-term projects. Plans for the aluiidnium 
factory, for example, have been in process for three years and 
are still incanplete. Alternative sources of raw material are 
being carefully evaluated as are various methods of processing 
alurainaj local aluminium consumption has been surveyed and 
projected; the world market has been studied; several methods 
of financing have been prepared and compared; ^c. This project 
could easily require ten years from inception to completion. 
During this period hvindreds of short-tem projects will have been 
prepared, vetted and implemented. One such project is the 
quarrying, cutting and polishing of Asswan granite for expert.
All that was required here was the expansion and modernisation 
of an existing operation, together with market research as to



costomer requirements, pricing and shipping.

The most important ingredient in the preparation of 
each project is the inclusion in the plan of steps and 
responsibility for project executicn. The Asswan Regional 
Authority shares the responsibility for project implementation and 
is insistent that steps for execution be an integral part of 
every project proposal. Approval of a proposal therefore virtually 
guarantees that the project will go into oneration vdthout delay,

3.The Entrepreneurial Function

As was noted earlier, one of the factors which tends 
to retard develofsnent in the developing "planned" societies is the 
'̂lrtual absence of the entrepreneur as an individiial or as a 
recognised institution. The system does not provide for the 
vital "search-discover-exploit" risk function which is so 
important in the development process. The Authority is endeavouring 
to supply this missing ingredient. In addition to the continuing 
research on resources, it is constantly alert to the evolving 
needs of the people and the region’s econcany and to the emergency 
of nevi roau-blocks to progress. In this constant quest for better 
methods, new solutions to problems and modem services and equip
ment, the Authority’s personnel inevitably become injnovators.
It is perhaps in this role as the "agents of change" that the 
Authority will make its most valuable contribution.
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V/ith this philosophy of innovation as a kejetone it is 
not surprising that the Egyptian technical and professional 
men, who have been attracted to the project as staff members 
are, in the majority, relatively young men and women with 
imaginaticaa and drive. They see in the project an opportunity 
experiment and to work W.th only minimum govermental restraint. 
Tl-iis expanding key group has been able to maintain a high level 
of motivation primarily through the constant process of inter-



i6.-personal stimiilation smce personnel frora all of the Development 
Centres are in regular contact with each other and vàth the 
consultant groups provided by the U.N. and For<i Foundation.

The fact that each of the s even Development Centres 
is an autononous unit, responsible for exploiting the resources 
and solving the problems in its sector, lends further 
encouragement to the' entrepreneurial approach. Sectoral road
blocks can be quicly pin-pointed and corrective measures initiated. 
One example from the Environmental Centre cones to mind. In their 
effort to mount on aggressive village improven'ient programme the 
major block encountered was in construction iraterials. The virtual 
absence of trees and timber products was at the base of the problem. 
As a substitute two experimental machines were imported - one which 
fabricated wall board out of r eeds or corn stalks and theother 
vihich produced highly compressed bricks a simple hand-machine 
process. The machines were introduced and successfully demonstrated 
by the ihvironmental Centre and a new construction industij'’ v/as 
born which has been spun off from the Centre as a cooperative.
The village improvement programme as a result is moving ahead.

4.Institutionalised' Develoment Activity

One of the goals of the Authority during this evolutionary 
stage has been toregulaid.se and organise policies, activities, 
facilities and personnel toward the establishment of an institution 
capable of servicing all aspects of development; research, project 
preparaticai, finance, m-rketing and implementation, bath this target 
in mind, the Centres have evolved considerably beyond the status 
of "paper entities". Although most of tlie operation is presently 
accoraiiiodi.ted in a single eight-storey building in Asswan, 
construction of buildings for three of the Centres is now in 
progress and quarters for the remaining four are in the final stage 
of planning. In adoition, to specialised personnel each 
building will house laboratories, testing devices, specialised 
libraries and otherfacilities, materials and equipment reqirired for 
the Centre’s operaticxis. Each Centre will be virtually seH- 
sufficient and capable of carrying out the entire development 
process, from research through implementation, with only minimal 
outside assistancê
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Self-sufficiency of this degree was dictated 
partially by the geographic location of Asswan, 6CX)miles from 
Cairo. But there være other reasons as well. One of these 
was the desire to create an institution capable of digesting and 
applying technical assistance to the maximum. Too often, the 
ispirations of a developing country greatly occeed its ability to 
effectively make use of foreign assistance when it is forth- 
cwning. This, in turn, tends to depress the amount of foreign 
assistance offered. The existence of the Ass..an Agency has 
already had a favourable effect in this regard as evidenced by 
the fact that several foreign assisteince agencies have already 
made sizable allocations to the programme and additional proposals 
are in the discussion stage.

Another reason for institutionalising the Asswan 
progranme was that if the programme v:as proved successful in 
that region the U.A.h.Govemnient hopea to be able to duplicate 
it in other sections of the country. The programme has gained 
such acceptance that the Council of Ministers has been consider
ing a bill víhách wuld redistrict the country so that the present 
tvrenty four provinces would be subsimied under six regions, each 
based on the Asswan model.. If approved, this change can be 
effected with minimum difficulty because of the institutional 
characte” of the Assvra.n programme.

5.Integrated, Multi-Dimensicnal Development
The interpedence of sectors and production units on 

a national level is heavily docimiented and universally accepted 
as a major pre-requisite for successful planning. In the 
absence of a minvctely d etailed plan, Ministei s in charge of 
"sectors" are permitted to make decisj.ons "within the framework 
of a national plan". It would be a sheer coincidence if the 
various decisions taken by & member of minister“ in a given



period of time represent an equilibrium package that does not 
deviate fran the planned path^ Inter-sectoral equilibium can 
be obtained theoretically throiigh the use of inverted input out
put matrices xvithin a programming model. In real life it may be 
acliieved through a continuous procès of inter-ministerial 
discussion (inter-sectoral analysis). On a national basisi 
this is hard to,visualise.

The following example may be relevantj the resettlement 
of the Nubrians in the U.A.R., whose lands were threatened by 
inundation as a result of the High Dam, in a nev/ area about 300 
kilometers (on average) to the north. The project occupied a 
few lines in the National Plan vihere no detailed programirdng of 
individual projects can be accommodated. Moreover, no single 
ministry was in a position to undertake or be responsible for 
the operation as the work involved a coordinated effort by 
several ministries and witliin a large number of sectors. The 
iHnistrj’' of Social Affairs was involved in the basic study and 
assessment of the needs pf the people. Transport problems 
involved the Ministry of Transpor-t and Mater Navigation Department. 
The iîinistry of Land .Reclamation v;as entrusted v.dth the task of 
reclaiming new lands for the settlers, widle the Ministry of 
Irrigation was to undertake the canalisation and iridgation and 
drainage network. The Government foreign Tre.de Corporation had 
the responsibility of importing the necessary pumps for lift- 
irrigation.- The luinistiy of Industry was asked to provide the 
additional cement to bidld the nevj- houses for the settlers.
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'The problem is similar to that of measuring the direct and 
indirect consequences of increased production of any one 
sector on the rest of the sectors in an input output table in 
the absence of a computer, i.e. by iteration. In this case, 
thè larger the nuiaber of sectors (Ministries) involved, the 
more difficult it is to obtain an optimum solution (decision).
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The project also involved the Ministry of Education (Schools), 
Health (hospitals). Housing, Supiily, National Guidance etc» 
Needless to say, none of these Ministries had taken into 
consideration the required "deliveries" when establishing their 
own sectoral programmes. Furthermore, the resettlement had 
to be comnleted within the period of 15 months»

On the spot, regional planning came into operation 
through a Regional Planning Commission whose members represented 
all the Ministries involved. Operationally, the Ccanmission 
was given the conbined powers of the Ministers represented, and 
its decisions were designated as final and compulsory to all 
Government Departments. In effect, a Regional Cabinet, An 
integrated time scheduled plan of operation was prepared and 
carried the necessary powers of implementation. The project 
was accomplished within the time schedule and 60,000 people 
moved to their new stone-and-conerete houses with agricultural 
land sufficient to keep them fully employed at the rate of 
4 acres per family (higher than the average land-man ratio in 
Egj>-pt of 1.7 acres)»

The need to integrate the nrulti-dimensional activities 
included in every development programme should be emphasised»
This point has been implicit throughout the fore-going discussion 
but desorves further emphasis» While it is undoubtedly true 
that different countries will, and should, give different 
priorities to sectoral development activities (one may emphasise 
agriculture while another vdll centre on industry) these 
imbalances must rest on rational foundations and cannot be 
permitted to frov; uncontrolled.

In addition to the dangers from imbalances there is 
the need to recognise the inter-dependence of each sector on the 
others. A simple illustration would be the inter-dependence of 
industry and education where a sophisticated chemical plant is 
to be built. It is obvious that the technicians required to 
staff such a plant would not be readily available and special



technxcal education would be required. Complementarity of 
this type is implicit in every project, am often will involve 
several sectors - agricultural produce can lead to a food 
processing plant, to eduction, to housing, to roads, -feo 
services, to nu-rketing, to village improvement and back to 
agricultural extension activities. This inter-relationship 
has positive development potential as well. Even a small 
project may have accelerating or "snow-balling" effects since 
the initial stimulus more often than not sets in motion a 
chain reaction. If these side potentials are anticipated 
their effects, can be multiplied to the benefit of all.
Especially in development activities, success breeds success*

6.Hiuzan Resource Development

The physical aspects of development is tightly 
related to the human resources of the region and its environment. 
Ihe skills created by the construction of the High Dam represent 
a great asset to the future growth of Assîian. A manpower 
development plan is being undertaken in a unique foim. The 
ccmponents of the supplŷ side, over and above national migration 
patterns is being studied in extensive programmes as shown in 
the acconpanying chart, vdaich is self explanatory. The ccmponents 
of the demand side of the manpower budget is the output of 
developmental research emanating from the development centres 
being established ip Agswan.
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The Himian Resources Developmoit Centre is charged 
with planning the development of the aianpower required to meet the 
expanding employment needs of the region; the improvement of the 
education system at all levels; the provision of pre-service and 
in-service training for employment; the development of community 
and social services; the improvement of health, welfare and 
family planning, facilities; and related activities.̂  The Centre 
has three divisions, namely; Manpower, Education, and Community 
Development.
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The following chart shows, in a functional form 
the process of human resource development and the type of 
programme carried out in each link of the "assembly line". 
The ultimate goal would be to raise the welfare, educational 
and t echnical skills of the populaticxi of the region, and, to 
provide employment opportunities through dynamic economic 
grô r̂th.
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7. Develoaáéiit Research

To b e effective development must be based on valid 
research. The importance of research p>er se is seldcm 
recognised by development countries. In fact, the virtual absence 
of the research function is one of the characteristics by iiixich 
under-developed covmtries can be incentified. One reason for this 
condition is that the costs of research are so high that the poorer 
countries are unable to indulge in this luxury when tliere are so 
irian;'̂ other, more immediately productive, uses to which scarce 
resources can be p>ut. The pressures are such that, in the short 
run, it becomes difficult, both rjo3.itically and economically, to 
divert even a portion of the limited funds into research 
activities. This, despite the fact that there is no doubt about 
the long-term benefits from research.

The Assvian Regional Planning Authority occupjied in 
the two years a prominent place in the development resear-ch 
activités in the U.A.R. Research in the economic and technical 
significance of the region's resources is undervrai’'. The mineral 
possibilities of the area nov; under intensive survey v/ould not be 
economically exploited urJess a road network joining the mining 
areas east v.àth the Mle for industrial processing in Asswah, 
and west vd-th the Red Sea for export markets. The road from 
Rsswan to Berenice, a natural harbour on the Red Sea is being 
seriously considered by the U.N. This will also serve the 
agriculture possibilities last of Kom Qmbo vdiich extends 60 
Kilometers tov;ards the lied Sea. Tlds área is considered of the 
highest priority for neir agricultural d evelopment by the 7A0 
Survey team in their report finalised in October, 1966.

Similarly, the comparative advantage of cheap povier 
in Assivan might be counter-balariced by the high cost of iirxporting 
bauxite or alumina for the aluminium industry, a major consumer 
of the High Dam power. Hence intensive-r esearch is underway to 
assess the feasibility of extracting alumina from the clays 
around Assivan.



Two major research exercixes are worth noting in 
more d etail, relating to agric’wdtm’e development and the 
inter-relationships ostween agriculture and industiy. The two 
examples are described in the following two sections

S.Â -ricultmal Develoraient
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The first example relates to acricultuial 
development in a narrow sense, but the approach, to the solution 
rray be of general use. iks a background to the problem, a 
milk sterilisation and pasteurisation plant was built in the 
Asswan Region at a cost of 0 1.4 million following a decision 
taken centrall̂ ,̂ 'befoie the Regiorial Planning Authoilty was 
established. The supply of milk in the region was not 
ensured, as the cattle population is very small and scattered.
As a result the plant could not be operated (the degree of 
utilised capacity ’was only 5%) and a decision was taken to 
dismntle the plant and to have it r econstrircted in a milk-̂ 
pra.ucing region. The decision is economically justified but 
politically unacceptable to the local authority, I’dth 
undoubtedly gooo political reason. The Agricultural Developraent 
Centie was called upon for consultation to resolve the 
economic-political conflict. The study performed by the 
centre may be best illustrated ;vith the aid of the followdng 
diagram :
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(Chart 3 )



The diagram has four axis and four quadrants showing 
the interdependence of the four relationships -

(a) the relationship between cultivated area and 
output of fodder in quadrant I shown along the 
line •OB’,

(b) the relationship between output df fodder and 
the number of milk producing apimals in quadrant 
II shown by the line ’OD’.

(c) the relationship between the number of milk 
producing animals and the milk plants capacity 
in quadrant III shorn by line ’OF’,

(d) the re]2tibnship between capacity utilisation
of the milk plant and the fodder cultivated•area 
shown in quadrant IV by the line ’OH’.

The then existing situation is shovm by the rectangle 
’h b d f’, drava; on the basis of the above relationsliips.
The fodder cultivated area amovinted to Oâ  proctucing a quantity of 
fodder aiiounting to Oc, ŵhich allows the feeding of Oe milk 
producing animals, the milk of v/Mch.vrould result in operating 
the milk plant at capacity Og,

The tri.aitional solution v/oulu <be to increase the area 
grovm fodder say to Ca (which is three times as lai'ge as Ca).
Given the prevailing relationsliips, the plant utilised capacity 
v;oulci be augmented to Og, (about 15%)» bluile this viould still 
be meconomical, the solution represents a maximum expansion in 
fodi.er ciiltivation as the cultivable land in Egypt in general and 
Asswan in particular is limited. Any increase in fodder 
ciitivation, beyond this ai'ea, would be at the expense of other 
crop, essentially sugar cane restilting in a fall in the capacity 
utilisation of the sugar plants.
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The Authority’s solution attempted to change the basic 
relationship governing land, production, animals and milk 
production. Applied experiments with various varieties of fodder 
crop w ere undertaken and new types of fodder were imported.



Havjaiian̂ Napier grass, -was introduced successfully to replace 
the centuries old Zgĵ ptian fodder (trifilium alexanorinum),
Napier yield per acre proved to be six times as,high as the 
traditional fodder, and possess equal, and in some respects 
higher, nutritional values. Its cultivation vias.generated 
locally after a programme of agricultural extensive vrork. The 
new relationship between land and 'fodder production may be 
illustrated in tern̂  of Chart ( 5 ) by the dotted line OB2 

which gives an output of OCp (against Oĉ ) from a cxiltivated 
area Oâ ,

The second basic relationship subjected to 
experiment relates to that governing the output of fodder and 
the number of milk producing animals. The search was directed 
toviards experimenting ivith various breeds of co’v/s, buffaloes and 
goats v.hich •.«)uld produce the highest milk yield per unit cf 
feed under Assvran conditions. The most successful experiment vías 
obtained from Anglo-Nubian goats, a breed that origin..ted in 
Nubia some hundred kilometers south of .isswan., exported to 
Scotland and greatly improved, llilk yield per goat amounted to 
some 5 0  ̂of the milk yield of an average covi in Egj'P't> while the 
feed input pei- goat is about 10;̂ of that of a cow, A programme 
of breeding Anglo-Nubian goats v;as implemented, and as a result the 
nfew relationship b etv/een fodder ana animals shifted, in terms of. 
chart ( 5  ), to the dotted line OD2 ana OF̂  vMch enabled the milk 
plant to produce at full capacity.

The approach could be generalised in input output 
terminology in the fona of changing the technical coefficients 
in such a way so as to maximise the iroauctivity of both capital 
and the input complex.

Q.The ontimiim utilisation of-the'jHlildi Dam
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The second example relates to the research undervay 
for the maximm utilisation of the High Dam potential for 
irrigation water and pov/er. The High Dan has one of the highest



yields among all major dams in the woild in both irrigation and 
power per cubic meter of water. The Volta Bara in Gliana is 
utilised for pov/er only v/ith "very little irrigation component, 
ether daras are constructed to serve irrigation requirements and 
little or no pov;er is generated. The liigh i.ata is a truly multi- 
purpdse oam. Nevertheless research is directed toviards achieving 
an optimtan yield»

The Asswan High Lam, the backbone of the national 
development in the U.A.E. is a central activity in the regional 
planning in Assvra.n. It represents the greatest single resource 
in the region. Uith the completion of the High L'â, the storage 
capjacity on the river will be increased, from 5 iid.jlion cubic 
meters to 132 rni-llion cubic meters. It will be possible 
to control the random flow of the river and to save great 
,q\oantities of water that woxild otheri’/ise Iriase been lost into the 
Mediterranean Sea. Consequently, the agricultui’e pattern of 
the U.A.P-., will be changed; nevi crops will be introduced arid crop 
rotation plans and crop cultivation policies v/ill be greatly 
affected by the increased controllability of the river flovi.
The High Dam will proviae about a 4C percent increase.in 
agricultural production, as contrasted vri.th only a 15 percent 
increase in the ciUtivated land over the last centxury . The 
electric energĵ that can be produced annually is about 10 million 
megawatt hours, an amount thatva.̂] approximately double the 
electric energy available to the U.A.H. The increase in power 
generation will have a great impact on the industrial development 
programme, at both the natiorm.! level and the regional level,
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The level and structui'e of agricultural development 
will be influenced by the policy of operation of the High Daia, 
which viill also influence the level of industrial development.<
The location and nature of agrlcviltural and industi'ial develop3ment 
depend on the available Tiransportation means aha the transportation 
developjmunt plans. Future plans for developing the human 
resources in the countrŷ  depend on the needs of the various 
national development sectors.



The discrepancy'between irrigation requireraents and 
indufetrial requirements raises the question of finding the best 
balance between irrigation and power production. This question 
can.not be ansv/ered properly viithout a systematic examination c£ 
ttie interdependencies between the different national developnent 
sectors and sound economic analysis of the entire system of 
national develppnent. The level of agricultural development 
is directlj'' influenced by the irrigation capability of the High 
Dam. The mode of operation of the High Dam will be affected by 
the shape of the irrigation requiiements. The increased capability 
of the U.A.R's electric povrer system wi3.1 influence the level of 
industrial development. The shape of the industrial load curve will 
affect the mode of operation of the entire povrer system. The 
coordinated operation of the U.A.R’s hj’-draulic and electric power 
systems will not only influence the levd of agricultural and 
industrial developments, but will also affect their design and 
structure.

Agricultural developnent is more immediately 
influenced by the High Dam than is industrial development.
Releases from the dam are the main source of irrigation water.
The design and structural aspects of agricultviral development.
(croptypes and crop rotation plans) give a considerable flexibi
lity in planning the operation of the High Dam. Addition to 
doimstream underground storage facilities clianges the structure of 
the U.A.R., hydraulic system. ’ The kind of interactions between 
the hydraulic system and agricixltural development:.woUld be similar 
to those existing betvreen the electric povier system and the 
industrial developnent.
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The choice among alternative agricultural and industrial 
development plans, and the timé phasing (scheduling) of these 
plans', are a matter of teclinical feasibility and the availability 
of capital and skill. A priority may be given to some agricul
tural or industrial projects for financing other projects in 
subsequent phases of developnent, depending on their potential for 
generating capital funds,, especially foreign exchange.
An appropriate criterion must be formulated (for example to maximise



the rate of grovrth of agriculture and industry); a set of 
alternative development plans must then be generated; and the 
best strategy for gro’.vthmust be selected.

The follpiiring diagrams might help illustrate the 
research content in this regard. In chart ( Ij. ) the pattern of 
irrigation reqidrement for agriculture is shown. The,pattern 
reflects the seasonal demand for water particularly for rice ard 
sugar cane. From the equation E = F(D,H) where E is povrer 
generated, D is discharge and H is head, and assuming H not to be 
a restricting factor (to isolate the consequences of discharge 
variations), the pattern of supply of power generated would be 
similar to that of irrigation requirement. Demand for power does 
not show seasonal variation of any consequence. As a result gap 
A and B exist reflecting excess demand for pov;er and gap C reflect
ing excess suooly of poiver. Four solutions are possible -
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(a) choosing industrial developraent of seasonal 
activity to match the seasonal poiirer production 
pattern. Tiiis is not feasible as the magnitude 
of power is some 10 million megawatt hours, add 
the industrial capital requirid to establish 
industides capable of utilising that magnitude 
is too sizeable to allow it to operate only 
seasonally;

(b) changing the pattern of irrigation.requirements, 
as shown by the dotted line in the above cha,rt, 
through alternative crop types and rotation.
This would not lead to the disappearance of the 
gaps but would help diminish the magnitudes of 
excesses;

(c) accept the hypothesis that although the High Dam 
is a multipurpose project, preference is given to 
its agricultviral potential. The resulting excess 
capacity in its power potential would therefore 
be a policy .dictated fact;
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(d) accept the hypothesis ti:iat preference is to 
be attached to the niaximnm utilisation of the 
High Dam pa-ier potential along the curve 
E in chart (  ̂). The resulting decline in 
the utilisation of its agricultural potential 
would therefore be a policy dictated fact.
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(Chart 5 )

100%



An optimum solution would probably enccmipass all 
four alternatives in varying degrees as v/ell as aaditional 
infinite alternatives as may be seen from the following chart, ( 5  ).

The horizontal axis depicts the utilisation of the 
dam for agricvltural purposes. The vertical axis shoiis the 
degree of utUisation of the power potential. Because cf non
complementarity aspects of the two factors, i.e. seasonal 
irrigc.ticn patterns and stable firm power, it is almost impossible 
to achieve IOC's efficiency for the tvro purposes. A hypothetical 
case would be a 100/5 efficiency in irrigation and say 70/> 
efficiency in po’wer. This case is shown on the diagram as point 
'A' (case c above). Ahothcr extreme case would be where 100̂ 4 
efficiency in power is obtained vddle 80̂ 5 can be achieved for 
irrigation as shown by point *B' (case d above). The curve 
jo.inirg A and E reiJresents all possible combinations. The choice 
of the optimum point depenos on the yield per unit of water of 
agi'icultui'al output vis a vis the yield per unit of v^ater of 
inaustrial production through utilisation of povrer. Ouch yields 
again depend in the case of agricifLture on the location, croTjs, 
values, yield per acre, \;ater requirements of each crop and so on. 
In the case of industry, the yield depends on the type of industry, 
its location, compiarative auvantage, price, export markets,- etc.
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Tbis is shoi'.Ti in Chal7t( j ) by the two cases 'A' 
and *̂ ase E, where industrial money yield per unit of water
is higher than tbuit of agricultural yield in a proportion 
illustrated by the relation of the base to the adjacent of 
triangle E. The solution in this case would be point C on the 
curve BA obtained by the tarig^t parallel to the hypotenuse of 
triangle E. TMa solution would give a higher proportionate 
emphasis on poiver utilisation than agricultural utilisation of 
the liigh Dam potential,

Base F, v:here industrial money yields per unit of water 
is lov/er than that of agricultural yield in a proportion 
J-llxistrated by the relation of the base to the adjacent of



triangle F. The solution in this case would be point D on the 
curve BA obtained by the tangent paiallel to the hypotenuse of 
tîàangle F. This solution xifould give a higher proportionate 
emphasis on agricultural-rather than power utilisaticn of the High 
Dam potential. An ov-rall model combining all these factors, 
where the n uitber of variables is understandably great has been 
completed. The brain i-ihich vri.ll eventixalHy run the dam is a 
cOTiplex scientific institution v/hose'objective is the maximisation 
of the national economic yield of the high Dam. An approach 
towards achieving tîris is rart cf the Lake Nasser Developnent 
Centre (Supported by the U.K.).

10.Ae].ation with the Central Government

From the previous exaiaple regarding the efficient 
operation of the High Dam the l..r£est resource in tiie region, it 
is clear that it cannot be solely regarded in a regional context. 
The optimum solution requires the jdetejnhination of the yield per 
unit of viater in agricultural and Industrial activities, not only 
in the As swan I:egion but in the whole of the U.A.R. Crop piattem 
and rotation in the Delta af i’ects the solution x-̂ orhaps much more 
than similar data in the Asswan region itself. Here we have a 
case of regional research tliat needs to encaapass national 
data with a view towaias affecting change in policies related to 
matters outside the region. Hie region is novi tak.ing the role of 
initiating nevi central policies affecting the region as 'Well as the 
rest of the country^.
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l/indeed the final outcone of such a stuay would produce a 
national plan oriented towards the utilisation of the Irigh Dam power 
potential. Total investments in land reclaruation, agricviltiu'al 
settlements, transport, industry to utilise the High Dan povier would 
mo,re thar; absorb the investment capacity of the'country in the 
next five years.
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It was obvious from the beginning that the As swan 
Regional Planning Authority could operate effectively ohly 
if all activities were dosel;'' geared to the national plans of 
the U.A.R.Govemnient and vdth the specific plans of the 
tdriistries concerned. The advantages of developnent plans 
originating at the regional level and pre-vetted against local 
resources and facilities was' recognised, by all concerned. Still, 
the responsibility and financing required to implement plans 
remained v;ith the central ministries to ensure that national 
plans proceed on a controlled and coordinated bads. To make sui-e 
that the activities of each Centre v/ei'e closely aligned vdth 
ministerial plans and policies tvio linkage devices were 
created. One was the Authority Board of Directors and the second 
Vías a "Strategy Board" for each Centre,

The Board of Directorsfol* the Authority is composed 
of twelve members, including the Director, and is chaired by the 
Governor of the Assvian Region. Hie members of the Boaid aie the 
senior officers of each Ministry and organisation engaged in 
activities in the Assviran Region. The Board is responsible for the 
Authority's po^cy and direction and acts as mediator in those 
cases vihere more than one Idnistry is involved in a project. The 
Board ansviers directly to the Primé Minister and, once approved, 
its recommendations carry a high priority.

Each of the Centres has at least one Strategy Board 
to pro'vide ciirect linkage betvreen the Centre, the Authority and 
the implementing Ministry. In all cases, these Boards include 
at least four members - tv/o from the Mirdstiy concerned and two 
from the Authority. Since each Board is responsible for the 
direction and policy of one Centre, and must approve projects 
which are prepared for impleiúentation, approval and support at 
both the local and the national level can be assured in aavance 
for each project proposed. This plan has several obvious 
advantages for the Ministries and for the Authority. It 
guarantees that the overall programtae of the Ministries will be



furthered and allows the Central î'iinistrsf' to share the credit 
for successfully impleninted programmes. At the same time, it 
leaves the responsibility for proper research, planning and 
analysis vdth the Centre. It provides assurance that staff and 
finance required to implement a project will b e forthcoming and 
that there vd.ll be adequate technical svq:ervision at the local 
level during implementation. It also provides a means of 
vetting each project in terms of local conditions and problems 
before any a ction is undcrtalcen. Finally, it allows for the 
fullest possible use of local services and personnel and encourages 
strong local support.

11.Central Government Support
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îîost development plannets soon learn that there can be 
considerable discrei^ancy between a Government's verbal 
protestations of support for a prograrone and the translation, of 
this verbal support into concrete a ction. This hiatus betvieen 
vrords ana acti cn ssms from a variety .of causes - political, 
ideological, piestige, economics, personal, but is, to a greater 
ox lesser degree, one of the political realities of the 
development process. It must be recognised and reassessed in 
relation to each project proposed if develoraaent plans are to be 
converted into socio-economic pi-ogj; ess. In the case of the 
Asswan Regiona.1 Planning these p'oints lia\e been shc.rply brought into 
focus and indeed dramatised. For forty centuries of agypt3^.n 
history the Gential Govemuent dictated policy. Local Goveiriment 
and local adroinistration were ecliberately kept Viuak and could only 
gather strength v;hen the pouters of central government diminished 
following military defeat or laider vjeak kings. Under a powerful 
central government, oriented towards socialism - cicfined as 
centrally initiated and directed decisions - regional planning 
would have, according to historical precedence a small chance of 
survival.
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Hov;ever, under the banner of the "Post-High-Dam-Egypt" 

a movanent was organised to apply scientific research in the 
development effort. The movement reached a climax in March 1964 
when an internationally, oriented As'swan Development Conference 
was convened. Four volumes of working papers stating the problems 
and the possibilities were under careful studj' by sope 100 senior 
Egyptian officials and exjierts and some 20 foreign experts who 
were invited (viith the assistance of the Ford Foundation). The 
obiectives of the Corierence were prepared on tvro levels, fiist :

(a) to mobilise the intellectuals and professionals 
in Egypt in a»d outside the, Governraent, in 
universities, public and private corporations in 
the developsiient effortsj

(b) to establish a development dialogue between on the 
one hand, all sectors of society, and on the other 
land betvreen central ana local authoritiesj

(c) to launch a process of education in planning 
nhilosophy and the need for realistic development 
programming;

(d) to invite the i^articipation of localities in the 
development effort and the sharing in the 
respon^sibilities of preparing developaent plans;

The success acld-eved towartis thèse ends in the 
Conference brought into play the second level of objectives najael̂ ’̂ -

(a) to obtain solid and positive ceritral "̂ ov<=-TTmient 
support to the right and need for regional 
plarjiing, and for local authorities* particiv)ation in 
the process of pueiDaring natiorjal plans.

(b) to alter tlie auministrative'boundaries of Asswan 
Province so as to encompass the whole area of Lake 
iTasser and east of the hile to the lied Sea.

(c) to obtain from international agencies through 
impiessive prograiiuvies technical assistance and funds 
to establish the machinery foi' regional plarj^ing.



These objectives were fulfilled, and later cemented 
t’lrough the creation by Presidential decree of a high level Board 
of Directors for the Authority and the Development Centres Strategy 
Boards. T^ese provides insurance that central goi/emiaent suppèrt 
will continue and that development propcsals emanating from the 
Authority are attuned to the political, social and economic forces 
of the moment. But the Boards, alone do not offer complète 
protection»

Regular personal contract must be rraintained ’..àth 
the political povj-er centi’es to provide indices of the real concerns of 
government. One method of providing intermittent measurements of the 
relative interest level of the Goverrmisnt has been to provide several 
alternative courses of action for a given project and to' leave the 
choice to the politicians. This has been used successfully in a 
variety cf instances and can provide a rather direct indication of the 
true direction of the Goverraasnt'sbasic concern. As an over
simplified example, if a proposal for a crop ijiTOroveinent prograiinne 
is presented in such a way as to permit the I-anister of Agriculture to 
choose between crops for the domestic market or crops for exjjort, a 
rough indication can be ordained as to the relrative importance 
attached to domestic, social improvement versus the need for foreign 
exdrange. If the foreign exchange element far over balances the other 
factors there would be little point in presenting a project aimed only 
at domestic iaprovement, especially if the project requires some 
foreign excha-nge for its implementation.
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In tills regard the timing of a proposal can be of 
considerable relevance as vrell. Iver-j' developing couirtry is 
responsive to internal and external pressures lihich in turn can fesult 
in significant siiifts of eiaphasis in policy from month to month and 
from year to year. It is not difficult to recognise these shifts if a 
serious study is uiade of the pronouncements and activities of 
government. For the developraent planner, tiiis knowledge can make 
the difference between the acceptance, or rejection, of a project 
at a given point in time*
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Conclusions

iihile it is too soon to provide concrete evidence of 
over-all achievement of regional development progranmes, indicators 
of limited accomplishment are visible. Some of these can be 
mentioned but of far greater importance will be the evaluaticxi cf 
the conceptual framev.'ork and the. approach to development wliich can 
only take place after a cycle of six or eight years of full 
operation.

Among the immediate indicators in the case of Assmn
the fact that the U.A.R.Government holds the programme in siifficient
esteera to seriously consider redistricting the entire countiy on thecouldAsswan model. Many other specific instances£be listed in support 
of the programme. Changes in curricula and the educational methods, 
developed and perfected in the programme's experimehtal school in 
Assi'ian, have been adopted by the total U.A.R.School system. A 
prelirainary s tudy aimed at optimising the water and pov/er potential 
of the High Dam has been accepted by the Government and could have 
iruportant effects on irrigation and paver producticn policies. The 
plan to rebuild the city of Asswan, developed in detail by the 
Envirbnmental Centre, has been accepted and is being aggressively 
pursued. Nev/ fodder crops introduced on the experimental faim have 
been adopted by the I'S.nistrj'--̂ of Agricultur-e for widespread use. 
Discovery of, and research upon, alumiiium clays has resulted in a 
basic change in plans for the alminimi plant which originally would 
xiave had to depend on imported alumina.

There are innumerable other evidences of accompM-shment 
but those listed above should provide a sampling which is illustrative 
of the total prograrome. Along with the success are many frustrating 
problems. IJany of these are directly related to shortages of 
professional and tectinical personnel. Some of these shortages can *

*This section is based on an evluation report prepared by the 
author and Dr.Robert D.Loken, Senior Resident Consultant of the 
Ford Foumdution in the U.A.R,



only be supplied tl'jpough training programmes, ihere are, in 
addition, the ever-present problems of services, supplies and 
inefficiency which are inherent in the very definition of -a 
developing covintry. Additional coiaplexities are contributed by 
the turbulence and unrest v;hich characterises the Arab ííorld today. 
But against these difficulties mustte vreighed the potential benefits 
and rewards to be derived from an effective programme.

The Asswan experiment has demonstrated that the regional 
approach to developaent planning not only supplements the central 
planning authority but has c ertain additional values. Among these 
aré

1. The regioml approach, because of the reduced
dimensions, provides a more managable \init and an 
op^orbunity for more detailed kiiowledge and control.
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2, It provides the opportunity to tailor' plans and 
projects more closeii'- to the resources and needs of
an area,

3. It provides the means to generate and maintain strong 
and effective local support for projects,

4i Because of its geographical distance from the capital, 
and from the machinery of centi-al government, the 
regior.al programme has greater autonomy and more 
freedom of action viithout procediural restraints,

5. Greater freedan of action, in turn, nurtures 
innovation arid experimentation,

6. The regional branches of the central Mnistries 
have a greater degree of freedom than do their 
central coimterparts which facilitates the 
implementation of regional projects.
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Development Planning and Policies for 
Increasing Domestic Resources for In
vestment /with special reference to 

Latin America/

A» General Considerations

Post-war development of Latin American economies offers 
a puzzling picture* Rates of growth have not been, on the v/hole, 
too-bad, though to a great extent nullified by the population 
explosion: 5 per cent per year for the continent taken as a 
v/hole from 1950 to 1955, 4,7 per cent for the next five years, 
and 4,6 per cent in 1950— 65 /note the decreasing trend, while 
the rate of population growth has increased from an average of
2,7 per cent per year in 1950-55 to 2,9 per cent in 1963/^^* 
Anyhow, many Latin American countries have fared much better 
than their Asian and African counterparts* Industrialization 
made a considerable progress, to such an extent that in 1963
23,4 per cent of the gross social product was generated by 
manxifacturing industries and another 3 per cent by construction 
while the relative share of agriculture was of 21 per cent only 
and of mining 5,1 per cent* /It is true that industrialization 
did not bring with it a sweeping change in the pattern of 
employment* An BCLA study has pointed to the fact that workers 
in tinimpacting industries do not represent today a proportion 
substantially higher tnan xn 1925! Actixally, their relative 
share in the employment role was in 1960 of 14*3 per cent as

x/ All data, unless otherwise stated, áre taken from ÉCLA publications.
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compared with 13«7 per cent 35 years earlier» It is true,
however, that employment in factories went up from 3<»5 to 7»5
per cent, while in artisanal workshops it decreased from 10.2
to 6.8 per cent. At the same time, employment in construction
rose from 1.6 to 4»9 per cent /3GIA, Boletin Economice de
America latina, Vol. X, Ho 2, octubre 1965/* Several Latin
American countries oould claim considerable success in achieving
import substitution over a wide range of products /though not
necessarily those which should enjoy the highest priority so
that the process came quickly to a stalemate/. But, at the
same time, this process of growth, to a large measure implanned,
produced serious distortions in the economy and increased still
more the sweeping social disparities between a minority of
rich and vast masses of poor people. Inflation with all its
evil effects on the standards of living of wage and salary
earners has strocken almost all the Latin American countries
and is bound to persist as long as the present unbalance between
the insufficient rates of growth of agi’iculttire and that of
non—agricultural sectors of the economy remains, aggravated by
an uncontrolled and uncontrollable exodus of the poverty ridden
rural populations towards the urban areas. To this we should

*
add difficulties in foreign trade, to some extent objective 
from the point of view of Latin American countries, but ma
gnified by lack of suitable policies in the field of control 
of imports, planning of foreign-trade oriented industries /in
cluding export promotion and import substitution/ and, most 
of all, proper control of operations by foreign owned enterpri
ses.
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Several SOLA studies assembled an impressive evidence of 
both the successes and the deficiencies of the process of growth 
in Iiatin Amerioa^'^, If the prevailing mood is today somewhat 
pessimistic and the emphasis rather on the shortcomings and 
dangers looming in the future, it comes from the fact that
in terms of land-resourcea-men ratios_____  the situation of Latin
America is, on the whole, much more favourable than that of othex* 
less developed I’egions of the world» The reasons of the present 
impasse must lay, therefore, primarilj'- in the social organization 
understood here in the broadest sense» This is a matter for 
bitter reflexion in the short rion, and for considerable optimism 
in the longer perspective, as human societies should be able 
to overcome ultimately obstacles created by men.

There is today, in Latin America, a growing awarness of 
the goals to be pursued» ‘’Development ideology^ has spread 
through the continent land finds supporters among representatives 
of different social classes and political factions, though 
their agreement may not go beyond that of aims stated in most 
general terms« It is also more and more understood that “deve
lopment, taken in proper historical perspective, appears in 
last instance to be a process of transformation of struct\ires 
and institutions, economic, social, political and oult\xral «», 
This implies necessarily changing the situations traditionally 
accepted and, therefore, challenging the vested Interests both

x/ Of course, the record is different for each country concerned 
and needless to say, sweeping generalizations on Latin America 
taken as a whole should be avoided as much as possible* One 
realizes it looking first at the figures of national income 
per head in different countries and then in different regions 
of each country» The range of national income pmr head incroaan 
country spmparisons goes from 1 to 7 /Bolivia and Argentina/ 
and inter^giorwa. disparities in a country like Brasil are of 
the some 'order of magnitude /  and Sao Paulo/.



in internal and international spheres" ^ } to quote the opening 
statement of a recent study hy the Chilean eoonomist Osvaldo 
Sunkel*

The sensitive areas for action can he easily identified«
The following four seem to he the most important:
1/  redistribution of social income, leading to a higher volume 
of productive investment and, at the same time, to better stan
dards of living for the working people, at the expenses of 
superfluous /and conspicuous/ oonsmption of the moneyed elites; 
2/  land reforms achieving the double purpose of increasing the 
agriculttiral output and improving the lot of the poor peasants 
/who will thus become prospective buyers of industrial goods/;
3/ tightening of controls on foreign trade operations and capi
tal movements, with the aim of getting more income from a given 
volinne of e x ports^^ and making the best use, as far as im
ports are oonoemed, of the existing capacity to import;
4/  channeling the process of development into a plan, which would 
not only throw out goals but match them with means and suitable 
policies gmranteeing their implementation« A plan which does 
not spell out the implementation policies is but a "pseudo-plan" 
to use Cz« Bobrowski*s terminology and we should like to 
subscribe here emphatically to the following statement made by 
the DN Committee on Development Planning: "Plaiming viewed as 
a social technique is not a substitute for development policy. 
This truism, however, seems to be widely forgotten« There is

x/

x/ O.Sunkel, Política nacional de desarrollo y dependencia
externa. Estudios Internacionales /Santiago de Chile/, Hr« 1, 
Abril 1967, p. 43«

xx/ Even with given teimis of trade, computed in traditional way, 
a country can get more from a given volume of exports if 
profits, made by foreign owned exporting firms and expatria
ted subsequently, are curbed«
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a tendency to assume that planning could supersede or even 
replace the framing of sound policies for economic and social 
developmento Nothing could he further from the truth, and 
any notion that difficult policy decisions can he evaded hy 
recourae to development planning should he promptly dismissed”^^

To he operational, planning must deal with the social 
and institutional conditions for development* Planning without 
a policy framework, to borrow an expression from D*R. Gadgll, 
becomes an exercise on paper, which is hy no means innoctious 
however, as it helps in creating false hopes and dangerous 
illusions*

The crux of the matter is, therefore, implementation 
which starts at the very moment of plan framing* Implementa
tion and planning are but two sides of the same process* All 
this is nowadays, more or less agreed upon among planners 
and has been recently discussed in the light of Latin American 
experienced'^* The range of policies and measures which 
could instill dynamism to Latin American planning is also known* 
The problem, thus, lies in the s^ere of decision making, 
largely of a political nature* This makes the outsider econo
mist *"s task easier: he can claim that his responsibility is 

marginal. On the other hand, he is bound to be repetitive 
and to restate the almost obvious* Aware of this weakness of 
our position, we shall, nevertheless, try to analyse once more 
the Latin American process of growth in order to substantiate

x/ Committee for Development Planning, Report on the Second 
Session /I0-20 April 1967/, United Nations, New York,1967,
p. 2;

xx/ See, in particular the papers presented to the Committee 
for Development Planning for its Santiago Session by the 
Center for Development Planning, Projections and Policies 
and the Secretariat of ECLA,



a few policy recommendations, which - without being necessarily 
new — need to be hammered upono

Be The trap of ^-perverse growth*

An underdeveloped economy is essentially a supply-limited 
one, althovigh lack of effective demand and idle capacities 
may arise, as we shall see in the next section of this paper, 
for certain categories of goodso The rate of growth of the 
economy, and, still more important, of the popular consinnption, 
depends thus on the best use of scarce resources, i*eo, on 
the fullest use of the existing capacities of production for 
socially meaningful purposes« This implies not only avoiding 
that capacities lie idle, but also preventing social waste 
which takes the form of engaging scarce resources into produc
tion of goods and services to satisfy the rapidly growing 
superfluous consumption of the elites, so that bottlenecks 
appear if the rate of growth of other sectors of the economy 
is stepped up« It is important to realize that all the sectors 
of the economy compete for the scarce resoirrces but their 
expansion does not have the same effects on the long-term po
tential to grow of the economy« let us divide, for the pur
pose of this argument, the national economy into the four follo
wing sectors:
Sector M  turning out investment ^oods;
Sector__R_ turning out raw materials and intermediate goods; 
Sector_E_ turning out basic consumer goods and services in

cluding staple food, called here "essentials”

-  6 -

x/ The definition of essentials and non-essentials must be 
established for each c o m t r y  and stage of development on 
basis of the study of consumption patterns« A certain measure 
of arbitrarleness cannot be eliminated altogether from such 
an exercise« But the concept remains valid and very useful 
for planning«
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Seotor__L_ tiuming out ^non-essential' consumer goods, called 
here a little bit abusively 'luxuries'*

Each sector may sell part of its output abroad, and, con—
A

versely, the availabilities of each category of goods may be 
increased by imports*

The flows between the sectors, including operations of 
foreign trade, are indicated in graph 1*

It is perfectly clear that the two sectors turning out 
consumer goods compete for raw materials and intermediate goods 

Investment goodsm and the capacity to import and, there
fore, other conditions being equal, a higher rate of growth 
of one must be realised at the expenses of the other. Now, 
their function in the process of growth is completely different* 
Expansion of E is a conditio sine qua non of non-inflationary 
increase in employment and in the standards of living of the 
working population. To the extent to which expansion of I

V-/serves largely the egoistic interests of an elite ' , it does 
not contribute, however, to the long term process of growth, 
v/hich depends on the availabilities of M and R matched by a 
proper supply of E - the main counterpart of v/ages. On the 
contrary, a hypertrophy of I is likely to endanger the long-term

yprospects ̂ development, because I is not only competing v/ith B 
but also with M and S, as far the utilisation of M, S and T 
are concerned. The arresting of growth will not happen, how- 
evei’, immediately and during a certain period of years expansion

- 7 -

x/ V/e are simplifying the problem for clarity s sake by not 
making a further 'distinction between Ir-goods with are con
sumed by relatively numerous people and ’’luxuries" in the 
narrow sense of the term*
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Of X  is bound to reflect itself in indices of growth of na
tional inoome, creating a mood of euphory* This is precisely 
the trap of ^perverse growth*. Conventional indices point to 
progress and industries boom Up. Inflation -  the first symptom 
of ^perverse growth* - is dismissed lightly as a “growth pain“ 
and then dealt with by means of completely inappropriate mo
netary measures which oversee its primary source, i.e., the 
unbalance between a slowly growing production of staple food 
and the rapid increase of urban population and employment in 
the Ir-sector. The next phase is only too well known. Growth 
comes to a stop, but not the inflation and we have an infla
tionary deflation^^a

Our analysis can be somewhat refined in several ways, 
without affecting however its substance.

1/ We must take into consideration not only the direct flows 
of M, R  and ’SI to I, but also the indirect ones /M to produce 
R used as input in X, etc./;

2/We may deal in the same manner with the problem of utilisa
tion of scarce qualified manpower and managerial skills 
/graph 2/, including the inflow of foreign technicians and the 
so— called “brain-drain“;

3/ The same approach holds also true for an analysis in 
financial /graph. 3/ and no more physical teimis^ “savings “ 
being the scarce resource /subject to further qualifications 
to be expressed later on/;

- 8

x/ See e.g.. the article on Argentina by E.Eshag and R.Thorp, 
publishea in the Bulletin of the Oxford Institute of Eco
nomics and Statistics, no 1/1965«
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4/ To the extent to which availabilities of E /vhich 
constitute the main counterpart of wages/ limit the overall 
volume of employment, given a wage-level and the assumption 
of non-inflationary, growth^ E may be also dealt with as a 
scarce resource, for which compete workers employed in all 
the sectors of the economy /graph 4/» It is immediately seen 
how dangerous becomes for the prospects cf grcwth a large 
increase of employment in services belonging to Le

-  9 -

G a The Problem of Effective Demand

It is necessary, now, to qualify our basic assumption that 
a mixed developing economy is only a supply—determined and 
does not experience at all problems of lack of effective demand# 
We shall, thereforse, look now at the problem of lopsided 
development of latin America from the demand aide for oonstmer 
goods#

The demand function for staple food /P/, non-durable 
and semi-âurable oonstimer goods other than staple food /I/ 
and durable goods /D/^^ for different levels of personal income 
can be represented in the following schematic way: /graph# 5/#

Let us explain the shape of the curves,#.
Demand for staple food I is h i ^  eveii at very low levels 

of income and rises steadily till point A  /where income— 
-elasticity for food is equal to 1/# It continues to increase 
thereafter till a maximum reached av point B, to stabilise 
shortly afterwards at a level lower than the maximum and corre
sponding to a diet which socially is oonsidefed optimum /physi
cians may have second thoughts about it/#

x/ We are not using here the previous classification into 
essentials and non-essentials; all goads P are,-however, 
"essentials" and practically all D - goods "non-essentials", 
while I - goods should be partly allocated to S  and partly 
to L#
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Demand for other non-dtirable and semi-durahle consumer 
goods I /in which we include higher grades of processed 
foodstuffs and a wide range of industrial articles from textiles 
and shoes to radiosets/,' appears at a very low level of income 
and grows with this income* The elasticity of demand for these 
goods is likely to he particularly high at levels of income 
between B* and because expenditure on staple food has 
already decreased and the treshold of income which makes it 
possible to ptirohase dtirables not has been, as yet,attained* 

Demand for durables D, defined here in a rather res
trictive way to include mainly houses, motorcars and house
hold appliances makes its appearance only at a relatively 
high level of income C** The elasticities are pretty high 
between C* and D *  taken hère as a point of relative saturation* 
The pressure of expenditure on durables is likely to cause 
a temporary decrease of demand for I goods /as shown on the 
curve !/•

Thè present situation in many latin American oovintries 
is cafaoteriaed by the simultaneous existence of very large 
strata of population which by any standards are extremely 
poor and have levels of personal income sittiated between 0 
and B*, probably not far to the r i ^ t  of A* and a minority 
of people, whose incomes exceed H* and who have been mainly 
responsible for the hitharto buyonancy of the market for 
durables*^* The first group is rapidly increasing in numbers

x/ We are careful not to make coincide RR with CC to
signify that the upper stratum of the intermediate group 
is already engaged in purchasing durables. The problem to 
what extent this is the result of an unhealthy "demonstra
tion effect" need not be examined here.
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as a result of demographic explosion and this explains why 
demand for S' is growing very quickly, while demand for I is 
lagging behind /mostly for suoh goods like textiles/* As for the 
demand for durables, it reflects above all the «ifonfnosn of 
the income distribution otirve* After all, according to recent 
estimates bo the upper 2 per cent bracket accrues 19 per cent 
of total personal incomes in Latin Anierica and to the next 
3 per cent another 14 per cent, while the lower half of the 
population must content himself with a bare 16 per cent* Miis 
gives an average income per head of only 120 dolars for the 
lower half, to be compared with 3*500 dollars for the upper 
2 per cent and 1*750 dollars for the next 3 per cent

To substantiate a little more our argument we shall con
sider now, briefly, the estimates of individual consumption 

contained in another ECLA study^^* They are not strictly 
comparable to our scheme, due to slight differences in the 
classification of goods, but they fully support our conclusions* 
In round figures the lower half of the Latin America popula
tion spent in I960 on personal consumption less than 130 dollars 
per head, of which about 3/4 went to purchase food and another 
12 per cent were taken by services, leaving a bare 7 dollars 
for textiles, footwear and clothes and 10 dollars for all 
other industrial goods, including beverages and tobacco!
Needless to say that expenditure on durables was nil* On the 
other hand, the upper 5 per cent people /roughly speaking 
10 million persons/ could afford a consumption of about 2000 
doULscns per year and head, distributed as follows: food -  145S|
x/ BC!l a^ The !soonomio jSevelopment of 3kitln America In the 

fost War Period, 1964;
■x±l SOLA, Ireeese of industrial Setvelopment in M t t a  

Aaerloai 1^6, p* 126*
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textiles, footwear and oloth.es -• 10^, durables - 14,25iSS, other 
Industrial goods -• 16,75^, services -  45^« Their expenditure 
on durables slightly exceeded that on food and accounted for 
about 3/4 of aggregate demand for durables, /in reality it 
was still higher if we include expendittire on housing; in the 
ECL4 etudy the latter was computed as services which explains 
the very high relative ehare of services in total expenditure/. 
The relative siiares of the 5 per cent upper income braohet and 
of the lower 50 per cent in the aggregate demand for other 
categories of goods were the following: food - 9,5 and 32 per 
cent; textiles, footwear and clothes - 33 and 11,5 per cent; 
other indiistrial goods - 39 and less than 12 per cent.

The pioture is clear. The prospects of f-urther expansion 
of production of I - goods depend on the accession of broader 
strata of population to higher income levels.

The same applies a fortiori to J) —  goods, though two 
qualifications must be made here:

a/ projections of demand for D —  goods are more complicated 
because it is necessary, on the one hand, to evaluate properly 
the deferred demand in the initial sthges of production on 
account of import restrictions and, on the other, to make 
assumptions about the likely rhytm of renovation of these goods. 
It would not be a Burprise at all if demand for D —  goods 
were to slacken even among the highest income brackets of 
Latin American population in years to come;

b/ for reasons of social justice and as a result of 
measures of redistribution of income, demand for several D — 
goods could /and in this writer^s opinion should/ be made 
stabüizeci or even altogether decreased for quite a oonsidera^ 
ble period of time. It is possible to conceive theoretically
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a sooiety enjoying eonslderably higher average incomes per 
head than latin Ameriaa at present with a pretty egalitarian 
pattern of income distribution, so as to reduce the n\jmber of 
people in the D  -  goods oonsuming bracket Here generally, 
the present pattern of oonsumption in advanced ind^lstrial 
countries, though exerting an Indéniable attraction on people 
both in socialist and developing oovintries, need be taken 
neither as a model nor as a necessary image of the future shape 
of things* The affluent societies of tomorrow might wish to 
pay considerably more attention to public services, redressing 
thus the balance between privately oonstimed goods and publicly 
rendered services, so conspicuously absent at present in the 
western industrial society a

At any rate, the margin for further considerable growth 
of ind-ustrial output in latin America by means of expansion 

of 1 - goods industries does not seem promising, even if the 
present extremely skewed and socially uneq,uitable distribution 
of income were to prevail* /One could still argue that lack 
of measures leading to a redistribution of social income and 
the ensuing expansion of demand for I — goods would sooner 
or later affect the earnings of those sections of upper strata 
who are connected with the production of I - goods, so as to

x/ Of course, tresholds for each category of 3) — goods are diffe
rent and vary as a function of price and preference /i.e« 
utility and mode/* A refrige^tor is likely to be pvirchaseu 
before the motorcycle and, at any rate, before the oar, 
while the air-cohditioner though much cheaper than a car 
will come on much later* ^

xx/ We are following here J *E, Galbraith s argument on this
subject /of* his "Affluent Sooiety", New York 1958/ to stress 
that this view is shared also by people unsuspected of so-» 
oialistio convictions*



reduce tlieir expenditure on D - goods* A  serious recession, 
affecting the whole manufaotxjring sector, could follow/*

As for the demand for F - goods, it is likely to grow at 
a relatively fast rate under any set of oircumstanoes, short 
of an economic and social disaster leading to further deterio
ration of standards of consumption of poor people* Even assuming 
constant per capita incomes /a very harsh assumption indeed! /, 
the demand would still grow pari passu with the population 
increase, i*e* in latin America at about 3 per cent per year, 
imposing on agriculture a task of tremendous magnitude* In 
matter of fact, the following eq.uation is approximately true:

where: f - rate of growth of demand for F - goods 
£  - rate of increase of population 
£  - income elasticity of demand for F - goods 
^  - rate of growth of personal per capita income*
Thus, wherever is positive, f exceeds As, roughly 

speaking, the overall income elasticity pf demand for food 
in Latin America can be estimated at 0,5 at least * , every 
1 per cent increase in personal per capita incomes causes a 
half percent Increase in the demand for F — goods on the top 
of the 3 per cent annual increase of this demand, computed on 
the basis of the population increase with the assumption of
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x/ According to FAO estimates /Produits agriooles — projections 
po-or 1970, Rome 1962/, the income-elasticity for aggregate 
food in terms of prices paid to the farmer was 0,58 in 
Mexico in 1958* Needless to say that the elasticity coeffi
cients vary according to the category of goods and to income 
brackets. There are, moreover, significant differences from 
country to country and between urban and rural pop-^lations * 
For a fuller study of this pipblem see this author s "Levels 
of Satiety and Rates of Growth" in Essays in honour of 
McEaleokl, Warsaw 1964, pp* 343-363*
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steady per capita income* Under the cirotnnstanoes, demand for 
food is likely to exceed the offer in most Latin American 
countries, even if we were to assume a much more vigorous effort 
than up to now on the production side* Henoe the likely pezv* 
sistanoe of inflationary pressures with all their regressive 
oonseq.uenoes as far the distribution of income is concerned*
By hitting "urban workers and salary earners, inflation limits 
still more the market for I - goods* To the extent to which 
price increases of P - goods accrue to intermediaries and 
landlords, and not to peasants and af^icuLtural workers /and 
this seems to be the rule with few exceptions /, they do not 
translate themselves either into an additional demand for I 
~ jgoods* The only beneficiary, as far as the market is concerned, 
are the producers of D - goods purchased by landlords and 
merchants, and to a smaller extent producers of M and R  goods 
for agriculture* This enhances still more the unhealthy founda
tion on which rests the- disproportionate expansion of the 
indxistries turning out U -  goods*

The above analysis of the demand leads to the oonolusion 
that foremost attention in the development plans should be given 
to the following three tasksi

1/ expansion of agricultural output, and more specifioally 
of the production of P -  goods;

2/ broadening of the market ror I -  goods /of ooiurse, 
implementation of the first task, if properly conducted, 
would to a great extent automatically solve the second, as 
farmers would spend more on I - goods/;

3/ oxirbing further expansion of the industries turning 
out D - goods*
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Thus, our picture of supply-determined developing economy 
needs to be qualified, as far as the demand for I - goods is 
concerned, nevertheless, the basic development problems consist 
in a better utilisation of scarce goods in such a way as to 
increase the long-tei*m growth potential«

D. Market allocation of investment versus effective planning

At this stage one may ask why development in many Latin 
American countries has been lopsided and ultimately proved to 
obey to the ^perverse growth* pattern» In our opinion the reasons 
must be essentially sought in the domirant role played by the 
market, as far as investment allocation is oonoerBed«

Some Latin American economists and many pplttióiaas continue 
still to believe that the profit-criterion is a sound one and 
that whenever an investment proves profitable and bankable it 
conforms eo leso to the social benefit-criterion# Our whole 
analysis leads to a diametrically opposite position: a sound 
investment policy must be based on investment goals established 
in the plan on considerations quite independent from the in
dividual enterprisers rate of profit# Once the priorities have 
been chosen, it is then possible to adjust credit and fiscal 
policies /including granting of subsidies in some justified 
cases, e#g# to some lines of export-production/ in such a way 
as to try to induce private capital to undertake investment 
fitting into the plan# But, at the same time, it is necessary 
to prevent private investment into projects considered undesi-* 
rable irrespective of the rate of profit they might yield#
There can be no accelerated growth without a policy of austerity 
/O# Lange used to say in such occasions that a developing 
éconòmy is a war-economy/# And austerity must start with curbs
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imposed on investment leading to fvirtlier expansion of the 
L - sector» In other words, it is necessary, on the one hand, 
to prevent an excessive growth of demand for X - goods, mostly 
by means of proper fiscal measures /both a higher incidence 
of direct taxes on the rich people and much higher, indirect 
progressive ad valorem taxes and duties on X - goods, are re- 
q.uired/. On the other hand, one need not be affraid of leaving 
the demand for some ^luxuries* altogether unsatisfied» The 
income-elasticities of demand should be rigorously respected only 
as far as the E — goods are concerned»

Now, it is possible to argue that in countries with a 
skewed distribution of social income still aggravated by infla
tion, rates of profit are particularly high in the X - sector,
which attracts, therefore, a sizable part of savings available

x/for investment, both private and public * 9

Two types of investment within the X - sector are likely 
to be prefered: construction of luxury— dwellings and setting
up of import-substituting industries turning out semi-durables 
and durables which range fi?pm home appliances to motor-cars»
These import substituting industries enjoy, due to balance of 
payments difficulties, the safest type of protection, namely 
drastic and effective import re'strictioes oiisimilar goods to those

x/ To the extent to which the latter consists in financing the 
private sector or providing it with transport and power in
frastructure and/or with raw materials and intermediate 
goods for production*

xx/ Construction takes a substantial share /almost half/ of 
total investment in Xatin America* In Central America the 
relevant percentage is still higher and exceeds 60 per cent* 
There are good reasons to believe that this heavy partici
pation of construction in total investment is, i.e. ,,due to 
the construction boom of luxury dwellings.
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produced at Home* The public for whom they work —  small in 
numbers but rich - is ready to pay almost any price for *pre- 
stige goods* and, therefore rates of profit may sikyrooket 
even though costs of production are extremely high due tto in
efficiency and lack of economies of ^oale* In matter of fact, 
none of the pretense advantages of free competition materiali
ze as market is imperfect in the limiting case /such as, 
e*g»|the moto3>*oar industry in several latin American ootmtries/, 
competition leads to splitting of the market among several 
producers, who in spite of producing in highly uneoonomio con
ditions make htige profits, as they operate Under a regime of
oligopoly and fix sale-prices practically at their will xx/

This explains, i#e«, why private indiistries can be profitable 
even though their capacities are severely underutilized#

Thus, allocation of the investment through market is 
bound to intensify the lopsided development of the economy; 
while in the pre— industrial phase this lopsidedness resultéd 
from heavy concentration of investment into export-production 
/often a monoproduoe of plantations or mines/, now the emphasis 
shifts to the II - sector, adding a new unbalance to the old 
one. Régional unbalances are also likely to increase, as indur* 
strial investment will tend to concentrate in a?eas, where it

x/ Imperfection of the fflarke±.Jncluding capital and
labour market - is a feature present in all the developing 
mixed economies* Tliat is why all the neo— olassioal growth 
models, whioe assume a perfect market and full mobility of 
factors of production do not reflect the realities of life* 

xx/ That is why lack of profit in public enterprises should not 
be taken as a proof of their greater inefficiency, as compared 
with prosserous private business, without scmitinizing very 
closely the costs of operation and the price policy of both.
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can en^oy the exteimal economies.
The nndesirahle effects of growth through market were 

magnified in many latin American countries by a policy of 
indiscriminating support to industrialization and, import-sub
stitution, mostly when it took the form of imports of machinery 
and equipment financed by an inflow of foreign capital, and, 
therefore, did not weigh in the short-run on the balance of 
payments. We are not against industrialization, of course, and 
we believe that the only strategy viable for the majority of
developing countries consists precisely in promoting import- 

x/— substitution * . But in order to achieve it over a long period 
of years, it is absolutely necessary to choose carefully the 
priorities for investment, in su’oh a way as to prevent an 
abrupt coming to the end of the phase of easy import-substi
tution carried out mostly in X  and B  sectors. Moreover, 
we should like to insist once more emphatically on this point 
from the point of view of long-term stx’ategŝ  ̂ of rapid development, 
import substitution of a considerable range of X - goods 
is a v;aste of resources, as consumption of these goods should 
be altogether deferred. Investment into industries turning 
out ^luxuries* px’oper should be prevented instead of encouraged, 
whatever the facilities of payment offered to finance the
imports of necessary equipment'xxx/ and the possibilities of

x/ See tn this point this authox’^s book on Foreign Trade and
Economic Development of Underdeveloped Goiuxtrles, Bombay 1955, 
partly repx’oduced in Obstáculos al Desarrollo y Planificación, 
México 1967;

xx/ See fox* this point R.Prebisoh, Gepal, Hacia una dinámica de 
desarrollo latinoamericano, Santiago, 1963; 

xxx/ An altogether different pi*oblem is that of frequent over
estimation of import-substitution effects. If one takes into 
accoxmt the import requirements of the import-substituting 
industries and the outflow of foreign currency in form of 
roj'-alxties, expropriated. profits, payments for technical
services, etc. the nex import-substitution effects may prove 
negligible.



achieving at least semé measure of import-substitution in 
M  - goods and E  - goods /not speaking of agricultural E - goods/ 
carefully explored« Import-substitution in M  - goods and H - 
goods la more difficult to achieve and may require heavy in
vestment, but in compensation in an expanding economy there are 
unlimited possibilities of substituting potential imports of 
M  and H* While going ahead with import substitution of many 
I - goods and some D  - goods, belonging both to "essentials" 
and lower range of "unessentials", we would have earmarked the 
resources dissipated on premature or altogether superfluous 
investment in the production of many other Ii-goods and services 
for an earlier and more rapid expansion of M  and S industries 
and creation of additional capacities to turn out B - goods and 
services /including popular housing schemes/» Of course, the 
pattern of Investment should be harmonized in such a way as 
to make the best use of the existing resources and to avoid 
as much as possible the emergence of bottlenecks on the one hand 
and idle capacities on the other« To put it the other way 
round; we believe that effective planning could Ixave prevented 
many latin American countries from falling into the trap of 
^pervèrse growth*.
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x/ Of course, both the pattern and the sequence of development 
of M  and R industries should be very carefully studied, 
taking into considerations the natural endoiTments of the 
country, its position in the International division of 
labour, its availabilities of capital and skills, as well 
as the size of the market. As a rule, ho?;ever, even in 
small and poor covintries there should be room for some 
engineering industries, if not for other I'easons as a measure 
to prepare future industrialization and train manpower.
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E« Minimum Conditions for Effective Planning

What are then the minimum conditions for effective planning 
in a "mixed economy", i#eo, in an economy where a dynamic but 
usually small public sector coexists with a large private 
sector / m o d e m  and traditional/?

In ovir opinion they are three© To plan effectively, ice© 
to be able to set simultaneously realistic targets and implemen
ting policies witn a fair probability of success, it is nece-

to
ssary/establish direct controls on the investment process, ana 
on foreign trade operations, as well as to control indirectly 
the price-line by means of appropriate agricultural policies©

Let us discuss briefly each of those conditions©

1. Control of investment
Prom our considerations on ^perverse growth* it results 

that policies for accelerated long-term growth cannot consist 
in simply maximizing investment© Undesirable investment i.e© 
investment in projects enjoying no priority from the social 
point of view and not forseen by the plan hampers in the long 
run the process of growth and should be prevented© To this 
writerjs knowledge there is no other practical possibility of 
achieving it, except by submitting private investment to 
licensing by the competent authorities, taking into considera
tion at least the selected line of production and the proposed 

localization of the new plant© In case of major projects 
the proposed technology should be screened in addition by a

x /  licensing should except, however, small investment, in order 
to avoid cumbersome administrative procediires, whenever
the impact of the proposed investment on the national economy 
is small©
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competent panel of experts from the point of view of choosing 
the best from the range of available technologies, having in 
view such parameters like the capital— output ratio and the 
import content both of the construction of the plant and of 
the production processo Licensing should be also extended to 
investment in housing and this could be easily achieved by 
enlarging the scope of the existing practice of control of 
projects from the technical and urbanistic points of viewo 

Now, the implantation of direct controls on private in
vestment should go hand in hand with active policies aimed 
at attracting private capital to investment into projects 
enjoying high social priority and fitted into the plan© A  whole 
range of well known fiscal, credit and administrative measures
is called for» They should be applied in a selective and elastic 

the benefits granted according to the priority enjoyed "by 
way, so as to dosg/ the project and to discourage the undesir
able investment In spite of all these incentives, private 
capital may not take up, however, the investment forseen by 
the plan and instead of accelerated growth, recession of the 
type well known in developed industrial economies would follow» 
The State must be ready, therefore, to supplement private in
vestment and to finance and/or to implement the projects which 
are necessary for the success of the plan but did not attract 
the private investors» The bigger the relative share of the
public savings in total savings xx/ and of the public sector

x/ And thus reduce the number of oases in which negative admini
strative decision on part of the licensing authorities will 
be called for» Such oases would arise normally only in some 
D-goods industries and luxury housing which top the list of 
investment opportunities from the point of view of prospective 
rates of profit and. at the same time, figure at the very 
bottom of social priorities»

xx/ The Government can in addition invest without inbalanoing the 
economy to the amount of private retained savings» In countries 
where hoarding in fonn of jewellery, gold or foreign currency 
it is an important consideration, although the oomplloating 
factor is that of its repercussions on the balance of pay
ments»
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in the national economy, the easier this taslc becomes« It is so, 
because the public seotoT may be geared to the implementation 
of the plan, while the private sector primarily seeks how to 
maximise the profits of the enterprise.

2« Control of foreign trade

Foreign currency is the joker of the planning game, as it 
is always possible to make up for deficiencies of local produc
tion by additiozial imports« No wonder, therefore, that for the 
great majority of developing countries foreign currency becomes 
the scarcest resoxiroe, whenever attempts are being made to 
accelerate the rate of growth of the economy and ultimately the 
barrier of foreign trade imposes a ceiling on the overall rate 
of growth« Under oiroumstanoes, State intervention into the 
operation of foreign trade becomes necessary in order to guarantee 
the best utilization of the existing import capacity, in accor
dance with the plan priorities, as well as to maximize real 
income from exports«

She first task implies at least, either some type of 
Import licensing or of operation of multiple excliange-rate 
system, continued with the screening of import prices, to 
avoid at least the most flagrant oases of overpricing and the 
ensuing outflow of resources. Direct participation Of the 
public sector in foreign trade operations may be also called 
for« The scope of controls and the administrative solutions 
adopted are a matter for speciflo decisions, depending, on the 
one hand, on the degree of boldness of the interventionist
policies ptirsued and, on the other, on the peculiar conditions 
of each country concerned, the commodity and the geographical 
pattern of the Imports, etc« Without going into a detailed
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discussion of those problems, we shall confine ourselves to 
three observations of a more general nature*

a/ !There is lack of consistency, in our opinion, between the 
efforts pursued by the developing countries on international 
level with the aim of introducing a fair measure of intervention 
in world markets and the widespread belief about the pretense 
advantage of relying on the free play of market forces in each 
country's foreign trade* Œhis idea dies hard, however, in spite 
of having been disproved by bitter experience of so many deve
loping countries;

b/ The argument on the inefficiency of administrative services 
set up to control imports in many countries is valid, as far as 
the statement of facts is concerned. But the conclusion usually 
drawn from it that controls should be under circumstances 
abolished altogether is a non-sequitur. It is necessaary to work 
out measures in order to simplify and rationalize the procedures 
employed, as well as to minimize the scope for coi?ruption rather 
than to throw out the baby with the bath waterj

o/ An important way of improving the performance of services 
which deal with control of imports should consist in giving up 
simplified and wrong criteria such as e*g. indiscriminating 
support to imports of all machinery without taking into conside
ration whether suoh imports will sustain desirable or undesirable 
investment, whether they will promote import-substitution 
enjoying high social priority or contribute to further expansion 
of the Ir-sector* Priorities, as far as imports are concerned, 
can be worked out rationally only in the context of an overall 

plan and no prejudice should be attached to maintenance imports 
as suoh*
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I<et us turn now to the second task, that of maximizing 

real income from exports* It implies, on the one hand, the 
tightening of controls on the operation of foreign-owned firms 
in order to reduce the margin of profits expatriated under 
different posts of the balance of payments /income from capital, 
technical services, royalties, licences etc«/ and/or through 
^uaderprioing of exports and overpricing of imports required for 
the export production«

On the other, some system of subsidizing certain exports 
contained with export duties on other more profitable commodi
ties, should be devised, in order to push the volume of exports 
to the desirable level« It is, of course, always possible to 
push ahead with additional exports, which require, however, an 
evergrowing subsidy, which offsets the advantage of additional 
earnings in foreign currency. How far one shotild go in terms 
of marginal net domestic cost per unity of foreign currency 
earned is a matter for a delicate and important decision to be
taken by the planning authorities and periodically reviewed in

2/the light of the possible shifts in the terms of trade« The 
decision will depend, i.e.,on the cost /and the physical possibi
lity/ of stepping up alternatively import-substituting production«

3* Indirect control of the price-line

As stated above, we consider that the process of growth should 
be non-inflationary as a matter not only of economic expediency 
but above all of social equity« It is, therefore, imperative 
to keep stable the price— line for the domestic production of 
E— goods, the more so that it is impossible to eliminate

x/ A  similar argument holds true for the choice of foreign-trade 
oriented investment, embodied in the plan, i«e« of export—promoting 
and import-substituting projects« The ^gains in terms of additio
nal exports or import— substitution must be paid for by a growing 
volume of investment, we move on the list of the possible projects, 
ranged according to their increasing capital-output ratio«



altogether the impact of negative shifts in external terms 
of trade. We do not believe, however, that this goal could be 
achieved by administrative measures, except for the rather un=- 
realistic case of a comprehensive and smoothly working distri
bution system by rationing with no parallel black market. The 
only way out left consists, therefore, in dynamic agricultural 
policies, able to ensure an elastic supply of basic B-goods 
combined with measures aimed at reducing the pressure of demand 
for E-goods on part of people employed in the Ii-seotor by curbing 
the rate of expansion of employment in this sector. These po
licies should, at the same time, promote the structural tran
sformation of the traditional agriculttu:e and of the anachronic 
relations of production with a view of improving the lot of the 
poor sections of the rural population and foster the expansion 
of the output in such a way, as to balance the supply of 
marketable surplus with the demand for it. An aotive agri
cultural policy shotild be, therefore, built in into the plan 
while constituting at the same time a condition of effective 
planning as such.

P. Policies for accelerated growth

We can now indicate a few, more specific policies which 
could, in our opinion step up the mobilization of domestic 
resources for accelerated growth. We shall deal first with
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x/ Self-consimiption of the fanners ^ o u l d  be deducted on both 
sides of the equation. It is likely to grow more than propor
tionately in the first stages of transformation of the 
traditional agriculture, as the first natural reaction of 
people who are undernourished is to eat more whenever such 
a possibility arises. Wo matter how this is likely to compli
cate the problem of supply of iirban centers, it should be 
welcome as a first step towards the implementation of an 
important social goal.
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policies aimed at improving tlie economic performance of Latin 
American countries by means of a better utilization of the 
existing resources and then discuBS, on the one hand, ways of
increasing the volxime of savings and, on the other, of the 
marketable surplus of E-goods, which in the last instance puts 
a limit to the expansion of non-agrioultural employment, and 

thus together with the availabilities of foreign currency tc
y /finance the import content of the investment process ' sets 

the physical constraint to the financing of accelerated growtho

Ip Squeezing more from the available resotiroes
Contrary to a widespread belief, the relative share of 

gross domestic savings in the GDP of many Latin American countries 
is quite highp In 1963-65 it averaged over 20 per cent in Peru 
and Venezuela and ranged from 15 to 19»9 per cent in Argentina, 
Brazil, Colombia, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Trinidad and 
Tobago ^ / p  Actual savings might have been even higher, if taking 
into consideration non-monetary investment which in some countries 
acquires considerable importance Neverldieless, they do
not sustain very high rates of growth, the most extreme case 
being that of Argentinap The high overall capital-output ratios 
in many Latin American reflect an xmdesirable pattern of in
vestment, heavily biased towards prestige public and private con
struction and perhaps, an excessive concentration on infrastruc-

x/ Deficiencies in the supply of B-goods could be made, of 
course, by additional imports, but this would reduce 
pro-tanto the availabilities of foreign currency to import 
equipmenip

xx/ See UNCTAD, The Mobilization of Internal Sesouroes by the 
Developing Cuntries, TD/B/C#3/28, 26 January 1967i p* 16# 

xxx/ We refer here, in particular, to bringing under cultivation 
of new lands with hardly any capital outlayp
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tiara! projeots as well as an lumeoessaiy reliance on capi
tal intensive technologies /building and construction at large 
should be once more involved here/« Xhe latter point has been 
very strongly emphasised at the Symposium on Industrial De
velopment in latin iimerioa, held in Santiago in Uaroh 1966 
While in some fields the only technology available is the capi
tal-intensive)^ theare are other) where careful choice should 
be made from the whole range of technologies which at some time 
have been used by other countries taking into consideration 
above all the local relative costs of capital and labour» There 
iS) furthermore, need to stimulate original technological 
research to solve^on the one hand, problems which did not 
occur in other more Indaxstrialized countries and, on the other, 
to promote labour-intensive technical jnrogress.

Lack cf active policies with respect to the choice of 
technologies is closely linked with the conspicuous absence 
of employment targets in Latin American planning

Measures aiming at decreasing the overall capital—output 
ratio should be-accompanied by a stricter enforcement Of con
trols on foreign trade and operations of foreign capital /in
cluding more redioal and efficient measures to prevent the 
outflow of capital belonging to Latin Amerieans/ so as to

z/ It happens frequent3^ as a oonseq,uenoe of a peotiliar 4ê . 
velopment pniiosopĥ  , evolved in the post-^war years by "the 
World Bank smd still shared by some governments, according 
to which public money, both local and foreign, should be 
Invested exclusively into in:toastrttOture, leaving the directly 

productive.investment to private initiative* When the supply of public funds is for some reason or other abundant 
too much investment may be earmarked to infrastructure« 

xx/ Cf« United Nations, Industrial Development, Latin America, 
Eeport of the Symposium, Hew York, 19.6b, p« 41* 

zxx/ Cf* the paper on Bxperienoe and ^oblems in the Implemen
tation of Development Plans submitted by SOLA to the Committee 
for Development Planning, B/AO* 54/1*13, 9 March 1967, p* 25*



Growth of the eoonomy with no changes in the inoome^distribution /capital-output ratio
- 2,5, r . W

Hypothesis "A"

*0 ^̂ 1 ^̂ 2 h ■̂ 4 •̂ 5 *6 ^7 *8 ■‘'9 ■’̂lo

National ineome 7 loo lo4 108,2 112,5 117,0 121,7 126,5 131,6 136,9 142,4 148,1 1
Popular oonsumption C 50 52 54^1 56,2 58,5 60,8 63,3 65,8 68,4 71,2 74,0 P
Consumption of the elites 40 41,6 43,3 45,0 46,8 48,7 50,6 52,6 54,8 57,0 59,3 oA
Investment X 10 10,4 10,8 11,2 11,7 12,2 12,6 13,2 13,7 14,2 14,8 1

Bate of growth r 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4



Growth of the economy with changes in the income distribution /capital-output ratio 
« 2,5, r increases from 4 per cent in t̂  ̂to over 6,5 per cent in tg and

thereafter stabilizes/

Table 2 Hypothesis "B"

^̂ 0 ^1 ^2 ■*'3 ^5 ^6 ^8 ■̂ 9 ■̂ 10

national income X loo 104 108,6 114,0 120,2 127,5 136,0 145,0 154,4 164,4 175,1 1
Poiular consumption 0̂ , 50 52 54,3 57,0 60,1 63,7 68,0 72,5 77,2 82,2 87,5 >»«c
Consumption of the elites C. 40 40,4 40,8 41,3 41,9 42,5 45,9 48,9 52,1 55,5 59,1 cr

1
Investment I 10 11,6 13,4 15,6 18,2 21,2 22,1 23,6 25,1 26,7 28,5

Bate of growth r 4 4,38 4,95 5,48 6,04 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 •
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squeeze more resourees for development from the existiztg volume 
of tsade«

2* Inoreasliig savings by means of income redistribution

The volume of domestic savings oan he in praotioally all 
the Latin American countries substantially increased by means 
of a redistribution of social income* Stepping up of inTestment 
should go pari passu with a substantial increase of the in
comes of the poor strata of population* The frequently alleged 
argument that in a poon country the relative share of savings 
cannot be increased short of depressing still more the lou 
standards of living does not hold true in a society cnaraeteri- 
zed by marked inqualities of income* To illustrate our point, 
we shall oomp|ir‘e two hypothetical paths of growth for an economy 
with the following initial distribution of income*

Consumption of the elite /upper 10$ per cent of population/
C. a 40$; popular consumption /90 per cent of the population/
Op a 50$; investment 10$*

We assTune throughout the exercise a constaut capital—output 
ratio equal to 2*5*
Hypothesis WA” features a stea^ growth at 4 per cent per year, 
with a constant distribution of Income /table 1/*

Hypothesis starting with the same initial position 
assumes that the relative share of reisains constant throughout 
the whole period considered, while 0^ increases for the first 
five years at a the rate of 1/4 of the overall rate of growth 
and, therafter, at the rate of growth of the economy• The "gains” 
resulting from a lower rate of growth of C. as oompared with 
that of the economy are transferred to X • As the oapital-output
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ratio remains constant /and egnal to 2«5 like in the previous 
hypothesis/, the rate of grorbh is s'ibepped up and it exceeds 
6*5 per cent in the sixth year Ag/y to stabilize therafter 
/table 2/*

She results are compared in graphs 6a, b, o, d* Under 
Hypothesis "B" and 0 are higher from the very beginning and in

Jr
the year t^Q /as well as the natiozial income Y/ exceeds the 
level attained under hypothesis "A" by almost 19 per cent and 
increases at a rate higher by 62 »3 per cent» The volume of in
vestment in the year t̂ ^̂  is almost twice as high under hypothe
sis "B" than imder hypothesis "A" and the only casualty has been 
Cg, which, however, in the year t̂ ^̂  is pratioally the same 
mder the two hypothesis to increase therafter at a much quicker 
rate under the hypothesis "B"* let us furthermore observe
that at no time ceased to increase*e

The redistribution of income featured in the hypothesis "B" 
consists in increasing the relative share of investment from the 
initial 10 per cent to over 16 per cent at the expenses of the 
relative share of C^* As the operation was scheduled over a 
period of 5 years against the baekgrottnd of a growing economy, 
no sacrifice in the absolute level of was required*

Of ouurse, bolder policies bringing about more drastic 
ch^iges in the distribution of income could be envisaged* Our 
ejĉ ple as chosen, however, in such a way as to show that 
substantial progress cotxld be already achieved even without 
posttilating faiw]:eaohing political reforms by imposing relatively 
mild and temporary otirbs not on the absolute level but on the 
rate of increase of C^* Such a strategy as described by us 
should be therefore considered as a minimum target, which in 
spite of its obvious advantages still await implementation in 
the majority of the developizig countries*

-  3 0  -
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Âs for the speoifio operational measures eapable of 
bringing about suoh a redistribution of income > they should 
consist essentially in a reform of the taxation system, com
bined with appropriate credit and administrative measures* Shere 
should be, on the one hand, incentives to save and invest 
instead of indulgisig into oonspjoous consumption /tax exemptions 
and relates on income reinvested according to the plan priorities 
would serve this purpose/* On the other, indirect progressive 
taxes on L«goods and sertices, if ehioh consists the bulk 
of Cg, should be imposed in suoh a way as to discourage suoh 
consumption while at the same time adding to public savings, 
to the extent to which it continues to take place* Finally, 
collection of direct income taxes shoxild be improved and new 
taxes, imposed on suoh items like luxury dwellings, private 
motor-cars and other symptoms of wealth, which cannot be al
together concealed like the income xx/

3* Some reiaarks on oomurlBhensive aigrioultural policies
Sven the most cursory but systematic disoussion of this 

problem would exceed by far the limits of the present paper*
It is necessary to bear in mind tbe extreme diversity of the 
evils affecting agriculture in different countries and even 
provinces of one country* We shall, therefore, limit ourselves 
to a few remarks prompted by the fact that the aims pursued

z/ We have in mind progressive excise taxes, whereby articles of mass consumption ^(-^oods/ are either exempted or lowly taxed while there is a heavy incidence of taxes on luxuries, proportional to the degree of inessentiality of the article considered*;/ We shall deal with the land tax in the section devoted to agricultural policies*
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by oomprehensive agricultural policies should be in all de
veloping countries the same, namely they should lead to a 
suDstantiai increase in the standard of living of the rural 
populations, while at the same time ensuring an elastic supply 
of agricultural E-goods to urban areas* A natural outcome of 
such a situation would be an expansion of the internal market 
for industrial B-goods, as well as for inputs and implements

V /for agricxilture * •
The issue boils down to stimulate the farmer to increase 

the marketable production, while at the same time assisting 
him in his efforts by appropriate technical advice and supplies 
of inputs* At first sight it would seem that in inflation-ridden 
economies price‘»inoreases should provide a strong incentive 
to farmers Reality is quite different, however* Rrioe in
centives do not reach the tiller, as they are intercepted by 
intermediaries who, far from being interested in increasing
the supply of E-goods reap additional profits from speculation 
investing thus a substantial poarfcion of their earnings into 
expansion of stocks* Ho wonder, therefore, that a large number

x/ We are convinced that the advantages reaped by the industries 
from such an integration of domestic economies would by far 
exceed all the possible gaims from international integration 
even on most favourable /and unrealistic/ assumptions about 
the pace of progress of international co-operation. Although 
we are quite aware of the fact that a few industries cannot 
achieve economies of soale within national boundaries, we 
believe that the case has been too easily ■generalized and the 
whole issue of foreign markets played up as a more to shift 
attention from the politically explosive issue of internal 
markets and land reforms*

xx/ Elasticity of food consumer price index with regard to cost 
of living in the years 1952/53 -  1963/64 has fallen in several 
Latin American countries in the range of 1*10 to 1.20* 

xxx/ We are not interested here what share accrues to rural 
intersmediaries and how much gons to urban traders*
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of small holders confine themselves to subsistence agri
culture, the more so that they are freguantly compelled to 
what a^f^mts in practice to different forms of labour prestations 
on the hacienda to which they are attached*

As for the owners of bigger estates, they find it more 
profitable to specialize in traditional export-cultures, heavily 
financed and subsidized by the State and, to the extent to 
which they act. at the same time as producers and rural inter
mediaries with respect to some S-goods for the domestic market, 
they 3nay well choose a policy of artificial shortages which 
gives them high profits*

Under suoh circumstances, a comprehensive agricultural 
policy should oonsist in four sets of measures:

a/ changes in the tesiancy system and ownership pattern 
so as to free small tillers from the exploitation by landlords 
and give them permanent possession of land;

b/ introduction of a strongly progressive land tax which 
would compel owners of larger estates either to sell large 
tracts of land or to increase substantially their output with 
the double advantage of improving the supply and increasing 
the public revenue;

c/ drastic intervention in the oossmeroialization of 
B-^ceds preferably by offering advantageotis minimum prices to 
the producer, signing with him advance contracts and setting 
an efficient state trading agency, so as to reduce substantially 
the margin reaped at present by the intermediaries, by they 
rural merchants, landowners directly engaged in tade or big 
commercial fimms /quite frequently forelgn-owned/; measures 
of support to traditional export cultures should be at the



same time revised, in order to avoid situations in which ex
pansion of low quality output which finds no outlets abroad 
is nevertheless profitable, as State agencies purchase the 
unsold surplus at handsome prices;

d/ credit policies and technical assistance ehoxild be 
overhauled so as to benefit not only a small minority of big 
farmers.

All these measures continued should inj'eot dynamism into 
the hitherto ailing agriculture and give it rate s of growth 
which would permit at the same time a substantial increase 
in rviral consumption of agricultural goods and a considerably 
hi^er supply of the urban markets o

X X
X

We should like to end by stating that in our opinion the 
so-called "savings gap" does not constitute an obstacle to 
accelerated growth as it can be always made for by appropriate 
measures of redistribution of income, at least within the range 
of rates of growth, which can be taken seriously into practical 
consideration* The difficulties will rather appear on the side 
of supply of agrioultural-E-goods /the real counterpart to wages 
and incomes/ and/or of "imports gap", which even after having 
made the best use of all the reasonable export promoting and 
import-substituting measures will still persist, though 
proper measures of mobilization of domestic resources are likely
to reduce the reliance of the growth process cn imports*^^ and, 
in other words, will permit to maximize the overall rate of 
non-inflationary growth with a given capacity to import*

34

x/ We asaume that all the possibilities of entering into longterm arrangements with partias abroad have been explored*
xx/ let us emphasize in this context, once more, the connection between foreign trade and agricultural policies* Development of domestic food production provides in many countries, the most important sotiroe of actiial and potential import substitution* Self-sufficiency in food need not be, however, sought for without exploring the possibilities of agricultural specialization linked with international trade*
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I«»u«a la ttwt Planning of Trade apd Aid

(*) Growth of the Developed World

1. The developed world haa an output about five times as great as the deve
loping world, and dominates the movements in the world economy. There are many 
more trade, finance and technological linka between the developed and the 
developing world than within the developing %mrld. Planners in developing 
countries must therefore consider whether the developed world Is growing at an 
adequate rate. Table 1 shows the growth rates of the past decade compared with 
the past cantury. It is quite clear that prosant day performance of all these 
economies is well beyond the best historical records except In the United States. 
The world environment is more favourable to growth than It haa ever been before. 
The slower growth of the United States is an exception of major Importance for 
Latin America, because Its trade dependence on the United States is very pro
nounced. However, the United States greatly accelerated its growth in the 1960's, 
and, for I96O-I965, G.N.P. growth there averaged about A.5 par cent a year, as 
compared with 3.3 per cent for 1953-65.

Table 1

Annual average compound growth rates

1953-65 1870-1965 1953-65 1870-1965

Japan 9.A 3.A Denmark A.3 2.8
Germany (P.R.) 6.2 2.8 Norway A.2 2.6
U.S.S.R. 6.1 3.1 Canada A.l 3.5
Italy 5.3 2.0 Belgium 3.8 2.2
France 5.0 1.7 U.S.A. 3.3 3.7
Netherlands 5.0 2.A U.K. 3.1 1.9
Swltaerland A.7 2.6 Average A.9 2.7
Sweden A.A 2.8

2. With thia Important change in the United States growth rate (which is largely
due to improvemenca in policy), it would seam that Latin America cannot now hope 
for much better growth performance in the aggregate from the developed world.
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3. Apart from tha fact that growth has bean high In the developed trorld, there 
has also been a greater smoothness in the growth path In all the economies, with 
none of the major recessions which marred previous experience.

4. The improved performance of the developed world has been due mainly to 
improved policy. European Governments (and in the 1960*s, the United States) 
tried to maintain high levels of employment and to foster the expansion of 
world trade. By a major reduction in macro-economic risk they greatly increased 
the incentive to invest. In BK>at countries, investment levels have been twice
as high as in pre-war years, and this has been the main factor on the supply 
side which explains the acceleration in economic growth.

(b) Trade of Developed Countries

5. The developed countries have expanded their trade very rapidly in the past 
decade. In all cases, the volume of imports has increased faster than G.N.P. 
(see table 2) and the growth rate of imports has been well above the historical 
average. Furthermore, the cyclical volatility of imports has been smaller than 
in pre-war years (see table 3).

Table 2

Growth in the Volume of Imports 1870 - 1965

Annual average compound growth rates
19f3-6S 1870-1953 1953-65 1870-1953

France 9.0 2.0 Japan 11.6 4.3
Germany (F.E.) 14.0 2.0 U.K. 4.0 1.8
Italy 10.9 2.2 * U.S.A. 5.7 3.0

a 1900-53.

Table 3

Transmission of Recessionary Influences from Six Countries 1890-.iq^c
ftaimum cyclical percentage fall from peak to 
trough in volme of imports (annual data)

1890-1913 1920-1938 1955-1965 1890-1913 1920-1938 1955-65
France 11.0 28.0 3.0 U.K. 3.2 13.0 2.0
Germany (FR) 5.4 40.5 0.0 U.S.A. 14.1 39.6 6.0
Italy n.a. 53.2 7.0 World 2.7 26.8 1.0
Japan 24.8 35.1 18.0



6. The more rapid grovCh lo trade than In Income waa due to the fact that 
trade barriers both quantitative and tariff were being reduced In this period, 
payments were freed with the advent of convertibility In 1958, and the mecha
nism for solving International payments problems and for providing liquidity 
was strengthened.
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7. Most of these measures to free trade and payments have had a greater Impact 
on transactions between the developed countries than between the developed and 
developing world. In fact, same new barriers on imports from developing coun
tries were created in the past decade, such as U.S.A. quotas on Imports of oil, 
copper, lead and sine, and restrictions on textile imports In many developed 
countries. In addition, many countries developed farm surpluses through protec
ting their domestic agriculture. Professor Harry G. Johnson has suggested that 
existing trade barriers In Western developed countries block about $A.4 billion 
of potential exports of agricultural and mineral products from the developing 
countries. He has not quantified the Impact of barriers to manufactured products, 
but he stresses that these are larger than la generally thought, if protection 
Is measured In terms of valuu added. Latin America has probably suffered more 
than other developing areas from recent commercial policy moves In the developed 
world, because there has been new discrimination of the Cosaxm Market In favour 
of African countries which has hurt Latin AsMrlcan Interests.

8. It has also been the case that the commodities for which demand has proved 
least elastic arc those In which the exports of developing countries are concen
trated, l.e. food and raw materials. This has meant not only a slower Increase 
in export volume for these goods but a weaker price situation. Prom 1953
to 1965, export prices of developing countries fell by 6 per cent and those of 
developed countries rose 5 per cent.

9. Thirdly, it was on the slowest growing economies - the U.S.A. and the U.K. - 
that the developing countries were most dependmit for their exports.

10. Thus we get a marked difference between Che export experience of developed 
and developing countries. For 1953-1965, the average annual growth In export 
values for the developed world was 7.5 per cent a year, iriicreas developing coun
tries export values Increased by only 4.6 per cent a year.

11. It Is clear from tables 4 and 5 that developing countries did relatively 
badly In all commodity groups except oil. In the ease of manufacturee the dlffe-
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rence in export perfoimence is not as marked and suggests that developing 
countries’ exports meet least effective resistance in this area.

Table 4

Composition of the Exports of Developing Countries 
in 1955* and “1965

1965-55 1965 1965 1955 1955
Percent Export Shares in Export Shares
Change Value Export Value in Export

$ million Value $ million Value
Percent Percent

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 35.0 10,370 28.4 7,680 32.4
Fuels 91.5 11,300 31.0 5,900 24.9
Ocher Raw Materials 18.8 8,270 22.7 6,960 29.4
Manufactures 109-6 6,350 17.4 3,030 12.8
Unspecified
Total 54.0 36,450 100.0 23,670 100.0

Source: Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, United Nations, March 1967, p. xvl.
The first row covers SITC items 0-1; the second. Item 3; the third, 
items 2 and 4; the fourth, items 5-8. The figures exclude Greece, 
Turkey, Spain and Yugoslavia.

Table 5

Composition of the Exports of Developed Countries 
“in Ï955'*and 1965

1965/55
Percent
Change

1965 
Export 
Value 

$ million

1965
Shares in 
Export 
Value $ 

Perc€mt

1955
Export
Value
million

1955 
Shares 
in Export 
Value 
Percent

Food, Beverages and Tobacco 96.3 17,690 13.8 9,010 15.1
Fuels 32.9 4.320 3.4 3,250 5.4
Other Raw Materials 61.6 13,640 10.7 8,440 14.1
Manufactures 137.1 90,010 70.3 37,960 63.6
Unspecified
Total 114.5 127,960 100.0 59,660 100.0

Source: As for cable 4.



12. To some extent, recent changes In the pattern of trade have been encouraging. 
The slow-growing exports of food and raw materials other than oil are now only 
half of the exports of developing countries, whereas they were 60 per cent of 
expotts In 19SS. The slower-growing markets of the U.K. and the U.S.A. are
only one-third of the export market for developing countries, whereas In the 
early 1950's, they were half of the market.

13. It Is obvious that further liberalisation of commercial policy in the deve
loped countries can be of great help, and developing countries should exert as 
much collective pressure as possible to ensure that these policies change in 
their favour. UNCTAD has created a forum for discussing these Issues and a 
pressuee group of the developing countries has emerged, and can be more fully 
exploited now that the developed world is no longer preoccupied with the Kennedy 
Round. UNCTAD will start on the phase of practical bargaining at its next meeting 
In Delhi. Developing countries will need to narrow down their objectives to those 
of bargainers rather than propagandists. Regional agreements within the developing 
world can Increase their bargaining strength, and they might well be able to make 
some reciprocal concessions to Che developed world.

-  5  -

(c) Trade Between Developing Countries

14. More than a fifth of the trade of developing countries is the trade they 
do with each other, and this is the trade which has been moving most slowly (see 
Cable 6). This Is because the developing countries have a much more restrictive 
commercial policy Chan the developed world and with the exception of Central 
America they have done very little to foster effective regional preference systms 
with each other, either for payments or trade, as was done via F..P.U. and the
O.E.E.C. Code of Liberalisation in the early post-war years of payments difficulty 
In Europe. It Is obvious Chat developing countries should take action to remedy 
this situation and that large trading countries like Brazil and Argentina have a 
particular responsibility for taking a lead.

Table 6
Exports F.O.B. of Developing Countries by Area of Destination

$ million
1953 1963

Total OECD Developed Countries 15,423 22,616
Sino-Sovlet Croup 357 1,994
Other Developed Countries 555 874
Total Trade with Developed Countries 16,335 25,484
Trade between Developing Countries 5,509 7,711

World Total 21,844 33,195
Source: Yearbook of International Trade, various Issues, New York, OECD Statistical

Series A. - Overall Trade by Countries.
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(d) Capital Flow fron the Developed World

15. In the ten years 1956-1965 there was a massive net flow of capital of 
various kinds from the developed to the developing world, rising from about 
$8 billion in 1956 to $11.6 billion in 1964 (see table 7). In 1965, the compa
rable figure was about $13 billion. From this ve should deduct a figure for 
unrecorded capital exports of developing countries of about $1.5 billion, so 
that the net flow in 1965 was probably about $11.5 billion. The flow of funds 
is still rising but it seems unlikely from present Indicators that it will 
Increase at all spectacularly. Of course, the allocation of funds to individual 
countries or areas can still change considerably. In 1965 the total G.N.P. of 
developing countries was about $250 billion, so that their total net capital 
receipts were about 4.6 per cent of this. The flow la equal to about a quarter 
of the capital formation and imports of developing countries and also adds sub
stantially to government resources.

Table 7
Grants and Het Lending (a) from Developed Countries and Multilateral 

Agencies bo Developing Countries 1956 and 1964,

Economic Items
disbursement $ million 

1956 1964
Official grants from OECD Countries 2,592 
Official net lending by OECD Countries 457 
Official grants and net lending by 

communist countries
Official grants and net lending byother 

developed countries 
Grants from Bailtllateral agencies 
Net lending by multilateral agencies 
Net guaranteed export credit 
Other net private capital from OECD

countries (b)
Net drawings from I.M.F.

107

(30)
58
147
395

2,553
63

Military Items
1,163Military grants from the U.S.

Military grants from the U.K.
Military grants from other OECD Countries(120) 
Military grants from coamunist countries(ISO) 
U.S. military credits (c) 8
Other OECD military credits (5)
Military credits from communist countrles(150)
Total 7,998

3,810
1,695

(525)

113
325
465
(816)

2,284
-12

(960)
92(200)

(150)
43
(5)

(150)
11,621

(a) Includes maturities of 1 year or more.
(b) Excludes French reinvested earnings outside petroleum.
(c) These figures represent gross lending.

Source: A. Maddison, "The Balance of Payments of Developing Countries,'
Banca Nasionale del Lavoro.Quarterly Review. June, 1966.



16. The scale of this flow was at least as large in relation to the eeonoBles 
of developing countries as It has aver been historically. But eonposltlon 
is quite different now from vdiat it was from 1900-13 which
was the previous peak. The bulk Is provided by govemnent funds rather than 
private capital. A good deal Is In the f o m  of grants rather than loans.
AsKingst the private capital, the bulk Is in the form of direct Investment and 
the bond market Is very limited.

17. The Latin American countries have received foreign funds on a scale less 
than average for the developing world, but the proportion in the f o m  of private 
capital has been larger than for other areas.

18. One of the major consequences of this flow of capital Is that it has in
creased the Indebtedness of developing countries, and burdened them with substan
tial amortisation and interest payments. Latin America is the most heavily 
burdened area with government guaranteed debt of about $12 billion in 1964.

19. Foreign capital has served several functions. Some of it was simply export 
credit designed to help the country of origin. Some was meant to supplement the 
savings of developing countries, some to ensure that il Infrastructure projects 
were undertaken.

20. Latin America has had some of all of these kinds of funds, but mostly the 
first two kinds. Some countries in Latin America need development aid either 
because their level of income is very low or because they find it difficult to 
mobilise sufficient domestic savings.

_  7  -

21. The major unsatisfied need for foreign capital In Latin America In the past 
decade has been finance for large-scale stablllsaClon programmes and debt re
scheduling. In most of the post-war period, credit of this kind has been Inadequate. 
But the attitude of the I.M.F. to Latin American problems has changed greatly In 
the past few years and bigger credits ere now available. The difficulty in carry
ing this process further la the difficulty of ensuring that beneficiary countries 
will succeed In following reasonable policies If they get bigger lines of credit. 
Perhaps the best way of enlarging the credit mechanism for these purposes would 
be to create a Latin American monetary group with Its own powers to dispose of 
funds - rather like the European Pa3rments Union. This should ensure a sufficiently 
frank mutual appraisal of different countries' policies - as the funds would have 
to be shared amongst the member countries. One of the problems In such an arrange
ment is, of course, that the degree of development Is so different end mutual



eeoBonic ioterdependcne« Is so small in Latin America, that the necessary degree 
of co-operation will be difficult Co secure.

(«) Private Capital
22. The flow of private capital to developing countries has stagnated in Che 
past ten years. This has not nattered so much to really poor countries where 
foreign capital is needed mainly to create basic infrastructure and can be supplied 
by official aid. But private capital is most useful when it is creating new 
industry - whether for import substitution or for new exports, and Latin America 
needs it for these reasons.

23. In Che past decade many developing countries have rejected this function of 
private capital, and some of them have expropriated foreign capital on a large 
acale, e.g. Egypt, Algeria, Cuba, Indonesia, Tunisia, Ceylon or Burma. In most 
of these caaea, the reaction was against foreign capital in a more or leas 
colonial form - mainly plantation agriculture - where the foreigner no longer had. 
a major innovating function and was doing little Co upgrade local skills. In 
othsr cases, countries have nationalised foreign enterprises which were exploiting 
a basic resource, e.g. oil in Mexico and Iran. Others have driven out foreign 
capital in this field at the innovating stage of exploration, e.g. Argentina
and India. In Latin America, several countries have nationalised foreign public 
utility holdings but usually without raising major political problems.
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24. The reasons for taking a negative view towards foreign capital have varied 
considerably, and some are more justified than others. However, a country which 
shuts itself off from foreign private investment In Industry is likely to find 
itself in increasing difficulties in supplying its own consumers with sophistica
ted goods or competing on world markets. This has been a major problem in 
Soviet industry and is a major reason for recent large scale foreign contracts 
to develop the Soviet motor industry.

Table 8

Met Beceipts of Foeelgn Pf>lvate Capital 1956 - 1964
$ million
Annual

Average 1956-64
Argentina 167
Brasil 192
Mexico 226

Source: l.M.F. Balance of Payments Yearbook, vols. 13-17, Washington D.C.



25. Table 8 ehove the foreign private capital receipts of Brazil, Argentioa 
and Mexico since 1956. In spite of the fact that policy to foreign Investors 
has not always been too welconlng, these countries have, nevertheless, done 
relatively well. They have received about half of the private capital available 
fro« the developed world for non-oil investment. In my view, Mexico has nade 
the best use of foreign investment by itself often taking the Initiative to 
attract specific foreign firms, by careful selection of projects, and through 
joint ventures generally supervised by a powerful national development bank^^\ 
However, Brazil also has used foreign capital quite efficiently.

(f) Policies of Developing Countries

26. Most developing countries suffer from very high pressure of internal 
demand, from inflationary price Increases and from over-valued currencies.
This has been a major factor which has weakened their export performance. The 
degree of inflationary pressure in these countries relative to that in the 
developed world and particularly to Europe, has been much greater since 1955 than 
in the first post-war decade. This happened to a large extent because development 
ambitions increased, many countries gambled (correctly) that balance of payments 
difficulties would in themselves help to generate a larger flow of capital, jliSt 
as the post-war collapse in Europe helped to induce Marshall Aid.

27. As a result, most developing countries, except oil producers and the heavily 
aided West African countries, now have to protect their payments by import con
trols and other payments constraints, which are much more severe than in the 
developed world. On top of this, some developing countries and particularly 
those in Latin America, have reduced their export potential by direct fiscal
or exchange rate disincentives or even by export controls.

28. It is likely that this dichotomy in the general economic situation and the 
nature of policy instruments will continue between the developed and developing 
world. The developed countries are quite willing to accept a double code of 
morality in cosmercial policy from developing countries without retaliation. 
However, this does not imply that the more extreme forms of payawnts disequilib
rium are good for developsient in the long run, particularly if the developed 
countries have reached the limits of their willingness to lend, or if the induced 
CLow of foreign capital is short-term coosercial credit on onerous terms. It is 
clear that some developing countries have let their payments position get into

-  9  -

(1) See A. Maddison, Foreign Skills and Technical Assistance in Economic Development. 
OECD, Paris 1965 for a further elaboration of this point.
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e Buch greater leess than others, so that this Is, In fact, the major constraint 
on their development. This is particularly true in the Southern half of Latin 
America. It is equally true of some developed countries, e.g., the U.K. and 
it is clear from her example that such difficulties tend to be chronic and 
self-relnforcing.

29. One of the major reasons for the chronic payments difficulties of some 
Latin American countries is that their policies have been affected by an Ideology 
vhich seems to reject the virtues of integration in the world economy. The 
conception of the nature of the world economy has often been very pessimistic.
For many Latin American economists, the great break in world economic development 
took place in 1930, and policies are sometimes conditioned more to the realities 
of the 1930's than to the 1960's. Before 1930, there was a relatively free 
trade world which was not too bad for the primary producer. Since then primary 
markets have expanded slowly, the terms of trade have worsened, and the external 
economy is very unsta1»le. This vision of the world economy Ignores several 
points. First of all, the crisis of the 1930's was not something which hit 
the real income of Latin America any more severely than the rest of the world.
The developed countries were badly hit too and have done a great many things to 
prevent it recurring. The mildness of the Impact of the second world war on 
Latin America is perhaps the main reason why the Latin American view does not take 
full cognisance of the changes it brought in the world economy. The regimes, 
social structure and economic policy of Latin America were not shaken by war in 
the way which occurred in most of Europe and Asia. Nor did they feel the wind 
of change which Independence has brought in Asia and Africa. In the early post
war period, Latin America enjoyed a euphoric boom which gave a false idea of 
normal economic conditions, at a time when the economies of Europe and Asia 
were very badly damaged and had to make much more serious efforts at recimstruc- 
tlon. The spirit of international co-operation has been much weaker in Latin 
America than in Europe or Africa and harmful effects of restrictive commercial 
policy have not been fully appreciated in a rather nationalist environment.

30. In the post-war period, industrialisation became a major goal of policy 
in several Latin American countries, and particularly in Argentina Brasil.
In both countries there was a neglect of export industries, and, in Argentina, 
policy was much more harmful than in Brasil in this reppcct. In both cases 
export pessimism led to heavy emphasis on import substitution over a very wide 
range of industries, emphasis on "integration" of the economy and to creating 
industries with mutual "linkages." There was little thought of building industries
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with a view to comparative advantage, specialisation, and to export potential. 
Haphazard use of protectionist devices distorted the allocation of resources 
and created many Inefficient firms whose operations arc costly to the economy. 
Manufactured exports were penalised in several ways by the policies of the 
countries themselves.

(a) The constant pressure of Inflation (see table 9) has often led to 
overvalued currencies which encouraged imports and discouraged exports. 
Exchange rate distortions were often corrected only when they had 
become extreme. To some extent this problem has been mitigated in 
recent years by more frequent devaluations.

(b) Bureaucratic controls have grown to such an extent that many potential 
exporters have been Inhibited. In Argentina for example, it is almost 
impossible to persudde a bookseller to eirport books, because of such 
obstacles.

(c) Incentives to exporters have been weakened by various devices: 1) price
controls which discouraged production and Increased Internal consimptlon 
of agricultural products, (important In Argentina); 2) export taxes 
(Brazil); 3) differential exchange rates which were unfavourable to
exporters (Brazil); 4) prohibitions on exports such as was until recently
the case for Brazilian meat. Here again there has been an improvement
In policy In recent years.

(d) The tax structure often has Indirect disincentives to exports, e.g. the 
turnover taxes levied by the states In Brazil are similar to those of 
Germany, but a Brazilian exporter of Volkswagens would get no tax rebate 
for export as would a German manufacturer. But the turnover tax in 
Brazil might well amount to 40 per cent of the ex-works price. In 
Argentina there Is now a three-tier system of tax rebates for exports, 
but there Is still need for progress In this direction in Brazil.

(e) protectionism has been carried to such lengths (see table 10) and Infla
tion Is so extreme that relative prices have been distorted, and move 
erratically. This has reduced competition, impeded rational accounting, 
and created unnecessary Inefficiency. In some cases, the tariff structure 
Is so irrational that it has created strong disincentives to export^^\
The procedure for setting tariffs needs to be overhauled, and subjected
to greater public scrutiny, and some of the more extreme levels of protec
tion should be reduced to promote at least a vestige of competition. 
Policies for combatting Inflation need to be resolutely pursued.
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Table 9,^

Annual Percentage Chaotte In Doaeatlc Price Level (G.M.P. Deflator) 1950-63

Annual average eonpound growth rate

Chile 32.8 Yugoslavia 6.2 Honduras 1.5
Paraguay 27.2 Morocco 6.1 Dominican Ecp. 1.5
Argentina 25.7 Jamaica 4.6 Portugal 1.3
Brazil 25.2 Nicaragua 4.2 Tunisia 1.0
Korea (South) 19.0 Nigeria 2.5 India 0.8
Israel 11.6 Ghana 2.5 Guatemala 0.7
Indonesia 11.4 Costa Elea 2.4 Venezuela 0.7
China (Taiwan) 9.7 Iraq 2.4 Ceylon 0.7
Tarkey 9.1 Ecuador 2.3 U.A.R. 0.4
Colombia 8.9 Thailand 2.1 Burma 0.3
Peru 7.2 Pakistan 2.0 Panama -O.l
Mexico 6.5 Philippines 1.9 Malaysia -2.7
Spain 6.2

Table 10
Average Incidence of Puttee and Other eaiarcrag nn 

Imports for 125 Repreaentative Iteaa

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador

131
168
138
112
62

Mexico
Peru
Paraguay

61
34
76

European Common Market 13

Source: S. Hacarlo, "Protectionism and Industrialization in Latin America,"
Economic Bulletin for Latin America, Santiago, March 1964, p. 75.



(f) Positive measures are needed to promote exports - market research, 
better coiraiercial representation, export credit facilities or even 
temporary subsidies.

31. 1 have stressed the adverse Impact of these policies because I think
that they have suppressed a substantial amount of potential epporta in Latin 
America, particularly from Argentina and Brasil. This suppressed export 
potential could provide a major buttress for more open economies and 
accelerated development.

Table 11
Exports of Manufactures as a Proportion of Domestic Value Added

In Manufacturlng in 1963
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Peru ©.7 Mexico 12.3
Colombia 1.7 Canada 24.0
Argentina 2.0 Italy 28.0
Chile 3.2 Japan 28.7
Greece 4.1 Denmark 32.3
Brazil 5.9 * Norway 39.9
Spain 6.6 Israel 40.2
India 11.6 * Netherlands 66.9

a 1965.

32. Table 11 shows the relatively poor Latin American export performance 
In manufacturing compared with that of Israel and European countries.

33. The potential for higher manufactured eTcporta from Brazil and Argentina 
has been revealed In the past three or four years in which policy changed, and 
the manufactured exports of both countries have trebled. This was due to 
more meaningful exchange rates, removal of tax disincentives In Btasll, and 
the use of export subsidies In Argentina. Persistence In and further develop
ment of these policies coupled with a sharpening of competition by a lowering 
of tariffs, would further strengthen their exports. Apart from this, outlook 
for some traditional agricultural exports, particularly meat, is now not at 
all had.
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Conclusions

34. Th« growth of the world economy has been very satisfactory In the past 
twenty years, world trade had grown faster Chan ever and the trend In coimaer- 
clal policy in developed countries has been liberal. The benefits of the 
Increased liberalis« have gone mainly to the developed world, and there 
scope for considerable improvement In commercial policy towards developing 
countries. The developing countries must keep up a strong pressure for such 
concessions and in the long run they will gain most from greater opportunities 
for their exports of manufactures.

35. The flow of capital from developed to developing countries has been high 
in the past decade, and most of it has been government to government aid.
This flow may still Increase, but probably rather slowly, because it has already 
greatly increased the Indebtedness of developing countries, and there are obvious 
political constraints on the degree to which countries can increase their 
dependence on the outside world. It is Important to Increase the proportion 
of these funds which comes through multilateral agencies, and to give developing 
countries themselves greater control over their allocation. Regional organisations 
of developing countries should use them as an inetrument to enforce mutual 
confrontation in matters of economic policy.

36. There is considerable scope for improvement in economic policy in developing 
countries. In some cases, difficulties in balance of payments have arisen largely 
because of mistakes la domestic policy. This is the case in both Argentina and 
Braail. It Is, therefore, necessary to tackle the constraints on development 
on two fronts. The developed countries should be subjected to constant pressure 
to remove external difficulties and domestic policies should come under more 
critical and detailed scrutiny.
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PRELIMIHARy NOTE

At a recent seminar attended by a group of experts vith extensive 

e^^rience in planning in Latin America• it was stated that the

processes of economic planning in Latin America aré being carried out 

in isolation frcmi the policy of economic integration on vhich these 

countries have embarked. The significance of this lies in the fact that 

both phenomena can exert a decisive influence on development, glilng rise 

to a multiplicity of economic forces which dictate decisions bn investment, 

on the- location of economic activity and on implicit policies in respect of 

import substituti<» and the external sector. The directions in which these 

forces act will tend on occasion to be conflicting, hampering instead of 

promoting the purposes both of intergration and plar*ning.”—

This document is intended to draw attention to scaae of the main 

problems that are encovuatered in Latin America in forging an effective link 

between economic integration and planning. Accordingly, section A des

cribes briefly scmie of the characteristics of development planning and 

integration which are relevant to a consideration of these aspects; section 

B summarizes the efforts that have been made to link integration and 

development policies; section C gives a brief account of the problsas and 

preliminary findings in connexion with means of defining and putting into 

effect economic planning which takes integration into account; lastly

1/ See Latin American Institute for Eocxianic and Social Planning,
Discuslones sobre planificyiion  ̂Siglo XXI, Editorial Universitaria 
de Chile, Ifexico City, 1966, p. 133.
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section p  ansilyses in detail some aspects relating to balanced regional 

development.

It shotild be emphasiaed that the purpose of this docxament is not 

to state the conclusions <» these Batters, but rather to define some of the 

problems, to describe the present position in Latin America in so far as 

it is relevant to a discussion of than, and to present some of the means 

of solution which have been put forward in some cases so that they csua be 

subjected to a scrutiny which will make it possible to clarify some of the 

more important of the technical aspects of this matter within the region.



A. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OP PLAMilHG AND THE INTEGRATION PROCESS

In order to Ccmsider the probleas inherent in the incorporation of 

economic integration into development plans in Latin America, It will be 

appropriate to single out s m e  of the characteristics of the planning and 

integration processes which influence their present linkage and their 

prospects for the future.

During the first years of this decade, the prepasatioa of over-all 

development plans started to become general practice in Latin America,

At the present time, the planniiig process, which embraces in addition to 

the actual drawing up of plans the establishment of a series of mechanisms 

for their implementation, control and revision, is evolvixig fast. The same 

is true of schemes for the integration cf Latin America, This characteris

tic, affects the degree of co-ordination between the two processes, since 

neither has as yet taiken definitive shape.

The acceptance which planning has gained in Latin America can be 

gauged by the fact that most of these countries have drawn up s m e  type of 

develoiMnent plan, which has made it possible to achieve a series of advan

ces and benefits of considerable importance.

In this way it has been possible to impart a greater degree of real- 

ism, rationality and co-ordination to the economic and social policies put 

into effect by the governments of Latin America, and a clearer picture has 

been formed of existing realities and of req^uirements in regard to the 

strengthening 6f the external sector, capital formation, the processes of 

economic integration, and so on. Greater rationalization has been achieved
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in plans for infrastructure, giving rise to sectoral plans (plans for 

ros4-!-tuilding, electrification, etc.)é Scaae decisions which have been made 

in the development of certain directly productive sectors of special importance 

(steel, industrial chemicals, petrochemicals, machine production, etc.) have 

arisen out of the plans themselves or the studies accompanying them. It has 

also been possible to provide the private sector with more information on the 

qualitative and q.uantitative aspects of econonic policy, thus enabling it to 

adjust its activity to the long-term developnent goals of each country. In 

addition, experience has been acquired in respect of the application of tech

niques of economic prediction and plan pareparation.

Nevertheless, the problems that the various countries have encountered 

in putting their development plans fully into effect end that have condi

tioned the implementation of these plans must not he disregarded. Some of 

these are external in character and hence outside the sphere of direct 

governmental influence. Such probl^ns include fluctuations in export prices, 

arrangements for and dimensions of foreign financial assistance, etc. Among 

restrictive factors of an internal nature, pride of place must be given to 

to the absence of appropriate machinery for co-ordination, implementation 

and control. On the other hand, the participation of soma institutional 

groups - for example, employers' and workers* organizations and even the 

public sector - in the preparation and implementation of plans is still 

insufficient.

Although Latin American long-term development plans embrace all the 

main eccHiomic variables in the system, for practical reasons these plans have 

not guided all the sectors of the economy, or incorporated all the decisions



important for economic grovth with the same degree of effectiveness. Efforts 

and achievements have cmcentrated principa22jr on specific sectors» inclu

ding infrastructure and certain basic industries. Achievements in other 

sectors» for example agriculture, have been less.

It emerges fVom these comments that in a miilti-national scheme» it 

would be unrealistic to envisage a co-ordination of naticmal plans linked 

with integration, which would embrace all sectors of the economy and incor

porate all decisions of importance for the eccnxomic development of lÆtin 

America and the countries of which it is made tip. It is relevant to point 

out that in terms of plann3'.ng goals most of the plans which have been drawn 

up refer to the m edim and long term. This gives them more tiie character 

of guidelines for the measures of econcaaic policy which governments adopt.

In this type of plan the broad outlines of the action needed to achieve the 

objectives postulated and the chief requirements in terms of real and 

financial resources are systematized; frcam this the patterns of action which 

must he put into effect in the short tena may he inferred, so that there is 

some coherence between the objectives postulated in the plans emd the prac

tical action tsiken. The preparation of this type of plan (gviiding mecha

nism) corresponds to the degree of maturity which the planning process is

achieving. In fact, for the planning process to be effective other types
1/of mechanism must also be in existence—  among which special mention should 

be given to the operational machinery of which the annual plans are one

• - 3 -

"y Operational mechanisms; Information mechanisms; evaluating 
mechanisms, etc.
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coo5>c»eiat. The greater the extent to vhich plans of this hind are adopted, 

the greater the possibility of achieving coherence between the objectives 

postulated in the medivun or long-term plans and the measures, of economic 

policy adopted in practice.

With reference to integration, it should be noted that both the 

CentraG. American Common Market and the Latin American Free Trade Zone 

(ALALC) - while not disregarding the greater advances achieved by the former - 

are still in the process of development as far as their scope and procedures 

are concerned.

In the case of Central America, the process has been reflected in 

significant .advances in respect of the creation of an institutional frame

work, the feeling of intra-zmal trade, customs parity, the programming of 

certain items of infrastructure which are Important to integration, etc.

Freedom of trade for an Increasingly large number of tariff items, 

the staud8o:di2ation of oxistoms charges levied raa the outside world, and the 

operation of ixational fiscal incentives coincided with the existence of a 

capacity for industrial production within those countries which could thus 

be more effectively exploited. Parallel with this there was an expansion 

of productive capacity through new investment; a start was made on the 

production of certain items not previously part of the economic structure of 

those countries, but capacity was chiefly increased in sectors similar to 

those already in existence and in those with production experience, trained 

manpower, entrepreneurial skills, organization, etc., which made it possible 

to achieve increased pr»3.uction when adeq,uate incentives were provided.



The ccmtinuation and maintenance of these trends might imply ̂  i^ater 

advances in integration and development in respect of sectors producing non

durable consumer goods and rav materials, which have smellier technological 

requirements, and less penetration into the production of new items of more 

complex technology and greater capital requirements - example, seme inter

mediate products and producer goods - which would tend to provide an import 

substitutic» model in Central America at the regional level similar to that 

established by other Latin American countries, which is already showing clear 

signs of weakening in each of the national markets, despite the fact that 

in some of the countries in the remainder of the area this national market 

is larger than that of all the Central American economies put together. As 

was pointed out in a recent study by ILPES,^ it is not difficult to deduce 

that there may be a tendency to exhaust the positive effects of integration 

on economic developaent unless there is a regional policy designed to make 

adequate progress in the suhstituticffi of these intermediate and capital goods 

at the regicaxal level.

In the case of ALALC it should be noted that the increase in intra- 

regional trade since 196I has been, in relative terms, considerable, Never- 

the less, since this trade previously represented a very small proportion 

of total imports, its significance in the eartenial sector of the member 

countries is still small. It should be emphasized that there is an aware-

■ ■ - 5 - -

L/ See ILPES, Centroamerica: análisis del sector externo y de su
~  relación con el desarrollo ecmcaaleo, (Central America; analysis of

the external sector and its relationship with economic development), 
January 1967,
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nesB of the role that should be played by industries of a more complex nature 

(steel, the chemical industry, the engineering industry, etc.) and the sup- 

plementaary ag3reements on complementation and the work on which the Advisory 

Commission on Industrial Develoimient is engaged are a partial response to 

this. Nevertheless, progress as regards agreements for the developasent of 

specific sectors is still in the initial stages.

Similarly, attention should be drawa to certain aspects which relate 

to both integration processes and which are in5>ortant to the matter under 

consideration.

(a) The latin American countries developed in relatively great isola

tion from each other. This was due to the fact that they originally followed 

growth models which lii^ked them more directly with the international market 

and later adopted a system characterised by a strong import substitution

and a stea<^ decline in their ties to the outside world. This implied not 

only a reducing imports from countries outside the area but also those frcm 

Latin America. This isolation favoured the establishment of relatively 

similar productive structures in all the countries, differing only according 

to availability of resources and market dimension. These factors hamper 

possibilities of specialization and complementation among the coxmtries.

(b) There is a well-known and wide-spread interest in matters rela

ting to balanced development between countries. In ALALC, this problem has 

been under consideration from the start, in response to the factual situation 

of marked discrepancy between the degrees of development of the maaber 

countries. These discrepancies are the outcome not of transitory and easily
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removed causes» îmt rather of circumstances which have accumulated over many 

years, and which require the application of appropriate policies as part of 

the integration process.

The .clearest demonstratifai of this imbalance is the case of the so- 

called relatively less-developed countries. As early as the Treaty of Monte

video, provision was made for preferential treatment for the relatively less 

economically developed countries, with fùraguay and Ecuador being recognized 

as falling into that category. On the occasion of the subsequent incorpora

tion of Bolivia into ALALÇ the same was done for it. This treatment is 

designed to compensate for the unfavourable position from which these coun

tries must start out in order to caupete in the area.

Estimates of the consequences which the abolition of internal customs 

barriers might have were also studied for another group of countries which, 

although their development sitxiation was relatively more advanced than that 

of Paraguay, Ecuador and Bolivia, could not canpete openly with the more 

industrialized countries such as Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. This was 

reflected in the establishment of a category of countries with inadequate 

markets, which includes Colombia, Chile, Peru and Venezuela.i'^ The purpose 

of this classification is to establish special measures to stimxilate their 

economies.

Even the most indt^trialized countries in the sirea have shown some

1/ At the meeting of Foreign Ministers of the ALALC countries held in 
Asuncion in September 1967, it was agreed that Urug^lay should be 
treated as a relatively less developed country, because of the 
economic difficulties which it is undergoing.



anxiety over what might happen to their econc«aic activities in the face of 

an eiiminationc>of intra-regional trade barriers, both as regards already 

existing activities and new activities of a tcaial nattxre.

The problem of regional equilibrium has also shown up in the Central 

American Common Market. Honduras was recently granted preferential treat

ment in regard to financing, technical assistance and other matters, to give 

it the opportunity of making proper use of the integration industries
1/system. In this connexion, mention may be made of Resolution 1̂ *2 (CCE);—  

this resolution recramaends that the Economic Council should establish a 

technical working group within SIECA to make comparative studies as soon as 

possible, beginning with the industrial sector, analysing the situation euad 

structure of the economies of the five countries and giving specific details 

of the stage of development of the principal branches of activity, and that, 

on the basis of this information and bearing in mind the various degrees of 

development achieved by each one, reccmmendations should be formulated to 

foster the integral and continuous balanced developnent of all the Central 

American countries.

 ̂8 -

1/ Central American Econcmic Integration Gemmittee.
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B. ATTEMPTS TO LIKK lUTEGRATlOH INCREASIHGLY WITH 
DEVELOPMEHT POLICIES

The processes of economic integration in ALALC and the Central 

American Ccanmon I&rket have developed both throt^ indirect and trade mea> 

sures and through more direct policies seeing to programme investments and 

assigning a greater share of activity to governments.

So far, significantly less progress has beensade in both cases in the 

co-ordination of policies and national development plans in the adoption of 

programmed guidelines at the regional level than in trade measures. This fact 

has been influenced by circumstances and problems of various kinds, of which 

it is appropriate here to refer cmly to the technical aspects, such as those 

cited in Section C of this paper. However, it is relevant to point out that 

a growing determination has been noted to seek to co-ordinate developeient 

polieiesj although this determination has had to face many problems which 

have impeded a more effective advance, it is useful to recapitxüate briefly 

the main demonstrations and efforts that have been made, because they show

an apparently clear trend whereby the co-ordination of plans may in future 

come to be of considerable importance.

Latin American Free Trade Association (ALALC)

In the case of ALALC, in the Treaty of Montevideo, in addition to 

trade arrangements, caastitutional form was given to other mechanisms designed 

to achieve increasing complementation between the ecancmies of the member 

countries. In fact, the preamble to this instrument runs as follows:
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"The Governments represented at thè Inter-Governmental Ccaiference for the 

Establishment of a Free-Trade Area among Latin American Countries, ...»Are 

aware that econcafliq development must be achieved through maximum utilizaticai , 

of the available factors of production and better co-ordination of the 

development plans of the various sectors of production, according to stand

ards which make due allowance for the interests of all members and of each 

individually and which compensate appropriately by special measures for tì» 

special situation of the relatively less economically developed countries." 

The Treaty can be interpreted as a first expression of the desire to place 

integration within the framework of balanced and harmonious development. In 

the text of the Treaty, certain principles designed to secure the co-ordina

tion of national industrial and agricxiltuiral policies are stated explicitly, 

and there is a special chapter enumerating the measures which are to be taken 

in favour of the relatively less economically developed countries.

The determination to supplement trade policy by other provisions was 

strengtltened after 1963• In April of that year, a meeting was held At Lima 

on the planning, promotion euad guidance of industrial development, which 

started to lay the foundations for future action in regard to the co-ordina

tion of nation^ development policies. The chief topics of that meeting 

were as follows; (i) information regarding the agencies which took part 

in projecting industrial development policies at the country level; (ii) 

preliminary comparisons of demand and supply of „machinery and other key 

products for economic growth, at the individual country level and for the 

zone as a whole (the sum of country level plans); (iii) comparative
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examination of the instruments of economic policy used in the various coun

tries ; (iv) examination of the ]|^sslhilities of co-ordination in natters 

of economic policy, production goals, lèhotir methods, etc.

Although the meeting made no pretence of arriving at definitive con

clusions, this first contact cMistituted a very positive step forward since 

it drew attenticm to the need to orient this type of discussion to the most 

appropriate ways of achieving increased co-ordination of industrial develop

ment policies.

Perhaps the most important result was the recommemlation adopted by 

those present that an advisory body should be created cn matters of indus

trial development, and the discussion of its main guidelines. The conse

quence of this reccmmendation Trtïs that ALALC’s Standing Executive Ccamrlttee 

set up the Advisory Coirmittee on Industrial Development. A series of 

recommendations was also adopted to the effect that methods capable of zonal 

ccmpariscaa should he used in drawing iqi dex'eiopment plans and that conside

ration should be given to the extended market resulting from the creation of* 

AliALC.

Thé establishment of the Advisory Committee aa Industrial Develoipment 

(CADI) was designed, inter alia, to give greater force to the agreements on 

complementation in the manufacturing sector. CADI has done usef^ll work 

towards solving pCobl^s of zonal programming both in the concep:tual and 

methodological fields and in practice. At its first meeting, the committee 

approved the "bases for the formulation of a zcmal policy of industrial



development”, in which the ccaicept of the "prcgrammed location of industries 

of a zonal character” is estahlished, thus defining the need for a commoai 

policy. Such programming should have as its purpose "an eq.uitahle distribu

tion of the benefits of integration". In a more practicaJ, vein* CADI set up

study groups to analyse the opportunities and rei^tiirements resulting frcsa
1/the inaugurâtic«a and development of industries of a zcaxal character.—  In 

addition, some preliminary steps have been taken towards the adoption of a 

ccanmon methodology in the prograaming of the industrial sector.

The work that CADI has done shcrra its establishment to be.one of the 

first important acts designed to give concrete shape to the aim of securing 

a certain degree of sectoral prcgramaing in the regional ambit.

The fvmdsmental provisions of Resolution 100 (IV), one of the most 

important adopted by the Conference of Contracting Parties at its fourth 

session in October I96U, are met with again in Resolution T5 (HI), (co

ordination of economic policies) and in the report of the Ad Hoc Committee
?/set up by that resolution.—

Resolution 100 (IV) "Programme of econcmlc complementation and inte

gration”, is intended to bring about an explicit incorporation of the objec

tives of development into this process of integration. In addi.tion to

-  12 -

Xt The studies most advanced at the present time cover the following
”” sectors; steel, petrochemicals, and paper and wood pulp.

g_/ Suiaoitted in September 196U.
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embracing aspects of the harmonization of instruments regulating foreign 

trade, as a means of establishing the ccmditions necessary for the formaticm 

of a coomian market, it lays dovn directives for the manufacturing, agricul

tural and financial sectors, designed to secure an equitable distribution of 

the fruits of the integration process end to obtain fair ccnd-itions of 

competition.

The resolution lays down a series of basic directives for economic 

policy, together with a progrranme of action for the implementstion of siich a 

policy. In the manufacturing sector, these directives nre framed in the same 

spirit as gave rise to CADI itself, and go into detail concerning the cri

teria which should gul^fethe studies and concrete tasks which are to be under

taken in the field cf industrial development in terms of its interdependence 

with other sectors; (ii) the important role which could be p.layed by the 

agreements on complementation in the harmonious economic growth of the zone;

(iii) the need for an industrial reorganization of the zone, through the 

establishment of fair conditions of ccsapetiticm; (iv) the need to attri

bute special importance tc sectoral integration as a mes^s of promoting the 

economic development of the region, and (v) the special attention which 

should be given to productive activities which are undeveloped or in a very 

earl;^ stage of development.

As far as the agrarian sector is concerned stress is laid on the 

urgency of co-ordinating and harmonizing the economic and production policies 

pf the member coTontries, and the establishment of standards to regulate the 

trade in agricultural products. Various principles are also outlines which
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will l>e at le to give national decisions a more regional ccamplexion Isy 

comparing plans, regional projections of demand, etc*

Within the instituticmal framework of ALALC, the Policy Councils 

(Agriculture, IJransport and Ccmmunications, etc,), the Advisory CoDmissiottS, 

the Cca3sultati\e Ccsaaiittees on management and lahour prc'oZeans, Kid the 

sectoral meetings, are in a positi<ai to make significant contributions to the 

achievement of a closer connexion between integration and national develop

ment policies.

State undertakings are making their own efforts to overcome the 

restrictions imposed by limited national economic frontiers, as was demons

trated in 1965 with the establisimieat of the i.n3titution knovn as the Latin 

American State Petroleum Eri^,erpri3es Mutual Aid Association (APPEL),

Some steps have also been taken to bring about scsae degree of 

co-ordination in aspects of short-term policy wiil.ch are important for faci

litating the normal advance of integration. Resolution 75 (HI) and 100'

(IV) contain provisions to this effect.

In addition to the agreements and resolutitxis appro\’ed iy ALALC to 

which reference has been made, regional studies applicable to specific 

industries have also been carried out. The Advisory Ccmaaissioa on Industrial 

Development (CADI) has set up a number of study groups embracing steel, the 

chemical industry, the petrochemicals sector, and paper and wood pulp. In 

these groups, the actual conditions in which each sector is developing are 

analysed, as well as future plans to expand capacity which are coi>.pared with 

projections of regional demand. These studies have ali-eady brought out
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«ertaia supply suriduseB vhicfa might he produced in the region, vith conse

quent vaste of resources and the creation >of useless installed capacity*

One of the aims in view with this type of study is to facilitate agreements 

on complementation, hut there can he no douht that they also constitute 

potentially important elements for a certain amoimt of industrial program

ming at the regional level. To these should be added a series of areas in 

which specific work is being done that is giving thé integration process a 

physiognomy and characteristics which must necessarily be taken into consi

deration in projects of a regional type, and by countr5.es, in the design of 

their development plans and policies.

One .of these sxeas of study tsf the development of frontier- zones and 

the exploitation of river basins, projects which require the collaboration 

of the national agencies rejaponsible for drawing up deve.lcpment policies emd 

other agencies of a regional chîcfacter. An important part has been played 

by the, Inter-American Development Bank in this type of agreement, both in 

the development of the frontier zones between Venezuela and Colombia and 

Venezuela and Ecuador, and in the projectfor the Rio de la Plata basin. 

Central American Comm<ar Market

Within the Central American Ccaanoa Market - although this too is a 

process only in its first stages - greater advances have been made than in 

AIALC towards defining a regional development policy to be taken into account 

both at the regional level, when the content and the form of the integra

tion processes proper are being discussed, and at the national level, when 

the development policy of each of the member countries is being formulated.

From the institutional aspect, the Joint meetings of the Ministers
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Econmic Affairs and Finance and of Econcaaic Affairs and Public Works sre 

vorthy of mention, as are the meetings of the directors of planning bodies. 

In -this vay it has heen possible to progress towards the regional co-ordina

tion of national econcaaic policies and towards the concept of a regional 

development policy.

As in the case of ALALC, the international agencies have lent increas

ing support to the Central American Common Market, both in the field of 

financing - where they contribute unmistakably regionally oriented criteria, 

as has been done by the CentJ'al American Bank for Econcaiic Integration 

iCABEl) and the Inter-American Development Bank <IADB) - and in the field of 

research and evaluation, with the co-operation of ECLA and the Planning 

Evaluation Committee of CIAP.

In the progranaaing trsrk ifeat is? being, danein» Central Amsstiea, there is 

a potential basis for the working out of a regional development policy.

These efforts have been assisted by the wohk that has heen done by the 

Joint Pi'ogramming Mission.

The work of the Joint Mission has already been discussed at SIECA, at 

meetings of the directors of planning and at those of the iteoncmic Council 

and the Economic Co-operation Committee (CCE). The agencies responsible for 

analysing development plans have also made some preliminary evaluations of 

these studies. The most successful attempts at co-ordination have heen in 

the field of infrastructure. In the directly productive sectors dlfficiil- 

ties have been encountered in reconciling the regional interest with the 

guidelines laid down in the nationei plans. These difficulties are reflect
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ed in a certain duplication of investment, the res.ult of the building up of 

similar industrial structures.

In regard to institutional arrangements,.the Joint Mission recently 

becas» part of SIECA, a measure which may accelerate and facilitate progress 

in the search for ways of achieving a nearer approach to a regional policy 

of balanced development.

The chief topic of discussion at the present time in the Central Ameri- 

cen CoramOTi Mtu'het is how to formiolate a more integral approach, w M c h  shows 

that there is a growing preoccupation with the progression definition and 

ioiplementation of a Central American regional strategy, both in the aggregate 

and in the principal sectors. The intention is to translate this strategy 

into policies which xd.ll enable it to become more precise, thus enriching 

the national development poiicios of Central America through ;the increased
i / ■

incorporation of regional elements. For example, in drawing up development 

plans, there was some awareness of the role ,wMch ought to be played by 

regional import substitution as a means of promoting the industrial advance

ment and thus the economic development of the region, Eowever, it was nece

ssary to specify the form w'hich this regional policy of j^cxrt; substitution 

should take and to define its stages and sequence and the problems of loca

tion, and to enaiyse the sectors which should be covered by the process.

The problem is one of defining the regional strategy in c].earer terms, taldng 

into occoimt more explicitly the characteristics of the regional economy 

a whole, which is more than the mere Juktaposltion of national economies. 

Relatively greater advances have been made in the field of regional infra-
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structure policies than in the diredtljst productive sectors. There iS in 

Central America a clear awareness of the important part played hy infra

structure works in promoting exchanges and in securing more balanced

regional development. The goT?ernments have encouraged a number of programmes?
1/the Central American Road Plan, which is already under vrsys“»' the Cential 

Asterican Telecomm'anications Network andihe inter-ccaanexion and joint deve

lopment of electrical power systems. Studies on these matters are at an 

advanced stcge, althoxigh there are a number of problems arising out of 

co-ordination itself, such aa deciding investment prioiiiies, selecting the 

headquarters cotxntiy (as in the case of the Telecamnunications Central 

Excliangs), drawing up project timetables, and so on.

The work of the Centx*al American Reseai'ch Institute for Industi*y 

(ICAITI) is particularly important. Tiiis agency is intended to carry out, 

through the joint efforts of all the counti’ief?, a series of technological 

investigations adapted to conditions in the region.

This brief summary shows the advancea that have been made in the 

direction of linicing the integration processes in Latin Araerici mere expli

citly with the national development policies of countries. Greater progress 

has been made in defining the problems and establishing appropriate institu

tional machinery than in incorporatirjg directives formulated m  the basis of

1/ The Plan covers the period 1965-T^, and its foundations were laid through 
the direct action of the Ministers of Public Works with the advice 
of SIECA, BCIE and the Joint iiission.
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these nev concepts into national devèlopoient plans. In this directi<»i, the 

progress achieved by the G«itral AB»rlcàn Conanon Market, though still 

insufficient, has been more si^ficaht than that of ALALO, which must still 

be described as incipient.

It should be noted that the search for ways of mai'ing effective progress 

in econimic integration and placing it fiiitily in the context of national 

development policies has in the last two years received significant support 

as a result of political decisions adopted at the Foreigt*. Ministers’ level, 

and ultimately the level of Heads of State. The Confeiertoe of Foreign 

Ministers held late in 1965 dealt with a number of important points in regard 

to improved institutional arrengèments for AITALO itself, the programme for 

freedom of trade, the investment programme, sectoral integration, and the 

establishment of a regional pre-investment fund, as well as other related 

matters. At the end of 1966, the first meeting of the Council of Ministers 

was held, as the tliird Spècial Session of the C c a i f e r e n c e A t  this meeting, 

a series,of resolutions was approved, of which the most I'fiportant were those 

relating to the free trade programme (for example, the pact to establish a 

programmed system of lowering tariffs), the arrangements for making the 

Council of Ministers a permanent part of the organization, and the talks 

between ALALO and the Central American Cemmon Market, as well as thé approach 

by Bolivia to formalize- her adherence to the Latin American Free Trade 

Association in 196?.

1/ Convened by Eesoluticn 105 of the Standing Executive Committee.



IQ addition to these general arrangements, and the agreaaents on 

frcmtier zones and studies of river basins, a number of sub-regional agree

ments have been concluded which are not restricted to partial aspects but 

embrace the over-all ^ecoaGsiies of the participating countries. Among these 

agreements mention should be made of the following: the establishment of the 
Joint Permanent Commission of Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay, which tooh effect 

in June 1963, meetings of which were held in 1964, 1965 and 1966. Its main 

purposes are to increase trade; to approve joint national projects; sad to 

co-ordinate their pariiicipation in the process of econceic integration.

Another similar though much more recent effort is the start made on contacts 

with the Central Morican countries, chiefly Me.nico and Colombia. Lastly, 

mention should he made in this connexion of the establishment of the Pacific 

Group or Bloc, the origins of which are to be foiuad in the Declaration of 

Bogota (August 1966) signed by the Presidents of Colombia, Chile, and Vene

zuela and the personal representatives of the Presidents of Ecuador and Peiru; 

at the Fifth Ccziference of CIES,~'^ the five countries set up the Andean Deve

lopment Corporation and made progress on the establishment of the Joint 

Integration Ccmuaission.

Sanction was given to sub-regional agreements in the Presidents* Decla

ration of Pxmta del Bate, to which brief reference will be made. In any 

event, apart from the constitutional sanction in that declaration, it is 

obvious that sub-regional agreements, as well as caistituting instruments for

-  20  -  /r

!_/ Held at Vina del Mar, Chile,



accelerating the process of integration, demand as one of their réquirasents: for 

the coDqE>arlson and unification of national policies, which helps to streng

then at the regional level the ties between economic integration and national 

planping. -

The aim of promoting the integration process and increasing its deve

lopment policy content was furthered by the recent declaration of the Presi

dents of the AiE^rioas published on the occasion of the meeting held at Bontà 

del Este this yeso:,“ ^ which speaks of the need to speed up not only the 

processes of integratici themselves but also the. drawing up of the:policies 

designed to put them into effect, such as sub-regionetl agreements, multi

national projects, and the development of educatici, science and technology.

Section C below analyses some of the technical probla&s that arise in 

attempts to link economic integration with national development policies.

- 21 -

1/ 12 to lU April 1967.
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Before noting some of the problems \*ich arise in seeking to achieve a 

more explicit link between economic integration and liie development policies 

of countries, seething should be said of certain aspects connected with the 

study of national strategies.

1. Meed to redefine certain aspects of national develoment 

strategies and to co-H^rdinate t h ^  at the reg;ional level

In the last few years in Latin America, there has been a gradual but 

increasing decline in import substitution based on isolated national markets. 

Ihe difficulties experienced by many countries in trying to carry forward tiiis 

process at the required rate result from increased technological complexity, 

and increased needs as regards capital and plan dimension for goods Which 

are still being imported, as against the small size of the national markets, 

!Biis phenomenon is more marked in the countries tdiich have made the most 

progress towards industrialization, but it is also appearing in others whose 

progress in the development of manufacturing Is more recent and whose mrkets

ea:*e even more limitedW

1̂ / See Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning, Integración 
sector externo y desarrollo economico de America Latina, y Centro^erica: 
análisis del sector externo y ^  relación con el desarrollo econòmico 
(integration, exteinàl sector anà econcstttc development of ijatín America 
ahS^ üehtral America; analysis òr the éxteinal sector aivT ltfe relatlatTlo 
economic development). — —
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For these reasons, although the policy of replacing goods which are ‘ 

still being imported by national products continues to -be pursued with vigour, 

careful consideration is being given to hew and additional elements of 

development policy which will enable a previously inadequate rate of-growth 

to be kept up and even improved. Intèmally, some of the structural reforms 

proposed seek to expand and reinvigorate the market by improved distribution 

of inccane, to increase the amount and the use made of national savings and 

to foster a more complete internal integration in each country, incorporating 

hitherto marginal sectors of the market. All this is quite apart from the 

important effect which such reforms may have in the social field. As regards 

the external sector, possibilities are being considered of diversifying 

exports by embracing new markets and widening the range of exported goods 

by including manufactures.

Thus,, this reconsideration of the problems of economic development links 

the problems of the external sector and of external trade-Closely with certain 

aspects of industrial development and the’ economic policy <»fcnected with this. 

The difficulties which màhufacturing often encounters in trying keep costs 

reasonable, dutwoain equipment, shortage e f  Skilled labour-, and pfotec-tionist 

policiesj.aïé all aspects which merit increased“ attention.

The process of economic intégration has been conceived as an important 

instrument for carrying out these transfonnatiohs. As far as import sub

stitution is concerned, it can nmke it; possible for this to be carried out, 

from now on, on the basis of a wider market> and making use of Ihe 

possibilities of specialization and complementation between countries; in the 

case of those regional sectors whose growth is more advanced, it introduces an
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element of competition and makes it possible to rationalize ai^ make mone 

efficient production hitherto carried out under cost and quality conditions 

in many cases relatively far removed from those of the Intematicajal market, 

because of being based on small national markets and growing up under rather 

h i ^  and not always adequately discriminating protection.

Since national development policies must take these facts into account, 

the need arises to reconsider develojanent plans and strategies, incorporating 

explicitly into these plans the consequences which an integrated market 

will have on intenial sectors and variables. It was shown in the preceding 

paragraph that it is necessary to redefine development policies above all 

in the specific case of those relatively new activities which usually 

correspond to the definition of dynamic industries and idiich replace imports. 

It is in this type of industry that the region plays a preponderant role on 

account of minimum dimension, economies of scale, technological requirements, 

etc.; but it also seems necessary to give increasing attention to what are 

often called the vegetating industries, with a view to altering their 

circumstances and making -Uaem more ccmipetltive within an integrated zone.

îhls reconsideration of development policy is "kv definition partial in 

the sense that it embraces only those aspects >hich are directly related to 

integratim: the increased opening up of the rational market to the region,

instead of increasing isolationj a certain degree of regioral specialization 

as a complement to the policy of substitutioij. Many other elements in 

develoiaient plans and policies would have np reason'to alter.
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Togetiier with the revision of national development policies, the need 

is apparent for a certain de^^ee of co-oi^inatlon on taie regional scale.

Three main reasons seem to support ^ i s  statement . In the first place, both 

in ALALC and in the Central American Common ifeirket, liie achievement of 

greater speed, intensity and amplitude in.the progress ̂ to’-rards integration, 

and the positive effect of such progress on the^economic development of the 

member countries, is closely tied to the possibility of concluding agreements 

on orienting the development of certain specific sectors at the regional 

level in order to be able to make real use of the advantages of a wider 

market and of specialization, and to make ttie external sector play a more 

positive role than hitherto. In the second place, anxieties about regional 

equilibriiua require the consideration of wiiat is being done from the point °f 

view of the area as a ̂ ole, in order to be able to emalyse the, possible 

alternatives as regards the existing relation between the developnent of the 

\diole region, and that of groups of covintries .. In the third place, in , the 

actual reformulation of national development.pplicies in those aspects;into 

which modifications must be .intx*oduced in .oi^er explicitly. tP. incorporate... 

integration, it would appear to be necessaw to ..have specific: ideas of what 

the development of the area as a whole.can .be, since the programmers in each 

country will be able to use these ideas in order to take into account, in 

defining their own lines of Internal development, the greater possibntties 

offered by the regional market.



The need to co-ordinate natioiml developnent policies at the regional

level vas confirmed in the case of the Central American CosBaon Market by

the work done by a regional goup which studied this problem with
1/representatives of the countries. ~  National policies were matched against

the regional conclusions of the Joint Programming Misslcai. In a document
2/  'prejared by this Mission after the meeting the following paragraph 

appears: "As a result of the discussions held between the aregional group

and the national groups it has been establi^ed that each of the Central 

American countries intends to participate simultaneously, in the same lines 

of production. *Uxe size of the demand and the rate of development in the 

next ten years may permit this simultaneous participation in scane fields, 

but not throu^out Industrial induction, and hence the Implementation of;,- 

these policies woxild lead to excessive fragmentation of industry, limiting 

Ihe possibilities of exchange between the covintries and also provoking con

sequent diseconomies of production scale.." Ihe document adds: ... "Present

manufacturing developnent reflects a trend towards the process of import 

substitution among the Central American countries themselves, which also 

carries with it 1he danger of constrictiaig future regional trade and dis

torting the processes of economic integration."
The analysis of specific projects reveals the excess of supply which 

results ^ e n  the projects of the different countries are added together and 

conpared with regional demand. Thus, for example, in the case of ammonia, if
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Ihe group consisted of representatives of the Central American Research 
Institute for Industry (ICAITI), the Central American Bank for Economic 
Integration (BCIE), the Economic Ccamnission for Latin America (ECLA), 
the Permanent Secretariat of the General Treaty on Central American 
Economic Integration (SIECA) and the Joint Programming Mission for 
Central America. The agreement which gave rise to its formation was 
concluded at the First Meeting of Ministers of Economic Affairs and 
Finance of Central America (Guatemala, April 1965).

2/ See Bases para xm programa centroamericano de desarrollo industrial. 
Joint Programming Mission for Central America, mimeographed document, 
Guatemala, 1965.
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the projects envisaged in tiie plans are carried out, according to estimates 

of demand only 50 to 60 per cent of installed capacity, would be. utilized .-i/ 

Supply woxild be double demand in the case of soda. The problem is similar 

in regard to steel, for the total of existing projects seems excessive in 

relation to Central American demand. As regards, petroleum,, there are five 

refineries in the region (two in Guat«nala, and one each in El Salvadca*, 

Nicaragua and Costa Rica) and plans are already far advanced to instal 

another in Honduras. This niamber of refineries seems excessive end is 

prejudicial to the prospects of the pe-Jirochemlcals Industry idiile at the 

same time raising producl^ion costa.

Thus, there are various important instances in \diich the possibility 

of sxirplus supply presents itselfj in many others plans are being made for 

the expansicai of production which take into account the possibility of 

exporting to the resi of Central America, but do not give sufficiently ample 

consideration to the other aspects of complmentatim and specialization 

\hich would tend towards a more raticmal use of the resoiirces available.

In the case of ALALC, the Advisoiy Commission on Industrie Development 

has set up three study groups at Ihe regional level: one on steel, .one on 

petrocheiaicals, and one on pulp and. paper. Cne of the reports already : 

ccanpieted covers the steel industry, in idiich a regic^l b^ance sheet is 

drawn up for 1970 ccanparing demand with existing capacity a s . increased. by 
the planned expansions. If these plans were careied out, the projected
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¿/ Not counting the supply from Guatemala \diich, according to a recent 
report, would add still another 50 per cent, to.regional supply, See 
CIAPWfogoye^ sobre los planes jtacdnaal^ de y el proceso de
iĵ tegraeloix ,Cen||!^erina nteeorTon ^í̂ ¿ional,4gve|c»pnfflh.

rgoceMicpians and the process^, 
August 19¿>¿. '

integration In Central America).
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prbductlon capacity for 1 9 ^  would exceed demand by about 5.1 million tons.

Ihe problems of duplication of invesimient and the absence of agreements on 

complementation are reflected even more ^arply in the case of "Uie automobile 

industry, to which attention has been repeatedly drawn.

The two elements noted here, the re-.defining of develoisaent policies at 

the national level and their subsequent co-ordination at the regional level, 

are basic to the incorporation of integration into planning, and a whole 

series of problems arises in relation to them, m n y  of \diich have not even 

been clearly identified yet, \diile findings directed towards means of dealing 

with them are even more scarce. Scmie of the most Important of these paroblems 

will be stated below, together with certain priliminary findings in respect 

to them.

2, Sqae aspects which it may be useftxl to discuss

The explanation of the present lack of contact between planning and 

integration may well lie in the still provisional character of both as far as 

Latin Merica is concerned. As the integration process goes deeper and 

becomes more general, so that its effects cm development become more obvious, 
the need to allow for integration in plsuming will become clearer, \ihat 

is certain is that development plans, instead of constituting aa element which 

contributes to the advance of economic integration are tending for the time 

being to strengthen the machinery for national developnent on the basis of an 

isolated market and to create identical production structures which are 

gradually destroying the specific possibilities for specialization which 

exist within the bounds of Latin AnMrica.

Although the reasons for this situation do not lie exclusively in the
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absence of adequate procedures for the explicit inclusion in development 

plans of the effects to be looked for from.integration ;and the necessary 

measures for obtaining those effects in fact,' there can be no doubt bhat trhis 

lack of procedures does restrict the possibilities of advancement in. this 

matter.

It is. here that ti^ planners have a concrete responsibility to draw up 

and apply such procedures, vith the aim of stating quite clearly the alterna

tives vhich present themselves as regards the role of economic, integration 

in the development of each country, and to detenaine adequate criteria for 

discussing these alternatives and making an informed choice.

Because this is a relatively new problmn in the vcnrld and because there 

is no sufficiently clear experience in; this regard, some problems relating 

to the way in which these matters should be dealt with, vhich may be usefully , 
discussed, will be analysed below.

One of the questions which must be settled is what might be called that 

of coverage, in .the sense .pf .-the .extent to which integiratioa ought to became a 

part of planning. It is obvious that, for ccmceptual, practical and political 

reasons, not all the important aspects of planning can be co-ordinated, fhe 

conceptual reasons have to do;with the clearly, .national Cor dcanestic) content 

of the plans; certain :sectors whose market dimension is less than a single 

country and whose inputs are predominantly national fall into this category. 

Reasons of a practical nature are reflected in. the fact that even national 

planning is restricted in its most direct and effective acti<m to a few major 

sectors, and only applies to others in a much, more indirect or tenuous form.
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it remalas then to discuss what aspects need to be co-ordinated, or 

what will be the criteria according to which these arèas will be chosen. It 

is worth mentioning here soioething which has already been noted in an earlier 

section, namely that the degree of effectiveness with which plans are applied 

in national prc^aimaing is relatively great for certain strategic sectors and 

projects, and cai the other hsuad more tenuous or indirect for mtuiy other 

aspects and sectors of the eccnonor. When problems of develojaaent planning 

requiring the co-ordination of the policies of various cotintries have to be 

dealt with, greater difficulties arise in achieving an effective implementa~ 

tion of programmed guidelines in all sectors than in the purely naticaaal case. 

Moreover, it must not be forgotten, as has already been pointed out, that 

countries wish to retain a high degree of autonomy in manipulating the guide

lines of a large part of their national development policies. Therefore, it 

would be unrealistic to expect programming carried out in relation to inte

gration and having practical significance, to embrace all sectcars of the 

economy and to incorporate all decisions important to the economic develop

ment of Latin America and the coxmtries of which it is made up. It would 

seem to be enough to expect such programming, at the regional level, to be 

able to define specific guidelines to be put into effect in the development of 

specific sectors of strategic importance to the region or to groups of coun

tries, that is to say, to select those areas of the econmy in which, accor

ding to the arrangements which the integration processes already in operation 

tend to produce, it is most important to bring about co-ordination, bearing 

in mind the requirements and effects of economic integration. The sectors
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8kBd ^^iables in this sitiiatlon would he dealt with individually and in the 

necessazy: detail. On the other hand, the other aspects of the regioneü. 

economy and their hoped for evoluticai could, be considered in the aggregate 

both at the national and the regional level, piarely from the point of view of 

forming part of the frame of reference within which the sectors or decisions 

which aré to be dealt with in detail can be appreciated in perspective.

It woxild also appear necessary to ensure that the combination of sec- 

tors dealt with specifically, while not over-weighty from the quantitative 

point of' view. Is sufficiently so from the qualitative point of view to give 

a definite character to the policy of development plus integration which is 

being applied, thus making it possiliLe to consider the principal aspects in 

which integration is of importance to the develo|ment of the region as a 

whole, and of particular countries, including, inter alia, aspects relating 

to balanced regional developaent. To this end, the combination should have 

a minimum critical cmtent responding to these requirements4 The question is, 

what criteria should be taken into account in defining at the sectoral level 

those sectors which id.ll fcann part of this critical ccmtent. It would seem 

that one of the elements which ought to be ccaisidered in selecting sectors to 

be subject to regional co-ordination would be the import substitution factor 

at the régionél level, which would act as a dynamic element as it did on the 

national Scale, although now based on more rational foundations with an expand 

ded market. Obviously, however, this criterion, though very important, is not 

entirely adequate. At least two reasons can be advanced in support of this
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statement» This first relates to the prohlem of the absorption of manpowerî 

sectors which are of the substituticm type at the regional level ai^ moré 
likely to be capital intensive and not to absorb much manpower. In the 

second place, chiefly for the relatively less deireloped countries, the possi

bility can not be left out of account that these sectors may be converted 

into enclaves isolated from the rest of the economic system, maintaining the 

dual character of these economies rather than tending to integrate them 

internally. In ccainexion with the latter, it should be added that the 

regional equilibrium factor will always have to be part of the definition of 

the sectors to be co-ordinated and above all of the consideration of the 

situaticn of specific countries. In piactice, the discussion of complemen- 

taticrx agreements on the basis of one or two sectors seems to make it more 

difficult to combine criteria; this opens the way for the idea of the coasi- 

deratic« of groups of projects or sectors instead of isolated projects.

It should also be borne in mind that since the present degree of develop

ment and the economic structures of the Latin American countries differ among 

themselves, the requirements relating to the critical content are different 

for each of them. A simpler, less de-veloped economy may need a development 

policy which is more ^sily characterized by means of a small number of 

obvious things to be done. A country more advanced economically may have a 

more diversified demand and problems that are more difficult to solve by means 

of a few steps. Moreover, a coxantry which has advanced to the stage of 

producing capital goods and which is already satisfying nearly all its demand
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for consumer goods out of local production, requires a different campositlon 
for that group of sectors which are the object of a policy making use of the 
greater advantages offered integration, than countries which are only in 
the early stages of the process of substituting manufactured consumer goods. 
Although there is an obvious disadvemtage in maintaining the critericsi of 
co-ordinating a small number of qualitatively importeujt things, avoiding the 
possible tendency to try to co-ordinate too many, consideration of these . 
different situations is reqtiired in making a choice of sectors.

The question what sectors should be the object of co-ordinaticm is far 
from settled and progress with it is veiy important in order to avoid dupli
cation of investment and even to help integration to progress more rapidly.

To sum up, the degree of depth and detail which it is hoped to achieve 
as regards effective results of these programming tasks at the national and 
regicscal levels must take into account that while it is possible to plan in 
depth for some sectors, for others it is more appropriate only to define 
trends or the consequences of certain general guidelines or of decisions that 
may be adopted in those sectors which are deedt with individually and speci
ficai^ and in greater depth.

Assuming '̂ ât the areas capable of being made ccmpatible and specifically 
harmonized have been successfully defined, the question remains what role shoulc 
be played by a general framevrork within which the chosen sectors can be placedi 
In this connexion, it should be noted that although they may be treated in a 
more aggregated and less s:̂ oific way, it is important for other sectors and 
and decisions which are significant to the development' of the region and of
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specific countries to be taken into account within the regional framework. 
Only in this way would it W  possible to appreciate the real impact of the 
critical group of strategic sectors on over-all development; to discover 
the principal aspects of the interdependence of these critical sectOTS with 
the rest of the economy which must be borne in mind (for example, cases in 
which through the supply of intermediate or capital goods the developsent of 
one sectors deperuis on that of others), and the principal aspects of compa
tibility which need to be analysed to prove that certain objectives fixed for 
these critical sectors are feasible* in view of restrictions on the supply of 
foreign exchange, savings, skilled labour, etc.

With a view to making this consideration easier, it has been thought 
useful to consider briefly scaae aspects of the preparation of this general 
framework and of what can be expected from it. In order to make the task 
of co-ordinating plans easier and to enable programmers in each countiy to 
incorporate the prospects of regional integraticKi in their develoiaent policy, 
it would seem necessary, in addition to the work that is carried out in each 
countiy, for a frame of reference to be prepared which embraces all the 
countries of the region together in which it is possible to estimate the role 
which can be played by economic integration in the develoi»nent of the whole 
of ISatin America; for there to be a panoramic view making it possible to 
envisage more clearly the problems of regional equilibrium; for it to be 
feasible to consider explicitly the relation which the policy of integration 
can have with the basic elements of the policy of economic and social develop̂
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a«nt of̂ the different coxmtries» for it to be possible to discuss tito
principal prcjblems of the inter-relaticsasliip in develcgment of different 
sectors of coô atibllity at the global level, of the regional econcn̂  and 
that of the principal groups of countries, fet in order po define regional 
integraticMi projects, it is necessary to apeci:̂  some gxiidelines of a stra
tegic character in the sectors most directly linked bo these projects, and 
these guidelines must form peurt of the regional framewrk.

One of. the important functions of this regional framework voxild be to 
make it possible to draw a picture of tha probable future of Latin America 
so that the effects of a particular long-term developnent strategy could be 
evaluated,.the foreseeable effects of economic integration situated within 
it, and the different alternatives which presented themselves for the region 
as a whole and for particular groups of countries given proper consideration. 
The important, aspects which wotild be analysed in this way would have to 
include those relating tp the establislmient and incorporation of industrial 
technology appropriate ,to Latin American conditions, and those relating to 
labour in the sense of the absoprtion of structural unemployment and require-, 
ments for skilled workers. Another question which has been very little 
analysed up to now, and which merits special attention, is the development 
of the, agricultural sector in relation to the cocnnon market. , íRiere aare 
possibilities of specialization, at least̂ elnfeen countries with temperate 
and tropical climates, which can be very important.

As well as preparing appropriate development guidelines for the key 
sectors and situating them within a more general frame of reference, it is



useful to look at the problem from the point of view of the location of each 
coimtry within the régi«» as a whole» in order to be able to appreciate better 
the iB^ct which regional policy could have caa each country.

Thus, for exaj!5>le, the impact of regional policy will be different 
according to the actual stage of development reached by each coxmtry. The 
ccMJsec|.uences to the industrial structure will vary according to the degree of 
advancement reached in substitution, A classification taking into account 
the degree of developnent of coamtries, and their stage of advancement in 
import substitution would be xiseful,̂  Another factor to be examined would 
he the scope and extent of structural \memployment in each of the different 
comtries. This is very closely linked to the relative degree of capital and 
labour intensity which might be displayed by some industries such as steel, 
engineering and others.

The effects of regional policy observed would also differ according to 
the size of the market in the country in question, An association should be 
established here between market dimension and the regional or national charac
ter of specified industries. Thus, for stane comtries with small markets, 
the opening up of the region offers a possibility of envisaging certain types 
of industry which require for tlwir operation a minimum capacity which exceeds 
the size of the naticaial market. Some of these industries, at the level of 
the countries with larger markets, are not regional in character and have so 
far developed exclusively within national frontiers.
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1/ See Sectic« D below.
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Lastly» It shou|.d be pointed out tlmt it vilX be necessax̂  also to 

determine tbe dynamism of the external sector in each c«̂ e« and in particular 
that of traditional exports.

To sum up» the^uestion at issue is one of mahing an evaluatlpn vhich 
vill provide criteria on the basis of vMch the t^e of specialization of 
each country within the region can be decided, so that integration plays 
an appropr^te role in each situation and can be reccmciled with the other 
components of ziational development strategies, such as» for example» the role 
of the Internal loarket and the diversification of exports of maniifactured 
goods outwards from Latin America.

As regards regional policy, it is appropriate to lay stress on at least 
one of its basic characteristics. One of its centr<̂  objectives will be to 
co-ordinate future investments in the previousiy chosen sectors, but it should 
not restr^t itself to harmonizing marginal investments, nor in the commercial 
field should it limit itself to negotiating producticm surpluses; on the 
contrary, what should be co-ordinated is the installation of new plant or 
considerable expansions of existing industries.

Apart from the matters already noted, some comments should be made 
regarding the intensity of the efforts which should in tte course of time be 
undertaken towards the regional co-ordination of certain aspects of develop
ment policies. The intensity and depth of the regional policy thus defined 
will undoubtedly differ accord!^ to the degree of effective linkage which is 
being achieved and the nature of the integration measures ad^ted. Already, 
at the present moment there are appreciable differences in this respect between
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the case of the Central̂ Americen Camnon Market and AMLC* Hence It is nece
ssary to distingiiish hetween the co-ordination of economic policies in the 
case of a free trade area and in the case of a ccxmcii maẑ et. This has 
practical importance» if it is remembered that the Declaration of the Presi
dents at Punta del Hste states as one of its provisicns that "the Presidents 
of the Republics of Latin America resolve to establish gradually, stasrting 
in 1970, the Latin American ConttKxi Market, which shall be substantially in 
operation in not more than fifteeen years..." The characteristics of the 
co-ordinaticn of development policies will vary diuring this transitioial 
period.

If the process of Integration was to be carried out chiefly in the shape 
of' «1 exchange of production surpluses ftrom specified sectors, the impact 
which it would have on econcmiic structure and develojaaent would be relatively 
slight and it would also require a lesser degree of co-csrdination of invest
ment policies, expansion of productive capacity, etc. If, on the other hand, 
the process of integration were to take on mczre the character of a planned 
regional development of specific sectors, the need fear co-ordination 'Vould be 
greater, ns would the impact which it would have on the possibilities of. and 
arrangements for national and regional development.

In any event, it can be stated that for the aggregate of countries 
participating in these integration processes, the design for a regional 
development policy will very probably gain both in depth and intensity. 
However, it is also necessary to bear in mind that the homĉ eneity observed 
in certain key sectors, which is a resvilt of the way in which the substitutim



process vas carried out and the Investment decisions that are being made in 
present develoiraent plans, many of vhich already have resources conmitted, aft- 
well as the present differences between countriesi in degree and characteris
tics of development, are factors which demcnstrate that one of the require
ments for this,: increasingly intensive co-ordination: is greidualness, so that 
production structures.can accomodate themselves gradually to the, new condi
tions while at. the same time national development policies can be re
oriented, which mesms that there will be an intermediate period which will 
provide an opportunity for the re-fomulatic» of instruments of economic 
policy, the re-fozmmlatlcMi of investment schmnes, and so on. This necessary 
gradualness is irelated not to the substantive aspect of co-ordination, but 
rathor to. its sequential form; in.no. case does it mean a-co-ordination of 
minor objectives or of excessively detailed aspects.of the economies of mmsber 
countries. Q̂ualitatively and quantitatively impoirtant sectors should be pre<̂  
sent from the outset. In other words, the fact the regional policy is being 
adopted gradually does not mean that it is not gaining in profundity.

In accordance with what was said in another section of this paper, it 
would appear that the act of-, envisaging co-ordination not jtist for isolated 
cases but jointly for a group of sectors has certain Important positive and 
potential effects. In point of fact, this approach can-pave the way for a 
consideratic« of the problems and characteristics of different countries; 
taking .account of the different potentialities of each one, it also makes it 
possible to consider more carefully problaas of regional eqid.librium, and 
certain general guidelines can be determined which will later make it possible
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to deal mare easily with specific cases.
Together with this problem, consideiration should also be given to the 

fact that the extent of the co-ordination will vary in-raecordance with the 
characteristics of the sectors whose development policies are to be co
ordinated. Seme sectors of the economy have relatively few eexmexiems with 
others, so that their development policies can be co-ordinated in relative; 
confinement to a localized sector of the economy. On the other hand, some 
sectors have such intensive relations with others, either because of the 
inputs which they req,uire or because they sell to other sectors of the economy 
that co-ordinating them leads inevitably to the co-ordination of wider areas 
of the economy* Since these different sectors in turn have different charac
teristics as regards absorptlcnof manpower, impact <m. economic structure and

i '.- ' • - ■.the balance of payments, on the process of capitalization and so on, the 
seqvtence in which this co-ordination is carried out will nlso be important as 
regards the effect which it will have cm the ecoacmic development of coun
tries with different characteristics inside the region. This problem must 
therefore be dealt with in the, light of the guidelines fixed by the countries 
for the process of integratiem itself, and of the general guidelines for the 
eccmomic development of the aggregate of countries in t^ región.

It would appear that in practice in Latin America, the possibilities of 
co-ordination have been easier to put into effect in the case of the infra
structure sectors. It should, however, be homed in mind that the co
ordination of these infrastructure investments req,uires a clear idea of 
certain general guidelines of development plus integration for the economy as
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ft vhole vhich vill hftve an effect «  ftspectft relating to infrastructure.
The problems which must be dealt with in this matter are very varied 

and present theinselves all through the process of transition towards the 
establishment of a common market, which means that it would be advisable to 
organise sme machinery for ccaitact and coi-ordination between the planning 
agencies of countries so that by means of frequest contacts and appropriate 
studies the various problems which arise can be detected, attacked and 
settled.

Parallel with this, in order to facilitate the ccmpcurison of targets 
and development policies,: and also to make it possible to cany out these 
studies, it seems clearly advisable to seek out methods of projections which 
have a certain degree of homogeneity and which will permit later conq)arlson 
and also a certain uniformity in the basic data employed.

Below, in Section D, are stated some of the problems relating to 
balanced regional developiQatit, which, given their nature, permanently influence 
the decisions that are made in connexion with regional development policy.
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B . BAXiAHCEa) B EG IO H A L B EV S LO FM EN T

1. Importance of the -profeXem

Bie current situation nf the latln American countries as re
gards level of develojRttent, econaaic structure, degree of dynamism 
in the external sector and intensity of the effective integration 
achieved internally between social and regional sectors differs 
sharply f a m  one case to the next. Taking the degree of advance
ment of the process of lî port suhstituticn as a basis,:: a rough 
distinction can be made between the following grot̂ s of countries:

(i) Countries which, in view of the dimension of their 
internal market, are fast exhausting the capability of the 
national process of in^rt substltuticm as a fundamental 
dynamic factor in their development. This is the case 
with Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Ihnguay.
(li) Countries wtere import sUbstltuti<«i still provides 
some possibility g£ growth because the bulk of the Import 
substitutions which are relatively easy for the country 
to carry out have not yet been completed. Colc»Bbia and 
ieru are exaitplee.

(lil) Countries which have not yet made a full start on 
the process of import substitution ajad where there are no 
certain Indications that such a process would be viable.
This is the case with countries which are relatively less developed 
economically, such as Paraguay and certain of the countries



in the Caribbean which are outtide the Centz«l American
ConmK»i iiarket.̂ ^
Within each of these groups, In turn, the clrcumstancea of 

each country differ. Thus, for example, in seme countries the 
level and distribution of income is bettesr and regional inequalities 
in development are relatively slight; acooaxlingly, they can be 
said to have advanced further towards the conqiletlon of the pro
cess of internal Integration of the various social sectors and 
^gionsof the country despite the fact that considerable in
equalities still subsist in all countries. On the other hand, some 
countries - for example, Brazil - display regional contrasts which 
would mean that the completion of.this process of Internal integra
tion is further off.

The 8itt»tlons of countries .fiso differ with regard to the 
dynamism of the export sector. Venezuela, and to a consideznble 
extent Mexico, have an esiport posture which enables them to eperate 
with greater facility as regards their development process than 
other countries which resemble them from the point of view of ad
vancement in li^rt substlttttlcm and industrializatlcn.

- 1̂ 3 -

17/ ALALC «MMsa classification roughly corresponding to 
these three groups with some variations.
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^  case of the countries is the Central Americas ConoDon 
Marlcet has special characteristics. These are countries which, 
according to the situation predominating there before 1950 might 
possibly have formed part of group (lii), but which have through 
integration considerably improved their prospects of developnrent 
and speeded tq» their pẑ ocess of import substitution, and are now, 
as a group, in a situation more similar to that of some of the 
countries in gẑ tqp (ii). As far as disequilibrlian in the zone is 
concerned, it should be noted that the countries with more industrial 
experience have a better 8<q)ply of entrepreneurial and managerial 
shills, more skilled labour, a better infrastructure, etc. All 
these factors give ttem an advantage from the point of view of 
attracting new activities or the future expansion of those already 
existing, because of the external economies ihich ensue frcmi them.

On the other hand, all the countries are agreed on the 
necessity of develerping thwnselves and exploiting resources which, 
with sufficient capital and demand, could be the basis for a greater 
industrial growth than at present.

übe fact that the countries of Latin America are in the midst of 
developaent and that there are differences between than, in character
istics and in the present state of economic growth, of the hind ûst 
mentioned, gives special hsportimce to the consideration of problems 
of balanced regional developaent in relation to integration, since 
the latter should constitute a significant instrument for offering 
all of them better ..... . ...... ..........— ..... . ' .... .
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opportunities of growth.
ahere are obvious and well-fcnown inequalities of this kind 

even among countries which have been national units for soô  
time, despite the fact that they started out from more hcmiogeneous 
situations. It would not be reascsxable, therefore, to expect that, 
starting out nov from situations whicdi are already unequal, there 
would necessarily be a natural trend, with eccoomic Integration, 
for productive activity to distribute itself in a manifestly more 
similar form thr-oughout the Integrated zone, bearing in mind the 
availability of natural resources in each part of the area. It 
might happen that the existing dynamic zones would tend to attract 
a relatively larger proportion of the activity derivir̂  from inte
gration, as coopared with the zones or countries now less developed.

On the other hemd, the fact that immediately following uqxm 
integration, tte lAtin Anerican countries are tending towards the 
establishment of a single market, cannot be Interpreted solely in 
the sense that at the end of the period of transition there will 
be free movmnent of goods and productive factors among that; it 
must also mean that in each country and region there will be 
reasonable possibilities for the effective employment of .the 
resources available; this does not inply t)»t the sas» degree 
and type of develcq;tment most necessarily take place in all the geo
graphical areas, considering that sĉ pplies of productive resources



differ greatly, but it does mean that all the countries should 
enjĉ  adequate opportunities to make effective use of their pro
ductive factors in the shape of natural resources, labour and 
capital, and for improving the skills of their people.

- J*6 -

2, Effect of the problem in the region
Both in the case of AIiALC and that of the Central Aaerican 

Common Market, there have been concrete demonstrations of the 
importance which is attached to the achievement of balanced re
gional growth. Most of the declarati<«s and treaties include the 
achievement of this goal as one of their basic postulates. In 
both cases, special treatment has been accorded to the relatively 
less econcmaically developed countries, through the concession of 
greater advantages in the application of measures of trade policy, 
preferential flow of capital,more ccmcentrated technical assistance, 
etc.

Efforts have also been made to define with greater preclsi<»i 
the way in which the development of certain countries is to be 
specially fostered. ïhese efforts have not yet led to a completely 
satrisfactozy solution and this is one of the fields in which «»re 
discussion £uod analysis seems to be required in ozder to arrive at 
a correct conclusi<».
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Given that the present problems of diseq.uilibrium among coun
tries are related to economic structure (infrastruatuie, skilled 
manpower, internal diseq,uiiibrlian, lack of develop:cent in specific 
important sectors, etc.}, it seems necessary that solutions should 
nbt only work in a tea©orary or indirect fashion, but also should 
seek to bring Shout the permanent achievement o£ more homogeneous 
conditions in the develqpaent of the diffearent countries, transforming 
systems of production in order to put them in a better position to 
operate within an integrated zone, competing among ttemselves.

Development plans are precisely the instrvBBents employed by the 
Latin American countries to bring about these transformtions in bhelr 
econanlc structure which are needed to allow better development. HThus, 
the achievement of be^nnced development both for the region and for 
the countries taken separately is a matter closely allied to planning.

The way in which the question should be dealt with still pre
sents many problems which must be cleeured up in order to make avail
able those criteria and procedures which will match the needs that 
must be covered in this matter and will also be explicable to the 
conditions that can be expected to obtain in Latin America in l̂ e 
next few years in regard both to integration ttid planning.

This paper does not claim to raach conclusicms on the way in 
which the problem should be dealt with, but rather puts forward for 
discussi<»i certain aspects which are regarded as particularly im
portant. Some ideas on way in which these aspects might be 
appropriately broeushed are given below.
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3. Some general aspects
Difficulties begin to emerge with any attanpt to define 

what is understood by balanced regional develojanent. There seems 
to be general agreement in Latin iteierlca that those sin̂ jlistic 
approximations which prt̂ ose an identical rate for the growth of 
production in the various countries must be ruled -out. However, 
there is not the same ccmsensus on the technical criteria that 
should be used to define balanced regional devel<ypment.

One alternative which might be suggested in this connexion is 
that a more balanced regional development might be achieved by 
gradually smoothing out differences in the relative degree of de- 
velopB̂ nt of the various countries in the region, through the more 
accelerated growth <rf the less developed. But even if this is 
c<Mxsidered to be a satisfactory criterion, the problem of defining 
the degree of development itself resoalns. Again it seems inadequate 
to define it singly in terms of per capita income, since the defini
tion should also take into account elements of economic structuz« 
which aire in^rtant in describing the degree of development. It 
is a matter, therefor«, of decidizg what cthese elements are and 
how they should be taken into account.

Another possible criterion for broaching the problem of 
balanced development in the Latin American countries would con
sist of offering each one the opportunity of achieving an increase
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of trade with the area and at the sane time a certain equilibrium 
in this trade.

One restricted method of defining comoercial equilibrium 
would be ensuring that all countries had a similar amount of 
escorts and inqiorta in respect to the rest of the region, 
t^t is to say, a steady trade balance. &fwever, this restricted 
criterion also seems unsatisfactory, m  the first place, the 
process of ecaumlc integration may cause a modiflcaticm in 
the flow of trade, meaning that a deficit or surplus of a 
particular country in respect of the rest of the area Is com
pensated for by a balance of equal magniti;de in the opposite 
direction with the world outside. In the secwd place, it should 
be made clear that what is important is not the existence of 
temporary credit balances, but the persistent trmsd of these 
balances linked to the economic structure of each country, 
which is what determines in the long run a favourable or un
favourable situati«» in reê urd to the balanoe'of payments. 1̂  
the thl3Td place, it should also be noted that the structure of 
a country's exports and Inports in respect of the rest of the 
area ahd the influence which they have on its productive struc
ture is as or more important than the size of the credit baleuice.
Since nearly all the Latin Anerlcan countries have very limited 
possibilities of exporting maiuifaetured goods, integration might 
give them a way of beginning to make such exports within the boimds



of the region *»s p first step tôf-’̂rds exporting to the rest of the 
world. It is not only the amount of esports which is Interestinĝ  
hut their ccanposition and the fact that they are facilitating this 
transformation of the external sector and consequently of the basic 
model of industrialization smd develc^ent in the countries,

The possibility might then be considered of defining balanced re
gional development in relation to integration, in the fona of an 
amount and structure of the trade of each country with the rest of the 
area, whereby within a certain period each count3*y would tend to have 
such a conposltion of trade with the rest of Latin An̂ rica as would in 
turn facilitate an iaiprovement of its internal productive structure 
and the operation of its external sector in relation to its national 
economic development. At the present mcaaent the countries of Latin 
An»rica have an asymmetric trade structure. They systematically ex
port priaary products and sell almost no mamrfactures abroad. They 
systematically inport manufactured goods with a relative content of 
non-dursble and durable coMuaaer products, intermediate products and 
capital products depending on the stage of development reached by each 
country. This asymmetry of foreign trade seans to constitute one of 
the chief factors in tl» difficulties of develoiment experienced by 
these countries,A classification of goods according to the sec
tors of prodiKJtion from whldi th^ come - taking into account the nature

- 50 -

16/ See Latin American Institute for Ecawmlc and Social Elannlng, 
Integración, sector externo y desarrollo econémico de América Latliaa, 
October 1966»
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of these sectors, tl]«lr Interdependence with the rest of the ecpno^, 
their Absorption of skilled labour, the dynemism with which their 
d«nand In other countries Is growing, the evolution of their relative 
prices over time and the fluctuation of such prices, etc.- would un
doubtedly serve to characterize the relative advantages which special
ization in productlcci in a specific sector for export can have for a 
country's economy. On the other hand, the present state of a country's 
ecohon̂  and the possibilities and necessities arising cut of it, are 
also elements which must be ccmsidered in discussing the alternative 
choices which may present themselves to different countries in respect 
of speciallzatlc» within the regional economy. It may also be necessary 
to take into account that the specializations which are capable of 
being achieved within the region need not necessarily imply that 
diffearent countries must specialize in diâ erent sectors so that they 
systematically produce and eâ port goods from sou» sectors and not 
from others. Intra-seetoral specialization can; permit each country to 
specisaize in particular products which form part of a wider sector, 
and at the same tinut to import other goods belonging to the bbb»  sec
tor, so that the goods e^^rted have an impact on the eccsaomy not 
very different from that which those that are imported would have.

This last alternative might perhaps be regarded as the basic 
criterion - complemented by other elonents of Judgment - to be used in 
defining an appropriate concept of equilibrium. In ««y event, this 
is a question completely open to discussion which it would be very 
useful to examine, always bewring in mind ti;» need to eurrive at a
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simple system which can he applied in the present circumstances in 
latin America as regards scarcity of data and other elements of 
Judgment.

The special ease of the relatively less developed countries
A case of special Importance as regards equilibrium in regional 

development is that of the relatively less developed countries. Ihe 
selection of a policy deliberately designed to give th®m adequate 
Opportunities of growth raises a preliminary question regarding the 
most suitable combination of investment in the directly productive 
sectors Mid in Infrastructure.

For exaii5>le, an attempt might be made to locate additional prî  
mary or industrial activities in these countries by means of the grant
ing of credit, exchange, fiscal and other advantages, despite the fact 
that the differences of external economies which are caused by a poorer 
endowment in infrastmcture would subsist. However, the application 
of this criterion «accluslvely would not seem to solve the problem 
coQ$letely, since as Ixáag as the elasents on which external economies 
depend were iu>t created, the stimulus would have to be permanent, and 
it is also possible that not mcuiy additional activities would be 
located there, apart from those enjoying this high rate of assistance, 
•n the <óther hand, it may be assumed that the additional support lent 
to the less developed countries wuld last for a limited time, and 
that once that time was over these countries would be left to tfaeir 
own resources, although naturally tl»y would be bound by undertakings 
of sure stq>ply to the other countiMLes in the azea.
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Another way of facing the problem would be to create within the 
less developed countries the conditions which are generated by external 
economies, so that their relative disadvantage in attracting new acti
vities would decrease, Mils would demand great attention to the establish
ment of transport and power infrastructure, schools for the workers who 
would work in the new undertakings, and also a sufficiently integrated 
minlmvau industrial base bearing in mind the interdependence between 
the provision of raw materials and intermediate goods and the pro
duction of more industrialized goods. This way of looking at the 
matter seems to have the advantage, in respect of the exterior, that - 
if it was carried out during the period when the less advanced coun
tries are receiving special treatment - it would ensure that at the 
end of this period the advantages which would have to be granted in 
differential form to attract new activities to these countries would 
be smaller and less of a burden to endure. But, on the other hand, 
if the less developed countries fix as the basic strategy of their 
develojanent plans the installation of Infrastructure in preference to 
the establishment of productive activities in the short or medium tern, 
it would be necessary to consider the effects which this would have 
on growth in the next ten to fifteen years, in as much as investments 
of this kind have a smaller product to capital ratio. There would 
have to be added to all this tlM maturing period not only for the 
indtstrial investments but also for technological training and ex
perience.
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St3ra,teglc objectives and characteristics of the process of Integration
relatively less developed countries

The objectives aw3 principal strategic gviidellnes of develop
ment within an Integrated market for this group of countries can 
be determined on the basis of certain fundamental criteria and 
elements of judgment.

In the first place, it can be borne in mind that these economies 
represent a very small part of the total regional economy. !Ilieir 
participation in production, investment, foreign trade, and other 
econcmic indicators for the whole of Latin America is relatively 
small. This means that decisions made in respect of the participa
tion of tl̂ se countries in the over-all integrated econcmiy will not 
necessarily have any appreciable effect on the rest of the economy. 
Recognition of this fact leads to the conclusion that it is not 
necessary to wait until a development policy or regional investment 
policy has been defined Tor thè whole region before dealing with 
the situation of these countries. Working within reasonable limits, 
it is possible to press on now with a developaent policy for these 
countries without waiting for the policy for the region as a whole 
to be defined.

In the second place, it seems advisable to prepare an ad hoc 
programme for each of-these countries, since the stage of development, 
market dimension, geographical location, and other basic circumstances 
differ appréciably frm one country to the next. In addition, separate
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ccnsideraticm can be given to these prograsBoes in the aggregate 
in order to define scane general criteria or features before 
drawing up a single progranme for all the relatively less developed 
countries taken together.

It would appear that this programme should embrace a specific 
package of projects or sectors directly linked to the integration 
process. Industrial, agricultural, infrastructural, manpower 
training and other elements would fonn part of this package of 
projects or sectors.

Without prejudice to recognition of the important role that 
integration can play in the develcjameat of these ccmitries, it is 
necessary to bear in mind that even if there are very important 
advances in integration in the next fevi years the developncnt of 
these economies will also continue to be determined by many other 
aspects not directly linked with the integration process. Therefore, 
the groiq) of sectors and projects which fonn part of this policy 
of development in each relatively less developed country within 
the integration scheme, might well be small in quantitative terms, 
although strategically very important for the national scheme of 
development. iHie bulk of Investments in quantitative terms would 
continue to be the object of individual decision by each of the 
countries.

Certainly this groi;q» of sectors directly linked to the inte
gration process mlghe be set within the general framework of develop
ment in each country in order to estimate the In^ct which the adopticoi
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of the policy in question may teve on development and the advisa
bility of proceeding with it, in comparison to the attention which 
should be paid to other development needs which may also require 
the use of internal and external resources, and which are thus 
to a certain extent competing with that policy.

Vith respect to the caigjosition of these aggregates or 
packages which would make up each relatively less developed country's 
policy of development plus integration, it seems appropriate to 
point out that it would not be necessary to limit the packages to 
the major import substitution sectors at the level of the region as 
a whole. Although iteims or projects belonging to the major industries 
(steel, basic chemical indvustries, metal working, machine production) 
may well be a part, it also seems appropriate to broach the possibili
ties of development of each of these countries within the integrated 
market by meems of a wide approach not restricted to a specific group 
of sectors, fhe major substitution sectors are not always exclusively 
the most apprcg>riate means towards development for countries which 
are still at relatively simple stages in the process of industrializa
tion. It might well haĵ en that a strategy mounted unilaterally on 
the basis of these sectors would imply the absorption of very little 
unskilled labour, the utilization of scarce national inputs, a weak 
inducement to the establishment of other branches of production, the 
requirement of large investments per unit of production or export, 
etc., to such extent that these sectors might be converted into 
virtual enclaves having relatively few links with the rest of the
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econoDtŷ  and as a result little impact on the over-all growth of 
the countrÿ, apart ffom that ensuiing from the certainly important 
but insufficient áct of providing the country^Ith foreign exchange.
On the other hand, other breuichés processing national raw materials, 
provided that they are given a much greater content of manufacturing 
activity and that they utilize moré manpower, which have a relatively 
significant share of the market within thé country itself, so that 
ejcporting will be an important supgiìément making possible thè earlier 
development of particular branches of production, m ^  have advantages 
in these sectors which it is advisable to bear in mind in facing the 
situation and the export possibilities of these countries within the 
region es a whole. '

These considerations are not àh exclusive but rather a com
plementary alternative to the first type of sectors. The degree to 
which they are ccanplementary depends upon thé type of considerations 
which have been entertained in respect of the market, employment, 
foreign exchange, etc., and also in the sense that these sectors have 
a marked regional character.

In addition to the emphasis on a specific grocp of sectors or 
projects referred to above, it also seems appropriate to consider 
the possibility that this policy of development within integration 
may be located in specific areas in each of the countries, so that 
it gives rise to the establishment of dynamic growth points which will 
provide their own impulse in the future. Geographical dispersion 
might possibly make investments in infrastructure more burdensome
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(vhich might increase investment requirements beyond vhat the 
available resources allow), and in this way hamper the establishment 
of external eccaicnaies and economies of agglomeration which would 
help the development of all these sectors and projects to bolster 
each other, making it possible to achieve a certain amount of self- 
generating development as soon as possible. Of course, this geo
graphical concentration should be considered in the light of the 
need for the development of these points to have an indirect dynamic 
impact on the rest of the economy and not to be concentrated ex
clusively in a particular area.

The guidelines of this policy would be rounded out by applying 
a combination of measures relating to Investment, manpower training, 
opening of commercial markets, creation of trade channels, and any 
others that might be necessary. Lowering customs duties and other 
indirect measures are an ii^rtant part of this policy but would not 
be enough in themselves to implement a strategy of this kind. On 
the other hand, the in5>lementation of this policy would not only 
appear to be the respcnsibility of each relatively less developed coun
try, but also to require action by all the Latin American countries 
together, not only in so far as it might be necessary to adopt appro
priate measures in the countries which may constitute markets for 
these products, but also in so far as co-operation might be required 
to make available the investeent funds and other resources needed to 
put -Uiis policy into effect, and in the problem c£ how to establish
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these criteria in greater detail and how to apply them in the 
process of planning the economies of the region.
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!• This p ^ e r  draws inspiration from ideas and methods elaborated by 
Professor Michal Kalecki and discussed by him in the following foxir essays, 
published in successive volumes of Essays on Planning and Ecotomic 
Development of the ifiarsaw Centre of Researdi on Under-devaLoped Economies:

- An Outlie Of. a Method of CcMistructing a Perspective Plan;'.y
- Problans of Financing Bconoaic Developmenb in a Mixed Economy;^
- Main Differences between Developed and Ifader-developed 

Capitalist Economies;3/
- Determination of the Rate of Growth of the Socialist Economy

under condition on unlimited surplus of labour♦4/ "
2. By mixed under-developed economies we understand economies having
a significant, though net necessarily big, but in any case, dynamic
public sector and a large private sector vhere co-exist elements of
traditional and modern econony both in rural and urban areas« Hence a
possible sTib-division of the private sector into modern and traditional
(often treated as housi^old sub-sector)o Wherever necessary a further
sub-division may be introduced betwe«i doaestic and foreign owned stib-sectors
of the private sector, but we should always bear in mind that an eccncmic
system cannot be treated as an arithmetic s\m of its parts (thus, e*g* the
co-existence of traditional and mo d e m  sectors modifies the working of
the latter)« '

Such mixed Under-devdoped economies show at the. same time various
similarities and .marked differences both with respech to socfilist and
developed capitalist’'ecohc«des. ' Ijx particulars

(a) They ¡are, like the socialist econemdes, sv5)ply-det.®™ined in
the main, i*e.» their rate of growth is limited by lack of productive
capacities, with the difference that owing to institutional reasons they

1/ Essays on Planning and Economic Develoimient, vol.l Warsaw 1963, pp«19-^c 
2/ Essays on Planning and Economic Development, vol«2 Warsaw 1965, pp*37~50o 
3/ Essays on Planning and Econcmic DevaLopment, vol.3 Warsaw 196S» in press« 
y  Ibidem«

/usually diow
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usually show less capacity to overcome the bottlenecks, due to greater 
inelasticity of supply of food and lesser efficiency of controls c«i 
investment and foreign trade*

(b) lEhough supply-determined in the main they share vdth the 
developed capitalist economies the problem of insufficient effective d«nand 
for some categories of goods. Thus, side by side vdth difficulties arising 
from the fact that the supply of «essentials” grown by agriculture (ioe* 
staple food) lags bdiind the denató» so that the economy is beset by 
inflation and that capital goods are in short supply (mostly w h m  limited 
capacity to import them is. misallocated to projects with high prospective 
rates individtial return and low social priority), ("essentials'* and 
"smi-essentials" of indtistrial origin) may be operating much below their 
actual capacity due to lack of demand. The same may apply to sraae ejtpoit- 
oriented production(mostly to products from perennial cultures, where the 
ability to adjust supply to demand practically does not exist), due to 
inadeqtiate for^gn markets. As for industrially produced "luxuries'*
(mostly durables, such as motor-cars, household applimices etc), the 
market ccmposed by a small but moneyed élite is shallow but willing to 
payrhigh prices so as to attract excessive investment in such branches 
to the detidmait of the rest of the econcmy. Such an ejg)ansion may generate 
a dangerous euphory with respect to the state of the ec<Mic*ny and the impact 
of industrializati(Mi. In the long run, however, the íQrpertrophy of the 
Ir-sector will affect adversely the growth potential of the econoi^, so 
that we are really in the presence of a pejrverse
3» As a result of the above mentioned features the financing of ncai- 
inflationary, fairly rapid growth in a mixed econcany poses three problems:

J/ Because of import restrictions in many developing countries there 
is considerable deferred demand for L-goods at the moment of 
starting home production of the same. This makes investment in 
L-industries still more attractive, but after some years saturatici 
of the market may occur.

/(a) adequate
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(á) ' adequate èùpply of fdodj ;
(b) proper handling of scarce foreign exdiange resourced;
(c) equitable social distribution of the burden of iñvestaafit*
Thè first two p i o b l ^  arise in all the eccmaoiès, irrespective

of their èocio-ecottcmic pattern, but they are l i k ^  to be felt much 
more interisely in an under-develópèd mixed ecoh<any> due to thè «anbihation 
of high incane-elasticities of "demand for food and h i ^  prcpensity for 
impoits on account of lack of dcanestic production of capital goods viith 
institutional rigidities in agriculture and structural imbalances in 
interhaticaial division of labour«^

As for the problem (c), it can be easily handled in a socialist
7/economy, Where wages and prices are centrally controlled,*'^ valile a free 

market capitalist econonay is characterized by a clearly regressive 
distribution of inccaae, so that a corrective intervention of the State 
is called for in order to protect the poor strata of population from 
excessive e^loitation. In a mixed under-developed economy capitalists 
will try, £is a rule, to get the best of the two worlds, namely a 
conspicuously h i ^  standard of personal consua^ition and a fair amount 
of private investment financed out of^ public savings accumulated at the 
expense of the working people and/or an unnecessary h i ^  Influx of external 
resources* • Inflation helps in achieving this aim, by reducing the real 
•income of wage eariters and ihcsrèasing the profit margin of traders and 
industrialists* Thus, socially acceptable inòmè policy will require as 
a minimum^ on the óne 'hand> putting curbs oh the rate of growth of 
personal cohsui^tibn (including investment in lubdiry housing) of the 
moneyed élites and# on the other, stepping up of pùblìc investment* Of 
course, inflation is ruled out*

^  i'/ith the exertion of a small grov^ of successful oil-exporters 
who quite frequmtly mishandled,, however, their foreign exchange 
income by placing it in Western Banks and securities instead of 
proaoting develc^ent in their territories* - • . .

2/ In reality the crucial political decisicai is that of allocation 
of incone into consumption and investment; once it has been taken 
the rest consists of technicalities* • '
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4* A reasonable solution of the above mentioned probleias required 
effective planning and this, in turn, rests on the following three 
conditions:

(a) Control of investment through licensing with respect to major 
and mediiaa-size projects, in order to prevent investment considered 
xindesirable either because it does not fit into tbe plan or on accoimt 
of wrong location» Lack of such controls and reliance on market 
allocation of investment will, as a rule, bring about a heavy concoatraticm 
of investmait in the L-industries turning out goods (mostly durables) 
and services (e.g* sumptuary housiJig) belonging to the category of '‘luxuries" 
and in regions vdiich are already more developed than the rest of the 
country»

The reasons for such distortion of the investment pattem are 
easy to identify: cn the one hand, L-industries, enj<^dng a most effective
protection from foreign competition due to balance-of-payments difficulties 
and the consequent import restrictions and working for a market of 
well-to-do people, ready to pay ever excessively high prices for prestige 
goods, are likely to show rates of return to capital higher and quidker 
than any other investment opportunity (short of usurary moneylending)*
On the other, new investment is likely to be located in already more 
developed areas vhich provide thus seme external econcmies. Both these 
trends, if left uncorrected, will add to the lopsidedness of the. economy.
To the extent to vhich excessive investment in L-industries draws on 
scarce resotu*ces of the country (foreign exchange, scarce materials and 
skills as well as food which constitutes the main counterpart of wages), 
it prevents the simultaneous expansion of seme oth®r industries, turning 
out capital goods, raw materials arid intermediate goods, as well as 
consumer goods belonging to the category of "essentials"» Though in the 
short-run the expansion of L-industries may bring about an increase in 
the national income and add to employment,^ such pattervi of growth will

^  Entirely new industries always add to emplcyment while factories 
viiich displace existing artisanal production may, on the whole, 
reduce the total ©aplcyment in industries and crafts*

/prove deceptive
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prove deci^tiye to the .ipng-rTOi 4$. it will slow down,.the rate of 
development of the isidustries, which to the contrary of L-todustries, 
contribute to the "growth potential" of the country*- That is idiy we 
propose toccali- "perverse growth« such spontaneous pattern of growth, 
based on market allocation of inves-tment* As for the regional unbalances, 
again if left vincorrected, they will become ever more acute because "the 
process of ^^neven development is a • self-cumulative one» Richer regions 
(or urban areas) will grow ri(dier, setting out migratory movements and 
an assymetrical pattern of economic inter-regional relations, vtoich in 
the limiting case may turn out to be of a -colcaiial-like nature*

Now, "negative" measures (controls) ^ould go hand in hand with 
"positive" measures consisting of a reasonable policy of fiscal, credit 
and other incentives to the private capital. Which engages into projects 
enjoying high social priority and of the readiness of the governiaent to 
carry out throii^ public investmaat all the projects included in the 
plan and left unattended by private capi-talists, as well as those ifiiidi 
from the very outset were meant to stay in the public sector* Public 
investment in public sector enterprises (as opposed to financing f r m  
public sources of the pri-vate sector) has some definite advantages, as 
the public sector may be geared to the implementation of plans, while 
the private entrepreneurs can be at best induced to do it and <Mily to' 
the extent to which the macro-economic interest cbincides with their 
individual profit-seeking goal*-^ lliat is why the-policy of incentives 
to the private capital should be veiy^ Carefully weighed, having in "mind 
that if it becomes too. eispensivè fòr thè Stai e > it pays better to expand 
instead the public sector*

5/ A good instance of the evasiveness of the private > sector to macror*
econcmic considerations is that of the choice of technologies* Social 
cost-benefit and «itrepreneurial o6sti-b«iefit crit^ia seldom coincide* 
A private capitalist may find adv^tageous or expedient (because such 
ready-made technique is offered to him from abroad) to introduce a 
hi^ly capital-intoisive technique in a  country beset by «aplcyn^nt 
problgns. This will happen, either because enjoying a monopolistic 
position on the market, he is free to fijc his prices to such a way 
as to get a fair margin of bsiefit vAiatever the costs of production 
and/or because the opportvmity cost of capital to him is low, contrary 
to what it shoxild be, because of a wrong government policy of 
incentives to private-domestic and foroign-csqaital*

/(b) C<mtrols
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(b) Controls of toreim trade and foreign exchange operations» 
including capital movgaents« Foreign currency is> so tô  say, the ¿oker 
in the plaming game, as practically all the bottlenecks (vdth the 
exception perhaps of the medium-levaL skills) can be overcome by imports 
so long as there is capacity to finance them» Jn a great many cases 
difficulties on account of foreign trade set out, in last instance, 
a ceiling to the over-all rate of growth of the economy* Under no 
circumstances the sensitive area of contacts between the national and 
world econcanies ^ould be left to the free interpl^ of market forces*
The attitude of those T»rtio commit themselves to planning in the internal 
sphere but yield to the pressures of the advocates of free trade in the 
realm of foreign econcmic relations is doubly inconsistent* To accept 
free trade means really opening the back door to the doctrine of free- 
market eooncany which is inccmpatible with planning, and to discourse cen 
oi^ani^ation of world markets, while giving up the organization of one*s 
own country foreign trade means putting the cart before the horses* The 
doctrine:, of free-trade has always been a weapon in the hands of the 
stronger against the weaker partners, not speaking of the fact that 
advanced industrial countries vho would like to compel the developing 
countries to abide by this doctrine, are the first to abandon it for 
a beggaiwjy-neighbour policy as soon as they feel embarrassed by balanoe- 
of-payments difficulties*

A ccanprehensive foreign trade policy can be worked out only against 
the background of the plan and, at the same time, should be an integral 
part of such plan* Reliance on such criteria alone, eogo- import 
substitution or preference of capital over maintenance imports m ^  lead to 
dangerous complications as neither import-substitution of I^goods nor new 
investment in the 3>industries is desirable, while maintenance imports for 
the existing industries, turning out goods necessary to the aaooth 
functioning of the economy ^ould be givm high priority*

To be effective such a policy must:
- operate some sort of controls on imports, preferably licensing;

10/ Of course, different technical solutions are possible, a multiple 
exchange rate ^stau being a substitute for or a ccmplement to 
selective licensing of imports*

/— subject



- subject to (¿Lose scimtir^ and regulations the operations of foreign 
owned enterprises, in order to avoid excessive oiibflow of profits both legal 
and illegal (througji ovei>-pricing of imports and foreign technical services 
and Tinder-pricing of exports), so as to reduce the gap between real foreign 
curroicgr income and apparent foreign currency income, as registered by 
trade statistics alonej^^

- operate a selective sy^tea Of ej^ort (iuties and/or (what evor the 
actual case) of ^ o r t  subsidies. We see no harm in subsidizing scmie exports, 
so long as an uncompetitive price is the only obstacle to. enter the foreign 
market (which usua3^ it is'not). The policy-®akew will be only faced with 
the decision of how far they'are ready to go along with their subsidies or, 
in other words, what' is the net marginal dcxaestic cost per.Tinit of foreign 
currency earned, they are ready to pay. This means weighing the advantage 
arising from additional capacity to iaport with the need of spending a 
greater relative share of the national income as the export counterpart to 
finance imports. Of course,' the alternative solution, name3y, saving of 
foreign currency by ureans of additional import-substituting production 
should be also broTight into the picture. No prejudice should be attached
to either of them, except that in^xirt-substitution Is a safer risk other 
conditions being equal (i.e., the net domestic cost’ ber' of foreign 
cuj^ency earned through exports or saved through inpbrt substitution being 
approximately equal). Let us chseirve that the above argumoit can be easily 
transposed to the. realm of selection of foreign trade oriented investment; 
all we.need t h ^  is to compare the eff^ectivbriess of investment into projects 
Tfltoich e a ^  throii^ exports or save throng- import substitutlean the same net 
amovint of foreign currency ' Such cciaiparisdn betweai iudtistries turiiing 
out all sorts of different goods is possiblei as foreign currmey provides

- 7 T

11/ To the extent to which the sitTiation can be made to inprove in ihis
respect, the capacitiy to import of the country considered will increase, 
other conditions (i.e., voltmie of trade and tereis of trade in their 
current meaning)r«naining the same.

1 ^  Of course, we must reduce investment outlays and current producticai 
costs to a siaple index, which can be done by means of dividing the 
investment outlays by the”recoupment period”or the inverse of the 
national cost of capital fixed in such a way as to insure the full 
utilization of such labours for vpidi there is adequate food supply to 
guarantee the planned real wage (see page 15 below).

/the common
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the common denominator and from the point of view of optimization of foreign 
trade it is irrelevant what specific good is being sold abroad or ceases 
to be purchased from outside (provided it fits into the plan).

The tincertainty inherent in foreign trade operations cannot be 
altogether eliminated with the means mentioned above, but the national 
economy becomes more fit to make the best use of the opportunities offered 
by trade and to adapt itself to the changing conditions of the world markets. 
We should perhaps add here, that some degree of stability can be instilled 
even in foreign trade by means of concluding bunches of long-term export 
and iim>ort contracts,^=^ stipulating the volume of future trsuisactions 
and the prices or the modalities of price fixation, conceived in such a way 
as to reduce the amplitude of their fluctuations. Governments of the parties 
concerned should guarantee, either directly or indirectly, the implementation 
of such contract if they are to becon© effective instruments of action,

(c) Indirect control of the price~line. (except for fluctuations 
motivated by shifts in terras of trade xdiich are vis maior) means of 
appropriate agricultural policies, meant to insure equilibrium between 
supply and demand on the market for staple-food, the main coimterpart to 
wages. For the developed countries professor M. Kalecki proposes an 
administrative control of prices and freeing of wages, so that any 
Increase in nominal wages,^=^ obtained by the trade unions would be 
tantamount to a genuine redistribution of income in favour of workers.
But in under-developed countries the situation is different j so long 
as “essentials" are in short supply all attempts to keep the prices 
stable by administrative measures will prove vain and will only bring 
about speculation and black market. Theoretically one could think of 
rationing. Such form of distribution requires, however, a very smooth 
and integer organization and even then a reasonable sipply of "essetttials" 
per head of population, so that for practical puiposes it must be ruled

13/ We insist on bunches of contracts, because package deals give 
scope for exchanging concessions and arriving at a reasonable 
distribution of gains between partners.

ly  He made this point at an Italian-Polish Roundtable on Planning, 
held in Ancona in May 1965.

/out in
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out in Bixed econbinifeS, wheiis there woxild be not much chance in 
enforcing a distribution systein'encroaching drastically upon the 
consunption of the upper classes (who also eat ”essentials»') while 
inproving the lot of poor people not only in relative but also in 
absolute terms. The only way left out is, therefore, the one suggested 
at the beginning of the paragraph, riamely respecting the income- 
elasticities of demand for »’essentials" and si;pplying staple food in 
sufficient quantities to keep the prices stable, A conprehensive 
agricultural policy must be therefore, built into the plan combining 
institutional measures dealing with land tenures and commercialisation 
(freeing the peasant from the domination of landlords, traders and 
moneylenders), technical assistance and investment. Utmost attention 
should be given to the problems of peasant agriculture. To the extent 
to which it is possible to activate it and to draw on its under-utilized 
potential, consisting mainly of reserves of family labour, with little 
extern^ investment, this is the less expensive way of achieving 
simultaneously the treble aim Of increasing thè supply of '»essentials", 
reducing the pace of rural migration to towns and widening the domestic 
market for industrial goods, as peasants will trade the food against ' 
industrial consumer goods, inputs (sUch as fertilizer, pesticides, etc,) 
building materials, inplements and equipment. Transformation of 
subsistàice^riènted peasant econon^ into a market-oriented one and 
its simultaneous modernisation may prove to be' one of the most in^jOrtant 
long-term goals, spaced bver several five year plans.
5. The three conditions of effective planning described iñ the previous 
section clearly indicate that far from being a substitute for effective 
economic policies, as son© would like to believe,, planning to be 
meaningful recpiires the e<x>noffliic policies leading to its inplementation 
to be embodied in"it. Thè lesser the scope for direct action of the 
State through the public sector, the more difficult it becomes to frame 
an integrated and consistent set of policies covering both, the public

/and the
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and the private sectors. An in^sortant question which arises in this 
connexion in mixed economies is the «degree of boldness« of the policies 
the govemBtent is willing to propose,
6, This being the general setting of long-term planning in a mixed 
under-developed econoBy, we turn now to the question of planning 
procedure. We shall be more particularly concerned with the applicability 
of the method evolved by M, Kalecki in the context of Polish planning
and generalized in his theory of growth of a socialist econony.w Of
course, the transfer, pure and sin5)le, of this method is ruled out 
because of the deep differences between mixed and socialist economies, 
which were alrea<^ referred to. But we believe that the logic of 
Kalecki's approach remains valid for the case we are dealing with, 
though some additional issues must be taken care of. We shall, therefore, 
briefly describe the method, introducing at the same time the modifications 
necessary to adapt it to the case of mixed economies,

(a) The plan is to be constructed by an iterative method.
Several rounds of successive approximations viiU be necessary to arrive 
at its final version. For sake of siir|)licity we shall describe below 
only one rotind,

(b) We begin by choosing on the basis of past performance and 
general knowledge of the econony a typothetic rate of over-all growth 
and set to investigate the consequences of such an asstinption. This 
rate should not be entirely unrealistic, on the other hand it should 
be rather high in order to eixpose all the bottlenecks bound to arise 
if it were actually kept as a goal.

15/ See M. Kalecki, Zarys teorii wzrostu gospodarki soc.ialistyczne.1, 
2nd enlarged and revised edition, Warsaw, 1968 (in press),
English translation of this book will be published by Blackwell 
in Britain,

16/ Preferably, as we shall see, a few variants of the plan differing 
in assunptions about the degree of boldness of the Government 
policies with respect to income distribution and institutional 
action Upon agriculture, as well as the prospects of foreign trade.

/Cc) The



(c) The first, laacro-econondc test of acceptability of this rate 
is that of the distribution of incon» it entails between productive 
investin^t and increase in inventories on the one hand and constmptioh 
at large on the other, subdivided into personal consunption, collective 
consunption and soci^ investment. We arrive at a broad estimate of 
the relative share of productive investment in the national income 
necessary to sustain the proposed rate of growth r, by multiplying r 
by a hypothetical capital-output ration, R estimated on the basis of 
past performance, general knowledge of the econony and cross-country 
cpnparisons,^^ i should be afterwards corrected for the normal 
increase in inventories.

Obviously, the higher i, the lower the relative share of 
consuiH)tion in the national income (1 - i). In a socialist economy 
with a fairly egalitarian distribution of income, an increase in i 
means for the large masses of population a sacrifice in terms of the 
rate of growth of consumption in the initial years of the plan for 
the sake of quicker growth of future consun^jtion. In a mixed economy, 
however, characterized by inequalities in the social distribution of 
income, it is possible to conceive a strategy of growth which 
accommodates a" high i with a reason^le rate of increase of consuB?)tion

- 1 1  -

17/ Kale cki ' s formula .for the rate of giWth reads as follows :
 ̂ 1'- ' ■'■ r s * ’i - a + U--

. r. ■■ > ‘ K  . .  f  : . ' . . .  „ .  . ■

where:
r - rate of growth, k - capital-output ratio,
i - relative share of productive investment in the national 

income^ a - parameter of amortization,
u - Coefficient of in?>rovements leading to a better utilization 

of the existing capacities of production. At this level of-c 
approximation we can abstract, howeyer, from a andu> or . 
for sake n f  consiSten<y assure that a and u are approximately 
equal and with opposite, signs so that they cancel each out.

/of broad
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of bjx>ad nasaes, at the expenses of the rate of gjrowth of the consuaption 
of hi^er income-brackets This may require, however, a conpiete 
overhauling of the fiscal system and, in particular, iaposing of heavy 
excise duties on “luxuries”, strongly progressive taxes on sumptuary 
houses and private cars according to their size etc., as well as 
improving the collection of direct income' taxes.

To turn back to our tests in a socialist economy it consists 
in deciding whether i is politically acceptable in a given country 
and at a given point of her history; in a mixed econony the alternative 
“more jam today or more jam tomorrow” loses its sharpness, but it is 
necessary, in condensation, to assess which income and fiscal policies 
would meet the double test of efficiency and social purposiveness and, 
then, to decide whether they are politically feasible, i.e, whether they 
are not too bold for the Grovemment concerned* In particular, it is 
necessary to devise a fiscal system which will not permit tax evasion. 
Although theoretically direct progressive taxes are the most equitable, 
in practice they may be evaded by rich people. That is why heavy 
indirect taxes should be inposed on "luxuries” as already mentioned.

If i turns out ■to be too high, it is necessary to scale down 
the initial r and to r^eat the exercise* Me shcl.1 assume, ‘however, 
that i is found acceptable,

(d) The next step then will consist in making a projection of 
the likely pattern of demand for consumer, investment and intermediate 
goods, taking into consideration, on the one hand, the assumptions made 
at the previous stage about the splitting of income into personal 
consunption, collective consunption, social investment, increase in 
inventories and investment and, on the other, the existing industrial 
capacities at the beginning of the plan, as well as projects under 
inplementation. As for the personal consuaption the choices with 
respect to "essentials” are pretty obvious - their consunption should 
be stepped up as quickly as possible in the case of developing countries -

18/ An ^temative way of putting the problem is that of curbing the 
rate of growth of consunption of "luxuries" which are mainly 
consumed by rich people, while keeping a high rate of growth for 
the "essentials" mainly consumed by the poor strata of population.

/and, therefore.



and, therefore, "non-éssfentiàls", in paidiiculajp "luxuries" shotild be 
sacrificed, in that sense, at least, that their consxinçtion should grdw 
at a much lower rate and that they should be taxed, to the contrary 
of "essentiaia". Of course, the prdjèetion of the likely commodity 
pattérh of personal consunption of "non-esSentials" in particular will 
not be entirely free from certain more or less arbitrary decisions, 
even though past trends inconsunption, elasticities of demand, 
cross-country comparisons and biological standards of nutrition should 
be all used. We do not dispose, as yet, of adequate tools to optimise, 
the pattern of consumption,^^ • • .

A further useful distinction will be that between "demand determined 
industries", where we are entirely free to elK>ose the rate of growth of 
output according to our needs and will and "siçpiyi-determined industries" 
which for différât reasons (e.g., limited natural endowments, 
organizational and technological problems, lack of skills,^'^ danger 
of starting too many new projects at the same time, etc,), cannot 
develop beyond a certain rate. We shall, of course, start by examining 
the "supply-determined" Industries and check to what extent t h ^  meet 
the honfô demand and allow still for exports. The balance between the 
necessary imports and the exports from "supply-determined industries" 
will be covered iy eiqjort surpluses from "demand determined« industries. 
Knowing broadly the industrial structure of the national income we can , 
proceed >d.fh a closer anisiysis of invéStméit pattern arid an-examination 
of the bal’ance of paiymerits; ■ • "' r ‘ : . .

•* U3 “*

19/ The situation is thus, distinct from foreign trade and from the 
choice of techniques. In both these cases tools leading to 
optimal solutions exist,

20/ The situation in most developing countries is characterized by 
oveivabundance of, tttuyialified labour and acute lack, of qualified 
mai^wer, often aggravated by unenployment among educated, who 
did not sectire, however, the kind of education which makes them 
fit for the vacant jobs.

/(e) Total
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(e) Total investment will indude projects turning out goods or 
marketable seirvices for heme market, foreign-trade oriented projects 
(which either promote e3?)orts or substitute imports) and social projects 
(hospitals, schools, etc.) iidiich, however, were computed above as part of 
broad consumption. Considerable attention shodd be given to the choice 
of proper techniques, in such a way as to get the fullest possible 
utilization of the abundant resource i.e. the labour and, at the same 
time, the full utilization of the scarce resource, i.e. capital. This 
requires, in general, a policy aiming at the lowest possible over-all 
marginal capital-output ratio, subject, however to the following 
qualifications*

(i) "ttie choice of techniques follows that of the investment pattern 
and several important projects will require, as a rule, hi^ly capital- 
intensive techniques because alternative techniques do not exist at all. 
Moreover, in certain cases capital-intensive techniques may be chosen, 
because they require only a handful of highly qualified people which is 
easier to secure than a larger amount of workers with intermediate skillsj

(ii) the policy of maximizing enqjloyment with a given amount of 
investment, is tantamoxint to seeking such techniques which, though very 
primitive. Imply frequently an excessively high capital-output ration that 
is vdiy our eng>hasis is on a moderate capital-output ratio with an

21/acceptable productivity and, as a result, a not too high capital intensityj— '
(iii) labour-int®isive techniques of the pick and shovel variety 

applicable in public works, cannot be used on a too great scale, because 
of the constraint of limited food availabilities vhich prevents excessive 
increase of anployment at planned real wages and of organizational 
diffietdties, as well as of the excessively long gestation period Of such 
investment.

21/ Let it be* k = capital; i - capital, i.e. capital - labour - ratio
output labour

P r output, i.e. productivity. The following identity 
labour

relates these three magnitudes* p.k s i .

/As investment
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As investment in modewi processing industries, as chemicals, b^sic 
steel, iron, etc. will be¿ perforce, biased'’towar<te capital-intensive 
techniques, it should bè COTÇ>ertsated by the selection of labour-intensive 
methods in public works, construction, transport, agriculture^^ and the 
proffio'tibn of viable àaaïl*-«cale industii.es, characterized by moderate 
pápital-intensity, Ccmsidërabie attention should be thus paid to the 
so called "intëwnediate techniques”, to the borrovdng of te<iuüques yhich 
are no more af^lied in advanced industrial countries and to fostering of 
research in the field Of capital-saving tecluiiques* The exemple of the 
Vietnamese Democratic Republic points to the huge \me3Ç>ected reserves, 
which can be put into use in an undér-develcpéd economy with s\irplus 
labour, provided enough attention is given to labour-intensive techniques 
and decentralization of industrial activities, while food is rationed.
This example is all the more significant, because the war conditions cospel 
Vietnamese to go to ertr«es. It la in a sense a ■aiiâtii^ case".

Moreover, special attoition should be given to such problems like 
utilization and moderxïization of existing capacities, inphoving the 
supply of certain’raw materials , by investing into equif®ient, vhich reduces 
their Itput per unit of final product, rather than cpeniiig e.g. new mines 
and reducing eapenditure oh unnecessary “shells” of industrial equipment. .

Investment should not be spread over an excessive number of 
.individual projects, lack of cohcenti*ation is likely to create organizational 
and technical prohLeinS,' whiCh- wlil resiilt into unnecessary extension, of 
gestation periods and èvëtituallÿ'à ‘wasteful’ increase, in-c^^tal-output ' 
ratio..;'; ■ ' ' ■ =•'' ' .'li . ■. ’ ’ ' '

Criteria of evaluation of projects, ïped tO ccmpcr̂ ^̂  ̂
methods of production, should t«, ;of coijr.se, bica^ agslrpt the wasteful

22/ Institutional reforms may release, as we already know, ixnutilized 
reserves existing in peasant apiculture pennitting, at least for 
quite a considerable period of tipe, a considerable propess with 
relatively little or no.external investment. On the other hand, 
sheer imitation has led several under-developed countries, to waste 
resources in mechanization of apiculture, in cases when su<di an 
investmait was net justified on apo-teohnical ground»

„• /substitution of
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substitution óf capital for labour. Ttds means ttet the national cost 
of capital should be high (or the ”rec6upn»ht period”, incorporated in 
the formula for the evaluation of the investment efficiency, low).

If we except the rather unusual case of lindted supply of labour in 
a developing country (in which case the «recoupment period” should be fixed 
in such a way as to guarantee full eiqjloyment), the factor limiting the 
volume of employment at planned real wages will be the availability of 
food the main ”wage‘-good” and counterpart of wages. If enployn»nt exceeds 
the limit set out by the supply of food, inflation will follow and real 
wages will drop below the planned level, The «recoupmait period” should be 
chosen, therefore, in such a way as to seize all the enployment opportunities 
subject to the above mentioned constraint.

Such criteria only serve to compare alternative methods of production 
of a given output.

The situation, is, however, different with respect to foreign-trade- 
oriented investn»nt where, as we have already mentioned, the use-value is 
of no iiportance at a i l . W e  are only concerned with the amount of foreign 
currency earned through additional exports or saved through additional iiiport 
substitution. We can thus, range all the projects, vdiether export-oriented 
or inport-substituting, according to their increasing cost per unit of 
foreign currency earned or saved and select the best choices from the list^

(f) Theoretically it should be always possible to balance foreign 
trade or to achieve an esport surplus to conpensate the negative balance 
of invisibles if such is the case. But moving from the top to the bottom 
of the list of forexgn-trade-oriented projects means selecting projects 
with an ever higher capital-output r a t i o W h a t  we gain, therefore, on 
the side of the balance-of-payments position, is offset by an increase

23/ More exactly it is irrelevant as far as exports are concerned, as for 
inport-substitution the only condition which shotild be fulfilled is 
that it should fall within the range of goods which must be supplied 
according to the plan, whether from home production or from inports.

24/ Of course, the whole calculation is based on expectations with respect 
to the situation on world markets. It may pix)ve too pessimistic, if 
conditions change favoiirably and terras of trade inprove. But the 
opposite may also happen and tpset the whole plan. Hence the ijjportance 
of long-term agreements and contracts. Such agreements and contracts 
may be used also to increase foreign t i^de operations above the level 
necessary to finance unavoidable inports and to reap additional 
advantages from interriationai. division of labour.

/in the
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in the relative share of înveôtmènt in the national income» . There is a 
point beyond, vdiich the operation becomes self-defeating, !Rm3 the 
consideration of the balance-of-payments positicai becomes the second 
macrq-econcanic test of the feasibility of the hypothetical rate of , 
growth. Let us emphasize once more, that this test does not apply just 
to foreign trade. The balancé-of-pàyments difficulties reflect also all 
the intenial tensions of the econonor. In particular, the viorse. the , 
expected performance of food agriculture (the main "supply-determined" 
industry), the bigger the strain on inçwrts.

If the proposed rate of over-all growth leads to difficulties in 
the balance of payments viiich cannot be overcome, even taking into 
consideration the likely availability of foreign credits, the rate of . 
growth must be scaled down and the lidióle exercise should start again.
Of course, in the second round full use will be. made of all the information 
collected during the first round with respect to different aspects of 
the economy and its bottlenecks', sectoral capital-output ratios, available 
techniques and even main characteristics of the major projects. The 
second round should, therefore, lead to a better, if not definitive 
variant.
7. It would seem that the method suanarLzed above has for the 
developing countries several advantages as canpared with more 
sophisticated methods. We list those, vhich seem tons thé most; relevant,

(a) First Of all, this method'can be mastered practice and does 
not need a staff with'exceptionally H i ^  qualifications,.,

(b) All the difficulties and bottlenecks are identified..and. . ■
political choices made explicit. Even though stepping up of investment 
is usual^ possible in'mixed economies without sacrificing-the pcpular 
consumption —  so long that a policy of redistribution.of social income 
is politically viable, difficulties of organizational.and technical 
nature, Ijmitations on accouint of natural endownents-and foreign trade 
position are likely to arise. The method permits to discuss than one ty 
one and to engage the necessary dialogue with the politicians and the 
public opinion in a manner and a language; vdiich make the problems . 
uinderstandable, ’ ' .

' /The above
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The above remarks should not be understood as an implicit rejection 
of mathematicaX methods in planning. We believe that such methods can 
be used with great advantage to solve all the partial probloas, where it 
is possible to establish a homogenous goal function. In particular, it 
applies to the choice of techniques and to the optimization of foreign 
trade. As for ccmprehensive models of over-all optimization of the 
econcany, their use, at present, is at best confined in actual planning 
to sensibility tests, quick testing of alternative options at initial 
stages of discussion, testing of the internal consistency of the plan 
after its elaboration and, last but not least, training of the planning 
staff. None of these applications, however, is a substitute for 
"pedestrian'' planning, vhich constitutes for the developing countries 
the prime necessity, at least at the present stage,

(c) Macro-econanic planning is integrated here with planning at 
the branch level and with major individual projects and, the necessary
link between planning proper and anticipated consideration of inplaaentation 
difficulties is maintained.

(d) The method does not pretend to find the optimtan optimovum, 
but siB^ly to illuninate various choices and to reduce waste by "variant 
thinking" at all levels,

Ih particular, such variant ■Uiinking applies to the following:
(i) choice of the over-all strategy of growth, with particular 

reference to the degree of boldness of the policies of the Government 
with respect to income distribution, agrarian policies, etc* and their 
in^jact on the rate of growth of the economy and of the popular 
consmptionj

(ii) choice of the pattem of consumption^
(iii) optimization of techniques to be incorporated in actual projectsj
(iv) optimization of foreign trade qperations.
Explicit ccnsideration of variants and alternatives at different 

stages of planning and levels of the econoigr should reduce the scope 
for wrong investment and management decisions, although the best method 
by itself cannot eliminate the possibility of such decisions if it is 
not being properly applied. Hence the importance of administrative and

/organizational aspects
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organizational aspects of planning. 2h particular, an independent agency 
to screen the major projects vdth respect to the choice of techniques 
should be incorporated into the planning machinery. It is all the more 
important in mixed economies, where the choice of suitable techniques 
has partic\ilar relevance due to the acuteness of the oi^loyment problem 
and, at the same time, is very difficult to carry out because a substantial 
part of investment is carried out ty the private sector,
8, To sxan up> let us emphasise once more that long-term planning in 
mixed econcsnies presents several additional difficulties, as colored 
vdth planning in a socialist econcmy. Even if the three minimum 
conditions for effective planning are fulfilled, vfe must build into the 
plan such strategic variables as the degree of boldness of fiscal and 
inccane, as well as agrarian policies and always bear in mind that private 
sector can be induced or prevmted to do ceidain things, but there will 
be never certainty as to vdiether the inducement vdll actually work. All 
this increases still more the already considerable margin of uncertainty 
inherent to long-term planning and widens the scope for variant thinking. 
Two conclusions should be drawn ftxm this, Ch the one hand, time horizon 
should not be extended beyond 15 years, on the other, whenever possilaLe 
at least tvio full-fledged variants of the plan should be presented: the 
low and absolutely realistic, and the high, scmevtoat more optimistic 
hypothesis, differing by cleariy specified assumptions with respect to 
political variables With all these qualifications, the logical 
approach outlined above seons to offer a suitable line of approach to 
long-term planning in mixed econcmies.

25/ Farther variants can be built differing from the previous ones by 
assumptions with reject to the behaviour of exogenous variables, 
like e,g., the terms of trade. The two problems should not be 
mixed up, however, in order to make clear the link between the choice 
of policies pursued by the Government and the rate of growth of the 
inccsne and of the popdar consun^tion, which is in the lon^run the 
the si5)reme criterion of evaluation of econcmic performance in a 
mixed economy.
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PLAN IMPLEMEHTATIOH IN THE PHILIPPINES

Introduction

Philippine experience in socio-economic development efforts, 

which involves no less than fifteen national development plans, indi= 

cates a measure of disappointment in plan implementation. Over the 

years, it has hecbme generally accepted that the shortcomings in the 

implementation of these plans were to a large extent due to a deficien

cies in administration, i.e., the inadequacy of the administrative 

machinery to execute the government's programs of economic and social 

progress. Such deficiencies have created an imbalance between aspir

ations and performance and have constituted a major obstacle to national 

development.

Economic development is principeJly a task of private enterprise 

and not of government. The role of government is to be aa effective and 

dynamic leader for growth by providing directipn and leadership and the 

proper physical and financial support to economic development, and by 

rationalizing the policies under which the private sector may carry out 

its task of accelerating the growth of the econcmy. This means the 

creation of a favorable environment that will provide inducements 

necessary in terms of policies and measures needed to foster economic 

growth and stability.



The imperative need for the government to assert effective and 

dynamic leadership in economic development becomes more pronounced in 

a developing country like the Philippines. Growth does not depend 

solely on purely econcssic factors. Development relies, in a large 

measure, upon the ability of the entire machinery to gear itself to 

the requirements of socio-economic growth. This will necessarily re

quire not only improvement, and possibly even basic reorganization of 

the administrative struct\ire, systems, procedures, rules and regulations, 

but also reorientation of the administrators in their attitude towards 

development and the training of technical men for economic planning and 

project execution.

Organizational. Problems and Reform Measures

The Problem of Coordination
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Administrative deficiencies in plan inç)lementation in the Philip

pines may be summed up in the need for an organized capability Cor de

veloping and implementing policies and projects on a unified and organ

ized basis among the multiplicity of departments, agencies and instru

mentalities of the government. A major problem in the past has been 

the lack of coordination among these entities in plan formulation and 

execution. While the National Economic Council (NEC) prepared the over

all economic program of the government,the Monetary Board of the Central 

Bank, however, developed its own programs policies on credit and foreign 

exchange quite independently. The Budget Commission formulated fiscal



programs which did not necessarily reflect priorities consistent with 

those of the NEC's, The government financial institutions pursued 

their own lending programs and the regular departments of the Execu

tive Branch carried on their day-to=day business in accordance with 

guiding policies and objectives quite apart from those established 

by other agencies.
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The first concern, therefore, in the attempt to check with 

deficiency was the evolution of a workable system of coordination 

among these various agencies. Among the significant steps taken by 

the Philippine Government in this direction were the creation of the 

Program Implementation Agency and the Development Cotancil, the filing 

of a reorganization bill and the establishment of the Project Execution 

System,

The creation of the Program Inqjlementation Agency (now the 

Presidential Economic Staff) in Augiist I962 introduced in the goveni- 

ment administration four vital elements, namely: (a) the emphasis on 

concrete planning as ccaatrasted with the broad and aggregative plan

ning which had characterized previous development plans that had no 

operational significance; (b)the introduction of project evaluation, 

the practice of establishing firmly the soundness, feaisibility and 

economic merits of a project Before it is funded, whether it be a 

public project bidding for budgetary funds or a private project apply

ing for government-administered loans and equity financing; (c) the
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introduction of over-all programming, or the channelling of available 

resources only to the highest priority projects and activities} and

(d) a start tovard improving the organization and management of prin

cipal agencies where the presence of bottlenecks serves to impede the 

progress of the economic measures of the government. As a staff arm 

of the President, the Presidential Economic Staff performs economic 

development planning at a level in-between the over-all aggregative 

view of the National Economic Council and the specialized views of 

individual government departments, corporations and financial insti

tutions. It translates the over-all production and investment targets 

set by the NEC into complementary packages of projects geared towards 

achieving those targets.

The entry of foreign investors to assist domestic capital in 

the development of natural resources has prompted the establishment 

of an Investments Office within the framework of the Presidential 

Economic Staff. Aside from providing foreign investors with the 

necessary information on investment opportunities, it is responsible 

for coordinating the activities of all government agencies to the 

end that such activities will generate a favorable climate for 

investment.

The Philippine administrative structure has grown into such 

a huge and complex organism that nothing short of complete reorganiz

ation can transform it into the dynamic synchronized machinery needed 

to perform effectively its role in economic development. There is 

need, for instance, to'minimize the inevitable duplication and over-



lapping of functions. This will of necessity require the integ

ration of various agencies discharging similar or related functions. 

Since most of these agencies are previous creations of law,their 

integration can only be accomplished by legislation.
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A concrete step taken by the present Administration towards 

this end was the certification to Congress of the passage of a bill 

authorizing the President to reorgemize the executive departments 

and offices. The two-fold aim of the bill is to gear the governmental 

system to the requirements of national growth and to promote simplicity, 

economy and efficiency in public affairs. The bill is presently under 

consideration by Congress.

While the need for an efficient machinery responsive to economic 

development cannot be deferred, the revision of the existing government 

framework is a long and tedious process requiring conçrehensive studies 

to justify the recasting of some deep-rooted institutions and processes. 

The Development Council was therefore created as a practical approach 

to the problem in the meantime that the long-run solution of reorgani

zation cannot be fully undertaJsen. The creation of the Development 

Coxincil was in response to a pressing need to establish a well-knit 

and closely coordinated administrative machinery within the existing 

institutional framework. The Development Council is intended to 

provide the means of facilitating program formulation and execution. 

Presided over by the President, the Co\mcil is composed of the Cabinet 

secretaries. In addition, the heads of the Central Bank, the General 

Auditing Office, and the government financial institutions - the
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Social Security System, the Government Service Insurance System,, 

the Philippine National Bank and the Development Bank of the Philippines 

are also members. The active psu'ticipation of the Legislative Branch - 

the Senate President, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, 

the Majority and Minority Floorleaders of both Houses, and the 

Presidents of both political parties represented in Congress - is a 

vital component of the Coiincil and assures a responsiveness from the 

legislature in drawing up supporting legislative measures.

Early this year, a comprehensive and integrated approach to 

plan implementation was launched with the establishment of a Project 

Execution System intended to remove bottlenecks and hasten the implement

ation of development programs and projects. The System operates through 

a Projects Coordination Board headed by the President's Executive 

Secretary.

The Board coordinates and facilitates, in behalf of the 

President, inter-agency participation in program and project execution, 

funding and logistical support. It evaluates actual performance 

against planned targets, provides the President accurate information 

on the actual status and progress of the projects of the government 

at all times, and recommends to him appropriate measures to eliminate 

problem areas and ensure the expeditious and efficent execution of 

projects.

Strengthening Agency Planning Capability 

A survey of planning procedures in some ll6 agencies of the 

Philippine Government pointed out the need for effective planning
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staffs in the operating entities. While some of these agencies did 

not have organized plsuining units at all, others needed to strengthen 

their planning staffs to enhance their capability to design, develop 

and execute sound and viable projects.

The planning and programming unit is a key factor in the 

rational planning and effective administration of economic develop

ment programs. This unit occupies a crucial position in a country's 

planning apparatus. It is the main channel of communication between 

a central planning agency and an operating organization. It receives 

information from a central planning agency about planning objectives 

and directives which will permit the operating organization to prepare 

programs and projects for incorporation into national and regional, 

plans. In turn, it transmits to the central planning agency inform

ation which the agency requires to formulate over-all plans including 

the sector and subsector programs for its 03»ganization. It provides 

periodic progress reports on these programs to the central planning 

agency for inclusion into comprehensive reports covering the progress 

of program implementation.

Based on the survey findings, the Philippine Government con

ducted organizational studies with the primary objective of providing 

each individual agency with the requisite organization and manpower 

complement for rationally planning and programming its operations 

and th\is obtain maximum results from limited resources at its com

mand in. line with national goals and objectives.

At the outset, the studies were limited to the department 

level. For comprehensive and balanced plans and programs in all 

aspects of governmental operations, it was believed the departments
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deserved first attention. Eventually the rest of the ll6 agencies 

surveyed will be studied and thus a complete network of governmental 

planning and programming units may be set up. Of the 11 departments, 

priority was given to those directly involved in the implementation 

of the socio-economic program: Public Works and Communications,

Agriculture and Natural Resources, Commerce and Industry, Health, 

Education, and Eabor.

Administration of Public Enterprises

Public enterprises or government corporations in the Philippines 

are instrtiments used by the government to achieve certain specified 

objectives, generally economic in nature. These corporations have 

been established separately from the regular government entities, 

bureaus and offices through special charters defining precisely the 

extent and limitations of their powers and operations.

The corporate form for specified government undertakings has 

been resorted to for the following reasons; (a) To afford greater 

autonomy in the conduct of operations; (b) to assure flexibility in 

the pursuit of objectives; and (c) to serve as meuiageable instruments 

for economic planning.

Government corporations in the Philippines are not without 

problems, both internal and external in nature. In some corporations, 

the internal problem is inappropriate staffing or lack of qualified 

personnel at the management level. In others, there is overstaffing 

of rank-and-file employees coupled with the lack of technical man- 

nower.
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Expansion in investments and corporate transactions have been 

hampered mainly by the absence of new sources of financing or lack of 

capital.

The external problems refer to the absence of an effective 

executive machinery to provide assistance or supervision to govern

ment corporations. Likewise, it is often the case that a supervising 

agency is.over zealous in the exercise of its powers that its policies 

are not conducive to speedy action by corporations. Thus, instead of 

exercising supervision merely, these supervising agencies virtually 

control'the policies of the corporations to the extent that freedom 

and flexibility of action are denied to the latter.

Under Philippine jurisprudence, there is no statutory policy 

and procedure for the liquidation and disposition of government 

corporations, their assets auid property. This gap in legislation 

has unduly perpetuated the existence of some pioneering corporations 

which should no longer engage in the eureas of economic activity 

previously foreign to private investors. The need for such a law 

becomes significant where the rationale in the creation of a govern

ment corporation is no longer present. To allow its continued 

existence may result in undue competition with private industries 

and abuse of tax and governmental privileges.

Realizing the need for reforms in order to gear government 

corporations to economic development efforts, the Philippines has 

undertaken several studies to delineate the particular problems and 

to suggest the appropriate solutions. Thus a technical committee 

on government corporations was created within the framework of the
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CoTincil of Administrative Management (CAM) to identify the problem 

besetting government corporations and, accordingly, to formulate or 

restate policies which will serve as the starting point for legis

lative or executive planning and implementation.

Subsequently, the Preliminary Committee for the Revision of 

the Administrative Code was created to complement the efforts of the 

CPiM Technical Committee. A sub-committee for government corporations 

was established within the Preliminary Committee and drafted the 

proposed legislative measures for government corporations. The recom

mendations include: (a) Uniform charter for all government corporations

in respect of corporate structTore, personnel administration and manage

ment of framework; (b) minimum supervision by appropriate entities;

(c) liberal borrowing authority; (d) elimination of the right to 

strike; and (e) policy and procediire for corporate liquidation.

In the meantime that these recoimnendations are not embodied 

into law, a Special Committee on Government Investments has been 

created to evaluate the performance of government corporations, 

harmonize their activities and recommend measiires to protect govern

ment investments. The Special Committee is also authorized to co

ordinate the investment policies of all government financial insti

tutions to obtain optimum use of available resources.

Recently the President commissioned a private auditing and 

management firm to imdertsdce the management audit of various state 

corporations with a view to upgrading their services.
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Personnel Problems aad Reforms

Upgrading Technical Skills

In addition to a well designed organization structure for 

planning and execution, there must be an adequate supply of trained 

personnel strategically distributed among the government agencies 

and possessed of high-level skills for effecting the development 

of the economy and its major sectors, for designing and implementing 

specific capital and/or services projects that answer to the require

ments of the over-suLl plan, for allocating resources, and for program

ming the funds, materials and eqtiipment requirements of approved 

development projects.

With due regard for the administrative machinery requirements 

for manpower with technical knowledge and skills, two undertakings 

of the Philippine Government are signiificant;

(a) Regional Public Administration Seminars - Seminars are being 

held throughout the different regions and provinces of the 

country, as well as in Manila, in order to acquaint and 

familiarize local government officiaü-s, and especially the 

civil servants, with the government's economic development 

program, the techniques of enonomic programming, and the tools 

for economic analysis. The main objective of the seminars is

to generate economic rationality in the decision-making processes 

of all strata of the administrative machinery.

(b) Training Program in Development Economics - With the assistance 

of the Ford Foundation, the University of Wisconsin and the 

University of the Philippines are Jointly conducting an annual
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Reorienting Administrators to 
Develc^ment Requirements

Much of the hurden of achieving the goals set forth in the 

development program falls on the public administration. As the 

principal agents responsible for program implementation, these key- 

officials should be properly oriented to the requirements of project 

planning and execution.

Realizing the significant role of administrators in the deve

lopment process, the Philippine Government undertook two major act

ivities. In order to acquàint bureau directors with the requirements 

of planning and programming economic objecti-ves, regularly scheduled 

group discussions were initiated to consider in more detail the role 

of bureau directors in development planning. This was the first time 

that the directors have been given, in a formulized fashion, the oppor

tunity to participate in policy discussion and formulation. These 

dialogues, originally broad in co-verage, were made more realistic by 

orienting the discussions toward the reqMrements of individual depart

ments. Planning dialogues have been held with chiefs of bureaus in the 

following departments^ Public Works and Ccmanunications, Agriculture 

and NatursLl Resources, Commerce and Industry, Health, Education, and 

Labor.

The Council of Undersecretaries was organized to study and im

plement methods to insure coordination of departmental acti-vlties. Its



subsidiary functions include instituting measures designed to 

simplify administrative procedtires, recommending modifications 

aimed at the improvement of the public service, and formulating 

proposed legislation of internal regulations. Accordingly, the 

Coxincil has "become another instrument for eliminating adminis

trative red tape and improving governmental service.

Complementary Ifeasures

Revision of the Administrative Code

A Committee headed by the Executive Secretary has ccmpleted 

the first draft of the Administrative Code. While the reorganization 

bill cited earlier is directed towards the ±nç)rovement of the govern

ment structure, the revision of the Code is aimed at recasting out

moded and archaic procedures and processes presently applicable to 

all government agencies and instrumentalities. The new Code is 

awaiting enactment into law by Congress.

Uniform Procurement Procediires
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Pursuant to a Presidential directive, a technical committee 

has drafted a proposed executive order establishing a uniform pro

cedure for the procurement of supplies, equip^tent and non-personal 

services by all agencies of the National Government, including 

government-owned or controlled corporations.



The revision of the existing procediires was found imper

ative in a serious effort to minimize dilays and the commission 

of anomalies and to prescribe uniformity in the procurement pro

cess.

The Committee has also drafted standard procedures for the 

disposal of government property, with the primary objective of 

maximizing the utilization of al.1 government propeirty.
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Relieving the Administrative Burden 
of the Office of the President

Another positive measure intended to transform the govern

ment into a more effective instrument of national policy has been 

the work of a Manaigement Audit Committee constituted by the Exe

cutive Secretary to audit and streamline the organization and pro

cedures of the Office of the President, Recoonnendations of the 

Committee include the realignment of functions among the various 

iinits oft the Office and the delegation of certain activities to the 

line departments. The primary consideration is to relieve the Office 

oft the President from administrative routinazy details in order that 

it may devote its time and attention to policy and bther pressing 

matters of naticaal import.
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Implementation of Development Plans in Turkey

I. Introduction:

1.1 Planned development efforts go back to 1930s 

in Turkey. After the establishment of the T?ew Republic 

in 19 23» two industrialization plans were prepared.

The First Five Year industrialization plan was 

prepared in 1932-1933 and it was for the 1934-1939
period. It was a five year program for the factories

■ /
to be establi^aed during this period! Industrialization 

Plan was prepared only for the public sector as 
industrialization was carried on with "etatism.” The 

factories included in the program were established and 
the program was implemented successfully thou,^ no 

specific rate of growth was aimed at.

1.2 After the successful implementation of the First 

Industrialization Plan, preparations for the Second



Five Tear Plan iDegan in 1936. The Plan was issued 

hy the Ministry of Economic Affairs in the same year. 
Capital goods and infrastructiore had priority in this 

plan. The Second Five Tear Industrialization Plan was 
quite different from the first one hoth with respect 
to the technical aspects and to the targets. In 

addition, The Second Industrialization Plan gave 
priority to different sectors and included special 

measures for Eastern Turkey which is a backward region 

of the countr;^. The Second World War broke out before 

the Second Five Tear Industrialization Plan was 

implemented, therefore the implementation of the plan 

was to be given up.

1.3 After the War, in 1947» ”Economic Pevelopment 
Plan of Turkey” was prepared but it was not implemented, 

Unlike the past experience, the other sectors of the 
economy were also included within the scope of this 

plan. Furthermore, the plan assumed the provision of a



considerable amotint of foreign aid.

1.4 In spite of the past planned development 
efforts, Ttirkey remained as a developing country.

The two plans, mentioned above, were not prepared 
for the development of the economy as a whole but 

rather for bringing solution to the specific problems 

on certain subjects. The main aim was the creation 
of an industry that did not exist.

I
2. The ImplemeAtation of the First Five Tear Plan- 

(1963 ~ 1967)

2.1 After the Second World War, the modern economic 

theory has developed, planning techniques had put 

forward new planning methods. Thus planning became 
an indispensable development strategy in many 
developing countries. In this sense, comprehensive 

planning has began in Turkey in I960 with the 

establishment of the State Planning Organization.



The organization is under the Prime î '̂ inistry and it 

is responsible for the preparation and follow up of 
the Long Term Plans and Annual Programs.

2.2 State Planning Organization is composed of 

two main bodies. The H i ^  Planning Council and the

Central Planning Organization.

2.3 The High Planning Councilt This is a mechinasm

designed to solve the difficult problems of maintaining
/

a balanced relationship between political and ,t,echnical

considerations during the preparation and implementatior 

of development plans. It is clear that establishment

of targets and selection of the instruments are 
political decisions, whereas judgements about the 

consistencj of declared goals with available instruments
require technical competence.



political advisory hody composed of four politicians 

(Prime Minister or Peputy Prime Minister and three 
other ministers elected hv the Cabinet) and four 

technicians (Under-Secretary and three Pepartment 

Heads of Central planning organization). All the 

members of the Council have the same status. The High 

Planning Council is responsible for «assisting the 

Council of Ministers in determining economic and 

social policy goals and studying the prepared plans 

before they dre submitted to the council of Ministers 

in order to check their conformity with the determined 
goals”.

2 . 4  The P la n n in g  C o u n c i l  i s  a  t e c h n i c o -

2.5 The Central Planning Organization

This agency is an under secretariat to the Prime T'rinister 

It is composed of three Pepartments. Economic Planning, 
Social Planning and Co-ordination Pepartments.



The E conom ic an d  S o c i a l  P la n n in g  d e p a r tm e n ts  a r e

jointly responsible for the preparation of the plans.

The past experience has shown that it is very difficult 

to consider separately the economic and social aspects 
of planning. Thus, these two departments have been 
compelled to work jointly as a single planmaking 
department. The Co-ordination Pepartment is responsible 

for following up the implementation of the plans. This 
is another delicate planning problems.' A systematic

follow-up of the plans during their implementation is 

a necessity 1|t>th for their success and for the

evaluation and revision of the assumption on which the

forecasts and targets have been based.

2.6 After the establishment of the State Planning 

Organization First Comprehensive Five-Year Pevelopment 

Plan (1963-1967) has been prepared.

2.7 The Pevelopment plans are implemented through

annual programmes in Turkey. So, in addition to the



Five Year Development plans, detailed annual programmes 

are prepared. The main difference "between medium 
term plans (Five-Year) and an Annual Programme as 
far as their contents are concerned is that while the 

later lists the investments projects to he undertaken 

during the programme year in some detail and spells 

out in a very précise form the policy measures in the 

field of finance, foreign grade and shows the 
distribution of total investment among alternative 
activities in various sectors of the economy.

2.8 Particularly in a country where public sector 

plays a predominant role in initiating and channelling 

economic development, annual programmes gain imnortance 

for implementing the plan. It is throu^ annual 

programmes that economic activities are organized 

and resources are allocated. Annual programmes are 
the only reliable means of giving coherent directives 

to the public sector on how much to produce and how 

much to invest and on what time dimention. Annual
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programmes are prepared every year and they must 

conform with the main targets of the Five Year plan.

2.9 The machinery of annual programming involves 
the preparation and formulation of the programmes 

hy the central planning organization. The draft 

programmes are than discussed and approved hy the 

High Planning Council. Then the Second drafts are 

submitted to the Council of Ministers for further 

discussion. The final document is therefore published 

as a Government Decree.

2.10 The annual programmes are to be formulated 

before financial budgets. As well known financial 
budgets are the documents throu^ which authorization 

for e-jcpenditure is granted. So long as the five-year 

plans do not specify the individual activities to be 
undertaken during the planned period, national 

financial budgets cannot be prepared in a way \vhich 

will guarantee that the targets of the nlans are to be



achieved. Detailed information is presented in the 

annual programmes and activities are specified. The 
"budget will therefore depend to a large extent on the 

information presented in the annual programmes.

2.11 As noted above the Co-ordination Department 
is responsi"ble for following up the implementation 

of the annual programmes. In the sectors where the 

forecast-type of planning prevails (private sector 
activity), this can he done by following up the relevant 

economic indiibat&rs.-In the sectors where target*-type 

planning exists (State economic enterprises and other 

parts of the public sector) the necessary follow-up 

is more intricate. However, there in a need to separate 
the planning and follow-up functions. In the Turkish 

situation, the classical formula of ex. post facto 
reporting is adopted. The co-ordination Department 

receives quarterly reports from executing agencies 

about their performance and prepares quarterly 

evaluation reports in which problem areas are identified
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and necessary remedial measures are indicated. Tde 
"basic assumptions of the programmes are also revised

when necessary.

2.12 The history of planning as a development 

strategy is quite recent. The practice of creating 
independent institutions in public sector in the

preparation of development plans took place more 

often after the Second World War. It is a well known

fact that in spite of all these efforts, in most of
/the underdeveloped countries, the plans do not give 

what is expected of them. When we look at the past

experience, we see that the factors leading to the

failure of the plans stem^from the drawbacks in

implementation rather_/the technical inadequances. This 

should not lead us to the conclusion that implementatior
is the only source of failure. But it is the most

important source obviously.. A. technically inadeauate 
plan may give satisfactory results if implemented

successfully. But a plan of h i ^  nuality technically
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will be nothing more than an impressive document 
unless implemented successfully.

2.13 As well̂ taBofwn. the economic and social 
problems necessitate rapid decision taking and 

innovations. These cannot be realized easily by 

traditional public institutions. So in many countries, 

often, there are frictions among the new planning 

organizations and the traditional institutions,This 

is the conflict of new euid old. This conflict between 

the organizaition preparing the plan ant the traditional 
institutions implementing the plan affect the 
implementation of the plan in a negative way.

2.14 As it will be pointed out below, in case of 

Turkey, in spite of all the measures taken, the 

drawbacks during the First Five Year (1963-1967)
Plan period could not be removed. So at the beginning 

of the Second Five Year Plan (1963-1972) new measures
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related to implementation were accepted.

3. The Implementation of the Second Five Year Flan
(1968-1972)

3 .1  A close follow up and observation of the 
implementation of the First Five Tear (1963-1967) 

Development Plan has disclosed the existence of 

certain provisions and procedures in the present 

legislation which create obstacles and difficulties 

in the aehie'vfement of the targets of the plan.

3 .2  To eliminate such handicaps and ensure the 

achievement of the targets of the Second Five Tear 

(1968-1972) Development Plan with more precision and 

definiteness, and keeping in view the experience and 

observations of the First Plan, new Law, entitled 
'”Law Concerning the Imnlementation Fundamentals of 

the Second Five Year Development Plan” was enacted 

in July 1967» and became effective in August 1967.
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3.3 The aim of the Law is to achieve conformity 

between the content of the plan and the existing 

legislation and procedtires. The Law gives special

powers to the Council of Ministers to take\_____
necessary measures on one hand, to eliminate all 

obstacles and procedures handicaping the attainment 

of the basic targets of the plan, especially in the 

fihld of balance of payments (promotion of exports 
of manufactured goods and earnings from tourifem) as 

wdll as the development of primary industries which 

constitute tlie bases for economic growth, and on the 

other hand, to provide protection and incentives for 

economic activity.

3.4 Under this law there is set up of a Bureau for 
Encouragement of Exports and Investments. This Bureau 

is directly under the instruction of the Prime Minister, 

It is at the outset to be administered by the Under

secretary who is the Head of the State Planning 

Organization. Each Annual Programme will specify the
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priority sectors for investment in the coming year 

both hy sectors of the economy and hy regions of the 

country.

3.5 The Bureau will aim at very selective 

encouragement to industry and to exports. The Annual 

Programmes will define the priority sectors within the 
Bureau will he given powers to increase investment 

allowances from the present 30 per cent up to 80 per

cent. Similarly duties on imports can he reduced in
/(■snecial cases 'ri^t down to a rate of 0 per cent.

3.6 It is clear that, the government is to go to 

new legth’s to help the private sector to expand, 

particularly in manufacturing tourism and agriculture. 
The private sector is to receive an appreciable and 
growing transfer of investment resources from the 

Central Government. This is to be throu^ "development 

and encouragement funds” which are to be transferred
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each year from the budget to hanks and co-operatives 
etc. in accordance with priorities set forth in the

annual programmes. The State Planning Organization 

which is to play a considerable part in deciding the

allocation of these funds, is instructed to keep more

closely in touch with the private sector and to assist 

and encourage the private sector to identify and carry

out new investment opportunities.

3.7  One of the main features of the implementation
Iis the enlarged functions to be given to the State 

Planning Organization. The State Planning Organization

will be concerned with every major investment project

in the private or public sectors including SEE’s and

local authorities. The State Planning Organization is 

to receive more reguleor information on the production 

and investment activities of the SEE’s.

3.8 A more rapid, precise and efficient implementatioi

of the plan may be possible as a result of all the new 

policies and measures brought up by the Second Five

Year Plan (1968-1972).
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FLAN IMPLEIviENTATION IN IRAN

1» Iran is at present beginning the implementation of its 
Fourth Development Plan which has a five year period and 
runs from March 21, 1968, to March 20, 1973* During the 
three previous plans, plan implementation has had different 
features, and it seems appropriate to discuss each Plan 
period separately, since the preparation of each Plan, and 
the manner of its implementation was determined by different 
considerations, and different objectives*

Pre-Plan Period

2. The Itiorld War II period in Iran was characterised by the 
disruption of all development activity and modernization 
effort, as a result of the occupation of the country by the 
Allied Forces, while some foreign exchange reserves were

• >

accumulated*

3« After World War II the circumstances were conducive for 
the Government to launch a development program* It was 
however, recoginized that the regular Ministries were not
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pre^ a r e d  f o r  such a task, hence  a f t e r  c e r t a i n  p r e l i i P i a
! G i- ': S i rh ich  i n v o l v e d  t h e  r e o r s a i i i z a t i o n  o f  t l io  e x i

go  v e r n i i i o n t o i i te rpv i s e s u n d e r  a n e w l y  e s t a b l i s h e d  Indu s t r i a l
. IG. IVJ. X fl X Q '1 a n  I'.. 5 and a c o 1 j. t  r  a  c t  u i t h  i ’n r e i o p i  g r o o . .1-' ■"' >

o n e  c h a r ; . ; e d "vfith t h e r e "  a r a ' t i on o f  a P l a n  and  i t iO O'. 1 X*

:';'or i t s  r e v i s i o n ,  t h e  d e v e lo p m e n t  e''‘t o r t  o f  t b s  povsrmoooat  

to o k  a c o o e r s t e  and l e g a l  fo rm f o r  t h e  f i r s t  ti'L'e, zben  t b e  

Iraniaoi.  P a r l i a m e n t  ap>j^roved the  f i r s t  S even  I)g? s ] o] o nt

] '̂]an i n  t h e  begirmiiv : ;  o f  1 9 4 8 «

F i r s t  S e v e n  Y e a r  F l a n  ( 1 9 4 8 -  S e p t .  1955)

The F i r s t  P l a n  Law e n v i s a g e d  t h e  a l l o c a t i o n  o f  c e r t a i n

e s p e c i a l l y  f ro m  O i l  andr e v e n u e s  t o  the P l a n  O r p a i i z a t i o :  

f o r e i g n  and d o m e s t i c  b o r r o w i n g ,  and a c e r t a i n  p a t t e r n  o f  

e x p e n d i t u r e s , b e tw e e n  a g r i c u l t u r e ,  transport and communica

t i o n ,  i n d u s t r i e s  and mines, and s o c i a l  a f f a i r s »

3# ¥ h i l e  t h e r e  w e re  c o n t i n u o u s  d i s c u s s i o n s  and r e v i s i o n s  o f  

t h e  o r i g i n a l  r e c o m m e n d a t io n s ,  t h e  f i r s t  two yoa-rs  w ere  s p e n t  

on n s t a b l i s h i n g  t h e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  t h a t  had to  c a r r y  o u t  t h e  

P l a n  and r e o r g a n i z i n g  t h e  i n d u s t r i e s  w h ic h  th e  new f l a n  Or

g a n i z a t i o n  i n h e r i t e d  f rom  t h e  f o r m e r  I n d u s t r i a l  and. lu in ing  

Bank»

6 ,  N a t i o n a l i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  o i l  i n d u s t r y  i n  Marcn 1 9 5 1 ,  and th e  

r o s u l t i n p  f i n a n c i a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s ,  s lo w e d  down t h e  e x e c u t i o n  

o f  fne  F l a n  c c u i s i d e r a b l y , Niin t h e  r e s u m p t io n  o f  o i l  r e v e n u e s
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in 1954 and especially 1955, it was realized that the altered 
circumstances called for a new Plan. Thus the First Plan 
came to an end in September 1955, when the Second Seven Year 
Plan was launched©

Problems of Implementation During the First Plan

7© In addition to the economic and political difficulties which 
seriously hampered the implementation of the First Plan, which 
by the way, was a Plan more in name than in content, the basic 
problems of the period were those of a government inexperien
ced in development activities, with very little information and 
statistics on the national economy and its potential, staffed by 
employees traditionally feeling themselves resjjonsible for 
keeping the status^uo rather than promoting change, and with 
practically no technical personnel of its own*

8. It was in this context that the major effort of the govern
ment was directed towards making an overall survey which had to 
be contracted to a foreign group, reorganization of the govern
ment enterprises, and the establishment of an organization with 
a progressive outlook*



9^  The Second S e v e n  Y e a r  P l a n  A c t  c a l l e d  f o r  " i n c r e a s i n g  p r o 

d u c t i o n ,  d e v e l o  , , ing e x p o r t s p r e p a r t i n g '  p u b l i c  n e c e s s i t i e s  

w i t h i n  t h e  c o u n t r y ,  d e v e l o p i n g  a g r i c u l t u r e  and i n d u s t r i e s ,  d i s 

c o v e r i n g  and e x p l o r i n g  m ines  and sub te r ran ean  r e s o ' u r c e s ,  im -  

XJroving and c o m p l e t i n g  means o f  co m m u n ica t io n ,  i m p r o v in g  p u b l i c  

h e a l t h ,  f u l f i l l i n g  c e r t a . i n  o p e r a t i o n s  d e s i g n e d  f o r  th e  d e v e l o p 

ment o f  t h e  c o u n t r y ,  r a i s i n g  t h e  e d u c a t i o n a l  and l i v i n g  s t a n d a r d  

o f  th e  p e o i j l e  and im j j r o v in g  l i v i n g  c o n d i t i o n s . . . "  The P l a n  

O r g a n i z a t i o n ,  was a g a i n  p u t  i n  c h a r g e  o f  t h e  imp>lementat ion o f  

t h e  "Plan"*

1 0 »  Por  c a r r y i n g  o u t  t h e  ab ove  g e n e r a l  aims t h e  m a jo r  and an 

i n c r e a s i n g  s h a r e  o f  t h e  o i l  r e v e n u e  -was e a rm a rk e d  as  P l a n  Or

g a n i z a t i o n  r e v e n u e ,  and a l l o c a t i o n s  -were made t o  d i f f e r e n t  

s e c t o r s  f o r  th e  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  b r o a d  p ro g ra m s  i n  t h e s e  s e c 

t o r s ,  There  was h o w e v e r ,  no a t t e m p t  made f o r  t h e  c o o r d i n a t i o n  

o f  t h e s e  p ro g ra m s  w i t h  ea ch  o t h e r  o r  w i t h  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  o f  t h e  

e r i v a t e  s e c t o r ,  and no q u a - n t i t a t i v e  t a r g e t s  w ere  s e t .  The P l a n  

t h e r e f o r e  was p r i m a r i l y  an a l l o c a t i o n  o f  c e r t a i n  fu n d s  f o r  

b r o a d l y  d e f i n e d  xerograms t o  be c a r r i e d  o u t  by  t h e  F l a n  O r g a n i 

z a t i o n ,

Second Seven Year P lan (Sept, 1953-Sept. 1962)

I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  Second F l a n

1 1 ,  The o r i g i n a l  a l l o c a t i o n  to  t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  f o r  t h e  

s e v e n  y e a r  p e r i o d  was a ro u n d  $ 9 2 0  m i l l i o n ,  and was l a t e r  i n 

c r e a s e d  t o  $ 1 1 0 0  m i l l i o n ,  w h ic h  w e re  t o  be met f ro m  a  c e r t a i n
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s h a r e  of bhe o i l  revenuGs» However,  due to u n f o r e s e e n  evcu ite ,  

t h e  I Ia n  had to  be carried o u t  i n  a substantially m o d i f i e d  

fo rm ,

12a The f i r s t  j r o b i  era a r o s e  f rom  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  b e c a u s e  o f  'he  

f a v o u r e d  t r e a t m e n t  r e c e i v e d  by  t h e  P l a n  O r g a i i i z a t i o n  i n  being 
a b l e  t o  S j jent  l a r g e  sums w i t h o u t  i i a v i n y  to  coinoly  v/ioii lUie com- 

] . : l i c a t e d  and b i n d i n g  d i s b u r s e . u e u t  r e g u l a t i o n s  o± the other 
Mii’ i s t r i e s , t h e s e  l a t t e r  vfere more and more a l i e n a t e d  esp e c i a l l y  

b e c a u s e  some o f  them a l s o  c a r r i e d  o u t  c e r t a i n  d e vo lo g m e n t  a c 

t i v i t i e s  on a much more l i m i t e d  s c a l e ,  w i t l i o u t  u a v in g  .iie same 

f r e e d o m  o f  a c t i o n *

13*  T h is  c a u s e d  a perj^ ,e tual s t r u g g l e  b e tw e e n  t h e  Pja/a O r g a n i z a 

t i o n  w h ich  was t r y i n g  t o  k e e p  i t s  o r i g i n a l l ^ ^  a l l o c a t e d  shai'e  

o f  t h e  o i l  r e v e n u e s ,  and t h e  M i n i s t r i e s ,  which w ere  c l a m o r i n g  

f o r  a b i g g e r  s h a r e .  Th is  r e s u l t e d  f i n a l l y  i n  t h e  r e d u c t i o n  

o f  t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  s h a r e ,  w hich  had t o  s u b s t i t u t e  f o r e i g n  

b o r r o w i n g  f o r  t h e  s h o r t a g e »

1 4 »  The second  p ro b le m  was due t o  tu e  u n f o r e s e e n  i n c r e a . s e s  

i n  c o s t s  o f  p r o j e c t s ,  and t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  new p r o j e c t s .  Pre
su m ab ly ,  some o f  t h e  new p r o j e c t s  w ere  i n t r o d u c e d  as  a r e s u l t  

o f  p o l i t i c a l  j)^^'ssure,  o t h e r s  b e c a u s e  t h e y  were  c o n s i d e r e d  

more i m p o r t a n t  t h a n  t h o s e  o r i g i n a l l y  u n d e r t a k e n .  I t  m ight  

a l s o  be due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  u n d e r  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h a t
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p e r i o d ,  o b l i g a t i n g  fu n d s  f o r  d e v e lo p m e n t  ^ r o j e c t s  v/as one o f  

tvhe ways f o r  a v o i d i n g  t h e  t r a n s f e r  o f  t h e s e  f u o c s  t o

M i n i s t r i e s  f o r  t h e i r  c u r r e n t  e x p e i n i i t u r e »

15»  A n o t h e r  f e a t u r e  o f  tne Secoj id was Lie f a c t  t i io t  due

t o  t h e  s c a r c i t y  o f  t e c h n i c a l  knowhow i n  t h e  coi;n o r y , hi a p r e 

p a r a t i o n  and e x e c u t i o n  o f  most  i m p o r t a n t  and b i^  r o j e c t s  

w hich  c o n s t i t u t e d  th e  m a jo r  p a r t  o f  the  w ho le  P l a n ,  w e re  con

t r a c t e d  t o  f o r e i g n  c o n s u l t i n g  e n g i n e e r s  and f i r m s .  A t  t h e  

same t i r a e ,  t n e r e  was no l o c a l  know led ge  o f  u n i t  c o s t s  and

c r i t e r i a  by  w h ich  t h e  o r i g i n a l  o f i e r s  made and a c t u a l  ex p e n 

d i t u r e s  c o u l d  be ju d g e d  a g a - in s t  work  accom pl ished.»  As a 

r e -  l i t ,  i n  t i ie  c o u r s e  o f  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  t h e  c o s t  o f  c e r t a i n  

■ pro jec ts  i .c icroased by  a s  much a s  two to  t h r e e  t i m e s  t h e  o r i -  

■=.inal e s t i m a t e o

16«  Due t o  t h e  above  f a c t o r s ,  a r e v i s i o n  o f  t h e  x-rogram became 

i m c e r a t i v e  by t h e  se c o n d  h a l f  o f  t h e  p l a n  p e r i o d .  The c r i t e r i a  

f o r  t i i i s  r e v i s i o n  w ere  t o  c o n t i n u e  and c o m p le te  m a jo r  p rogram s  

and j ^ r o j e c t s  a l r e a d y  i n i t i a t e d ,  esp e c i a l l y  t h o s e  f o r  w h i c h ' i n -  

t e r n a / t i o n a l  o b l i e ^ a t i o n s  w ere  c o i i ' t r a c t e d ;  t o  e l i m i n a t e  many 

X r̂ojects n o t  y e t  i n i t i a t e d  a l t h o u g h  some o f  them had c o n s i d e r a b l e  

m e r i t ,  and t o  x^hase o u t  some o. t h e  o t h e r s ,  and. f i n a l l y  to  eni- 

j h a s i s e  t o  a l a r g e r  e x t e n t  the  manpower t r a i n i n g  x.n'Ohraras and  

_ t , r e l i ra in a ry  s u r v e y s  and e n g i n e e r i n g  s t u d i e s  ne eded  f o r  t h e  

x r e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  T h i rd  I l a r i .  I t  had become t h a t  th e

s h o r t a g e  o f  s k i l l e d  manx-ower wa.s a m a jo r  b o t t l e n e c k  i.ii t h e
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optimum e x p l o i t a t i o n  o f  t h e  c r e a t e d  p h y s i c a l  a s s e t s , and t h e  

l a c k  o f  prox-er  s u r v e y s  and e n g i n e e r i n g  s t u d i e s  r e s u i  bed i n

r a t h e r  e x p e n s i v e  m i s t a k e s  i n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f  i inpierncijt ix/; t l ie  

X rograa is  and p r o j e c t s *

1 7 *  The b u rd e n  o f  t h e  c r e a t e d  o b l i g a t i o n s , th  o r ( , 'duct ion o f  

th e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  r e v e n u e s , due t o  f i n a n c i a l  d i f f i c n l t i e s ,  

and t h e  e l i m i n a t i o n  ox many s m a l l  b u t  q u i c k  y i e l d i n g   ̂r e j e c t s ,  

p r e c i p i t a t e d  an i n f l a t i o n a r y  pressure and a d e ^ j l a t i o n  o f  l o r o i . - u  

exchange  reserves and f o r c e d  t h e  g o v e rn .e e n t  to  adox)t a s t a f c i -  

l i z a t i o i j f .  ro g ra m .  These e v e n t s  w h ic h  c o u l d  n o t  l e a v e  t h e  p r i v a t e  

s e c t o r  u n a f f e c t e d  c u l i m i n a t e d  i n  a r a t h e r  s e r i o u s  r e c e s s i o n  

d u r in g  t h e  f i n a l  1 8  months o f  t h e  Second !^ lan, f rom w h ic h ,  i r r e s -  

j j e c t i v e  o f  s u b s t a n t i a l  g o v e rn m e n t  e f f o r t ,  th e  economy rc c c ’/cT êd 

enyp 'd’ h '’ a b ou t  a n o t h e r  1 8  months o f  t h e  T h i r d  Flan®

C o n c l u s i o n

1 8 o. The e x p e r i e n c e  o f  t h e  Second P l a n  i n  I r a n ,  seems to  me, 

i s  t o  be ju d g e d  n o t  i n  t e r m s  o f  what  was i d e a l l y  p o s s i b l e ,  but  

vihether  b e t t e r  p r a c t i c a l  a l t e r n a t i v e s  e x i s t e d  a t  t h a t  p a r t i c u l a r  

p e r i o d »  The a l t e r n a t i v e s  t o  h a v i n g  one more o r  l e s s  autonomous  

and n e w ly  c r e a t e d  and s t a f f e d  g o v e rn m e n t  body w i t h  a c l e a r l y  

i d e n t i f i e d  r e v e n u e s  and r e l a t i v e l y  f r e e  f ro m  u s u a l  b u r e a u c r a t i c  

p r o c e d u r e s ,  was t o  ha v e  a c o m p re h e n s iv e  budget and. ea ch  M i n i s t r y  

r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  im p le m e n t in g  i t s  p a r t  o f  the  p ro g ra m .  I t  i s  my



f e e l i n g  t h a t  t h e  t r a d i t i o n a l  a t t i t u d e s  o f  M i n i s t r i e s  an'.': _;ie 

b i n d i n g  r e g n i a t i  : ms wou ld  h a ve  s e r i o u s l y  hammered t h e  o e v e l o p  

¡ee:nt e i t . o r t ,  and t h e  a c t u a l  a r rarg-eraent  was th e  q u i c k s s t  Wriy 

of  i n t r o o - u c in g  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  dynamism i n t o  t h e  goverm^icn ad

m i n i s t r a t i o n .  The r e s u J . t i n g  t e n s i o n s  b e tw een  P l a n  (o r^ a . i iz a -  

t i o n  and t ; ie  o t h e r  Mini  s t r i  

p r  a c t  i  c a Jdi y  u n a v o i d a b l e »

was  most  i n f  o r t u i i ' a t e , b u t

1 9 »  -‘■'he a l t e r n a t i v e  f o r  s t a r t i n g  s e v e r a l  b i g  aiid. e x - e n s i v e

j . r o j e c t s  c o n t r a c t e d  t o  f o r e i g n  f i r m s  was t o  s c a t t e r  t h e  a v a i l -  

a,ble r e s o u r c e s  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  c o u n t r y  on s m a l l  p r o j e c t s  f o r  

which no a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  m a c h i n e r y  e x i s t e d *

20» Thus, w h i l e  some m i s t a k e s  w ere  made and some r e s o u r c e s  

wa.oced g.nd th e  r e c e s s i o n  by  t h e  end o f  t h e  P l a n ,  u n d e r  t h e  

c i r c u m s t a n c e s  was most  u n f o r t u n a t e ,  the  p h y s i c a l  d e v e lo p m e n t  

a c h i e v e d ,  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  g a i n e d ,  t h e  d e f i c i e n c i e s  d i s c o v e r e d

ana he c h a l l e g e  c r e a t e d  f o r  o t h e r  M i n i s t r i e s  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e

a c t i v e l y  i n  t h e  p ; rocess  o f  d e v e lo p m e n t  was w e l l  w o r t h  t h e  c o s t ,
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T h i r d  g i v e  and a H a l f  T ea r  P l a n  ( S e p t ,  1 9 6 2 -  March 1 9 6 8 )

21«  About  h a l f  way t h r o u g h  t h e  Second F l a n  an 

was c r e a t e d  i n  t h e  F l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  f o r  s t a f i i
-coiioaic aureau

wii 1 cn,
b e s t  a v a i l a b a l e  Iranian e c o n o m is t s  were  r e c r u t e d  frora a l l  o v e r  

t h e  -world t o  be a s s i s t e d  by a g rou p  o f  f o r e i g n  e x p e r t s '  ( H a rv a rd  

A d v i s o r y  Group) and the  F o rd  F o u n d a t i o n ,  Its main a s s i g n m e n t  

'iVas th e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  Second ^ l a n  and t h e  j.re^ a . r a t i o n  o f  

t h e  T h i r d  P l a n ,

2 2 .  A f t e r  a t h o r o u g h  s t u d y  o f  t h e  e x i s t i n g  s i t u a t i o n  and lo n g  

d i s c u s s i o n s ,  i t  -was d e c i d e d  t h a t  t i m e  was r i p e  f o r  b r i n g i n g  a b o u t  

c e r t a i n  m a jo r  c h a n g e s ,  bo'th i n  t h e  ap] ; roach  f o r  t h e   ̂r e k . a r a t i o n  

o f  t h e  P l a n ,  and i t s  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .

23o W h i l e  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  i n f o r m a t i o n  and s t a t i s t i c s  w ere  s t i l l  

f a r  f rom  s u f f i c i e n t  o r  p e r f e c t ,  and some r a t h e r  in d e p e n d e n t  

g o v e rn m e n t  e n t e r p r i s e s  w ere  powerful-- enough t o  a v o i d  coming  

u n d e r  t h e  o v e r a l l  u m b r e l l a  o f  a 'n a t io i i a l  p l a n ,  i t  was n e v e r t h e 
l e s s  d e c i d e d  t o  a d o p t  a- c o m p re h e n s iv e  a p p r o a c h  t o  the  T h i rd  F l a n ,  

Thus an o v e r a l  r a t e  o f  g ro w th  f o r  t h e  economy and some m a jo r  

s e c t o r s  was e s t a b l i s h e d ,  t a r g e t s  w e re  s e t  f o r  emplo.ym8nt and

n . i e r e d u c t i o n  o f  c e r t a i n  b a s i c  c o m m o d i t i e s ,  and a l l o c a t i o n

were made f o r  d i f f e r e n t  a c t i v i t i e s  i n  d i f f e r e n t  s e c t o r s .  Also 
an e s t i m a t e  Wus made o f  t h e  e x p e c t e d  i n v e s t m e n t  by  t n e  , r i v a t e  

s e c t o r .  -At t h e  same t i m e ,  r a t h e r  t h a n  t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n
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pre] ;a r in ,g  the  a e v e lo p m e n t  program  inae^.eiKj e n t l y , a s  was tue 

c a s e  i n  t e e  Second P l a n ,  t h e  M i n i s t r i e s  and o t e e r  p u b l i c  

e x e c u t i n g  b o d i e s  w ere  a s k e d  t o  p a r t i c i a p t e  a c t i v e l y  i i i  th e  

t ioii.  ol the  F lan»

24* As to  t h e  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  ; l a n ,  d e s j . i t e  t h e  f a c t  

thei t  many M i n i s t r i e s  were  s t i l l  f a r  from b e in g  p r o p e r l y  s t a f f e d  

and e q u ip p e d  f o r  t a k i n g  f u l l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  the e x e c u t i o n  

o f  t h e  develOj,ment p r o g ra m s ,  i t  was d e c i d e d  t h a t  t h e  t im e  had  

cone f o r  t h e i r  a c t i v e  p a r t i c i p a t i o n .  Under t h i s  new a p p ro a c h  

t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  was s t i l l  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  c o m p l e t i o n  

o f  t h e  p r o j e c t s  s t a r t e d  d u r i n g  the  Second P l a n  but  t h e  new 

j - r o g r a n s  and p r o j e c t s  w ere  to  be e x e c u t e d  by  .he r e s p e c t i v e  

m i n i s t r i  es»

25® There  c o u ld  be no d o u bt  t h a t  some t im e  was n e c e s s a r y  b e f o r e  

t h u s  new a r r a n g e m e n t  would s t a r t  f u n c t i o n i n g  n o r i n a l l y .  In  f a c t  

f o r  t h e  f i r s t  2 y e a r s  o f  t h e  T h i r d  Plani,  p u b l i c  d e v e lo p m e n t  a c 

t i v i t i e s  were  f a l l i n g  s h o r t  o f  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  r e s o u r c e s .  How

e v e r ,  m i n i s t r i e s  w ere  l e a r n i n g  f a s t  and by t h e  end o f  th e  

T h i r d  P l a n ,  t h e i r  c a p a b i l i t y  o f  u n d e r t a k i n g  i m p o r t a n t  d e v e l o p 
ment p ro g ra m s  e x c e e d e d  t h e  most  o p : t i r a i s t i c  e x p e c t a t i o n s *

26* In  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  t h e  u n f i n i s h e d  p j r o j e c t s  

o f  t h e  Second P l a n ,  t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  was c h a r g e d  w i t h  t h e  

a p p r o v a l  and c o o r d i n a t i o n  o f  T h i rd  P l a n  p . r o j e c t s  s u b m i t f e d  by  

M i n i s t r i e s  and agencies, within t h e  a n n u a l  Plan a p p r o p r i a t i o n *  

T h is  was done by  an " E x e c u t i v e  Committee" c o n s i s t i n g  o f  t h e
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Managing D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  and f o u r  o t h e r  

members,  a f t e r  t h e  s u b m i t t e d  ¿ r o j e c t  o r  program  was s t u d i e d  

and recommended by th e  a v x ^ ro p r ia te  s e c t i o n  i n  t h e  P l a n  Or

g a n i z a t i o n .

27. F or  c o o r d i n a t i n g  economic  p o l i c y ,  a "High P l a n  C o u r . c i l ”

c h a i r e d  by t h e  P r im e  M i n i s t e r  and comj,.osed o f  the 
D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  F l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n ,  t h e  M i n i s t e r  o-f' ' l i i a u c i

The M i n i s t e r  o f  Economy, t h e  G o v e r n o r  o f  t h e  C e n t r a l  Bank 

and t h r e e  h ig h  l e v e l  economic p e r s o n a l i t i e s  was e s t a b i i s i i e d .

28, For  f u r t h e r  s t r e n g h t h e n i n g  th e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  P l a n

O r g a n i z a t i o n  f o r  t h e  c o o r d i n a t i o n  o f  develop.ment a c t i v i t i e s ,  

and t h e i r  d i r e c t i o n  t o w a r d s  t h e  P l a n  o b j e c t i v e s ,  n o t  o n l y  a 

c e r t o a n  sh a i ’ e o f  t h e  o i l  r e v e n u e  was a g a i n  a l l o c a t e d  t o  i t ,  

b u t  i t  was g i v e n  t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  t h e  c o n t r o l  and c o 

o r d i n a t i o n  o f  a l l  f o r e i g n  l o a n s ,  and i n  1 9 6 5 ,  t h e  f u n c t i o n  

o f  t h e  , r e p a r a t i o n a n d  s u b m i s s i o n o f  t h e  (hvelopment  bu d g e t  

was t r a n s f e r r e d  f rom  t h e  M i n i s t r y  o f  F in a n c e  t o  t h e  P l a n  Or

g a n i z a t i o n  and a new wing c a l l e d  t h e  " C e n t r a l  Budget  Bureau"  

was e s t a b l i s h e d o

C o n c l u s i o n

2 9 .  Under  t h e  new a r r a n g e m e n t ,  a l t h o u g h  t h e  d e v e lo p m e n t  

f e v e r  was somehow s lo w  i n  c a t c h i n g  t h e  M . n i s t r i e s ,  a f t e r  

t h e  second  y e a r  i t  s p r e a d  so f a s t  t h a t  by  t h e  end o f  th e  ] 1 an,

n o t  o n l y  t h e r e  was no need  f o r  p u s h in g  M i n i s t r i e s  to  come up..- 
w i t h  new i d e a s  and subm it  deveij-opment p r o j e c t s ,  b u t  i f  a n y t h i n g .
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t h e  P l a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  was t o  p l a y  a r e s t r a i n i n g  r o l e «

3 0 .  As to  th e  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r ,  i t s  dynamism matched t h a t  o f  

t h e  p u b l i c  s e c t o r ,  w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t  t h a t  i n  t h e  l a s t  t h r e e  

y e a r s  o f  t h e  T h i r d  P l a n ,  t h e  economy p r o g r e s s e d  a t  an  a v e r a g e  

a n n u a l  r a t e  o f  o v e r  1 0  p e r  c e n t  i n  r e a l  t e r m s ,  e x c e e d i n g  sub

s t a n t i a l l y  t h e  o v e r a l l  o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h e  P l a n «

31  o I t  must be p o i n t e d  o u t  ohso t h a t  t h e  v e r y  im o r t a i i t  

and f a r  r e a c h i n g  s o c i a l  r e f o r m ,  i n c l u d i n g  a l a n d  r e f o r m ,  

c a r r i e d  o u t  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  and t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  T h i rd  F l a n  by  

Kps I m p e r i a l  M a j e s t y ,  p l a y e d  a most  i m p o r t a n t  r o l e  i n  changing  

t h e  p a s s i v e  a t t i t u d e s  o f  t h e  maj oritj^- o f  t h e  p o s t u l a t i o n ,  r e 

d i r e c t i n g  j r i v a t e  . s a v in g s  i n t o  p r o d u c t i v e  a c t i v i t i e s  and 

c r e a t i n g  t h e  dynamic o u t l o o k  i n  t h e  s o c i e t y ,  so i n d e s p e n s i b l e  

f o r  t h e  s u c c e s s  of economic  and s o c i a l  d e v e lo p m e n t*

32* The i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  t h e s e  r e f o r m s  n e c e s s a r i l y  a l t e r e d  

some o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l l y  p l a n n e d  t a r g e t s  and t h e  r e l a t i v e  em phas is  

p u t  on d i f f e r e n t  s e c t o r s .  C o n t r a r y  t o  t h e  o p i n i o n  e x p r e s s e d  

by  some p l a n n e r s  t h a t  once a P l a n  i s  drawn,  any r e o r i e n t a t i o n  

i s  t o  be a v o i d e d ,  i t  seems t o  me, t h a t  i f  t h e  changing c i r c u m 
s t a n c e s  j u s t i f y  i t ,  t h e  r e o r i e n t a t i o n  i s  n o t  o n l y  d e s i r a b l e  b u t  

i s  n e c e s s a r y .  However,  one must b r i n g  a b o u t  a new c o n s i s t e n c y  

i n  t h e  w ho le  P l a n ,  and w h i l e  p u t t i n g  a n-;:w em phas is  on some 

s e c t o r s ,  be aware  o f  t h e  c o s t  i n  te rm s  o f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e s  o f  th e  o th er 

sectors, otherwise there is a tendency of doing too mai^r things at
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the same time, or doing thingii incoiisistent with each other.

J J <> The most effective mechanism for allowing these adjustments 
and ¿.reventing serious misdirections in my opinion is an annual 
evaluation and the preparation of annual programs which have 
not been adopted systematically in Iran as yet«

3 4 ,  A n o t h e r  deficiency existing at present is the lack of a 
systematic mechanism for project evaluation in the context of 
the planvi.ed targets and its economic Justification in so far 
as better and cheaper alternatives for achieving the same 
targets might exist.

35« fo sum pp the whole experience of Plan implementation in 
Iran in one general conclusion, I would say that there is no 
best way of |)reparing and implementing a development plan.
The existing conditions in each society and economy and the 
stage of its development should determine the approach to be 
adopted. Also, it is practically impossible to avoid mistakes 
in the process of development. These mistakes are often worth 
their price if they are not repeated. Most fortunate are those 
who learn their lessons from the mistakes of others, and most 
unfortunate those who forget their own mistakes and repeat them too 
often.
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION IN ISRAEL

A. PLANNING IN ISRAEL
1. Israel - a country of rapid develoi^ment

During the hundred years of modern Jewish settlement in 
Israel, and especially during the last twenty years since the 
establishment of the State of Israel, the Israeli economy has 
developed at a rapid pace. Between 1955 and 1966 the Gross 
National Product increased at an average annual rate of 9 percent. 
The agricultural product grew at an annual rate of 10 percent, and 
the industrial product 1 1  percent. The total value of exports has 
grown from 145 million dollars in 1955 to almost 900 million dollars 
in 1967. The industrial exports increased in that period at an 
annual averate rate of 26 percent. Gross capital formation has 
grown at an average rate of 25 percent. In the same period the ; 
population increased at an average annual rate of 5 percent.

It is the considerable increase of the G.N.P, and the- 
capital imports which enabled this expansion of exports and capital 
formation to be accompanied by a substantial and continuous rise of 
the standard of living. Private consumption per capita has risen 
at an annual rate of 5 percent, while public consumption per head 
increased at a annual average rate of 2 percent.

The economic development has been accompanied by significant 
achievements in the fields of health, social welfare, etc. Most 
important was the outstanding quantiative and qualitative achieve
ments in the field of education. In the last twenty years, the 
number of pupils in elementary schools increased almost fourfold, 
in secondary schools eightfold, in vocational schools twentyfold; 
and the number of students in the Universities multiplied fifteen 
times.

2. Development and Planning

¥as this process of rapid development an outcome of a 
comprehensive economic planning? The accomplishment of a signifi
cant number of projects in various fields in a relatively short 
time could not be achieved without a certain amount of planning - 
defining and setting targets, drawing up necessary short and 
medium range operational plans, preparing operative tools and 
controlling the execution. However, this was not comprehensive 
and general planning, formed and coordinated by a central planning
This paper represents t i ie  personal view o f  the writer only, and does not reflect the official attitude of the Ministry of Finance.
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authority. Central planning could not catch up with the dynamic 
developments wiiich took place in the major fields of economic and 
social activities. On the other Lend, facet and project planning 
have developed considerably, concentrating in specific fields and 
subjects, and gained significant achievements in planning and 
implementation. Coordination of various plans and their iraplementa^ 
tion was carried out in the Treasury, which is the central economic 
ministry in Israel. The Treasury, through its tools of economic 
policies and governmental budgets, coordinates the various develop
ment projects according to a scale of preferences. Israel being 
a "mixed economy" where the government-owned sector and the 
private sector operate side oy side, the impact of the Treasury 
is enhanced, by its direct control in some important fields of 
economic activity.

It is very difficult to answer whether under Israel’s 
specific conditions, lack of central planning was a serious 
inhibitive factor to its economic development, or maybe, that 
the absence of the scrutigizing and restricting effects of central 
planning, enabled faster development. It can be that a more 
comprehensive outlook, and greater coordination among the various 
projects, could bring about more efficiency and possibly decrease, 
to some extent, the inflalliohary pressures, accompanying the 
process of development. HowfJ’̂ er, during the first years of 
Israel's stfvtehood, probably the urgency of the immediate needs 
and the momentum of the development process were too pressing to 
be chained in the complying and complicated framework of overall 
planning.

Stages in the development of economic planning
The ideological background of the ruling elite in Israel 

created a positive attitude towards central planning. The call 
for overall planning was voiced since the early years of settle
ment in Israel, and was reinforced whenever grave economic 
problems arose, or development projects were unsuccessful.
The first attempts for planning made in 1950 did not leave much 
trace, as it was basically an overall plan, which was not 
translated into detailed recommendations.

In 1953-1955 a department for economic advising operated 
in the Prime Minister's office, which was headed by well-known 
foreign economists. This department, too, concentrated mainly
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on the day-to-day probleci^^ and on examination and criticism of 
current government policy. This critical aspect of its work, 
together with lack of understanding of the institutional structure 
of the Israeli society, created problems of communication between 
the foreign experxs and the economic leadership, which finally 
brought an end to the department, before it managed to complete 
the anticipated economic plan.

The Economic Planning Authority
In 1962 the Economic Planning iiuthbrity was established 

within the framework of the Treasury. Its assignment was to 
prepare a five-year plan, in coordination with other economic 
ministries. In 1963 the E.P.A. was transferred to the Prime 
Minister's office,wi‘th the hoi>e that the prestige and authority 
of this office would contribute to inter-departmental cooperation, 
and increase the Authority's influence on the implementation of 
the plan., A ministerial committee for planning., headed by the 
Prime Minister, was set up, in order to decide on political, 
social and economic objectives and their order of preference, tp 
give instructions to planners, regarding quantitative targets, 
and to decide in inter-departmental disputes. A professional 
committee, comprised of the heads of economic and planning unitp 
in the various governmental departments, was established to 
ensure the coordination between the national plan and the physical 
and facet planning in various fields.

In 1965 the first draft of a five-year plan (1965-1970) 
was prepared by the E.P.A. This draft included critical reviews 
on various subjects and sectors., accompanied by macro-economic 
forecasts, and followed by general recommendations regarding 
the required policy. Although the plan was supposed to be 
based on sectorial projects worked out in the concerned ministries, 
these plans were not detailed enough and were not ready for actual 
operation. The plan was not adopted officially by the government 
or the ministers' committee for planning. It had rather a cold 
reception by the ministries concerned, and was severely criticized 
in the Treasury. Some of the plan's targets were disputed, the 
possibility of its implementation under the prevailing conditions 
of social and political uncertainty were doubted, and some of 
its policy recommendations were rejected.

Nevertheless, although the first plan has never been
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approved, it had a far-reachinfr impact upon government economic 
thought and planning in the years to come. '

After a pause, the E.P.A, started to prepare a second 
five-year plan (1968-1972)> together with an outline for a 
ten-year plan. While the establishment of the E.P.a. and the 
preparing of its first plan was spurred by the fear of forth
coming crisis, due to the fast-increasing deficit in the current 
account of the balance of payments, the timing of the preparation 
of the second plan was mainly determined by the recent defla
tionary situation, which prevailed during 1966-19^7. This plan 
will also serve as a working paper for the international Conference 
of businessmen and economists, which is due to take place in 
Jerusalem this year.

4. Factors favouring the existence of central planning in Israel 
i '■ ' .

A number of economic, social and political aspects of the
Israeli economy create a favourable atmosphere for central •
planning.
a) The targets of the Israeli society are numerous and sometimes 

contradicting, while the constraints within which they have' 
to be achieved are severe. This calls for an effort of co
ordination and planning.

b) Israel is a small country which, in a way, is easier to manage. 
This gives plan implementation a better chance to succeed.

c) Israel enjoys stable and relatively strong governments. In 
spite of a great variety of political parties, identity of 
purpose is shared by the population.

d) The weight of the government is considerable in many important 
economic activities, which enables it to have a direct impact 
on implementation of planning.

e) A great part of the economic leadership is of socialistic 
background, and so consider central planning as a part of 
their political credo.

f) Israel has considerable reservoirs of highly-trained pro
fessional manpower, which can undertake both planning and its 
implementation successfully, with only a limited reliance on 
foreign technical aid.
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5. Factors inhibitive to ceatral planhing
In spite of the existence of several prerequisites, central/

planning did not in the past reach the implementation stage. Some
of the major reasons for that are accounted for as fnllows: '
a) One of the reasons for limited achievements of central planning 

is perhaps the mere success of the facet planning, accompanied 
by rapid economic development. This caused many policy-makers 
to consider central, long-term planning as a superfluous, or 
even a detaining factor.

b) During the ^rolcess of development, those engaged in partial 
planning and groups identified with its implementation tended 
to act. as pressure groups. Their interest was to perpetuate' 
the existing situation, as they were apprehensive that central 
planning might cut into the economic power concentrated ih 
their hands.

c) The existing coalitionary structure of government in Israel 
tends to reinforce these centrifugal tendencies. Ministries 
being headed by members of political parties, resistance nay be 
expeetad to any effort of central authority trying to impose 
its plans on the relevant ministries, inasmuch as such an

V .

imposition means loss of political and economic power.
d) During the first stages of planning, basic necessary statistics 

were lacking. This created difficulties for both planning and 
for controlling its implementation. However, recently, cons:^der- 
able progress has been made in this field.

e) The supply of experienced manpower for planning, from the
school system and from immigration, great as it was, did not 
answer the growing needs. The first class of
Israeli'educated economists graduated from the Hebrew University 
only in 1952. Today there are three universities which supply 
most of the demand for junior economists. But the supply of 
senior and experienced economists is still far from sufficient, 
as demand for them has grown considerably lately, since manage
ment, both in the public and private sectors, became more and 
more demanding for economic trained staff. The higher fees
of the private sector and the satisfaction stemming from 
decision-making powers in many of the economic positions in
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the governmental sector, attracted many economists^ 4tie E.P.A.
; found it difficult to compete on these grounds, and 

found difficulties in manning its staff.
f) The location oT the E.P.Aj in the Prime Minister's office 

was designed to increase ;.ts influence and prestige. Therei 
was also an implicit hojae that, the Prime Minister, Mr. Sshkol, 
as a former Minister of Finance and being close to economic^ 
matters, will back up the E.F.a . However, political and 
defence problems have claimed most of his attention and 
pushed aside problems connected with central planning and its 
implementation. The detachment of the E.P.A. from the centre 
of economic decision-making jeopardized its chances of becoming 
the most influential factor in plan implementation.'

g) Besides these structural obstacles there exist major externa,! 
factors, which tend to make central planning difficult. In 
Israel's special conditions, the uncertainty regarding some 
external factors raised doubts as to the meaning of planning 
itself. Far-reaching and unexpected fluctuations in the scope 
of these factors had in the past caused disrux>tion between 
planning and implementation. ’ Im'dttg these factors one could 
count the following;
1) Immigration. Its scope and composition, as regards the 

country of origin, age, cultural and social background and 
profession, vary significantly from year to year. Its scope 
is determined by external factors - the possibilities^' 
pressures and desires of the Jews in the Diaspora to leaye
their countries and come to Israel. Immigration is â,

! ■ 'm^or factor determining the extent of investments, ^spec|.- 
ally in residence building and social services, and the 
extent of inflationary pressures created in the process 
of development.

2 ) There is also a considerable element of uncertainty in 
capital import, which has financed about 60 percent of 
total investments in Israel. It also has a decisive weight 
in financing the government development budget and the / 
scope of private and public consumption. However, the 
volume of capital transfers to Israel is determined to a 
great extent by political decisions taken abroad, by the
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situation in the international finance market and by psycho-» 
logical and business factors whic h determine the inflow of 
funds from Jewish communities abroad,

3) The defence factor introduces a far-reaching element of 
uncertainty. A significant part of the manpower is tied 
up with defence. The financing of defence expenditures 
cuts into the foreign-exchange reserves, and reduces 
budgetary funds available for development projects. It 
is also the major reason for a high level of taxation, and 
sometimes even necessitates inflationary financing.
Security conditions affect the flow of investments from 
abroad, and also tourism which is an important foreign- 
exchange earner.

h) The rapid economic development in Israel was possible due to 
the availability of foreign exchange reserves and of a man-. 
power reservoir with technical and scientific qualifications.
The affluence in manpower and foreign exchange enabled the 
parallel realization of projects in various fields - agriculture, 
industry, water utilization, housing, mining, education and
the economic infrastructure, without planning in detail the 
allocation of the factors of production,. Some decision
makers therefore considered it sufficient, at the initial 
stages of the development process, to determine broad prefer
ence groups, without classifying each project on a detailed 
preference scale.

i) ¥hile a process of professionalization of the civil sej'yice 
has taken place, there are, among policy-makers in the govern
ment and other economic organizations, many persons with 
pioneering background, who reached their present positions 
due to their achievements in the practical economic and 
political activities. Many of them having limited academic 
background, lack the experience of abstract thinking. It is 
only natural for people with such a background that their 
attitude towards the analytical and academic originated 
techniques for decision-making and their applicability to 
policy-implementation, would be sceptical. horeover, many ' 
of them remember their encounters and arguments in the pre-' 
statehood days with tlie British Mandate economists, who 
api^lied economic reasoning in order to prove their hostile
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policy - especially regarding the economic capacity of 
Palestine to absorb immigration,' Also,Israeli economists 
have often ajjpeared as conservative and sceptic critics of 
the country's pace of development. The fact that many 
development projects succeeded,, in spite of pessimistic 
predictions of economists, reinforced the tendency among 
these policy-makers to regard economists as theoreticians 
detached from reality, whose ideas should be considered with 
doubt and suspicion.

B. THE PLiiNNING OF FACETS AND PHYSICAL
Facet planning in Israel is both a basis for and competes 

with central planning. This competition is not only on budgets 
and manpower, but also on the place of seniority. Facet planning 
enjoys the backing of powerful government ministries and depart
ments and the support of some bodies in the private sector. It ' 
is interconnected with the implementation activities, and has 
gained an independent standing which its sponsors prefer not to 
share with the E.P.a .

The idea of planning was already prevalent before state- . 
hood, but the establishment of planning centres began only at 
later period. Even today facet planning is not on a uniform 
level, and coordination between plans in different facets is 
still wanting.

¥e cannot in this paper review all facets in which planning 
takes place. ¥e shall only mention planning activities that 
were carried out in the building industry, in transportation 
and telecommunication. There is a "Manpower Planning Authority" 
in the Ministry of Labour. Long-range statistical planning is 
carried out by the Central Bureau of Statistics, etc, etc.

¥e shall review, in some detail, only planning in some 
of the most important sectors:
1, The Planning of Agriculture and Water Utilization

There should be no doubt regarding the connection between 
planning activities and the great achievement in the field of 
agricultural production, for the local demand and for exports. 
Today Israel is about 90 percent self-sufficient in food 
products, and agricultural exports increased in the last ten 
years in a yearly average rate of : rtr^peicent.
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Agricultural planning existed already in the pre-statehood
* 1period and was carried out by the Jewish Jlgency. At that time 

it was mainly in the nature of physical planning, and aimed to 
determine the location, scale and type of the sottloraont, and the 
products to be produced» However, the decisive considerations 
at planning were political, strategic or ideological. The 
economic considerations of supplying the demand for agricultural 
products came in second or third places only.

Great importance was attached,, in this stage, to the 
occupational reshuffling of the newcomers and their transformation 
into professional farmers. Farmers were to become the basis of 
a new occuijational pyramid (as against the upside-down pyramid, 
which was typical of the Jewish population in the Diaspora, where 
the basis consisted of traders and people of the free professions). 
Special attention was given to the creation of co-operative 
settlements of various kinds. The latter enabled the settlers 
to realize their social egalitarian aspirations, answered the 
security problems and eased the process of overcoming the economic 
and social difficulties of pioneering life..

Only after the establishment of the State and the mass 
immigration following it, the need of an economic approach to 
agricultural production became more acute. From then on agri
cultural planning adopted the goals of ensuring the supply of 
domestic demand and of increasing exports. ¥ith the increased 
agricultural production, the necessity of planning got further 
emphasis, due to appearance of surpluses. Agricultural planning 
reached an efficient and sophisticated level, both in planning; 
and in its implementation, utilizing agricultural and economic 
know-how, and using modern analyzing techniques and computers.

In recent years Israel established an extended system of 
technical aid in irfie field of agriculture, sharing its experience 
with several developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin 
iunerica.

Planning and control on the execution in agriculture is 
done by the "Centre of Agricultural Planning" which is located

The Jewish Agency is an instrument of World Jewry to assist 
in the absorption of new immigrants in Israel.
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in the Mini«try of Agriculture, Its plans are discussed and 
approved by the "Planning Board", which is headed by the Minister 
of Agriculture, and in which the government, the Jewish Agency 
and the organisations of the settlers are represented. Marketing 
boards, managed by the Ministry of Agriculture and the settlers': 
organizations, control production and carry out the price and 
subsidizing policy. A special governmental company is in charge 
of all agricultural exports, except the export of citrus fruit, 
the main agricultural export product, which is managed by a 
special Marketing Board.

The planners use economic, administrative and legal means 
to achieve compliance with the plan, like allocation of land ank 
of water quotas, fixing of production schedules for some products, 
financing of investment and turnover capital, fixing minimum i 
prices and giving subsidies to products, to production factors 
and to exports.

There are a number of reasons which may explain the 
success of planning and its implementation in this sec'^or.
Beciiuse of historical and ideological reasons, agriculture was 
the first sector to receive massive public suppoft, in the form 
of investment funds and picked manpower. Many of the farmers are 
ideologically inspired to devote themselves to agricultural work. 
Therè is a nucleus of highly educated men who are well prepared 
for experimentation under scientific guidance. The pioneering 
spirit of the founding generation, and the complete lack of Miÿ 
binding tradition in agricultural work, made them and their 
followers to be open to changes and to the adoption of innovations. 
The universities and research centres provided the necessary 
know-how and skilled manpower for research and a superb instmo’t- 
ion service. High protective customs enabled agriculture to ' ' 
develop without having to face a considerable foreign competition.

The serai—arid conditions of Israel forced a considerably 
amount of effort to be directed to the planning of water utili-? 
zation. This has gone through the stages of local and i^egiona^ 
planning up to a national master plan for utilizing all water ■ 
resources. The National Water Carrier, which carries water 
from the sources of the Jordan River in the north to the arid 
south-, is the climax of activities in this field. The planning 
is done by government company "Tahal". The carrying out of the
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plans is done by another government comiiany - "Mekoroth". The use 
of water is controlled by the Water Controller of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. One should also mention here, that several experi
ments of water desalination, according to locally invented pro
cesses, are taking place. A  plan for water desalination using 
atomic energy is also under study.

2. Planning in Industry
A first attempt to consider the industry problems on a 

basis of long-term planning was made in 1957. In 1958, a 
department for planning was established in the Ministry Of 
Commerce & Industry, and in I960 it published its first five-year 
plan for 1960-1965. A second plvan was published in 1964, for the 
1965-1970 period.

However, actual development far exceeded the plans. In 
comparing the plans and their realizations, close correlation is 
found when comparing the aggregate figures for the whole industry. 
But descending to sub-industries and specific products, the 
correlation between plans and reality is much lower. This may be 
due to the fact that while the development of agriculture was 
very much a result of detailed planning, industry developed, 
owing to free enterprise and play of market factors.

At the beginning, planners attempted to prepare specific? 
investment projjcts to be proposed to investors. This system had 
very little success, since few investors were interested in 
projects prepared by government officials. In the second stage, 
planners concentfated on analyzing economic feasibility of 
various industries, in order to recommend, several of them as 
"preferred industries", i.e. ones which may be expected to 
compete successfully both in domestic and foreign markets, at a 
reasonable exchange rate, and without need for a prolonged 
protection by high custom barriers. The preferred industries 
were to be based mainly on utilization of know-how and the 
highly trained manpower, in which Israel has a comparative 
advantage, rather than on the utilization of natural resources, 
which Israel lacks. New industries are aimed at being export- 
oriented, as the domestic market for industrial products is fapt 
approaching its saturation point.

In due course, the prevailing view considered government's 
task to be in preparing the basic conditions for the development
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of industry. This was to be done by constructing the infra
structure, and by creating the administrative and economic ■
Conditions which will assure the profitability of investments 
in industry, while leaving the task of investment itself mainly 
to the domestic or foreign private investors.

The criteria according to which investments were given 
the status of "authorized investments", which enjoyed several 
advantages, are; a) investments in export—oriented or import- 
•ubstituting industries; b) investments in development areas.
In order to encourage these investments, a "Law for the Encourage
ment of Capital Investment" was legislated. To an"authorized 
investment," this law promises cash grants up to 33 percent of 
the investment in machinery and equipment; alleviation in direct 
and indirect taxes; and assures foreign investors of the right 
to convert and repatriate their profits and capital. Authorized 
investors are also eligible for long-term credits - up to 60 ^
percent of total investment - at favourable conditions. The 
total of grants and loans may add up to a maximum of 80 percent 
of the total investment.

An "Investment Centre" managed jointly by the Ministry of 
Finance and the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, was established 
for the implementation of this law. The contacts with potential 
foreign investors are made through the "Investment Authority" 
whose representatives are seated in the main business centres 
of Europe and America. These two bodies are about to be merged 
.soon*

Investments in infrastructure, in public services, or in 
fields to which the private capital is not attracted due to 
political or economic risks, geographical distances or the 
enormous capital outlay requirements, arc undertaken by the 
government either directly, or through government-owned companies.

3. The Policy of Population Dispersion

The dispersion of population, from the dense centres 
to development areas, received specific attention almost in 
all development plans. This policy is designed to achieve 
political and defence goals, although their economic price may 
be higher than their economic benefits. The major means of 
its implementation was the direction of the new immigrants to
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development areas, by offering them preferred housing conditions
j

and immediate government—sponsored employment. However, lack of 
permanent employment and a lower standard of social, educational 
and cultural services, create a negative internal emigration 
balance. It is only due to the direction of immigrants that 
development areas increased their weight in total population, 
from 21 percent in 1958 to 31 percent in 1966.

In order to create new jobs, inves’’ors in the development 
areas are offered special concessions, such as allocation of land 
at convenient terms, supply of industrial buildings and the 
necessary infrastructure, cash grants, tax-exemptions, credit, etc, 
At present, about 23 percent of total industrial capital stock 
is concentrated in these areas, as against only a few percent 
in the '50s. 55 percent of the number of api>rovod investments
since 1962 have taken place there. In 1966, 75 percent of the 
{unount of authorized investments was in development areas. 
Government also supports the building of sport and cultural 
ceptres and subsidizes cultural performances there. The 
allocation of funds from the government to local authorities 
per inhabitant, is five times as large as that in the populated 
areas* However, due to smaller local taxation possibilities 
and higher overhead per Capita expenditure, the service level 
is still lower than in the central areas. The lack of profes
sional manpower, especially physicians, aggravates further the 
situation.

C. THE GOVERNMENT BUDGET AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

1. The Treasury and its nosition
The question as to who should be in charge of controlling, 

coordinating and implementing development plans, is still under 
discussion in Israel. The solution will not be decided upon by 
theoretical considerations, but rather by the actual ooncentrà- 
-tion of power. The rapid development;process, which began 
long before the establishment of the E.P.A., demanded only a 
relatively small amount of planning and control, which was 
carried out in several economic ministries. The overall 
poordination of plans was done by the Treasury, through its 
Budgeting Department. It seems that, in the near future^ the 
Treasury will remain the key factor in converting plans into
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programmes foi action.
In the last ten years the government Budget amounted to 

29percent of the total resources of the economy, and in 1967 
it reached 28 percent. As the government Budget activates 
additional public and private budgets, its overall impa*t on the 
.economy is even larger.

It is in the financing of capital formation that the weight 
of government is 'iost important. In 1957-1966 the development 
budget financed 31 percent ot total gross investments, varying 
from 46 percent in agriculture and water utilization, 45 percent 
in transi^ort, 34 percent in resident housing, to 26 percent in 
industry. The share of government-owned comiianies in capital 
formation (not included in the above-mentioned figures) was 17 
percent in the period 1959-1966,

2. The Budgets Donartment and lontr-term planning
During the last several years a five-year plan of public 

consumption is prepared by this department, and is revised every 
year. In coordination with the Budgets department, specific 
plans are prepared in various governmental departments, especially 
regarding investments in infrastructure and in public services.

Budgeting plays an important role in the introduction of 
systematic and rational thinking into the process of decision
making in government departments. Ministries are required to 
submit their prox^osals for budgets, specifying detailed aims, 
examining alternative ways of achieving them and enumerating 
the 1 ong-term effects of proposed expenditures. Recently, the 
Budgets department, together with the inter-ministerial efficiancy 
committee, initiated the introduction of staff units for budget
ing and system analysis in various economic ministries. Special 
courses, at university level, were organized to acquant loadiqg 
civil servants with modern techniques of budgeting and system 
analysis. Some successful attempts were made by several econorjiic 
ministries to prepare long-term master plans according to system- 
analysis techniques, like plans for development of towns, ports 
and the road system. The importance of these plans is in 
directing the various factors to long-term planning, way of 
thinking, while ensuring beforehand the coordination between 
planning and its implementation.

Most of government expenditure is directed to achieve
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social goals, while economic considerations come second. In
the last ten years, 80 percent of this expenditure was directedaud to residence nousxng.
to public services, and agriculture/ Only after these came 
transport and communications, and industry, the share of which 
decreased consistently. This policy reflects the rMMst govarn- 

views that direct activity in industry should be left to 
private entrepreneurs, while government's responsibility is to 
take care of investments in the necessarr' infrastructure/ and to 
ensure a f î̂-tfourable economic atmosphere for investments,

3. The National Budget
An annual National Budget is prepared jointly by the the

Research Department of the Bank of Israel (the central bank) ,>Éî..PvA. 
snd the office of the Economic Adviser in the Ministry of 
Finance.. Its forecasts are designed to provide an
annual translation of long-range plans. The first draft of 
the National Budget is submitted to the Minister of Finance 
in August, and serves as a working paper for determining govern
ment expenditure and the economic policy for the forthcoming 
year. Its final version is submitted-to the Parliament together 
with the government budget in December,

The Budget's forecasts are not based on existing trends 
alonej but attempt to evaluate the effects of government 
policies on the economy, under the assumption that the govern
ment activity will be carried out in full, to achieve the desired 
effects. Gronerally speaking, these forecasts did realize, though 
more by pointing out the general direction of the economic 
development rather than its exact magnitude. The incomplete 
execution of various government policies, and the intervention 
of unexpected exogenous factors, are usually the causes for 
deviations of real developments from forecasts.

Until the preparation of long-term plans by the B.P.A., 
several five-year forecasts were prepared in the Treasury.
These forecasts supplied the macro-economic estimates required 
for the formulation of long-term economic policies and for 
fncet and project planning.
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SUMMiiBY

In conclusion, it may be said that although planning did- 
not keep pace with economic development, it is well established 
in economic though and practice in Israel today. So far, planning 
in Israel meant in first place facet and project planning. The 
extent of planning was doterrained by the specific conditions and 
the stage of development in each facet, Coordination among the 
different partial ijlans is still wanting.

Up till now, coordination was done mainly through the 
budgets department of the Treasury, The E.P.A, is still in the 
stage of crystallization. It is difficult to foresee if the 
strength it might accumulate in the future, will be sufficient 
to establish it, not only in an advisory capacity, but also enable 
it to acquire a standing in implementation of overall economic 
I)lanning.

The delay in introducing central planning may be explained 
by the pressure of day-to—day problems, and by the doubts of some 
policy-makers regarding long-range central planning - especially 
in the face of uncertainty in some important external factors, 
such as immigration, capital import and the security situation. 
However, it seems that today, raoi’e thtui in the past, the necessity 
of introducing comprehensive central planning is becoming more • 
and more recognized. The complexity of goals facing the Israeli 
society and economy, the increased necessity to weigh the economic 
advantages of new projects, the growing links with foreign 
factors in all aspects of economic activity, and the increased 
complexity of modern technical and administrative processes - i 
all call for more coordination between various development 
projects through planning. i

Finally, let us express some doubts bothering many 
who have to do with planning. It is a fact that Israel has 
developed significantly without central planning; and it is 
still unclear whether the lack of planning was an inhibitive 
factor, or was it the opposite. A developing country seldom 
has enough professional manpower to operate both central and 
facet planning. In its first stages of development, it usually 
lacks the necessary information for overall planning. The 
desired general targets are, in a way, self-evident, and the 
level of sophistication needed is relatively low. Institutional
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opposition is usually smaller towards facet-planning. Often 
this kind of planning can contribute more to the solution of 
urgent problems. Therefore, be preferable to attach
more attention towards facet-planning, in the initial stages 
of development. It seems, therciore^ that ''planning of the 
planning" and the allocation of planning resources, should be 
the first steps to be undertaken.

There should be no illusions as regards the advantages 
and shortcomings of planning. There is no contradiction 
between planning and development; however, the exact nature 
of the interdependence between the two has not yet been proven. 
Planning is only one of the instruments for advancing the 
process of development, but cannot, on its own, assure its 
achievement. Therefore, we have to beware that planning should 
not come instead of development activities themselves. Develop
ment without planning is still preferable to planning without 
imijlementation.
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Tkm fn rp »* #  ttati« y y r  i «  ti» • lK r i« f  mvanfj
ot P9Mi.mtmn*m i^ ^ M M M ita tlo a  o f h * r pXma», F la n
tiq^-ew M itatie*  •• a «rib^aet la  aa Tmmt t lia « a l l  tlta lia ta lls  cannot 
ba eav«ratl 1 «  aa ab art a  papar  m  th la*  F o r th ia  raaaon w » a b a ll 
eomcmem oaraalvao <mly a l t b  tlM  «o a t  aiipdLfleaa* aapacta o f 
ia p la o M iita tioa  by I t e i t l a p  oor tflaeaaalona to a faw n a ia r  araaa. 
K a la ra n t #ata  f a r  tlia pnepaaa o f  oar dllacaaaloa va ra  c o lla c ta d  froa 
ansrloaa P la a v la c  Coaatilaal4wa aocaaantoy p a b llc a tlo n a  and In ta rn a l 
raaaarcl» wnrle wad ra ria w o  a f f ie a  Maaoranda o f tba P lanning D^partaant 
o f tba Oava*»aa»t o f  Baat PalKlat«a.

S* PidKlatan fa cad la nia ia ra lila  a o c la l and oconM ilc ¡^o b la a a  
in M a d la ta ly  aftaor o b ta ia la g  p a l l t l e a l  fraadoa* l a  Anguat 19^7. Tba 
araaa naa laeladad l a  Paklataa wara fa gaar l y  nndar tba lte*itlab abo 
d id  not f o l i o »  a p o lic y  o f  balaacad acoaoalc daralopaaat f o r  tba 
Indo^Pak aidt-coatlaiM itI l a  f a c t »  tbaaa araaa aarrad a a ra ly  aa 
b la ta rla a d a  f o r  tb a  gro at  acanmale cm ttraa bow a ltu a ta d  In  In d ia . 
Roada» r a l l » a y a «  a g r lo n lta ra »  la d a a try »  ad ocatloa, p o rt  f a c i l i t l a a  
a t e .»  aara p ro b a b ly  tba aoat bactmard l a  ibaaa araaa. to add to  th la » 
a f t « r  p a r t l t lo a »  Paibiataa faead aarloaa problaaM o f  d la ru p tio a  
o f  a o ra a l tra d a  and eoaoMKrea» aboaaea o f  acaacadc coom arclal wad 
f ln a a o la l la a t lt n t lo a a »  a b ig  rmtvfm  p ra b la a  a long w ith  o th a r 
a n a a ttla d  laaaaa l a  tba  aeanoode, p o l i t i c a l  and dafaaca f la ld a ,  
Hovavar» tba  aaw n a tio n  aada a te ta ra la a d  a f f o r t ^  f o r  a o h la rln g  
acoaoalc prograaa by owarcoodLag tbaoa d l f f l c a l t la a  l a  an o x c o y tio n a lly  
ab ort p a rlo d .

3 . A Daralopaont Board ano aatabliahad and ondortook i t a  
taab l a  19^  to  fo ra a la ta  a  r a a l l a t i c  fraw oaor k  o f  p o llc ia a  to  
acblava ocobookLc g ro v tb  and a »  a ra a a lt  a  a ln -y a a r  dawalopoaat 
prograaBMi aa» laaaebad l a  t95d a l t b  tba  aaalataaea o f tho Coloabo 
P ia n , f b la  prngranaa anwlaagad aa aap ondi tura- o f  b . 2»60O a l l l i o a  
a l t b  a fo ra lg a  aaebaaga coaq̂ oaaat  o f  b . t»bOO ■ ^ l l lo a .

1 . Moanan, X . J .  *fba b y a rc b lc  P a tta ra  o f  flowamaant and PaklataB*a 
Problaaa*» P o l i t i c a i  Scianca (la a rtM rly  (Kaw Torfc.) Vd175tbo 1 March 
t9dO. pp 9*^t06 .

1 . *PaJtÌ»taa*» P ro graaa*» F a r  X aatara geonaadLe Rawlav (H o m ^o a g )»
T a l  28» Mo.23» dona 9 t 19dd» pp ffdt«>tSgO ( a p ^ l a l  iaaaa oa 
P a k la ta a ).
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Rm I  ±mpXmmattmt±oa • tartiid  l a  1958 a f t a r  tk* October R e ro la tlo »*
The plea* a f t e r  t958, «ita e e e e d  a ray^-d ia cre aae  l a  tbe p ro d a ctlo a  
o f coaaimer goods aad created tbe aeceeaary ia f r a » s t r u c t a r e  «b lo b  
la t e r  helped tbe laqpleaHSBtatioa o f tbe F iv e  T e a r Plaa* Tbe 
reasoas f o r  13^  a b o r t - f a l l  l a  l a p leaeata t lo a  m s  asalTsed bjr 
A lb e rt  V aterstoB^ as bad «eatber* aafavearable te ra s  o f  trad e« 
decrease l a  e i i ^ r t  e a ra ia ss » lacreaee l a  IpplesM iBtatioa cost dae to  
r is e  ia  w orld p r ic e s «  slow er ra te  o f eosaiitweat o f  e x te ra a l a id  asd 
* io Ju d lc lQ iis  aad o fte a  ia c oape ta s t a t l l is a t lo a  o f  e x te ra a l aad 
la t e m a l  resoarces Mid aoa-observaaee o f the d l a c l p l i m  o f tbe P lsa^« 
These d i f f i c u l t i e s  are  o f  course a o ra a lly  e s ^ r ie n c e d  by any co untry  
i a  is ip leae atlag  h e r f i r s t  p le a . Bat ia s p it e  o f  these unaistalcable 
progress was achieved ia  in d u s try «  power aad a g r ic u ltu r e . By f a r  the 
aost ia p o rta a t aebieveaeat  was th a t the f i r s t  p la n  created tbe 
aecessary c liw a te  f o r  ecoaosKLe growth ia  a d e r e l^ d a g  co o a try  l i k e  
F a k ista a  aad served as aa ia s tm s e a t  f o r  "d la g a osia g  a b s ia is t r a t lv e «
o rg a a ls a tlo a a l aad o th e r problan s and te s t ia g  a lt a r a s t iv e  s o lu tio n s s7

5« The Secoad F i  ve Te e r P ian ( i 960—6 5 ) waa fo m u la te d  w lth  
tbe experieace i a  inqpd.«awatiag tbe  F i r s t  F iv e  Te e r P isa  aad becwse 
aoro r e s l i s t l c  so th s t  i a  tpóS i t  was h a iie d  f o r  a c b le v is ^  a b igb

fi
ra te  o f e c o a m lc  grow th and thus becewiag a r ssiarfcable  snccess .
By isq^lesHmtlag t h is  p in a  PidU-staa iaeresuMHl b e r a a tio a a l lacoae by 
309Ì cnspared to  thè p ia n  ta rg e t o f  lacvesbseat le v a i  ro se  to  abeve

o f tbe diiP and expe rt ia e rsased a t  tbe ra te  o f  79̂  as
a g a in st JÌ» preposed l a  tbe  p in a . Devele p s w it  sarpsadltnpe exceeded p ia n  
ta rg e te  o f  l i « 25,000 a i l l i e a  b y  259^ Z a d a e tria l prodw ctioa  la c re a sed 
by p e r mamam aad f o r  tbe  f i r s t  t la e  a g r ic w lta ra l girewth exceeded 
thè p o p e la tlo a  growth l a  tbe cowatry* Tbe e v e ra ll  ecoaosdLc grow tb 
aere tbaa as aay be seea  f r sa  tb e  ta b le  below t

5 . Y a te rs te a , A lb e rt«  P la a a ia g  l a  Pirii^lstaa« tbe Xcioaeaàc BevelogaMmt 
Z a s tltttte « X a te ra a tie a a l Baak f o r  B e c m e tra c tie a  MSd Bevalepaeat, 
ch a p te r k.

6m P la n a ia g  Ceaalaaioa. O bjeetlve e  e f  tbe 

7« IbstMretoa« A lb e r t .  P lo a a ia g  l a  P ab la tan,

F i r n  T(

7 « .

P la a « page 2 .

8 ,  K eport e f  tbe Coaferwace e f  Seeaeadate te  diecoae tbe T b ir d  F iv e  
T m u t  P la a . Orgaaiaed by tbn  Harvard t a lv e r e it y «  Beetoa, OSA« 
Hareb 21 -51« 19ó5.



T A B »  I

a m o m  w m m  m m s m  t h» s m o m  w u m  t m M m

(Annual pwremntmgm I n c m n s *  o-vr tlM 
p m v l e u «  jwmr i f959»60 prlcns)

Te a r 1 A l l  PBcAstan Bast P akistan West Pakistan

1960-61 ^*8 5 .8 3 .9
61-62 5 .5 6.2 5 .0

6 2-6 3 3 .5 0.1 6.6

63-6A 7 .9 11.0 5.1
6A—Ó5 A .8 3 .0 6 .4

f9 60» 65 ( nvaraiF« 
pound r a t « ) 5.3 5.3 3.3

Sourc«s Oov«raat«nt ot Pakistan« P lanning Carasission.
Th.« e v a lu a tio n  Raport on tb «  S«cond P iv «  Y «a r  P lan 
(K a ra ch i« i 9 6 0 )*

6. I h «  S«cond P lan« tb a ro fo r««  uas la p ln a «n t«d  u it h  resounding 
success and so esibeldened the P a k ista n i planners th a t the Plan 
vas Ponsulated w ith  b i f ^  optin lsai and looked forward to economic 
develofssent over the next 20 years fo xa ca stin g  the ra te s  o f growth to  
make P akistan s e lf -s u f f ic ie n t  in  a l l  respects as may be seen from 
ta b le  2 belowi

TABLE 2
ANNUAL RATBS OP GRCWTH (l95«>-85)

( 1959*60 P r ic e s )

j| 1 9 5 0 * 6 0 il9 6 0 -6 5 i 1969-70111970*85
(a c t u a l)  (a c tu a l)P la n n «d )P ro Je c te d

1 .Chross N a tio n a l Product
A l l  P akistan 2 .5 5 .3 6 .5 7 .5
East Pakistan 1 .9 5 .3 7 .0 8 .3
West P akistan 3 .1 5 .3 6.0 6 .5

2. Per c a p ita  incoee 0 .2 2 .6 3 .9 4 .8
3 . S e c to ra l growth ra te s

A g r ic u ltu re 1 .3 3 .^ 5 .0 5.8
M anufacturing 7 .4 8 .8 10.0 1 0 .3
S e rvice s 3 .5 6.9 7 .2 7 .9
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S e e r w i  ü^wmrwmmmt »t ndciataHit PlaÉnIng Cm h u Im ì w r « 
H w  T b ir d  r i T »  T m s t  (Sarsebi*  t f 6 4 ) .

7 . TIh» id > ilit7  to  m tta ia  tbw M  rmtmm. ot gupvmth « i l i  a s s M E tia lly  
oa tlM  cluur«ict«r mmi émgrmm ia y la m e t e t io »  ot «b* F lm » 

T mmt n « B  «ad tb* •ttbM VM tti ylam k. TIm  •coaaanr, haw rrart is  
t «  tviM wJI«*« tb a a « h9§mm ia:^o fb.7 « ic a X  r a a l i t i* * «  Faldistaoi
ftlMMMra tm lla v a  tb a t • a tra a s  «coHoax is  tb* M s a n t ia l  p r « -c o i ^ i t i o a  

o r  «ttocooorul jjiya.— n ta t l o » ,  Ih o  ocoaobir o r  ^ b k ls ta a  i s  tod&y «ttcb 
•éroocor tboa borom * HMnro io  a  n n o M o o  i a  *bo crowtb o f tbo  GlfP 
ao i t  ia cia d a o  a amcb larc^ar c o a tritm tio a  o r tbo B o a -o a r lc u ltn ra l 
oaetoro* IQbo a é ain i s t r a t io a  lo  a b lo  to  a o b iiis o  a M it io a a l  roso«trcos 
ia to b a a iiy  as io  ovl<toat rro a  tb a  ra e t tb a t tbo Socond P is a  «a s  
ia p lo a é a tM  a it b  a id  coaposwat as a ca ia s t pr<^posod in  tbo pian^ 
Tho ocoaosor bas a iso  sboaa inro^gr ro s iils «K :o  bjr bolng oble  to absorb 
tbo s tra ia s  p a t bjr tba  « a r  l a  19^5 M d  tba postponsont o r a id  
eoaaitamUss l a  tbo sano paar*

9* lapa.aasatatioa o r  tbo tad Ptaa l a  tho GovmrssMat riaancod 
s o c to r vas 955( and ozcoodod p la n  ta iv o ts  l a  « a t a r  aad p o «o r»tra B s p o rt 
aad eoaaraaicatloa aad b o a itb  saetera* Tbo iaq^lsBMatation ia  o th o r 
so cto rs  wmm s l ia b t lp ’ boblad bat a dyawsic p r iv a to  so cto r caaro ronssrd 
ia  « 4p rie a ita x ^ « aMmaractoriacwHHl idLaiap, odoeatloa and tbo boosiap 
so cto rs  so tb a t * tbo p is a  isvlaaw Ktod surpassod i a  a la o s t a l i
ro i9 o cto  as i t  vas roxviviatod o r lc in a i lp to id o a  asy bo
rorswd by tbo s o c to ra l d is t r ib a t ie a  e r  ospoadltnro  d u rla c  tbo 2ad 
p la n  p iró n  i a  ta b lo  3 iM low t

9 . V ilc o a , C i a i r .  *S orolep a«at P tosniap O Propraandap i a  Pakistaa
in  Scoaoaic Oovolopsumt Plsaaodap Bapoa» S ro r o tt »  od 19^3*

fO . br* Said Hasaa« S(¡IA., Sopaty Cbainsan, ro,a*mias C M silsa io a , 
F ia a i S rv la a tio a  o r tbo S^^cead P iro  To a r P ir a  ( 1960- 6 5 } 
Bocoabor 1966.
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sscT(»uuL oxs¥Bi»m(m oat fas mmâ owtamr 
nxpsmtTms IK TH8 govMaMKOT rmàscm smtom.

( » ■ «  M i l l io n )

Soctox* F in n  
▲ llo e n tie a .

fiotixantwi
esiqpeailitwe
[llgjSffirJAL,

PorcMtnc*

iKrictiltam 2*515
Manuracturlzvs and M la ia s  1*910
¥ « t o r  and P o ««r  ^*l4o
Trmtoiport d Cnnwiiintcation 2*725
Pkjraical Plasm ine «  H onaia« 1*285
l^ n e a tio n  and ’trm^mki^ 955
Haaltis and M adical S arvica o  570
S o c ia l W a lia ra  S a rric a a  and 
Manpowar and EtoploTnant*

T o ta l  14*6«»

1*856
1.627
4*341
3.072
1*666

913

75

74
85

105
113
88
96

1C«

63

13.950 95

Tfea a i t o r t -f a l l  i n  sona aactors i n  t « ^ a  3 ana nada isq̂  li|r 
tba jj^ iv a ta  aactors aboaa daralOfaMrat aoqpaiiditoras tmat aacaadnd tha 
ta rg a ta  aa wmy a ls o  ba aaan i a  ta b la  4 b a lo vi

DEVSLO^iS^ £X»B]S>rfOiUE IN THE PEITATS 
SECTOR BPRIiWl THE SECOWP FLA»

(B s .a il l io n )
S a cto r. Sacond p ir n A c ta a l a stin a ta d  

. ,_a*»aiwli.t»ra...................

A g r ic a ltn ra 905 I 3 .400
T a ta r  a » l  Poaar 25© 1
In d u s tria a  and Com are a 3 * 660 5,300
Faals  and M ln ara ls 550 55©
Tra n s p o rt and CcaBSunlcatioiia 1.325 1 ,6 0 0
P h y s ic a l Plasm iog wrà Hoasiag 1.525 2 ,5 1 0
Education amd T ra in in g 10 0 150
H aalth  and M adical s a rv ie m  I 
S o c ia l W alTara Sanricas 1 65 80

To ta li8 3 8 d 13,590
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9. bt9l«mat«tÌoa lutw r«v««l.«d that «ajor factors
affactiai; ijq^oM«itatiooi ara tha raqulreeante of corract and bold, 
dacialoaa in policy mttars w»d inatitatlonal raforas erganlaad 
hy tha axacatla« authoritias of tba ^oviaclal ami Contrai Govarmanta 
tmàmr tha «atchful ara of Praaidaat Aynb Khan «Ailo said in Friaada 
Hot Hastars *Mr task* as I m w  it* w m  to sat institutions idiich 
sbonld anahla tha ya^la of Pakistan to daralop thair aatarial, aorai 
and latallactnal rasottrcas and capacitias to tha aaxiBraBi axtant*.
Most iagK>rtwat o f thasa aara tha c ra a tio n  o f tba N a tion a l Econoaic 
C o u n cil i n  1962 as t t e  sn y rsn a body to taka acononic p o lic y  d a c is io a s , 
tba SC/hSC i n  1963 f o r  scqw nrisio n  o f  c o rra c t {nrojact p ra p a ra tio a , 
a llo c a tio tt  o f rasoarcas ami raconam ulatlom i o f p o lic ia a  and tha 
a sta blistesrat o f tba Scoaonic C a ^o rd ia a tio n  CoaadLttaa o f tha Cabinat 
i n  1965 f a r  conaidm ration o f n rca a t acoa<mlc problsais and c o -o rd in .^ tii c 
o f  acoB<Miic p o lie ia s . P lw m ia e  C a lla  aara a sta b lisb a d  i n  d iffarai^è 
Pap a rfaaants août M lit is tr ia s  o f tha P ro v in c ia l aikl C o n tra i Govarïviants 
f o r  c o -o rd in a tin g  d a s a lo f o n t  procnuasas. IRia P laan ing  oripaaisatioas 
wmra stransthanad by ra c ru â tin s  a d a ^ ^ t a  q u a li f i  od s t a f f  v i t h  an 
m id it io n a l C h ia f S a cra ta ry  in  aach provinea  as tha C h ia f S xa cu tiva  add 
C o -o rd in a to r and o f  d a ra iopn ont  a c t iv i t i a s  w ith in  tha f>rovinca. Mass 

p a r t ic ip a t io n  m a  conaidarad a a a a n tia l f o r  anccasa o f davalopsiant 
plans and th a ra fe ra  tha Baaic Panocm ciaa wwra crsanisad to  foxnulata  
and iaq^lanant daralopawnt j^ o g r sansa o f  lo c a l a i^ a if ic a n e s . Nacassary 
mtoBOSKHis bodiaa^^ wara a ls o  aatidklishad to  liq^loaMant* w ith  v ig o r  
and dynanisn* d a v a lopnan t  parojacta i n  ra la v a n t s a e ttrs . Accounting 
precaduraa «a ra  iaqprovad to  anaura apaady d isp o sa l sad a ro viso d  
aystssi o f  f in a n c ia l  c o n tro l and hs^kgating t h r o n g  tha Annual 
PavalopaHMit Progranaaa in c o rp o ra tin g  tha annual pitasing of tha 
davalopawat p la n  mut ia tro d u e a d .

T l*  G a lb ra ith *  J . X .  -  Cenam ts on Paklataa*a Sacoikl P lan (a in a o g ra p lie d ).

12. Warn an* X .J*  -  *Pakiatan*s P ra va a tiva  Autocracy and tha Causaa** 
P a c if ic  A f f a ir s  (Now Y o rk ) Vol*32* No. 1 pp 18*>33.

1 3 . Priduuih* OK. * X a d u a trla l Davalwaasnt Cozporatioaa i n  In d ia  and 
i^c ls th n * *  Ib a  SconoaKlc Jo u m n l (l>oadon) V0I . 6 7 * No. 265  pp 40 -4 8 .

• A



F o l i  HUM» ot til*  « » c lu i le « !  td is is tra c «  fHrosrwHMt« oF «dv«u»c*d c o a a ti^ M  
wwre m i l »  « Io n e  ix ltk  M r|;«liilalaM ttt «Htvsnewd ia u it ltu t«*  oF ptfbl.àe 
w lM la u ls tM tl««  Mid rvnm l ^^vwlopmNkt la  botto tito « ia c a  oF Fakio taa  
to  tmtm» tho 1.0V03. oF to o lm ica l m k lll  a n i p o b llc  a d a iB io t r a t lm . 
f h— o oirgaaioatiom il. sa^ In o t it a t io a a l  ro Fo m o  barro o ls a iF i c m t ly  tool|M)4 
to  iaeroaoo ttoo id n o rb ia c  aad iaqpJLoaontiac otypaoity oF t l n  coantary*

10« X ^p loa n a ta tioa  oF ttoo jNm 1N»o om » eoaq4.1cato«l dna to
tiia problaao croatod hjr tim  Zado»Fafc a a r» fomtpomumt oF co utortica i 
M O t ia c  l a  19<S5* s I o w ìb f  doaa oF to r ^ g m  a ld  m d  aa ia»-procod4m tad 
o p a li oF bad aaattoar* ftoaaa la d  te  tha d la ro p ^ io a  oF tba t ia a  sebadtalaf 4
Fo r r a a l l a l a «  tba  aaaaal émrgmtm aafciac I t  aacaaaary to  ra>aaaaiiaa
th a  d a ra lo p w m t iM^aa and F i t  I t  ia t o  a r a a l la t i c  ia p la a a a ta tio a  p la a . 
Paiciataai p iaaaam  Foomd ttoat ia p l  oa nat a t i  ea m a ld  ha p e o o lb la  hy 
a o b l l ia la c  a d d it io a a l raaeavcao im tm rm mlly, ehaasiac o a e to ra l 
p r i o r i t i o a  «ad .awwwil' phaalas oF tba aapaaditara tbas a a rro w ia « d o m  
tba éfmgm batwaon tptomm aad aat a lla e a tio a a . Barload o a tla F  
p la a  aaa a o e a rd ln v lT  aada aad. la  c lr a a  b a io *  l a  fb b la  5 «

1^. P la a a ia c  Cnaal ooioa • B ra la a tio a  oF tba  F i r a t  jrim r oF 
tba f b i r d  F i-ra  Ta a r F la a » Map 19^7*

* • • / * • •
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TàgLgJI^
R »'y l»»d  Q atlity &t th.» Ifhty^ g lw t

(M i l l l « m  Biqwes)

O o rt.f in a n c e d  s e c to r P ri-ra te ]
Si

Lp fln a n cw l 
»c to r

T o t a l
O o rt.

F i « l d  ot D «r* lo p «« iit Fast
Pakistan

West
Pakistan T o t a l

Fa st
P akista n

West
PalElstaa T o ta l

financed
A

p r ira te lr
financed

'Sector
1 . 2. 3. t . 5. 6, 7, 8.

1. A g r ic u ltu re 2,Z99 1,816 4.115 2 ,1 0 0 1 ,9 0 0 4.000 8,115

2. Water A Poemr 3 .6 6 0 <».387 8,047 100 550 650 8,697

3 . ZadiMtXT 2.^3* 1.081 3,513 3.800 4,500 8.300 11,813

4. F u e l«  ami M laerala 325 267 5^2 300 450 750 1,342

3 * Tre a s p a rt aad 
C a m ual c a t io n « . 3 ,2 8 0 3,<»31 7.711 2 .1 0 0 1,8 00 3,900 10.611

6 . P b j« lc a l  F la a a ia g  
and H ou«in g. t,38k 1,113 2.477 2.350 1 ,6 5 0 4,000 6.477

7 * Bdacation 1 ,3 0 8 1,066 2.374 200 100 300 2,674

8 . IfaMatb 631 548 1,175 20 2 0 to 1,215

9. S o c ia l W elfare 50 to 90 20 2 0 to 130

1 0 .  Manyeear 51 35 86 10 10 20 106

11. Works Progzeanie 1 ,2 0 0 620 1,820 «« • 1.820

Tetad (G ro s s ) 16.600 14,^400 3 1 ,0 0 0 1 1 ,0 0 0 1 1 .0 0 0 2 2 ,0 0 0  5 3 ,0 0 0

Less e :q ^cte d s k o r t f a l l .  • - 1 ,0 0 0 - . •> 1 ,0 0 0

T o ta l (  M at) ae 3 0 ,0 0 0 1 1 ,0 0 0 1 1 ,0 0 0 2 2 ,0 0 0  5 2 ,0 0 0

#•«/•• •
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ti. T b m  Conf«r«nc* ojP/^aian Bconoalc Planners In Ban^ok.'^ 
li^id great ««{»basis to tba need o t  Annoal Planning as an Instruoiant 
of Plan X«;i^lamentatlon. In the third year o t  the Third Five Year 
Plan Pakistan heca«« a«Mre o t  the great role that Annual Plan can 
play in ispleaentatlon of Develofaent Progz*asRaes by introducing 
''planning flexibility, adaptation of the iaplenentatlon programme 
to the changed circuastanoes, policy co-ordination and project 
evaluation”. Pakistasn now is formulating the Annual Plan for 68-69 
to bring out the inter-relation between different sectors of 
activities, both public and private, and to consider the impact of 
Annual Development Programmes to pin point crucial areas of decision. 
The Provincial Planning Departments azNi new making searching analysis 
to assess the role of the Annual Development Programme as a consumer 
of domestic and foreign inputs, its capacity to generate real income 
and stimulate present and potential demai^s for enlarging product 
activities of the private sector. Pakistan thus is tx*ying to solve 
the problMB of co-ordination between the public and private sectors 
and stop their working at cross j^rposes. A suitable annual 
planning technique incorporating annual development programme in 
close co-ordination with the budgeting activities as an instrment 
of plan implementation is thus in the process of being evolved in 
Pakistan.

12. We have indicated earlier that the Third Five Year Plan had 
to be revised due to circumstances beyond Pidcistan's control. One 
Important decision during the revision was to mobiliee more resources 
internally for financing quick yielding progrwsmes according to 
revised priorities by intensive use of avsd.lable facilities. Policies 
similar to this are considered to be essential for successful plan 
implementation. The Annual plan will include flexible policies for 
directing larger flow of resources to the investsrant channels, 
optlmimi allocation of resources for the set priorities, ensure 
necessary price stability and manipulation of market forces to 
avoid unfavourable situations as pointed out by Prof. Gadglll 
”idiere plamnlng proceeds without a policy frame-

15« Major obstacles in plan imp! 
Aslan.

tation. SCAFE Conference of

. • /. .



Tb* Aaniml Fluì wLll thnm rbsotarc«« Tot
projvct« accordine to tlia ravisad plaa atxmtaclas «blcb m r o ^ ’̂

"(a) Attalaaiant o T  aalf-aafficiaacy ia food by ¿9-70 (b) aapbasla oa 
quick ylaldln^E yro^acts (c) qaick cMiplatioa ot ongotug pro Jacta
(d) biabar asporta*.

13. Froa vfaat baa baaa aaid ao t m r , aa fiad tbat Pakistaa ia 
tryia«^ to arolva a aaccaaafol ayataa ia lAiicb awaaa «ul polieiaa of 
laplaaaatatloa caa ba ayataamtiaad aad co-ordiaatad. How far tba 
attwapts «ili ba aaccaasful caa ba Jadead aaly hy daralopaaata ia 
ttaa aaar fatara. Va sball aow diaeaaa m oam  w m i o r iaauaa in 
iraplasantatlon ttbi eh Pakistan ia trying to re solva.

14. A aajor problaa la tha aaad for praparatioa of corraci 
astiaataa for araas idiara propar atatiatica ia lackia«. Satiaataa oa 
privata lavaataaBt, foraiga axebaaga coaipoaiMit of pro Jacta, Inccane 
dlatribution amd dcMoaatic aavia« ara uaiatlly aot axactly raliabla. 
Bacatiaa of tbia It ia aowatlaN» diJfficuXt to racaamoad propar policías 
to coabat a spaciflc problaw« It ia, tbarafora, possibla tbat private 
Invastnant «uay not ba fortbccatiag, at tba daairad rata, spaclally in 
East Pakistaa, to fulfil tba pian t a r a t a  tmlaaa fvopar policios 
baaad on corract kaovlad^ ara fraaMd to induca tba Invaatora* Lack 
of fullar kaowladsa of foraiga axchansa raquiraaaat atnaetlaa diatorta 
tba projaction of doaastic savia^ or foraign asaistanca oaadad for 
axacutins davalopoant pro Jacta. Tbia problaa ia baine tackled l̂ y 
stranetbaaiae tha Raaaarcb oreaáisaíiona and davalopaMat of aauilneful 
Statistica.

15. Balancad iaiplaaKiatation accordine to aat prioritiaa soanatiae 
ia not acbiavad inapita of tha baat afforte of tha iapiaaanatine 
authoritias. Sactoral iaplataantatioa aoawtiaaa bacoaa distortad dna 
to unforaaaan clrcuastancaa as ha^paaad durine *ba last tfaraa yaars 
in PakiatMS. Asataalne tha praaaat altuation to continua proeraaa of 
InplanantatioB of tha Thlrd Pian in Sast Pakistan »ay ba expactad

lÉ. Gadwill, PE. Sconoatlc aitd politicai waakly, Fab.t9¿7 paea 233-2¿^.
•7* Pian parfonHusca, Sector raviaa and cianr«at aconooiic altuation 

papar preparad byd tha Plaaniae Paptt. Jan. 22, t^ób paga t.
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TABLE 6

FINANCIAL nSOGSESS IN  THE UfFL£lfi»iTATIOM OF THE

• 12/
fS

THIRD PLAN IN EAST PAKISTAN

Kaviaad allocation ^ upto Ib d I aaep ta^,l oî
of Third Plan 30.6.68 Foracaat for m A L

2 ( 1 )
aubsaqumt
yaara.

1. Yatar 1 9 6 0 . 0 4 7.8 37.2 85.0
Z , Pouar 1 5 5 0 .0 6 0 . 2 43.6 103.8
3. Agricultura 2121.4 36.9 50,6 87.5
4. loduatry 2 4 i 4 . 4 40.8 50.3 91.1
5. Tranaport and

CooHBunl cation 2261.3 35.4 49.9 85.3
6. Physical Planning

& Housing 10 0 8 .4 38.9 4 2 .7 80.9
7• Education and

Training. 1 2 3 8 . 2 3 6 . 0 52.3 8 8 . 2

8. Haaltb 561.6 45.7 43.3 89.0
9. Social Yalfara 40.0 28.0 25.3 53.3

t o .  tianpouar A  Enployiaaat 4 6 . 0 36.5 34-7 7 1 .2
11. Yorks Progranaa 12 0 0 .0 32.9 NA (32.9)

TOTAL: l440f.3 41.3 ( 42.8) (84.1)

( l )  F o r tb* F*ars 1968*69 and 1969/70 o n ly  tbn sofa«««» s tn rto d  iâ  to  
3 0 . 6 . 68 ; In  brncknta Incoaqpiloto F ic u r* * .

18. Mlodrae P o tk o v lc , gmnmrml o con o niat, UNDP economic
p ro g ra n a ln f and pro ja ctio n^ ^ o j a c t  > a papanr on p u b lic  
davalo|»aant azpan dltura  s.a Eaat Faklatan t965/66»1966/70 
p ro ^ a a a  in  f in a n c ia l  i^ p lw a a n ta tlo a .

. * / •.
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It m r  !>• — 9 »  tbat itb* * v m T s ^  a 1« «»»«ctad
to d^.1 parcaat* £v«a tteoan^ tkis will t»a a g r m m t acbiaraankat 
in absoluta taras« tha Govaraasat Is t x y i - a g  to davlaa propar 
paliólas to fuiril tiM tarsats ia tba ptdilic sactor sad inducía« tba 
privata sactor to participata ia tba iaplasMNstatioa aiforts as ia tba 
ftBd Plan, Conscious raliaaca on tba aazlcat Torcas« raductioa of 
diraet eoatrol oT Terai«a axciusBipa« a aystan ot tax lacaativa 
and boaosas« salactlva iaport libaralisatioa ate.« parbaps will t»a 
undertalcaa to induce lar«a private iavastasaat to brin« tn Increased 
inputs and irri«atioa Tacllitias ia a«ricaltura and to produca ñora 
iI^»uts aacassary Tor tba Food SalT-suTTiciaacy Progresáis « utillaatioa 
oT Indiganous raw smtarials« batter atiXisatloa oT existing capacities 
a m á additioaal lavastsHkat ia tba caaa aT industry. Basldas a 
progx*ossivaly graatar rola will be played by tbe Basic Bewocraciaa to 
continua Mass participation in tba davaXofSiaat aTTorts oT tba coant|py 
by not only building locskl laTrsi*'S true tura but süLso psurticipatiag In 
pacoductiva sictivitias Ilka H u m a  Irrii^tioa progrsassa and sale ami 
distribution oT TartiliB<wr aad otbar s^prlcultursil i^uts.

f ? .  l a  sa lactad  T ia ld s «  p ro ja c t  axacutioa  a lso  bas not boon v a ry  
s a tis T a c to ry  as due esura «ms aot ta ic«i b y  tba sponsoring agancias to 
prepsu?o the p ro je c ts  wbicb o c c a s io n a lly  wsre w rongly conceived 
a b ln i t i o  o r conceived on assuaptiens wbicb la t e r  proved to  be wrong, 
l a  c e r ta in  casas« cost o f sxa cu tio a  iacx^aasad a x c s s s iv s ly  due to  
g s a s ra l r i s s  i a  p r ic a s  both a t bowa and abroad« d i T T i c u l t y  la  
procurmaaat oT a m to ria ls  o r sb lp p ln g  dua to  tba y is ta a a  Vmr and tba 
b lo c k in g  oT Sues caaal« advarae taims oT To ra ig a  slid* i l l - d i s c i p l i a a d  
e a th u s ia M  oT ^poaaoring a ^ a c is w  to  sbear Tavonrabla  baaaTit->cost 
r a t io  as w a ll as tba osa o f bad design o r taebaoiogy. I a  sueb casas 
tba net re s u lt  was tb a t i t  raducod * P ro je c t To n s u ls tio n  and P lanning 
to  a s ta ta  oT aockaxy*

t9 . Haq« Mabbubol. Ik a  S tra te g y  oT Econoaic P lanning« 
OxTord U n iv e rs ity  Prass« 19^3. P 193.

•.. / • •
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i l i a s t r a t i o a  oa cost is c rs A M S  ar*  c l v m  iM lo «  t

F ro js c t JOrigiMi 
cost

i Fissi i 
cost I

FSPcsatsB*

Vsit) 20
Xnrrois CkMrlti Maltlpuxrytoss p r o js c t .  tO 
INsrstm & ac«a«s F r o js c t .  99

^ i t  1101x90so F x ^ jo ct. 2 9 k

198
76
%05
689

890
660
309
93

e s t  flMS s t x m t i^  9t Eooaosiie P1« b» 1 bc Iqr MiM>8ftal - F 193.

18'. U hi S p o B s o r l s g  Agmmctmm oro é s iro tix M e  so rio n s  s tts a tio tt  to  
p ro p s r p ro is o t  Foxstalatioa to  taclels sneh prohlsois. I t  pm sw at a l l  
achhcisa a ra  xa % «ira d  to  c^sdact F s a s ib l l i t f ’ s tu d ia s  tmé r o ^ r t  to  tha 

la  iHNiocrlhad F C » ! !  fo ra , t h ls  fcaoicladsa la  usad to  
tha a c to a l schosw Ixjr tha sponsoriac acaacias l a  tha forascrlhaii 

FC -1  fo ra  a h ich  l a t ^  io  axaalaail hjr tha F la a a la c  C a li  o f  tha 
co ataro lllac  BaqfMxrhHmt. ‘Iha  schsaa th «a  ceaws to Flsroslas B n^arteaet 
a f t a r  claaraaca  frasi tha  F la a a la s  c a l i  idiara I t  la  sh h a ltta d  to 
a sh a n stiva  s e m tla y  h f  ^ a  a f f i  cara o f  tha F la a a ia c  D iq ^ t a s a t  1A 0 « 
i f  s a t ls f ia d  adth  tha p n ^ a r a t lo a  o f tha forojact» sahailts I t  to  
F r o v la c ia l  F la n a in <  A n th o rltF  f a r  sfqproval. th a  i^ o r i a c la l  F la a a ia c  
la t h o r l t y  SNsy ^n^rova tha p ro la c t  f l a a l l j  i f  tha cost la  laas thaa 
ht.50.00 la c s  aiKl tha r a c n r r ia c  cost la  io sa  thsn h . 5 lo ca  otham dsa 
tha p ro ja c t  la  tonmtOmà  to  Osnatral OaralofaiM it V o rh in c  P a rty  irtio 
SHOxa t h a lr  onn nqKioriaal aaci racoamaail tha p ro ja e t fo r  a ^ ^ ro v a l o f  tha 
S coh«aic  Ccw nittaa  o f tha N a tio n a l Sconoaic Coaacil* th a  aaacatloa 
o f tha p ro ja o t caa s t a r t  o a ly  a f t a r  tha approvai o f tha Scoaoadlc 
C o M itta a  o f N a tio n a l Sconoaic C o n a cil o r la  a p a cla l cassa n lth  tha 
s f a c ia l  p a ra ia a io n  o f  tha ChaixoMat SCNXC.

19 . th a  Flanniim : o rp sn ia a tio a a  hava basa d ira c ta d  to 
liorga p o r t f o l io  o f approvad p ro ca cia  Por a xacn tioa  as aooa ma f i  

bacóaaa a v a ila b la .
ca

m • /  * »
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T liia  Imacw» ut t t e  p ro ja c t  «0 f s »# «  th* d iM d a a n t* ««  o f d « l « r
cauaad fot* procaaaiac a  p ro ja c t  f o r  f in a l  i^flprovel «s ii miao a a a b lM  
tb n  aponnoriav nganeliMi %« n n la c t p re jn c ta  nccordiaif to  h l^ax*  
o p p o rt tn iiy  eoat* Fiaaniaf; grott^m bava baan oripanlaa«} f o r  d if f a ra n t  
aactora In  tlu» Flaonrinp Bap a rbaan* o f tba Previacaa to  c o -o rd la a ta  
l»t«r-'#e|N B rt»ettta l. Planaànc and aponao^ap o f in ro ja cta . Hlgb 
Standiaff C inai tta a a  a ln o  luara baaa  a a ta b lli^ a d  f o r  c o -o rd in a tin a  
n o t iv i  t i  aa o f  tfea ] ^ i i c  and j^civata  aactora*

#0 . trrmgulmr o ffa ra  a f  piadgad a a ta ra a l aaaiataaca g ra a t ly  
a f f a c i t in a iy  ia p ia a anta tto a  o f  davaiopaaat jwrodraaaaa, Wa bava 
a a r i i ^  rafanrad  to  tlM  paatpanaaaat a f  tba p ia d c ia e  aaaaion o f tba  
Conaortioa i n  1^65 aa a  M j o r  fa c to r  abicb  forcad tba  ra v is io a  o f 
tba T l i ir d  Pian* i a  a ra a a it  o f tb ia  ra v ia io a  tba r a la t iv a  r a t io  o f 
tba fo ra ip a  o d  doM uitic  f in a n e i« «  aaa b ro a i^ t  doaa to  539^^^ o f  tba 
Plaa axpa aditnra  and avaa tbaa tba  a atiaatad  a c tu a ls  o f  fo re ig n  a id  
«a ra  «u cb  lasa  d u ria g tb a  f i r s t  c m d ia i  ^raar o f tba 3rd P ian as aay bo 

fro n  tba f o l la « ia g  ta b la t

CT4i£PL»a.,.oy,
yAg L E j

UiSYgLOPMEKT B3£KENDITa»E 1965/66
( M i l l i o n  R u p a e s )

Revised E s tia a ta d
E s tia a te s . A ctu a ls

▲. BosMatic Rasourcasf
Ravenna Surplus 782 29
Nat C a p ita l re c a ip ts 630 433
Banfc b o r r o v i i^ 2 t 0 1364

S id b »te ta l(a ) 1622

B .F o ra ig a  Raaourcasi
P ro je c t  and Ta c b a ic a l a s s is ta n e « 800 781
M on -p rojact a s s is ta n e « 800 554
PZ-480 200 100

S «d > -to t« l(B ) 1800 1^35
T o ta l  a «i»oore«s(iUkB) 3422 3203

D oaastic rasourcas «a  a parcantagi» o f t o t a l I 47 55
F o re ig n  rasourcas as a pwrcaataga o f t o t a l i 53 45

2 0 .P lann in g  CooMnissiontPvaluatioa o f tba F i r s t Y a sr o f tba T b ird  P ian
P .»3 2 .
Ornine to  tba  aia<idbl« o b o r t f a ll  ia  fo ra ig a  fin a a c in g « tba doaastic  
rasoarcaa finaacad 55  parcaat o f tba radacad p ro g r«e e a ,in a ta « l o f k7 
pTcmat  aaqMctad a a r l i a r .

Soarca« aiacm iag Ci «aioa«
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S f« at 9âS « P t  ftadjr «lo w  down Inflov .of capliAl
uui m^mrmm tmà tluM  f»re» tin* tacmcatimg mmthoritima «ad  p r i v â t »  

ia v M t o r «  4 » «•• ap iBEVPRtorl«« «b ic b  «U ttip a ta lf’ r a s a it  la  uadar» 
» t l l l M t i o a  ot e a p a e it i » « ,  a « la 4 »B «a c »  o f  «  hig btttimr sto ck  ot tood 
p r a ia »  «ad  a p p a « r « i  r i s »  ia  p r i e » « .  A c « ia  fo rs ie a  c ro d lt  oftarrnd by 
41k» * id  i^ v ia c  e o n a tr i» »  « r »  a o s i ly  o f 4 i»d  a a ta r »  «dLicb. u lt la a t a ly  
4*aii to  d ls t o r t  p r i o r i t l » »  ot tbm d »v »lo p R »a t prograaa» and i n c r » « s »
41m» eo»4 o f «a o c a tlo a .' A »ta d p  o f  l ^ l a  «a p a ct « a »  aad» and a f » v  
i l l a o t r a t i o a »  o f  » x c » a s iv »  e o »t»  ia o a rra d  b y  P m k Â m t m a du» to t h »  t l » d  
a a ta r»  of t k »  c ra d it  a r »  p tra a  b » lo v  i

u rs TA K c s s  &w m m m  m iC E s mmwR n m  cRm>its
V S  CAB« o r  mOÎRCT ASSXOTAlKïS,

S I . Aoaast %aota Lo v»s t Porcantag»
No. Man» o f t b »  r r « l » c t * - t i o a  fr<Ms qtuotatloB ^ I f f «ronco

t is d  soicrc» ie  i a t » r ' . batvaaa t ia d
( c o u n try ) a a tio a a l sour cas aial

b id d in g in t a m a t l  oaal
(c o tm try ) b io

1. Eaatera Choalcal Plaat 
2* Hard Board Industri«a
3. Ekulna Bic» Mill
4. Viliams Slsctrifleatioa aad 

Pow»r distributioa

r i a n t5* Tabla Salt

6. Balucbistaa Colliari»»

7. Myloa T a la  r ia n t
8 » Aaractii S b l^ra rd  m a d  

Ei»»l n » » r i n ^  Works.

Jipaa H.K. 73
Japan O a m a n y 123
Japan Oaraany 120

Italy BalgiisB»
Yugoslavia,

t>3

Japsw^Swada« t «
rr«ioa 71

r « c a
J m a ^ t x . ,

87
Caaoboslovidcla, 
Omusark.

O.S.A. Oaxmasy 6t

0«A. Q o fx m im y 57
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22. Tld.a la  tf tc k X a d  k y  P É k ia t « i  by a a yatam itio
a tta «p t  io  programm» a x ta m a l altf by i a v l t l a s  ia ta c n a tlo a a l b id a , 
In tro d a c la g  f l a x á b i l l t y  la  iNTocarawm* b y  aalad oim casb reaoorcaa 
and. Ju d lc io u a  procraaaa o f  JTantíLca aaalabmica by d lY a r a if lc a t lo s  
ot bota p ro ia c t  and a a a -;^ e ja c t  aaalataaea Xataaraatioaally alao 
tba C oaaorllua  and aoa-coaaortiaai oouatyiaa « r a  b a ln «  pamuadad to  

a p p ra cia ta  tba d i f f lc u l t la a  aad a f f a r  m w  a a ft loaaa by rad aola c 
ia ta ra a t  r a t a , la c ra a a ia c  tba rapajw ant p a rla d , and coYarlad  p a rt  «t 
tba a ld  by p ra a ta .

23. Pafciataa baa calaad coaaldarabla  aspariaaca la  y o m a la t la p  
and iM p lanaat ia p  d a r a l u f  a t p la a a . T b la  aaparlaaca aaatwipesaaa fa c to r«  

tb a t bara faYoorad a r  t ap adad l » p l aaaata t ia n  soara o f id iicb baya baan 
dlacussad i n  tba fo ra p o la p  pmtmgemtihm, XaplaaaatatioB la  a cantinneus 
procass and no a ffm rt f a r  auccaasfal lorplaaM atatloa adLll ba raw ardlap 
unlaas r ip b t  a ctlim a  aara takaa to  do tba aaadfal a t  r lp b t  placas la  
r ip b t  tis M . R a p a titlo a  a f  f a l lu r a a ,  havayar a n a ll ,  can ba aYoldad 
o n ly  by a a lfo c r lt lc la n r , coatlaaans o b ja o tlY a  ra Y ia v  aad r aaiadla l  
actions* Tba P raald ant o f  Pidclatan baa s tro o p ly  dafaodad tb is  
a t t ltu d a  aa a c o a d itlo a  tor saccaasfal plasa l a p l i a a t a t l o n i

* I f  tba paat baa not prodaoad a te t  van bopad f o r ,  
ao pood v i l i  coaa frua» b lia b la p  tb a t f a c t .  B a ttá r  
f a r  to  f in d  oat idiara tba a r r o r  «a s  and bow I t  cma ba 
c o rra c ta d . Sosht fa c to rs  abicb  la d  to  u n s a tis fa c to ry  
parforBMmca va ra  o a ts ld a  aur c o a tr o l} totberd «a ra  « a l l  
« i tb la  I t .  Sotb anuit ba racopad aad a «  aaeb, axanlnad 
c a r a f a lly  aaad assaaaad e r lt le a t l ly .  Salf-kaow ladpa ra a a la s 
f o r  tba n a tio n , as f o r  tba la d lY ld a a l,  tba f i r s t  stap in
«io d o » ' ,21

21. Quotad b y  A lb a r V a to rsto n  tram tba o b ia o tlY a s  o f tba Seconar 
F iv e  Year P la n , P it  Plann.1 ng Cammimmioa.
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I. General Background of Koreem Economy

Immediately after the World War II, Korea was divided 

into two parts, southern half being left with predominantly 

agricultural economy. To make matters worse, most of indust

rial facilities in the southern half of the peninsula was 

devastated during the Korean War of 1950-1953.

The developmeht of Korean economy since the conclusion 

of hostidities can be divided into three main periods, each 

period featuring its own characteristics.

The period 1954-1957 can be called recovery period from 

the war demage. During this period, GNP registered an in

crease of 5.2% per annum, mainly owing to the heavy inflow 

of foreign aid from the United States. Industrial production 

increased at a rate of about 19%. However, exports declined 

at an average rate of 9.4% and this period was chidracterieed 

by post-war hyperinflation, the rate of price increase averag

ing nearly 4 2 ) i per annum.

It was then realized by the Government that severe infla

tion would adversely affect a steady growth of economy in the 

long run. The policy makers devoted much of their attention 

to the stabilization of economy by such means as, for example. 

Financial Stabilization Program.

Through implementation of policies for economic stabili

zation, the increase .rate of price was held down at a rate



of about 5 % per annum during 1958-1961, which we may call a 
stabilization period. However, the strong enforcement of 
stabilization program had been somewhat responsible for de
cline of GMP increase rate from the 5,2% of previous period 
to 4.3po, and the increase rate of industrial production f r o m  

19/0 to about lO/o during the same period.
In order to overcome such stagnant rate of economic 

gro vth the Government launched First Five-Year Economic 
Devs I oproent Plan (1962-1966).

Korean economy attained 8.3% growth on the average 
durin ;; the First Plan period, far exceeding the original 
target growth rate of 7.1%. At the some time, the economic 
structure was also modernized in many respects. For example, 
in 1961, the agricultural sector was responsible for nearly 
44% of that year's QNP, but by 1966 the share had declined 
to 38%. On the other hand, the proportion of GNP originat
ing in mining and manufacturing sector rose to 20% in 1966 
from 15% in 1961, This is an indication that Korea's rapid 
Ciavelopment during First Five-Year Plan period was mainly 
based on a rapid industrialization.

Agriculture, forestry, and fishery sector during the 
some period attained 5.5% real growth on the average while 
population grew at a rate of 2,7% per annum and thus this
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sector has contributed to alleviating food shortages and 

supplying raw materials to the manufacturing sector.

The production level of mining and manufacturing indust

ries had doubled during the five years. For instance, coal 

production rose by 2 times, fertilizer production by 2.7 

times, cement by 3.6 times, abd plywood by 7,9 times. Petro

leum production, which did not exist in 1961, reached 2 

million kl in 1966,

In social overhead and service sectors, 52% growth was 

achieved during the five year period. In particular, the 

installed capacity for power generation and transport services 

doubled, and communication services were increased by 2.4 

times.

,'inother characteristic of the First Plan was a rapidly 

expanding volume of external tremsaction. During this 

period, commodity exports increased nearly 6.3 times, thereby

reaching a level of 250 M illio n  do2J*r« Ul_1960, MolreOT^r, the

proportion of manufactured goods in commodity exports had 

increased to 62% in 1966, as compared with only 22% in 1961, 

The facts that the investment and production growth in 

’manufacturing sector had been rapid, and that the export 

structure shifted strongly toward manufacturing goods 

explains a large part of the rapid growth of exports.
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Accompanying this rapid economic growth and trade expan

sion, the foundation for economic stability has been streng

thened, During the earlier years of the First Plan period, 

the price level rose considerably due to desires for develop

ment in excess of the ability to expand capacity, but start

ing from last half of 1964 the price level began to stabilize, 

due to-strong implementation of a stabilization program which 

includes long-term as well as short-term price stabilization 

measures. In 1965, the price level increase slowed down 

to 10% and ih 1966 it slowed even further showing stability.

-  4 -



Having been encouraged by such remarkable achieveraent 

during the First Five-Year Plan period, the Government of 

Korea launched the Second Five-Year Plan (1967-1971),

Jf course the Second Five-Year Plan was formulated main

ly under the responsibility of the Economic Planning Hoard.

Hut it should be noted that not only the concerned ministries, 

but also academic and business circles participated actively 

in t'le task of formulating the Second Plan.

Contrasting to the formulation of the First Plan, which 

enployed relatively simple technique, due to time limitations, 

inadequate statistical data and insufficient planning tech- 

ni (ue, the Second Flan has been developed with more sophis

ticated methods, using three basic approaches, namely, 

aggregate, sectoral and project program, and also utilizing 

improved and expanded statistical data and experience.

1. Aggregate Plan

SPB prepared preliminary targets of the plan based 

on extensive analysis and review of the past national in- 

coma series. Three models were tested against past time 

series, and finally one was selected for projection purpose.

ÏI. ForifiUlation of the Second Five-Year Plan

2. oectoral Plan

sectoral plan was developed by means bf inter

industry input-output technique. Input-output tables of
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both 1960 and 1963 were first converted to 1965 prices and 

basic materials for sectoral model were projected as follows:

a. Final Demand Projection: Sectoral private

consumption was projected on the basis of demand elasticities 

for all goods and services calculated from the data in the 

household income survey. Government consumption estimates 

were based on relative composition of government expenditures, 

Exports and competitive imports were estimated by the export- 

import sub-committee, and ad hoc working groups.

b. Estimation of Productive Capacity: Estimates

of productive capacity were based on (i) surveys of capacity 

conducted" by KRB and MeMlltia»-lad^tiy^ ictmi 1965

of_ sectoi^_putiut* dlrlded̂ l  ̂̂  of
capacity vhich vera eatllwted froi Indas'^ Ccaiillfee.

c. Estimate and Adjustment of Technical Coefficients: 

Capital coefficients were estimated on the basis of the indust

rial profiles. Import coefficients were, adjusted in the 

light of import substitution effects, price and technological

changes.

d. Projection of Output and Investment: Interin

dustry demand coefficients, in inverse matrix form, were 

applied to the estimated final demand to project sectoral out

puts. Thus, the gap between the present sectoral productive 

capacity and the projected output could be estimated and by

- 6 -



applying capital coefficients to the deficient capacity, 

iavsBtnent requirements were derived,

e. r'on-competitive Imports and Employment:

Applying i injort and employment coefficients to output, non
competitive import and employment were projected.

3. Investment Program

Project -proposals submitted by concerned ministries 

end private organizations were reviewed initially by the EPB 
and ware further reviewed by the industrial subcommittees 

for econoraic and technical feasibility.

a. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery Sector: 

Agriculture, forestry and fishery subcommittee studied food 

grains demand and aJ so calculated rate of return on major 

investment projects,

b. Mining and Manufacturing Sector: The raining

and manufacturing project evaluation committee reviewed the 

project proposals submitted by various ministries and private 

organizations. Particular attention was devoted to productive 

capacity, demand and supply, balance of payments, and employ

ment. The proposals were reviewed by the industrial subcommi

ttee in the light of sectoral model projections and the 

capital-output ratios and intermediate demand-to-output 

ratios from the industrial profiles.

- 7 -



All the preliminary draft plans thus prepared by 

•DF3 and expert committees were refered to the Second Plan 

Délibération Joint Meeting and the Second Plan Consultative 

Council Meeting for review and adjustment. This was done 

to obtain maximum concensus of concerned ministries and peo

ple. At the time of the plan formulation, it was realized 

that maximum conce'nsus of the concerned ministries and the 

public was an absolute prerequisit to successful implementa

tion of the Plan.

a. The Second Plan Deliberation Joint Meeting:

The joint meeting members were concerned ministers, Economic 

and Scientific Council membeTS, the Planning Coordinator, 

and representatives from US(M, and foreign advisory groups.

b. The Second Plan Consultative Council Meeting:

This meeting was consist of vice ministers of ccmcemed 

ministries, vice presidents of important banking institutions, 

representatives of economic research institutes, academic, 

journalistic and technical fields.

4, Overall Coordination of the Plan
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To expedite further growth of nation’s economy and 

thereby to lay a foundation for attainment of self-supporting 

economy, following targets were set up for the Second Plan 

period.

1. The emphasis will be placed an attainment of food 

self-sufficiency;

2. The basis for accelarated and diversified indust

rialization will be broadened by promoting such industries 

as chemicals, machinery, and iron and steel;

3. Further improvements in the balance of payment 

situation will be made by achieving a 700 million dollar 

level of exports in 1971;

4. Population increases will be restrained as much 

as possible by promoting family planning, while a t the 

some time maximum efforts will be made to increase employ

ment;

5. A substantial increase in national income will be 

realized; and

6 . The level of technology and productivity will be 

raised by the promotion of scientific and management skills 

and by the improvement of manpower resources.

III. Main Features of the Second Flan
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Total investment requireBrent« during the Second Plan 

period amount to 980 billion won, of which 377 billion won ■ 

(1,4 billion dollars) will be financed from overseas sour

ces and 603 billion won from domestic sources. While the 

share of foreign savings to GffiP will be decreasing from 

6.6% in 1965 to 5.5% in 1971, that of domestic savings will 

be increased from 6,1% to 14,4% during the same period.

The increase of domestic saving from 47,8 billion won in 1965 

to 168.4 billion won in 1971 implies marginal savings ratio 

of about 30%,

- 10 -



IV, Implementation of the Plan

As stated in Korean Plan Document, that "rapid devcelop- 

nient through appropriate policies and actions, in the absence 

of a good plan, is preferable to slower development result

ing from ineffective implementation of a good plan," it is 

firmly, believed that only effective implementation of the 

plan can bring about desired results with regard to economic 

development.

In Korea, the final responsibility for plan implementa

tion and administration rests on EP3, but actual execution 

of the Plan is primarily the responsibility of appropriate 

ministries. Since the Minister of EPB concurrently holds 

the portfolio of Deputy Prime Minister, he is in a better 

position to coordinate various policy measures among the 

concerned ministries. However, it should be noted that 

major policy measures in the filed of economic matters are 

discussed at the Council of Economic Ministers, which is 

chaired by the Minister of EtPB,

An Investment Coordination Committee and Working 

Committees for Project Development, consisting of representa

tives of EPB and the appropriate ministries, establishment 

of which was conceived during the period of plan formulation, 

are now being realized and contributing towards more effec

tive implementation of the plan.

- 11 -



Annual budget is the most significant single econonic 

instrument for implementation of the medium term plan. 

Therefore, a budget must be prepared within the framework of 

economic development plan. However, it is most likely that 

there might arise a gap between the projected figures in 

the medium term plan euid actual performance of the economy. 

Formulation of policy measures for effective implementation 

of the Plan must be also flexible enough to reflect changing 

economic conditions.

To prepare annual budget within the framework of the 

Plan and to make it reflect changing economic conditions, 

the EPB develops each year Overall Resources i^udget, review

ing past performance of the econcmiy, setting public and 

private sector goals, projecting total available resources, 

determining appropriate investment and consuitq)tion magnitude, 

programming sectoral and project programs, and formulating 

necessary policy measures to attain annual plan targets.

In the 1967 Overall Resources Budget, estimation of 

GWP, investment requirements, domestic and foreign savings, 

etc was made. Needed policy measures for attainment of annual 

goals were also formulated in the field of public finance, 

public as well as private investment, foreign trade, price, 

population and employment.

The Overall Resources Buaget is formulated in Korea 

to harmonize annual budget with development plan. Consequen

tly, the preliminary version of iljhe Overall Resources Budget
12 -■



must be preppred by the end of February to be able to be used 

in drafting the budget guidelines, and the final version is 

prepared by the end of June to be used as galdelljtie in pre

paring the budget itself, Export-Import flan, Financial 

Stabilization Program, etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this short paper is to introduce in a very 
general way the problem which confronts the Government of Guyana in 
its efforts to provide a full life for its people. The Government is a 
young one, so is the nation; the Government's work is therefore doubly 
difficxilt. Nevertheless, with a clear objective, an unswerving 
determination, a practical analysis of the nation's capacity, and a 
knowledge of itSj support both internal and external, it is possible 
for the goal of a full life to be achieved within a decade.

The best approach to achievement is by a planned economy; 
but, what is a planned econoiqy? Indeed, what is planning? The 
Message intended in this paper is the introduction of unified effort 
and teamwork in the deyelopment process. The whole will always be.a 
composite of many parts, - all of the parts; and the corollary is that 
no part can be more important than the whole. In Guyana's case, the 
whole is the nation.

Planning for this developing territory must be total. It must 
weld all specialisations so that the expertise of each discipline is 
integrated in the national planning effort. Experience has shown that 
the Guyanese character with its basic ingredient of tolerance is one 
that will permit a high degree of scope for the concept of national 
planning on this basis. Already fully recognised in the Caribbean, 
there is belief that Gxiyana's concepts could be useful elsewhere.



BACKGROUND

HISTORICAL BACKQROUNO

Guyana is located on the northern coast of South America.
It achieved nationhood on 26th Hay, I966 and has made distinctive 
progress in nation building and development, despite the setbacks and 
shortcomings with which all new nations are confronted.

Except for Amerindians, whose forefathers were the earliest 
inhabitants, its population is formed of the descendants of people from 
other lands - traders and settlers from Europe, labourers from Africa, 
Madeira, China and India, as well as numerous strains of mixed 
offspring resulting over the years. English, besides being the offioial 
language, is neoessarily a common language as only Amerindians and 
Indians can now use their mother tongues to some effect.

Qi^ana may be divided into three regions - a low-lying 
Qoastland, a mountainous region far inland to the west and south, and
an intermediate region of hills with plains or savannahs. Despite its 
area of 03,000 square miles, its population is less than 700,000
persons and has the structure shown in Appendix 1. The average annual 
rate of population increase is about 3 per cent. Approximately 6? per 
cent of the nation la under 30 years old, aid by natural increase the
population should reach about Im persons in 1900,

The climate is most pleasant, being sub-tropical on the 
ooast and tempered by north-easterly trade winds| in interior diatrlote 
however, it can be damp and humid. Mean coastal temperatura is 0O°F, 
while there is an average annual rainfall of 90 ins. Rainfall ie of 
particular importance in land development because it is possible to 
experience as much as 6$ ins of rain in two months, and even 8.32 ins 
in one day. It is obvious that a flat ooastland below high tide level, 
which la subject to suoh conditions, requires speoial measures of 
water control and stem drainage,

The early hietoiy of the oountty ie indefinite. It le not 
eleariy known whether the Quiana Coast wae lighted by Columbue when he 
visited the‘ western hemlephere in II49S, or whether Diego De Ordas of 
Oortii settled here in 1|31* It is kn^n, however, that in 1$^ the



Dutch had established what dctiomburgh called "the earliest appreciable 
attempt at colonization". Here emphasis lies on the word "appreciable" 
because traces of earlier European efforts were found by the Dutchj and 
it is also known that Pedro Je Acosta, who attempted a settlement in 
1 5 3 0, was ariven off by Caribs. Guyana is a portion of the Guiana Coast 
which is divided into several units, each being administered by a 
dijferent nation.

It has been said that the name Guiana is ol /onerindian origin 
irieanlng "land of waters", but this too is doubtful since some historians 
believe that it was derived from the name of a river east of the 
Orinoco. Be that as it may, the Guiana Coast is that portion of 
country 1000 miles in extent between the deltas of the Orinoco and the 
.■Blazon on the nortnern shoulder of South America (see Figure 1). The 
territory, formerly known as j3ritish Guiana, occupies 2?0 miles of the 
Guiana coastline and extends inland lor a depth of 310 miles. It lies 
between the parallels 1°10' and 8°U0' north latitude and the meridians 
51°30’ and 61°30' west longitude.

Emancipation in 183U was the most notable event ol that 
century. Great numbers of Africans left the sugar estates where they 
provided slave labour, and in their new found freedon, cre«.ted villages 
and new communities on land wnich they purchased. This action unwittingly 
led to the subsequent creation of local government administration which 
has continued to the present time. European sugar planters, as a. result 
oi the exodus of lauourers, were forced lo introduce immigration schemes 
and the earliest immigrant labourers came from Madeira in I83U, Germany 
in I8 3 5, i he West Inoies in 1836, India in I8 38, Malta in 1839 and 
China in 183?. Several "importations" were made, but only Indian 
immigrants were found suitable for the strenuous conditions prevailing 
at that t:Lmej and this labour force was increased therefore in 
subsequent years. The otliers were either sent back home, like the 
Maltese, or they turned their attention to trading and shopkeeping. It 
was in this way that the population structure of Guyana evolved.



P H Y S I C A L  B A C K 6 R 0 U N D

Available evidence seems to prove that the last cycle of 
coastline changes was the result of an alteration in relative levels of 
land and sea. Uplift caused the formation of a wide foreshore covered 
by sea at high tide and dry at low tide. The foreshore, comprising mud 
mixed with some sand and shell, had a gradient flatter than its natural 
angle of repose} this led to the gradual building up of a natural 
continuous embankment of sand and shell except for those openings where 
rivers discharged into the sea. All areas behind the embankment would 
become flooded at hi;!; tide and silt, deposited at slack water, 
promoted the slow growth of salt marshes and tidal forests. This 
vegetation encouraged further accretion by slowing down currents and 
causing larger deposits of silt and other material in suspension. When 
the level of the foreshore reached ordinary high water the rate of 
accretion became appreciably slower. Figure 2 shows a natural sand 
barrier with a higher level on the landward side as a result of tidal 
deposits. The total depth of these marine and estuarine coastal 
deposits vary from 300 ft deep near Punta Playa in the west to 1500 ft 
deep near Corentyne in the east. Coastal soils are very fertile and 
form the basis of the country's agricultural economy of sugar and rice. 
Protection of the coast from erosion by the sea, flooding by storms and 
overflowing from rivers or conservancies is therefore a major exercise 
in hydraulic engineering.

In the development of agricultural coastal land, « the most 
populous part of the country - three basic requirements must be mets

i. Protection of a region from floods due 
to external sources}

ii. Removal of storm water from rainfall 
within the region}

iii. Provision of irrigation to cultivated 
fields and water supply to pastoral 
areas.



The mountainous region far inland to the west and south is 
largely undeveloped but has very extensive mineral and forestry 
resources. There is also a considerable potential of hydro-electric 
power. Its development will depend on:

i. Detailed surveys of available 
resources and feasibility studies 
for the promotion of projects.

il. Communications to the coast and 
to the adjoining countries.

til. Well planned schemes for settling 
large populations.

The intermediate region with its sandhills and plains or 
savannahs is Just as complex as the eoastlands. The sand hills 
erode easily when clearings are made, and the soils, - largely silica, - 
have not yet yielded their secret of potential agricultural development 
to Guyana's research teams. The plains or savannahs are so low lying 
that seasonal rains flood them for months thereby cutting off 
communications road or trail during those periods.

Its development will depend on:
i. The development of successful

agricultural, pastoral and forestry 
techniques for utilising the sand hills.

ii. All-weather oommunications.
ill. Effective flood protective works for plains 

and savannahs.
iv. The most stimulating pattern of land 

tenure.
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NAtlONAL PROBLEMS

The most severe problem in Guyana is that of unemployment.
It has been estimated that about 16 per cent of the labour force is 
unemployed. This problem is aggravated by an annual influx of 
between 7000 and 9OOO school-leavers who join those who are already in 
search of work. In a working population of about 203,000 persons this 
is not an insignificant number.

There are of course those problems associated with physical 
national need such as housing, school places,shortage of cultivable 
land, inadequate communications of all kinds, a need for medical 
facilities and the lack of a stimulus for Industrial development. 
Underlining all of these are the frustration caused by a shortage of 
mot»y and the confusion caused by an uncertainty of cultural values.

The picture would be utterly pathetic had there been little 
on the credit side) but, there is much on the credit side. Guyanese are 
a literate people* About per cent of the total population is 
literate) and there is not the problem of dialects. English as a 
common language serves this nation of many peoples effectively. Thexc 
is also a sense of discipline, and fairplay) which, generally speaking 
allows the nation to examine in a national manner the proposals put to 
it for its development. Finally, there is an attitude of restraint 
which characterises the nation so that, broadly speaking, volatile 
situations depend to a large degree on preparatory excitation.

This is the existing pattern. Develoi»nent planning must 
be exercised within this context. Ideas of growth, prosperity and human 
happiness must encompass all communities in the country) - even the 
smallest ones. Development planning in Guyana, if it is to be successful 
will require therefore an integration of social, economic and physical 
ideals) - a synthetis of the ultimate resources of not only the 
environment but also of the people.

The Guyanese nation has caught the vision of their own powers, 
and a significant advance can now be made on the basis of the thinking 
of the people. The nation is ripe to implement development planning.
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Professor üir Arthur Lewis dr’’ 's attention to the 
diiference "between sound national budieiing in economic and social 
terms on the one hand and theoretical long-term national development 
planning as it is often encountered". In his book on Development 
Planning at page 16 he points out tliat

"Extrapolations of mathematical models based on 
questionable statistics lor debatable base periods 
seem to have a way of going wrong, even when it is 
possible to find economists who agree with each other. 
Furthermore these long-term projections have been of 
little or doubtful value and frequently have proved 
harmful by directing attention to the theory of 
economic development at the expense of its 
practical implementation."

He expresses the views that -

"Sound governmental planning consists of establishing 
intelligent priorities for the public investment 
programme and formulating a'sensible and consistent 
sot of public policies to encourage growth in the 
private sector,"

this is the concept Guyana is introducing in its development plannli ; 
processj and since planning connotes teamwork on the broadest possiV ' 
base, the nations planning agency is assuming with greater emphasis the 
initiating and co-ordinating role required of it.
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THE N A T I O N ’ S PROGRAMME

Guyana's legislature has approved a seven year development 
programme for the period I966 to 1972. This programme includes the 
following twenty five major targets

1. To provide as many jobs as soon as possible all 
over the country.

2. To increase the productivity of labour by training 
and in other ways.

3 . To give each farmer sufficient land to maintain 
himself and family and to assist him with improved 
credit and marketing facilities, information, 
training and in other ways.

U. To ccanplete existing land development schemes, to 
start new ones arei to execute the first stages 
of the Mahaica/Mahaicony/Abary and Canje drainage 
and irrigation schemes which will make vast new 
areas of land available.
To assist fishermen to build new trawlers and 
to improve their methods.

6. To develop new crops and industries and so 
reduce dependence on sugar, rice and bauxite 
and to substitute wherever possible local goods 
and foodstuffs for imports.

7 . To carry out a thorough investigation and stock
taking of the resources by means of aerial 
mapping, hydro-electric power surveys, 
geological surveys and surveys of water 
resources.

8. To ensure that the best possible use is made 
of the forests and that new forest industries 
are developed.
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9. To ensure the rapid development of the 
mineral resources.

10. To assist with the rapid development of new 
industries by providing tax concessions, 
advice, credit, training, etc.

11. To provide electricity for the villages and 
to increase urban electricity supplies so 
as to meet the needs of expanding industry.

12. To improve coastal roads and to build new 
roads into the interior and to give access 
to land development schemes.

1 3 . To cut the Berbice bar and channel so as to 
hasten economic development in that area.

lU. To build a modern airport at Atkinson and 
to improve aviation facilities in the 
interior.

1$. To provide complete telephone coverage of 
the country.

16. To provide equal educational opportunities 
for all regardless of race, religion or 
social class.

1 7 . To provide 30>000 places in all-age schools 
and 10,000 places in secondary schools and to 
train 3 0 0 teachers annually.

1 8. To start construction of buildings for the 
University of Guyana and to establish 
Technical Institutes in Essequibo and Berbice,

1 9. To organise, expand and modernise the Health 
Services on a three-tier basis so as to 
provide a country-wide network of health 
centres, district hospitals and a new 
reference hospital in Georgetown.
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20, To improve existing pure water supplies and to 
provide new supplies including supplies in 
the interior.

21, To assist in the provision of houses by helping 
with the development of land, the guarantee
of loans and through self-help schemes.

22. To foster the self-help and co-op movements 
as main instruments of social and economic 
development,

2 3. To implement the Marshall Report so as to 
nrovide local government for the entire
population.

2U. To integrate Amerindians into the Guyanese 
community through a comprehensive programme 
of social and economic development including 
the provision of schools, health facilities, 
training, community development schemes and 
improvement of interior communications.

2 5. To maintain law and order and the security oi 
the country through the expansion and 
training of the Police Force and the 
establishment of an adequate Defence Force,

The Development Programme is estimated to require nearly 
G. $ 2 9 5 million. The nation believes that it can borrow as much as 
G $ 1 9 5 million of this money, - at a combination of hard and soft loan 
rates - and still remain credit-worthy. The programme envisages 
therefore G $100 million in soft loans and G $95 million in hard loans 
of which about G $50 million it is expected will be raised locally. 
There is the hope that the outstanding G $100 million could be raised 
by grants.
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Considerable difficulty is being experienced in keeping 
to the projected levels of financing inasmuch as foreign aid requires 
a certain degree of local financing before it can be taken up and 
used eifectively. Moreover, Aid Donors find it more attractive to tie 
their aid to projects, some of which cannot give the momentum which is 
required in the present circumstances.

It is imperative therefore that capital expenditures be 
related to projects of the highest national priority, and that 
careful plan implementation ensures their being completed satisfactorily. 
This requires co-ordination between all related agencies from the 
date of the proposal until the date of its use; very often carrying 
over into the subsequent maintenance period.

A summary of the proposed capital expenditure in the 
1966 - 1972 programme for both non-revenue and revenue earning projects 
is given at Appendix 2. This may be compared with the allocation of 
development expenditure in earlier years at Appendix U.

IMPLEMENTATION

After goals have been set in an approved plan, the process 
of implementation and regular review commences. In Guyana, 
implementation is achieved by the executive work of Departments, 
Corporations, Boards and Authorities all operating within various 
sectors under the control of the nation's Cabinet. Cabinet meetings 
are held each Ifiesday and all matters involving capital expenditures 
are examined previously by an economic sub-committee of the Cabinet 
which meets every Monday.

The country's annual budget is framed within the context of 
the overall development plan, and is related strictly to the revenue 
anticipated from local sources and to the anticipated level of foreign 
aid. The latter includes financial assistance, technical assistance, 
trainingj and gifts in kind such as locomotives, aircraft and so on.
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It is the function of the Ministry of Economic Development 
to examine all aspects of plan implementation and plan review in order 
to advise the Cabinet on the progress of the plan. Because this is so 
vital and controversial a position, the Ministry comes within the 
portfolio of the Prime Minister and occupies a centrai, co-ordinating 
position. Ideally the Ministry of ii.conomic Developmeut adopts an 
expansive outlook and it works most closely with the Ministry of

' iFinance which has its own Minister. Planning ideas and proposals for 
capital projects do not stem only from the Ministry of Economic 
Development. These are encouraged and indeed requested from all 
executive agenciesj they are studied by the Ministry, and the Cab.inet 
is advised on the effect such proposals will have on national growth. 
The country's interest, therefore, becomes one of the criteria for 
plan irriplemenbation. This can be done better by a planning agency 
working at the centre' and overlooking the total picture, than it can 
be done by a particnalar Ministry or individual department.

The system is practical and seems simple but difficulties 
are always existent, the greatest being ensuring that all executive 
bodies understand and accept the concept. This is never easy and the 
situation is not improved by varying enthusiasm and efficiency among 
executive bodies. This difficulty is being overcome by a continuous 
campaign directed towards teamwork) the spirit of working together is 
further enlivened by bringing- together at the start and during the 
project all of those whose contribution is important. This is done 
by ad hoc committees and working parties on which the Ministry of 
Economic Development plays a leading role.

Another major difficulty in plan implementation is the 
pace of development set by those working at political level. The 
internal stresses of a newly independent country necessarily require 
speedy short-term projects whieli may not be in harraory with long-term 
proposals, and also the execution of expensive long-tem surveys and 
studies which may consuirie money urgently required for remedial short
term projects. It is at this juncture that compromise becomes 
important, and adjustment must ’œ  made between the political and the 
administrative, between the means and the objective. It is here 
that the team-approach can be most valuable.
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i. Obtaining a iuriJ'iciency oJ’ finance
and having obtained it, oi' spending it 
effectively and without waste.

ii. Recruiting personnel with the
necessary skills and retaining them.

Lii. Securing equipment of certain kinds.
iv. Amending legislation which is out of 

date and which puts a brake on the 
developn®nt process.

V, Obtaining progress i-eports of the
desired kirri, and with the speed and 
regularity with which they are needed.

vi. Keeping planning thought continually 
ahead of the country's movement, so 
that this movement is guided by sound 
goverrusental policies.

As shown in the historical and physical background, Guyana 
is large country with vast resources, and a relatively small population, 
relatively small because its population is largely confined to the 
alluvial coastal belt depending principally on an agricultural econonQT. 
Despite the fact that the overall density is 8 persons per square 
mile, the density on the developed coastland is 350 persons per 
square mile. It is obvious therefore that while improving the 
coastal econoB̂ , attention must be turned to the speedier developnent 
of the hinterland. These are special problems, but there is no doubt 
that the Planning Agency as being developed in Guyana is geared to 
examine them and suggest practical proposals.

The country has a national plan; what is now being 
considered are regional and local plans all fitting into the national 
seven year master plan. In order to achieve this, a United Nations
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Team visited Guyana during I967 and has suggested a restructuring 
of the Ministry of Economic Development by the adding to it of a 
î hysical Planning Unit and a Social Planning Unit and renaming it the 
Ministry of Development Planning. These ideas are very attractive 
and are now engaging the attention of Government. They are shown 
diagrairanatically on the chart on the next page. Appendix 6 sets 
out the present governmental organisation and emphasizes how 
important it is that the large complex of executive agencies be 
discouraged from working in isolation and be encouraged to implement 
planning proposals by teamwork.
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DIAGRAMMATIC ORGANIZATION CHART 
for a propose4

MINISTRY OF DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

Economic Planning

Suggested standing membership of sub-committees 

Social Planning
. Finance 
. Bank of Guyana 
. Credit Corporation 
Development Corporation 

(Industry)
. Trade 
. Agriculture 
. Natural Resources

Labour and Social 
Security 

Education 
Home Affairs 
Community Development 
Housing 
Health

Pt>ysical Planning
Agric ulture/Natural 

Resources
Works and Hydraulics 
Communications 
Housing and Town and 

Country Planning 
Community Development
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CONCLUSION

The skills required for the development of a young country 
are not self-co-ordinating, therefore effective means for their 
unification requires to be a principal part of the organisation of 
central government. Despite advances in science and technology the 
nation’s resources cannot be satisfactorily developed until each skill 
shows a willingness to work towards the common purpose of development.
In effect, to see the country, its resources and its problems in their 
entirety. Democratic governments are committed to finding appropriate 
tools with which to achieve this.

It is now clear that the initiative must come from central 
government in order that the nation's energies may be stimulated 
towards sound economic growth. Its policies need to be those which 
will give incentive to local authorities, public corporations and to the 
private sector. Some degree of control is inevitable, but if the 
policies 01 development are expansive and a realistic appraisal of the 
Development Plan is regularly made, then the government becomes both 
informed and strenghtened in its difficult task. In this way it wins 
respect and obtains increased support from both public and private 
participants.

Implementation of the development plan in Guyana has 
received impetus from government's policy of working at the grass 
roots. Ministers and senior officials often meet the people in their 
own communities to explain ideas and to see the effect of new policies. 
Government works closely through local groups, and considerable 
community responsibility is created by the introduction of self help 
methods wherever possible. In Guyana, schools, houses, small stellings, 
health centres, access roads, and community buildings have all been 
built by self help. The lesson learnt on each of these projects is 
that people are still the most important factor in development, and 
when persuaded to think in terms of a common purpose can make surprisingly 
successful contributions.
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Development Planning techniques will vaiy in different 
countries because of differences in political and administrative 
structuresj it will be influenced further by the degree to which the 
economic, social and physical planning processes are integrated. 
Nevertheless, if development planning is to achieve its purpose then 
it cannot be compartmentalised but must be able to examine objectively 
all aspects of resource development, and to bring unification of skills 
in that examination.

The theme of this paper was one of development through team
work. It considered the main purpose of development being an effort 
towards providing a full life for the nation and improving the human 
environment. Although Guyana was used as a setting to introduce the 
thetne, yet in all democratic countries people aspire to a full life and 
governments work ceaselessly towards providing one* But there le 
another question, equally fundamental. Does the improvement of the 
human environment really enhance human lives? And can it be said that 
materisd progress invariably produces good? What is the correct 
national appraisal of development progress ae distinct from development 
planning? The question may be answered differently by different groups* 
However there will be the underlying spirit of the nation in each 
answer. It is very important therefore that governmental polloles ensure 
that this spirit enjoys freedom and that all citizens, through tt» 
planning process, are also taught and encouraged to respect and 
preserve the freedom of the spirit.
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APPENDIX I

POPUUTION OF GUYANA SHOWING ETHNIC GROUPING ■- 196I4

Group Sex Number Total
Indians Males 1 6 2 ,19 0

Female s , 1 :̂7,0 8 0 32 0 ,0 70

Africans Males 9 7 , 0 7 0

Females 1 0 2 ,7 6 0 1 9 9 ,8 3 0

Mixed Males 3'7,860
Females 3 8 , 1 3 0 7 3 ,9 9 0

Portuguese Males 2 ,8 7 0

Females 3 ,3 1 0 6,380

Chinese Males 2,230

Female s 1 ,6 8 0 3 ,9 1 0

Europeans Male 3 1 ,1 3 0

Pdmales 1 ,2 9 0 2,U20

Amerindians Males 1U,760
Females 1U,670 29,U30

Total Males 3 1 8 , 1 1 0

Females 319 ,9 20 6 3 8 ,0 3 0

Births - 1%U (provisional) 2 3 , 3 9 3

Deaths - I96J4 (provisional) k,9h$

Infant Mortality - I963 33 per 1000 live birl
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 
NON-REVENUE AND REVENUE EARNING
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n o n-revenue BARNINig CAPITAL
ADDITIONAL
RECURRENT

7 - YEAR TOTAL

Agriculture 
Fisheries 
Forestry- 
Sea Defences 
Air Survey-
Hydrometeorological Survey 
Geological Service 
Roads
Technical Training
Civil Service Training
Education
Local Government
Fire Services
Community Development
Cooperatives
Amerindians
Police
Prisons and Probation 
Public Buildings 
Health and Sanitation 
Urban Land Development

G$ 2 , 115,000
597.000

2 ,930,000
14,000,000

3 , 000,000
899.000
410.000 

37,800,000
830.000 
100,000

11,314,000
1 , 235,000

520,000
2.255.000
700.000
918.000

1.735.000 
3,513,640
6.103.000 
13,729,882
1,450,000

G$ 5,998,000
397.000
440.000

1,400,000
1,050,000

4,620,000
560,000

23,675,000
1,922,800
1,018,000
1,225,000

85,000
1.435.000
1.430.000

440.000
280.000

Miscellaneous

World Food Programme 
Technical Assistance 
Rice Combines 
Vehicles and Equipment 
Independence and Queen's visits 
Memorials, Parks, etc. 

Information Service 
Resettlement Schemes 
Guyana Defence Force 
ruyana Youth Corps

400,000
1 , 200,000

500,000
6,700,000

1,300,000
300,000

4,000,000
12,000,000

2 , 000,000

Sub-Total G$ 134,554,522 G$ 45,975,800
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AFPENDIX 2 cant* d.

REVENUE EARNING CAPITAL

Agricultural Credit G$ 3,000,000
Agricultural Investments 8,000,000
Industrial Investments 12,000,000
Forest Plantations 3,347,000
Timber Manufacturing Plant 273,000
Drainage & Irrigation 40,110,000
Land Development 3,175,000
Transportation Survey 250,000
Railways 1,950,000
Shipping 5,345,000
Harbours & Stellings 6,430,000
Berbice Channel & Feasibility

Study 8,200,000
Civil Aviation 2,423,000
Atkinson Field Terminal etc. 2,680,000
Post and Telecommunications 9,218,000
Industry and Tourism 4,050,000
Guyana Marketing Corporation 575,000
Electricity (Surveys) 5,000,000
Guyana Electricity Corporation 8,750,000
New Amsterdam Electricity Works 250,000
Printery 440,000
Rural Water (including Interior) 5,543,000
New Amsterdam; Water Supply

and Drains 210,000
Urban Land Development 9,999,000
Housing 8,749,300
Official Housing 2,880,000

Miscellaneous
Loans to Local Authorities 1,250,000
Bank of Guyana: Building 1,500,000
Bank of Guyana; Capital 1,000,000
Loan to Electricity Corporation 1,000,000
Loans to Students 2,100,000

Sub-Total 159,697,300
Brought Forward 134,554,522

Grand Total G$ 294,251,822

G$

ADDITIONAL 
RECURRENT 
7 - YEAR TOTAL

700,000

900,000

2 , 675,000

700,000

4,975,000
45,975,800

G$ 50,950,800
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SUMMARY OF THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 
iq66 - 1Q7? BY MIMISTRIF.S

Allocation
1966-1972

1. Governor 200,000
2. Judiciary ^
3. Legislature ) 100,000
4. Other Services )
5. Premier 2,200,000
6. Attorney General -
7. Ministry of Economic Affairs 2,100,000
8. Home Affairs 22,196,640
9. Local Government 1,645,000
10. Agriculture 6,787,000
11. Forests, Lands & Mines 10,460,000
12, Trade & Industry 13,375,000
13. Comm\mications 37,034,000
14. Works & Hydratilics 114,288,500
15. Education 13,999,000
16, Health & Housing 34,166,682
17. Labour & Social Security 2,100,000
18. Finance 33,600,000

0294 ,251,822
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APPENDIX 4

ALLOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE ($000,OOO)

1251. 126S_=. 64 Actua]

Agriculture:
Exv- Exp,

Drainage & Irrigation 25.6 24,7 G$ 23.6 30.1
Land Development 2,8 2,7 1,9 2»4Sea Defences 4,6 4.4 7.6 9.7Other 4.6 -1*1- 3.5.... ,.-1*1.

Total 37.6 36,2 36.6 46,7
Forests, Lands & Mines 3.2 3.1 1.5 1.9
Transportation & Communications 18,6 17.9 8.1 10,3
Roads 5.8 5.6 8.8 11,2
Public Buildings .6 .5 1.5 1,9
Miscellaneous Public Works 1.8 1.7 .7 .9
Education 1.8 1.7 3.3 4.2
Health .8 .8 1.8 2.3
Housing+ 17.6 17.0 2,8 3.6
Other Social Services .7 .7 1.5 1.9
Power .5 .5 2,7 3.4
Water
Credits (indtxstry. Agriculture

1.7 1.6' 1.9 2.4
& Housing) 10.0 9.6 5.3 6.7

Miscellaneous 3.1 2.0 ______
0$ 103.8 100.09̂ C$78.5 lOO.Ofo

♦For 1964? Revised Estimates. +Includes PuLlic Officer Housing
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APPENDIX 5

GUYANA CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FISCAL OPERATIQHS. 
1965 - 1968 (Millions of Giiyana $)

Actual
1965

Actual
1966

Revised
Estimates
1967

Approved
Estimates
1968

1 . Current Revennes 77.2 85.2 92.7 106.3
a. Without additional revenue

measures 77.2 85.2 92.7 98.4
b. Additional revenue measures • e • • 7.9

2. Current Expenditures 82.0 84.2 91.0 95.9

3. Current Account SutdIub -4.8 1 .0 1.7 10.4

4. Investment Expenditures 2*4.1 31.9 42.4 45.3

5. aapal . 28,9 30.0 40.7 30.9

(net)

a. Internal borrowing auid other 
capital receipts 15.1 8.9 13 .8 4.9

b. External financing 9.3 15.1 24.7 33.8

c. Decrease in reserves 4.5 6.0 2.2 - 7.8
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Ï3CTEBNAL D I S T A N C E  POLICIES AND PLAN IMPIEÎffiNTATIQN 
(IJGANDA’S EXPERIENCE)

1, Uganda has encountered a nuiober of problems in securing and 
utilizing external assistance. Some of these problons are a result of 
donor country or agency aid policies and can only be resolved by 
fundamental changes in these policies. In this case the British Govemn^nt 
have taken a great step towards the right direction in revising its policy 
so that it is based on programme rather than on project financing,
2, In other cases, difficulties stem from policies where adjustments 
which nay solve some of these problems may be possible, Ihere are five 
basic problemsi

(i) Project Aid
(ii) Tied Aid

(iii) Administrative Burdens and Delays
(iv) Debt Servicing, and
(v) Covering of local costs 

(i) Project Aid
3, This is the typing of external assistance to specific projects 
within the development programme or plan. Although the financing of , 
clearly identifiable projects is desirable, in many instances from both 
the donor and recipient coxmtries point of view, this practice, if 
exclusively or too iid-dely enployed, causes difficulty for the recipient 
country, A more effective and realistic approach to.aid the economic 
development of a developing country like Uganda would be to view the 
economy of the country and not merely some segment of specific project 
within it, as the object of assistance, ]n other words instead of tying 
aid to specific projects within the plan, the aid should be given in such 
a way that the development programme envisaged in the plan moves smoothly 
at all fronts, A balanced and sound economic development effort includes 
activities which present the full range of these financing requirements. 
Unless assistance can be made available for a variety of puiposes and in 
the form most appropriate to various activities within the development 
plan or prograraa»s of recipient country, this plan or programme may be 
seriously distorted. Maiy difficulties arising from a partial view of

/development and
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development and development assistance requirements would be alleviated 
if progranane instead of project financing were adopted by donor coxintries 
¿nd agencies.
4. A corollary of the problems outlined above is the fact that the 
concentration of assistance on specific projects tends to put a premium 
on development of partial, short range projects. T M s  is somewhat 
contradictory to the more fundamental, broader and longer range planning 
which is of greater benefit for sustained and rational developmental efforts,
5. The financing of specific projects selected from broader programmes 
may also produce situations in which aid funds remain idle due to 
construction or other physical delays while parallel activities which 
could go forward within the same programme are held up for want of 
financing. This is where the new British aid policy is most welcomed.
For exas^jle, instead of tying a great deal of the presait £6 nriLlHon 
British loan to specific projects, e.g, road construction to the north, 
the British Govenimait have agreed to the Uganda Government switching 
these funds to new and quick mving projects instead of tying the funds 
to the original projects whose inplenentation were subject to long delays 
because of construction and surv^ difficulties. It would be nrast 
beneficial to a coxmtry such as ours if other donors were pers\xaded to 
adopt this approach,
6. Alternatively, short of the economy wider approach to assistance, 
a possible app3roach to solving the problems of aid to specific projects 
wotxld be the adopting of somewhat broader definition of projects. With 
such an approach, aid could be esctended for integrated progransnes which 
met the relevant donor countries criteria rather than for specific projects 
selected from the programme. Adoption of this approach would help m&et 
many problems and would foster longer-ranger, broader-scope development 
planning, and would also remove a potentially distorting influence on 
resources allocation.

/(ii) Tied
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(ii) lied Assistance . -
7. This is ,ihe assistance which is "tied’*̂ to purchases from aid giving 
countries. These are very, closely related to the problems arising from 
the use of assistance to narrowly defined projects vdiich are mentioned 
above. The nature of this assistance is indicated below:
The Mobiligation of Local Resources
8. At present^ assistance is needed to coyer costs of development 
activities which me^t. be met in Ugandans currency e.g. the operation and 
maintenance of tractors for hire services, group farms as well as bush 
clearing unit. Yet it is fairly clearly established that these local 
esqjenditures are fairly quickly reflected in increased demands for 
imports even though the increase is generally rather specifically 
generated ty these expend!t\a*es. In many cases inadequate local resources 
represents the greatest inpediment to undertake the necessary development 
activities e.g, durii^ the current financial year althou^ it is planned 
to establish 20 new group farms this is extremely difficult and may not
be possible because of shortage of local resources and although the 
tractors are there to carry out the necessary bush clearing and ploughing 
work, local resources to maintain these tractors and to put up buildings 
and open roads in new group farms are not available. The raising of 
additional tax rev^ues for these purposes does not appear to be a 
feasible alternative. The solution woxild be to persuade donor countries 
to finance the programme fully rather than partially thus leaving the 
receiving country in a position whereby it cannot use the partial aid,
9. The tying of assistance to purchase in the donor countly frustrates 
the financing of such costs. As a consequence, activities of higher 
priority for development such as referred to above in the case of group 
farms must be deferred because of the unavailability of local currency 
resources. Even if the definition of import craitent is stressed to its 
greatest plausible length, the Government is left with the difficulty
of financing the residual local costs and this is becoming the major 
barrier in the use of external assistance.

/lO. The
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10. The problem is further increased by the fact that the Government 
has to devote a part of its local financial resoiirces to development 
expenditure vdiich are by their nature unattractive to donor cotmtries 
and agenciesj e.g. eoqjenditwes connected with defence, law and order, 
administrative buildings etc. These programmes frequently make heavy 
ancillary claims on foreign exchange resources aaid so they have to be 
financed locally. Moreover, their significance in the country's 
development is such that they have to be financed. They, therefore, 
constitute a very big drain on local resources.
11. Tl» restrictions on uses of aid to purchases from the donor country 
also puts a premium on undertaking activities with a high inport content 
£«id on inporting goods and servicing sinply because t h ^  can be financed 
by aid. In cases where the items are actually or potentially available 
locally, the net effect may be a substitution of inports for domestic 
production and a consequent failure to develop domestic production, 
enployment and in.come, e.g. in the case of building this kind of 
arrangement may prevent us from the use of our local mterials such as 
cement C.I, sheets, nails, etc.
12. The enphasis and priorities of the development programtMS may 
also be seriously distorted in this process since high inport content, 
capital intensive projects may be given undue precedence only because 
t h ^  can be more steadily financed with external assistance, 
increased Costs
13. The trying of assistance also has the effect of increasing the 
capital and operating costs of aid financed activities. Tied aid 
limits the scope of conpetition among potential suppliers to those of 
the aid giving country. Donor prices may be substantially higher than 
those prevailing in international markets which could readily be 
obtained by open tender thus when it costs the Uganda Government more
to secure the needed goods and services, the donor country must increase 
the amount of its assistance.

/14. In



14. In sunsaary, thé experience of Uganda has indicated that external 
assistance tied to purchases in the donor country does not meet the 
development heeds as fully às it might,* Assistance of this type does 
not bover one of the most pressing needs the financing of local 
costs. (See part (v),)
(iii) AdiniriiBtrativé Complications and Delays
15. Administrative pjxjblems have been oicountered in Uganda which 
conplicate and delay the securing and utilization of ^eternal assistance. 
The major aspects of these problems ares
Complications of Securing Aid
16. The need to support and justify requests for external assistance . 
places a substantial additional burden <» Ctovemmant staff, Jioreoyer, 
developing countries have a limited experience in the pi*epâratian of 
the doc\imentation needed to st^jwrt the request for external assistance. 
This situation is aggravated by the fact that administrative personnel 
conversant with the assistance matters are few and significant differences 
exist among donozs as to the kinds and depth of information required to 
sanction schemes for external assistance.
17. In this connexion, the U.S., U.K* and Vforld Bank are beginning 
to take a very reasonable attitude in that where appropriate they have 
supplied their own personnel to prepare and doevunent aid applications.
If this kind of assistance could be extwided wider and if other donors 
could adopt the same attitude, it would be of immense benefit to us 
whilst at the same time enabling Government to train local staff to 
undertake this work in future. Furthermore, it would be helpful and 
of great value from our point of view if the information requirements 
of the aid donors could be brought into somewhat greater uniformity.
18. Another possibility of overcoming this and related sorts of 
problems is thé formation of Consultative groups of donor countries,
19. On past historical experience. Consortia and Cor^viltative Groups 
haVe been ad hoc affairs, with no definable functiem, little clear 
strategy, and with considerable variations in success. There is no 
reason to siçjpose that tte proposed Consviltative Group (Ç.G..) for 
East Africa should necessarily follow the experiaice of other C.G.'s,
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20. The first experiment in donor aid co-ordination was that of one 
India Consortium, established in 195^ to deal primarily with India* s 
balance of pgyments crisis of that year. Mainly, for a variety of 
political reasons, a ccsisortium established for Pakistan in I960.
In 1^0/61, each consortia considered the financing of the respective 
countries five year plans (India*s 3rd» and Pakistan's 2nd), where 
the pmctice of “pledging'* originated - i,e, agreement amongst donor 
countries, subject to definite commitments to make available a certain 
amount of aid, over a certain period, in relation to the develoiM^nt plan.
21. The initial pledging sessions of each Consortia bore little 
relation to what was involved in the logic of the operation, and in 
1961/62 each Consortia was enlarged by the addition by smaller donoars, 
but this did not result in an increased flow of aid. Up to 1965, the 
Pakistan consortium was relatively successful, mainly because Pakistan 
was prepared to let itself be criticized, and to follow policies 
reconmended by the Consortium (e.g, inçiort liberalization measures, 
backed ty an increased flow in progranaae aid). Other contributoïy factors 
to its succès were the satisfactory maniptilation of the aid relationship, 
the existence of a “give and take attitude" on both sides> the emergence 
of Pakistan as a major partner in the Consortium, and highly effective 
lobbying by Pakistan with each donor before the Consortium nestings.
3hdia, on the one hand, was more concerned to guard its indépendance,
and resented the Consortium's criticism of its development strategy.
Each Consortium, in the early 1960's usually met twice a year, once to 
review "performance" of the recipient, and later to "pledge". At first, 
both India and Pakistan were excluded from Consortia meetings, although 
this was modified later on,
22. In 1962, the United States wished to extend the practice of 
consortia to other major aid recipients, partly on the groimds of "burden 
shaïdng", but as other donors were unwilling to accept the logic of 
consortia, i.e,, pledging, a series of C,G,*s, rather than Consortia, 
were established for Nigeria, Tunisia, Colombia and Sudan. The
C.G, were merely intended to "co-ordinate" donor policies, and to 
discuss and influence the recipients performance. It was on this point
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that these first C.G«*s failed: the recipients requested more aid, and 
then a discussion of performane«. Whilst the demors demanded an in^rovement 
in policy bèiore they would consider an increased flow of aid. Neither 
side was willing to break this vicious circle,,
2}, Aboui this time, scrae co-oi^ination was achieved between the 
U,S,S,R. arid western donors in Afghahistaĥ  An the DAC of the ÚBCD 
established co-ordiháting groups cn Technical Assistance for East Africa 
and Thailand, The 'Gi*oùp for East Africa largely failed because the 
DAG'was not equipped to do the wortc required (i,e, management of the 
Group), and because of the slide away from road to political federation 
in East Africa at about that tin». The ECED, in 1962^ established 
separate Consortia for Greece and Turkey, the latter of which successfully 
rescheduled Turkey's debts in 1965, ■ •
24* Following the relative failure of C,G,'s the IKiD established a 
Working Party on the subject. The Party, whiqh met in 1965, assvmed 
that there wo\ild be no more consortia, but nevertheless thought that
G.G.’s could and should have the same fmcticai as Coisortia ~ i,e, pledging. 
The inherent contradiction runs through much of the C.G. woric, and 
forms much of the Working Party report. The report also hinted at the 
only really desirable mechanism for the aid relationship: namely that 
the logic of the operation of thè C,G, itself determines the volume 
and type of aid required, this making "pledging” superfluous,
25, After this report, the Nigerian C,G, was re-established, and held 
a successful meeting in February 1966, Nigeria carried out effective 
groundwork; there was talk of the investment/saving "gap”, the logic
of the gap for dcaior aid policies, and a discussion of the easing of 
terms. However, the C,G, unfortunately collapsed with the fall of 
the Irons! rdgime in mid-1966. Other Consortia net for Ceylon,
Malaysia, South Korea and ihaUand, but these meetings were not successful,
26, From the historial background, certain general points emerge and 
these are of relevance for the proposed C,G, for East Africa,
27, Consortium V, Consultative Group. The, U,S, prefer Consortia since 
the function ani operaticai of pledging preanates burden sharing amongst 
donors. But there is no real evidence that pledging in fact increases

/the total
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the total flow of aid, aral in some respects makes the Consortium 
inflexible* A C.G*, on the oilier hand, is equally inflexible. The 
logic of a discussion and review of recipients performance, and d<Mior 
policies, is to consider proposals for action, and the logic of this is 
to act. The main reason vdÿ- C.G. have failed is not unreas<xiable 
demands by recipient countries, but the failure of the IBRD and donor 
countries to accept the inherent logic of what a C,G, really means,
28, Terms of Reference. In the past, this has been left very vague, 
with only some rough idea of what is involved in the discussions. The 
terns of reference are obviously linked to the function of either
a Consortia, or C.G,^ but in fact it seems the proper question is not 
Consortia, or C.G, but rather that co-ordination of policies, and that 
action, which will assist the particular irecipient in implementing its 
development plan. Any C.G. will fail, unless it is linked to operational 
principlesî that after a discussion of recipient needs, and "performance” 
(the feasibility of the Plan, tl» investment/saving, and foreign exchange 
gaps, problem of local costs), and a discussion of donors policies 
(tying of aid, greater proporticn in progranane aid, the commitment to 
disburse over a long period), then these discussions must be translated 
into a specific plan OT action* Pledging should be left for specific 
purposes at specific times. The long term nature cf development should 
be explicitly stated; dmors should commit aid for several years at 
a time; the recipient country should be full and equal member of the group; 
and there should be genuine attempt at "give and take" from both sides 
in a spirit of co-operative partership based on the sole criteria of 
the particular economic requirements of the recipient,
29, Membership. As far as posible, all dcaaors should be members of 
the C.G, or Consortium, Switzerland, which is not a menfcer of the IBRD, 
is a member of the IBRD C.G.*s for Colombia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Peru,
Sudan, Thailand and Tunisia. Effective aid co-ordination requires the 
presence and participation of all donors, and if non-members of the 
IBRD can participate in C.G.'s then this argument cannot be made to 
exclude the socialist countries frcsn any new C.G. In any case, the 
recipient country must be a fxill and equal member of the Grov^,

/30, Recipient
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30« Beeipient I%rf6ri!hance> Probably, the real reasai why behind the 
IBRD drive on C.Q.*s is to assist/improve/advise/influenee the 
impleroentatioR of policies in the recipient countries. WlQr this is 
illogical vdthout operati(mal principles is argued above, but the 
existence of à C.G. affords the IBRD the "excuse" to send a Missiez, 
once a year> to the particular country. The recipient could agree with 
this, and discuss thé Mission Report in the C.G, if there is to be a 
i*etum for recipient in the form of. more aid more geared to the recipient 
needs (e,g, aid for local costs). In this respect, since the recipient 
is expected to alter policy to suit the donors political, eccxicanic, 
and social values, the recipient's policy may be self-contradictory if 
donor policies differ. D(sior co-ordination is l^ms essential, and necessary,
31, D<mors Performance. Here the C.G, should discuss the terms of 
aid offered, the co-ordination of procedures amcaigst donors, to reduce 
administrative burdens on the recipients, the adverse consequence of, 
and the need to mitigate suppliers credit, and the appropriate role 
and function for the small d(xior (e,g* Scandinavian coxintries),
32, !feetings. Both the essential nature of the long-term objectives, 
and the c«itinuity of the Group should be stressed, and to be effective, 
meetings should be held at least twice yearly - say once to review the 
annual IBRD Mission Report, donor policies, and recipients perfornance, 
and then later to translate these discussicais into acticai. Presumably, 
individual dcviors would send their missions to co-ordinate with these 
schedules. Up to now most meetings of Consortia, or O.G.'s have been held 
in Paris, London, or Washington, As a deliberate change, meetings should 
be held in the recipients capital, where by contrast more emphasis
would be placed on the recipients needs,
33* The above paragraphs have stated the problem in general terms, 
and it would be useful to apply these to the proposed C.G. for East Africa. 
At the outset, there are two major problems. Firstly, the quest!of 
membership - fresn the dcxior side, the inclusion of the socialist 
countries (para, 29 above); and from the recipient side, the implicatiem 
of the Groxip,if Zambia, amongst others. Joins the E.Â. Cemsnunity,
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Secmdly, there is a danger of the donors playing the three E.A, countries 
off against each other, in competing for aid, something which cannot 
happen in other C.G«*s, This simply requires effective and close 
co-ordination,
34. Finally, in general terms, the following are my suggesticms for 
tern© of reference for an efficient Consultive Group (paras, 27 and 28): 

(i) to make clear the nature of the Group; established solely 
as a I m g - t e m  operation, in support of a country's economic 
development;

(ii) to review, clarify and explain recipient policies;
(iii) to review and amend, idiere appropriate, donors performance and 

policies in the light of (i) and (ii) above (para, 31);
(iv) to ensure that donors give seme explicit assurance that the 

aid required for implementation (discussed in (ii) will be 
available in the amount and form required, over a minimum 
period of years. When agreement has been reached cm the 
economic requirements of the three countries, then that 
agreement must be translated into action. This is the most 
vital part pf the C.G.;

(v) to determine the specific role that each member of the Group 
can play, in particular the smaller denor countries,

(iv) Debt Servicing

35* Because of the difficulties enumerated above, it generally takes 
up to two years to obtain and begin to utilize any external financial 
assistance. This situation has on a number of occasions forced Government 
to resort to short-term loan, i,e, contractor finance which finances 
are by their very nature expensive. This kind of financing greatly 
increases Goverranent debt liabilities in that the loans have to be 
paid over a period of between five to seven years which places a great 
burden on local resources which are badly needed for financing developnent
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programme, If¿jismors ci<)yld .simplify their procedures of givir^ aid 
thus enabling us to obtain long-term loans easily and within a reasonably 
short time the problem of resorting to contractor finance would be „ 
solved and hence the problem of involvir^g Government in heavy debt 
servicing would also be solved. Greater local resouJMes would become 
availa^e for financing the development programme,
(v) Covering of local costs
36, The question of local costs is felt to be central in the 
utilization of foreign aid, aixi is inter-related to three distinct 
probl«ns of danestic savings, of the adverse consequence of porject 
tied and procurement tied aid, and of the foreign exchange problem.
Because of this it is sometimes difficult to disentagle the separate items, 
37« In general terms the, problem is as follows, A large arid 
growing proportion of foreign loans (excluding grants) are either tied 
to particular projects, and/or to the exports of the donor country.
Often the donor finances wily the direct foreign exchange costs of 
the project (i,e, in the form of its own ejqjorts), requiring the 
recipient to finance the local costs, and the indirect imports 
generated by the original investment,
38, The ."costs" of a project, in terms of foreign exchange,

• * ■

conprise the direct capital good imports (^^)j that component of 
local expanditure which has t,o be imported (e,g, petroleum, maintenance 
imports, or raw materials required to produce intermediate goods I^), 
and consumer imports induced by .the investment (M ), The total costs 
of project are thus ^  4 4 I*> where L is that proportion of local
expanditure expended within the country,
39, For purely illustrative purposes, the proposed Milk Processing 
Plant financed fran the Danish Loan affords an example of the above 
breakdown, although the figiires are only indicative, and probably 
not final.

/Financial Breakdown
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Financial Breakdovn of Milk Processing Plant

£ (U)
Total Costs of Project 345,000

(i) Danish Content - equipn«it 85,000 0Ç
(ii) Non-Danish import content

(a) olher imports 115,000 (Mĵ )
(b) construction in5)oarts 58, OCX)

(iii) (a) Local costs in Uganda 87,(X)0 (L)
(b) of >hich:

Indirect foreign exchange
generated by investment 29,000 (M^) c

Note; It®n (i) is siBç»ly the direct capital good inçîoris frcm Dersnark.
(ii) (a) are the other necessary inç>orts - e*g, materials for the 
plantÎ staff cars; (ii) (b) is that proportion of total construction 
costs of plant plus staff houses that is to be imported, estimated 
at 40 per cent of construction investment; (ixi) (a) is purely 
local costs; (iii) (b) as a result of the investment in Uganda i,e* 
£87,000, a demand for imports will be generated, estimated at 
33 per c®it of the local investment, i.e, propensity to consvane 
imports in l/3> and ignoring the secondary mxjltiplier effects,
Ihe figure of 1/3 is purely "questimate” and is problably on the 
high side,

40, Now if Denmark finances entirely, and say 1/3 of (L), then the 
total donor contribution will be £114,0CX) or only 33 per cent of the 
total costs. An alternative policy would be for Denmark to finance both

and say 10 per cent of the total project costs, in the form of 
convertible currency, (£35,000), or in total £120,000, This would assist 
Uganda in finding the pure local cost component (£87,000), or the additional 
demand or foreign exchange (£115>000 4- £58*000 (M) 4 £29,000 (H^), less 
£35,000) or £167,000.
41, This exançile illustrates one major aspect of the local cost probloa 
- the need to "find” foreign exchange to cover the type lngjorts. The 
total foreign exchmige costs (i^ 4 t  M^) is the significant aspect, 
not just alone. Aid to cover the category could be used as a 
substitute for local costs ((v) above) and this point could perhaps be 
emphasized to the IBRD Mission,
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/»2. Hie exÊBÉple is <\ised to simply show the yariov© p9li<y measures. that 
Uganda, in conjunction-with the donors, could take to overccme the general 
problsm of local costs and tied aid* Vftth the current trend in intern 
international aid policies, it seems realistic to assume that both forms 
of tied aid vrill continue, and the analysis should start from that, 
positicn.
43« The foreign exchange component of investment in Bast Africa and 
in Uganda varies between 40 per cent and 50 per cent*
44* In Uganda’s case if aid continues to be given on a project basis, 
then if say the total costs of all the projects whicdi could be finance^ 
with the foreign aid is £x, and if the "required” aid inflow is fy, then 
frcmi the balance of payments point of view, the share between donors 
and Uganda should be in the ratio of y/x. Now as the foreign exchange 
component of investment is say è» then if y/x is greater than ^ then scane 
aid must be forthcoming for foreign exchange for or 
Proposals to Deal with Local Problan
45« The only really satisfactory answer to the problem of local costs
is to raise domestic savings. However, the beneficial effects of such
a policy miist not be exaggerated. Suppose it is proposed to raise
domestic investment by a further £5 m, Sippose that the is that
m^ is 1/3, and suppose further that m^ is 1/6, vhere miĵ, m̂ ,̂ are the
propensities to import investment goods (corresponding to and i^), and
m is the propensity to import consimption (i,e. M  ), Suppose

4  S è 2it the minimum, and 2/3 at the maximum. Donors are prepared
to finance 50 per cent of the investment, i,e, or £2,5 m* Uganda has
to find £2.5 m, from local resources, plus foreign exchange to cover M  •c
Now if 1/̂  is 1/6 then the foreign exchange required for that category 
is £8 m. leaving local costs at £L,7 m, and thus danand for foreign:
exchange for M , 1/3 of £1,7 m, or £6 m. Total foreign .exchange :G
required is thus £2,3 m. Now as a.result of requiring £2,5 of 
dcmestic resources, consumption is cut .by that amount, thus releasing 
about £8 m, foreign exchange by a fall iu imports, . In other words to 
raise the required foreign exchange by .cutting down internal consumption 
and thus imports requires dcmestic savings to be increased by £6,9 m, and 
not £2,5 m. To effect this increase the burden of savings on an already
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low inocaae country, but if the total domestic spending remains the same, 
i*e, £6é9 is transferred ft*om consunption to investment, with 
£2*5 m. on projects partly financed through foreign add, then £4.4 m. could 
be e3g> ended on projects which have a low demand for foreign exchange, 
e.g, rural self-help schemes.
46. Moreover, any demand for foreign exchange from this investment c<»ild 
be met by cutting the average propensity to consume ingjorts (by Improving 
ccxitrols on luxury lngiorts), leaving total domestic pending unchanged 
but diverting resources to investment,
47. A further answer is to utilize progranme aid vhicái cotild, although 
preferably should not, be tied to donors* eaports, Progranme aid could 
be used to finance a variety of Imports laider the tawad category, and 
thus release foreign exchange to finance the M  type iug»orts* a sense, 
then, progranaae aid can be regarded as substitute for local costs, and 
has less adverse effects on donor*s balance of payments,
48. ihrther the position of local costs can be alleviated if donors 
finance productive projects, rather than infrastructure projects, as 
the latter generally have a hi^er proportion of local costs to total 
costs (e.g, road-building programme), than productive projects vihich 
require a large amount of iagjorted equipment. In any event, to finance 
productive projects, especially in the industrial sector, is advantageous 
to the econcmy as a whole*
49. In one "Current Plan^* those sectors with the largest estimate of 
public devdLopanént expenditure are agriculture (£19.36 m, or 18.1 per cent 
Of the total), roads (£14.78 m* dr 13.9 per cent), education (£18,5 m or 
17é3 per ¿ént) and health (£12,83 m, or 12 per cent). If projects in the 
administration and deface sectors are excluded, on the grounds that aid
is unlikely to be forthcoming to finance such projects, then the agricultural 
sector is 21,$ per cent of the (lower) total, roads I6.4 per cent, 
education 20,6 per cent, and health 14,2 per cent, or together 72,7 per cent 
of the total. In general these projects have a lower import content: in 
the cáse of agriculture, though largely productive, because of the hi^ier 
proportion of local costs, and in the case of the infrastructure social 
Service sectors because of the bxiilding and construction element,
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50. A further proposal, although one vdth serious drawbacks, is that if 
programme aid is forthcoming to meet necessary inqsorts, then on the 
grounds that the balance of payments is sound, a modest amount of deficit 
finapcing could be undert^en in connexion vdth the various projects 
financed through aid, to raise real output, and thus domestic savings#
51. Two other solutions to the local cost problem may be suggested.
The first is slngjly to ”bag” donors to siflpply outri^t grants to cover 
local costs.
52. Alternatively, the donor should sell goods and services to the 
equivalent of say 10-15 per cent of the total costs of the project, to 
meet a prqportion of local costs, as under the Russian and Chinese Loans, 
and the US PL 460 Wheat Agresnents. As a general rule, such ^ods should 
exclude agricultural products because of the adverse consequences on the 
demand for locally produced agricultural products, and instead be confined 
to oonsianer goods. In the long run this does not affect the donor’s 
balance of payments at a H ,
53. No mention has been made here on the other indirectly related problon 
of tied aid. Or measures to raise domestic savings. With regard to tied 
aid, the general questions ares

(i) tying is not linked to any known economic principle - it merely 
protects the donor’s balance of payments}

(ii) it biases the choice of develcpnent projects - i.e. a choice 
of projects with a h i ^  foreign exchange cost;

(iil) it increases the capital intensity of the project, without any 
of its advantages}

(iv) it biases the choice of goods to be used in any one paroject,
54» If, donors whilst not necessarily increasing the total flow of aid, are 
interested and concerned to ensure the effective use of the aid disbursed, 
then it seems that the only way to obtain this is by allocating the various 
component parts of a loan reference to the econcraic needs of the 
recipient. One such economic need has been outlined above.

As in the sphere of theology •* Faith without works is dead” so in the 
sphere of econcmies “Plans without lxi?)lementation are vain”.
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Introduction

1. C e n tra l p la n n in g  in  Hungary looks  back upon a h is to r y  o f 

more than tw enty y e a rs . I t s  f i r s t  s teps were c lo s e ly  lin k e d  

w ith  the ta rg e ts  and tasks  o f  economic re c o n s tru c t io n  a f t e r  

the immense d e v a s ta tio n s  o f  the second w o rld  w ar. L a te r i t  
became the main in s tru m e n t in  p ro m oting  the re a d ju s tm e n t o f 

the economy, the in d u s t r ia l iz a t io n  o f  the co u n try  and the

msSr-ffold d e ve lo p in g  o f  p ro d u c tiv e  fo rc e s .  N a tio n a l income in  

1967 ach ieved a more than th re e  tim es h ig h e r le v e l  than  in  

1938 the la s t  p re -w a r y e a r. The le v e l  o f  in d u s t r ia l  p ro d u c tio n  

inc re ase d  in  the same p e rio d  by more than  seven. Deep s t r u c tu 
r a l  changes have taken  p lace  in  the economy b o th  in  the d ir e c 

t io n  o f c re a t in g  modern c e n tra liz e d  s o c ia l is t  p la n ts  and 
e s ta b lis h in g  new te c h n o lo g ie s  and in d u s t r ie s  e .g . in  m e ta llu rg y ,  

in  e n g in e e rin g  and in  chem ica l in d u s t r y .  A g r ic u ltu re  has been 
p ro d u c in g  about f i f t y  per ce n t more than b e fo re  the w a r. The 

s tru c tu re  and te c h n ic s  o f a g r ic u l tu r a l  p ro d u c tio n , m echaniza

t io n  o f work and use o f chem ica ls and in  consequence o f  a l l  
th a t ,  the p r o d u c t iv i t y  o f la b o u r has incre ase d  c o n s id e ra b ly .

2. In  t h is  p e rio d  o f economic developm ent n a t io n a l p la n s  were 
the  means w h ich determ ined the tre n d  o f economic g ro w th , i t s  

main p ro p o r tio n s  and o th e r main c h a ra c te rs . Though in  d e ta i ls  

p lana and r e a l i t y  has been o fte n  d i f f e r e n t  and domei^tlc m arket 
and fo r e ig n  tra d e  had a s ig n i f ic a n t  in f lu e n c e  on the f lo w  o f  
economic a c t i v i t i e s ,  i t  is  h a rd ly  to  be d iscu sse d , th a t  the  

d ir e c t io n s  o f th is  p rogress were e la b o ra te d  by n a t io n a l p la n n in g  
and the main d i r e c t iv e  fo rc e s  o f economic grow th  were n a t io n a l  
p la n a .

3. The system and methods o f c e n t r a l  p la n n in g  developed  

c o n tin u o u s ly  d u r in g  th is  p e r io d . In  the f i r s t  years the main 

tendency was' the in c re a s in g  o f the scope and c o n te n t o f p la n n in g *





The f i r a t  th re e  year p la n  /1 9 4 7 -1 9 4 9 / waa a more g e n e ra l 
program o f economic p o l ic y  b u t la t e r  p la n n in g  extended to  more 
and more d e t a i ls .  The r o le  and the fu l ln e s s  o f d e ta i ls  o f  
o p e ra tiv e  p lana o f  p ro d u c tio n  deve lo pc ' j p lans f o r  q u a rte rs  o f  

the year has go t a d e c is iv e  in f lu e n c e  on economic a c t iv i t ie s »  

T h is  waa the r u l in g  c h a ra c te r o f p la n n in g  in  the p e rio d  o f  the  

f i r s t  f iv e  year p la n  /1950-1954/»

In  the second p a r t  o f the f i f t i e t h  the fu l ln e s s  o f d e ta i ls  in  

p lana waa reduced, the r o le  o f annual p lana in c re a s e d , c e n t r a l  
management developed in  the l in e  o f d e c e n t r a l iz a t io n ,  indepen
dency and m a te r ia l s t im u la t io n  o f e n te rp r is e s  in t e n s i f ie d .  E .g* 

i n  1957 were in i t ia t e d  as the  f i r a t  among the s o c ia l is t  

c o u n tr ie s ,  a system o f p r o f i t  s h a rin g  in  the s ta te  e n te rp r is e s .

The re fo rm  o f c e n t r a l  management b e in g  in  the s ta te  o f 

r e a l iz a t io n  in  our co u n try  from  the 1®'*' o f January 1968, 
fo l lo w s  the l in e  m entioned above, b u t much more consequent and 

extended. In  t h is  paper -  i f  th e re  w eren ’ t  any re fe re n c e s  to  
som ething e lse  -  my in te n t io n  is  to  d e sc rib e  c e n t r a l  p la n n in g  
and c e n t r a l  management system as they were p u t in to  fo rc e  from  

the b e g in n in g  o f  t h is  y e a r. The new p r in c ip le s  and new methods 

h a v in g  been formed the la s t  few y e a rs , should be co n ce n tra te d  
upon.

Time -  H o rizo n  in  P la n n in g ; T arge ts  and Tasks o f

D i f fe r e n t  Plana

t
4 . In  accordance w ith  the experiences th e re  i s n ’ t  a u n ifo rm  
type o f n a t io n a l p la ns  w h ich were ab le  to  f u l f i l  a l l  the  
req u ire m e n ts  o f n a t io n a l management. On one hand, the  ta rg e ts  
and tasks o f p la ns  are d i f f e r e n t ;  the y  have to  o u t l in e  the  

g e n e ra l tendenc ies  o f  developm ent fo r  a lo n g e r p e r io d ,  

determ ine the ra te s  nnd p ro p o r t io n s  o f  grow th  in  a more 
d e ta ile d  way f o r  medium te rm s, m a in ta in  s ta n d in g  n a t io n a l  
e q u il ib r iu m  and do a l l  o p e ra tiv e  measures in  o rd e r to  r e a l iz e





i n  the changing o i  cumstances the aims se t by lon g  and 

medium-term p la n a , Jn the o th e r hand, even the economic 

processes are ve ry  d i f f e r e n t = They are some w hich need and 

make i t  p o s s ib le  to  p la n  fo r  a lo n g e r p e r io d , e .g . e n e rg e t ic a l 
and o th e r in f r a s t r u c t u r a l  in ve s tm e n ts , dem ographica l fo re c a s ts  

and p ro p o r t io n s  o f e d u ca tio n  and t r a in in g .  They are o th e rs  

w hich need programs fo r  two -  th re e  ye a rs , as e.g^ p ro d u c tio n  

plana in  b u i ld in g  and c o n s tru c t io n  and in  some in d u s t r ie s  o f  

e n g in e e rin g . A t la s t  they are processes w hich nnv-be d ire c te d  

by annual p la n a . So we base p la n n in g  on a co o rd in a te d  system  

o f lo n g -te rm , m edium-term /g e n e ra l ly  f iv e  y e a r /  and annual 
p la n s .

5. Last year we began the d raw ing  up o f a lo n g -te rm  p la n  fo r  

the years 1971-1985. The work is  o rgan ized  by e ig h t w o rk in g  

groups w ith  the p a r t ic ip a t io n  o f the  le a d e r o f  N a tio n a l 

P la n n in g  O f f ic e ,  economic m in is t r ie s ,  a u th o r i t ie s  and the b e s t 

e xp e rts  o f economy, in d u s tr y ,  a g r ic u l tu r e ,  fo re ig n  tra d e  e tc *

In  th is  groups a t p re se n t th e re  is  go ir.^  on a p ro found c r i t i c a l  
a n a ly s is  o f economic developm ent in  the pa s t tw enty y e a rs , on 
the base o f w hich the f i r s t  i n i t i a l  d r a f t  o f the p la n  is  to  
be e la b o ra te d . The f i r s t  phase o f  t h is  work w i l l  have been 

com pleted by the end o f the ne xt year»

6 , The main l in k s  in  our fu tu r e  p la n n in g  system are f iv e  year 

p la n a . P ive year p lana express economic p o l ic y  in  the more 

d e ta ile d  and c o m p le tt way among a l l  forma n f p la n n in g . They 
im p ly  the aims o f  developm ent, the ra te s  o f g ro w th , the main 

s t r u c tu r a l  changes and the c o n d it io n s  and req u ire m e n ts  o f  

n a t io n a l e q u il ib r iu m  f o r  the f iv e  yea r p e rio d *  I . e ,  the o u t l in e  

o f  s o c ia l p ro d u c t and n a t io n a l incom e; the p ro p o r t io n  o f  

consum ption and a c c u m u la tio n ; the  inve s tm e n t p o l ic y  in  d e t a i ls ;  

the s t ru c tu re  o f fo r e ig n  tra d e  and the developm ent o f  

in te r n a t io n a l  r e la t io n s  and c o -o p e ra t io n ; the program  o f  

la b o u r fo rc e ,  the aims and main measures f o r  in c re a s in g  the  

l i v in g  s ta n d a rd ; aims and d ir e c t iv e s  o f re g io n a l developm ent





inside the co atry<> A new feature of our five year plans is, 
that beside i,i >";• ng concro^o decisions e«g. concerning 
investment poX cy they also contair.i the ma i n  measures, rules 
and policies /'¡»g« price financial, wage policies/ whi'sh 
are intended to realize the aims set in the plan® The 
guidance of the present economic development has been baaed 
on the third five year plan  /1966-1S70/ and the fourth five 
year plan /1971-1975/ ia under elaboration. The bill of the 
five year plans ia passed and put into force by parliamf.,ui*

7 . The sources of annual planning are the aims and policies 
set in five year plana and the results of running analysis of 
economic situation* It is deemed desirable that annual plana 
should remain in the wider framework of the five year plan 
and shouldn't set independent aims, as they often did in the 
past. But this depends on the concrete conditions emerged in 
carrying out the five year plana» Annual plana have to 
correct and modify sometimes some of the forecasts and 
targets of five year plana. Annual plana have their special 
means, as e.g. budget, price policy, credit policy of state 
bank system, export, import and supply contingents etc*
Annual plana are operative programs of the governmentj the 
government gives at least once a year information to 
parliament on its operative plana and economic progress. 
Yearly state budgets are put into force by the parliament. 
Annual plans are the only shcrt-term national plana being  
in use in Hungary at present, but they are often supplemented 
in some parts with calculations for two-three years or with  
calculations for shorter periods, half-years or quarters.





Basic Principles of Plan Implementation

8. The means of national management are to be divided into 
two groups: a* Directive means, w h i c h  express central purposes 
and limits in a direct way. b« Incentives, conditions and rules 
stimulating and guiding economic aetivity of enterprises and 
other decentralized economic units. The character of central 
management depends on the weight of this elements and the 
manner of their combination.

9. Directive means of plan implementation are concrete 
decicions with in national plana /e = g. i::.d;‘.vidual projects in 
investment plana/, obligatory indicators of plana determining 
either targets and tasks /e.g, output, purchases, productivity, 
reduction of coats/ or limits for ma k i n g  use of different 
resources /e,g. investments, material resources and imports, 
labour forces and wage funds/, operative directives, central 
control and allocation of materials, central permissions of 
exports and imports. The common advantage of these methods is 
that they express central decisions in a very direct way, the 
results achieved are quite easily and clearly accounted and 
controlled. But they have great disadvantages as well. They 
often cause in planning conflicting interests b etween  
enterprises and central authorities, they restrict the 
substitution of different resources in the enterprises, thus 
they w o r k  with certain losses.

10. The applying of indirect means of regulation is connected 
with the ind..pendency of enterprises and the existing of 
production for market. In our circumstances both main factors 
of market, demand and supply, are regulated by national plana. 
The plana limit and stimulate the activity of the enterprises, 
but enterprises are free w i t h i n  the wide framework of central 
conditions and rules. Enterprises - here we think especially 
of atate-cwned enterprises and w e  have to mention, that public





Psector in Hungary gives about per cent of national income - 
are separate legal entities wo r k i n g  on the basis of economic 
accounting and they are provided w i t h  fixed and wo r k i n g  capital 
of their own* At the beginning of this year the f reedom ofQ
enterprises has b e e n  enlarged to great extent and covers 
aelf-determiniation of plana, discretion on all operational 
matters at their own risk, the right to enter into contracts, 
to take credits and make use of the part of profit whi^h has 
be e n  loft at their disposal.

The ma i n  indirect means of plan implementation are central 
price policy, taxation and the rules for application of 
enterprise-revenues, regulation of wages, salaries and other 
forms of individual incomes, credit policy, foreign exchange 
policy, subventions, customs and other finaneial means 
regulating foreign trade. The advantage of these methods is, 
that they make the wo r k  of economy elastic, they open the way 
to the independency of enterprises and they coordinate their 
interests and those of the economy, as a whole. On the other 
hand, by applying these methods we have to take into 
consideration, that; a. they d o n ’t satisfy the needs by giving 
proper dir e c t i o n  to the growth of economy for a longer period; 
b, their adoption i s n ’t satisfactory to m a intain the 
continuous equilibrium of internal market and foreign trade.
In this regard directive methods a r o n ’t negligible.

11. There are close interrelations between plan formation and 
plan implementation. At the first stops of planning the 
emphasis in wo r k  was put on plan formation and it was thought 
that directive instruments of plan implementation has to be 
used in general. At that time this was to some extent in 
harmony wi t h  actual existing political and economic tasks and 
relations. But later the disadvantages of direct means became 
gradually clearer, the experiences in applying more complicated 
incentives accumulated and the scope and forma of indirect 
methods were developed. The a p p l ication of indirect means 
d o e s n ’t depend on simple decision, as it is often thought.





but it has very objective c:)nditiona« These are;

a. The possibilities and tae degree of decentralization of 
material and financial resources. Decentralization of functions 
beyond a certain extent may only be effecting, if it is 
supported by the power of disposal of certain mat e r i a l  and 
financial resources. But tnis latter condition depends on 
economic policy and situation as a whole. Here arises e.g.
as one of the m a i n  questions of Investment policy; the 
problem in what extent new projects have to be established 
and which part of accumulation may be left wi t h  the wor k i n g  
enterprises,

b. A higher proportion of consumption against accumulation 
w i t h i n  national income and a higher rate of growth of 
consumption. The increasing role of material stimulation 
postulates, that from profits provided by the enterprises 
should remain more for their own workers and employees than 
before. But that needs more available resources for 
consumption in the whole economy,as we want to m a i n t a i n  full 
employment and standing growth of living standard for all 
social strata of population.

c. The position of international trade and co-operation and 
the possibilities allowed by f oreign exchange relations of the 
country. Deep changes in economic life of such a country, as 
Hungary, c a n ’t be realized without significant effects on 
foreign trade, so application of new methods in plan 
implementation has to be regarded also in its connection 
wi t h  foreign trade.

The m a i n  economic conditions and criteria applied in selection 
direct or indirect methods of pl a n  implementation are often 
summarized as the more extensive or the more intensive 
character of development. At extensive phases of economic 
progress the rule of Midirect methods was tho,ught to be 
typical. But these reflections aren^t properly controlled in 
practice. As the means ha v i n g  b e e n  selected react on the 
content of plana and influence the decisions on economic policy,





therefore the beat com b i n a t.-on of different instrumenta has 
t o b ©  found as an integral and important part of planning.

The Ma i n  Incentives and Rules Regelating Industrial

Production

Price policy

12* At present price b u ilding aims to apply three m a i n  n,t 
viewpoints at the same time; a. prices should express the 
costa of prcduction; b. they have to promote interrelations 
between domestic market and foreign trade; c. they have to 
be influenced by the value ;judgments of markets and by state 
preferences. The contradictions among these viewpoints have 
to be solved in the successive phases of price building.

Price building is baaed on calculations performed according a 
unified methodology. The most difficult theoretical p roblem 
of these calculations is, how to account net revenue formed 
in  prices. In Hungary now the forma of net revenue are 
differentiated, 5 per cent unified contribution /quasi an 
interest/ is calculated b a a e d  on fixed and w orking capital of 
enterprises, this percentage has to express the m i n i m u m  effi
ciency of capital. 25 per cent unified contribution is counted, 
according to wages and salaries to express social insurance 
rate and some other collective costs of expanded reproduction 
of manpower. 2-10 per cent profit rate is calculated relating 
to the value of total capital; the profit rate is differentiated 
for industries or for groups of products according to the 
second and third viewpoints m e ntioned above.

Price calculation of export and import goods are also prepared 
according to the pro p o r t i o n  a of the prices in foreign 
currencies. As prices calculated on internal and those on 
external base are different, from this respect price building 
needs again independent economic considerations.





13. Price system in our cc. ntry applies three types of prices; 
a. official fix or ma x i m u m  prices; b, prices m o v i n g  in 
officially given limits; Cr free prices. Among the means of 
production some basic materials /as coal, energy, rolled steel 
etc,/ have fix or ma x i m u m  prices, in the second group are 
distributed prices of building and construction and prices of 
some light industrial goods, in the third machines for 
investments, intermediates etc. We want to increase gradually 
the sphere of the more elastic forma of prices.

Enterprise , interest in profit

14* State owned enterprises in Hungary are interested in 
increasing the sum of profit. Our ma i n  principle is that if 
prices express proper proportions and the m a i n  factors of 
market are centrally oontrclled, the aim of profitability, 
that is the purpose of the enterprises, can serve as good 
means for achieving our social aims, to satisfy our social 
needs the beat. In such circumstances of central regulating 
the profit interest of enterprises acta towards the dir e c t i o n  
of realizing our social goals.

The profit of enterprises is centrally taxed and the rules how 
to create different funds from it are compulsory. Profits 
reached by enterprises are first distributed into two parts 
according to the share of double w a ge-fund related to the 
value of total capital. Coefficient two is in this calculation  
only of practical meaning, in some industries, where wage fund 
has a low share, it is higher, e.g. in metallurgy and in a part 
of chemical industry it is 4^ in  m i n i n g  6« The two parts of 
profit is taken upon different taxation.

The first part of it /which was counted proportional to the 
share of wage fund/ is taken upon progressive taxation. Tax of 
the second part is linear. Taxation measures are unified for 
the whole industry. After this year taxation about forty to 
fifty per cent of profit r emains with the enterprises, Prom
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profit leí^-et i;b.6 -diapi3-3a- ef thè enterprises, they form 
three funds; ao Prom the first part minus e .■'ntribution is 
formed the so called shari; fund® Prom this fund they can 
pay the increase of wages r ad salari.ea and all forms of bonus 
and shares of thè workers . id employees^ b» Prom the second 
part minus contribution, bit together with the greatest part 
of redemption fund, is formed the so called development fund« 
This fund should be the financial base for ipvestments, for 
dredits to investments and for increase pf their own wo r k i n g  
capital, Cc Prom both former funds they have to put 10 per 
cent, in the so called reserve or guarantee fund,until they 
achieve a certain levelfi

Enterprises are free in wo r k i n g  use of funds except the third 
one, the use of which is limited, put by for the case closing 
the year w i t h  loss.

This profit sharing system makes enterprises interested in 
production for market, in r e duction of costs, in applying 
atateowned capital in the moat efficient way. Prom the other 
hand central rules, w h i c h  tell us how funds are formulated in 
the enterprises, give the possibility to calculate and 
influence - though wi t h  approximate certainty - the purchasing 
power both on the market of consumer and investment goods.

The system of i nvestments

15» In accordance wi t h  the profit sharing system of 
enterprises investments are financed from three resources; 
a. own development funds of enterprises; b, ba n k  credits; 
c. the state budget. As the f o r mation of enterprise 
development funds is centrally regulated and the state bank 
system is functioning on the base of government directives, 
the influence of national plans extends to all investment 
activities. But enterprises are free in using their funds 
and taking credit following their own initiative and decision»





Sliai©^pir±aeo eap.^1; b 6 ao<;»«pi: invesijiiients, however
they ruux the.of their own deciaionse

Individual projects of great national importance, some set« 
of i n v e s t m e n t s ■as development of irrigation system, read 
network, pipe system etc., and other infr^istruetural aad 
non-productive investments are financed from the state budget® 
The limits and the distribution of state investments and the 
list of individual projects are sanctioned by national plans®

In the annual pl a n  of I968 the share of enterprise development 
funds is about 25 per cent, the share of bank credits about 
20 per cent, and about 55 per cent of all.industrial 
investments is financed from the state budget ® The tendency 
is to diminioh tho -nhirG"of state budget in some years to a 
level of about forty per cent, while the share of financing - 
from credit is to be increased.

The outlined system has b e e n  implemented from the b e ginning of 
this year. We think that the full development of these 
instructions needs several years and we take into account that 
there will be some difficulties w i t h  these m e a n s  until we 
learn the dorrect use of new methods and we find the proper 
measures a But we believe the results achieved w i t h  the new 
system of economic management wi l l  be mu c h  greater, than the 
losses caused by it and we can strengthen this system i n  all 
its interrelations during the period 1968- 1970®
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1* IhtMxfeiction
1.1 The new system of sociàl planning began to be applied at the final 
stage of preparation of the Yugoslav social plan for the 1966-1970 period. 
This system constitutes a logical phase in the evolution of the Yugoslav 
economic ^stem since 1950, coinciding with the introduction of workers’ 
self-management in enterprises, to our days, when the new measures 
forming part of the economic reform bring' a new affirmation of the system 
of self-government, also in the field of enlarged reproduction (net 
investments). Over the past fifteen years the economic system evolved
in two directions. One can be termed as decentralisation of management 
of investment resources and of decision power in investmoit matters, while 
the second implies a 'ttêétatisation”of the process of enlarged reproduction 
i,e, a transfer of that management and decision poweï* on investnœnts, 
from the state organs to the working organizations. The most decisive 
step in déétatisation process was the introduction of a series of 
modifications in the system of income distribution, effected in 1963 and 
1964 followed by another inportant set of measures forming part of the 
economic reform of July 1965» Through these modifications, the role of 
economic organizations in investment decisions, during the course of 
implementation of the five-year plan, would be substantially reinforced, 
so that their share in investments during this Plan is going to be at 
least 70 per cent and that of extra-economic factors, first of all, of 
the State, maximum 30 per cent.
1.2 The starting point in the endeavours to set up an elaborate planning 
system are the fotindations of Yugoslavia’s social and jjolitical system. 
According to the Constitution of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia «The basis of the social-economic system of Yugoslavia is free, 
associated work with socially-owned means of labour, and self-management 
of the woricing people in production and in distribution of tbe social 
product in the working organization and social community”. Within this 
framework a special inportance is attributed to self-management of workers, 
which is the very element through which the ownership of the major pasrt
of the means of production (social sector) bectxnes imoediate social

/ownership, differing
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Ownership, differing in quality from State ownership. Thus, planning 
loses its former character of a State function and becomes one of the 
basic self-government rights of the citizen. It increasingly transforms 
itself into self-planning and self-organizing of workers in working 
organizations and social-political comuwnities (communes, conç>onent 
republics and Federation), Thus, self-government is a function leading 

^ dê4tatieafcicn of pleaming and* to an increasing socialiaation of 
this function,
1.3 The economic position of working organizations is deterndned by the 
conditions txnder which the goods are traded both in the domestic market 
and in foreign commerce, by the extent of obligations towards the conmunity 
and by the conditions for obtainiiig credits. The position of particu].ar 
branches may tenporarily be influenced by the amount of assistance furnished 
by the comnwnity. Concretely speaking, the economic position of thé working 
organization and of various branches is determined by the level of prices
of their products on the domestic market, by the exchange rates, the rate 
of iirport duties, and other conditions of trade with foreign countries, 
by the level of contributions a M  taxes, interest charges a M  maturities 
of loans, as well as by tenporary direct or indirect subsidies granted by 
the community,
1.4 Through the reform of 1965 it has been possible to serialize the 
relative prices on the dcanestic market with those prevailing in foreign 
trade, that is to say donæstic prices vrere brought at a new higher general 
level, conform to the new parity of the dinar. Exceptionally, for some more 
inportant products and services, which do not play any role in foreign tirade, 
prices are being fixed under different, internal criteria. For the time 
being price ceilings have been prescribed for most products and sei*vices, 
while for the purchase of some farm products guaranteed minimum prices have 
been prescribed. The system of fixed prices will remain in force up to the 
moment when the econcany will adjust itself to newly established econcanic 
relationships. Later on it will be possible to change over to a system of 
market prices whose formation will be determined by the interplay of supply 
and demand, except in the case of monopolistic positions in certain sectors. 
The community will maintain a system of price control on the free market
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which will consist mainly in the obligation of the working organizations 
to notify in advance their intention to raise the prices > so as to «iiable 
the coBfflmity to intervene on the market thi*ough sales from the officially 
held stocks, in inporting thé product in question, or through other econcanic 
measures. In the case of monopolies of whatever kind, the prices will be 
fixed by the community, but there oust be some logical relationship between 
these prices and the prices of kindred products, or products linked through 
vaidous phases of processing; -(diich are allowed to find freely their own level,
1.5 In the context of the new reform it has been possible to reduce inçort 
duties which have been brought into harmcHiy with the new paidty of the dinar 
and the new price relati<mships both for domestic and foreign products,
Th^ will also be adjxisted in a wey to enable an accelerated integration
of the Yugoslav economy into the international pattern of division of labour 
and to promote a spèedy growth of foreigi. trade. During the coming years, 
policies will be pursued aiming at a further reduction of custom duties 
in harmory with the results so far. achieved in efforts to raise labour 
productivity and strengthen the conpetitive power of the Yugoslav economy.
The ultimate aim of policies pursued in this domain, is the liberalization 
of foreign trade and the convertibility of the dinar,
1.6 Before the reform, and through the reform it has been possible to 
reduce the degree of concentration of resources in the hands of centralisai 
institutions, which has previously been furthered throu^ a lŷ tem of 
contributions, the working organizations and the citizens were bound to pay 
to the community. Since 1963 and then with the refom, meastures were tak^ 
to the effect of abolishing the contribution (rent), paid by the mines, 
contribution on extra income, contribution to social investment funds, 
contribution from the income of working, organizations, contidbution to the 
housing funds, contributions to tran^orbatioh enterprises for the payments 
for benefits in passenger traffic, while the contributions to budgets and 
to the health and social insurance funds, paid out from the personal ihcomes 
of the workers enployed within the social sector, were reduced, »Upon the introduction of these changes the only obligation of the 
working organization was to pay a tax oh capital and a turnover tax on the 
sale of ite products and scaae services. The general rate of tax on capital
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amoimts to 4 per cent, while in some branches it has been reduced to 2 per 
cent or to 2,5 per cent. Turnover taxes are charged only on final consumer 
goods, and on certain services, and they are collected in trade. The 
over-all burden on the ïiagoslav economy, in thé form of a tax on capital 
and the turnover tax has remained approximately the same, although the 
pattern of its distribution among various activities is somewhat different, 
con|)ared with the state before the refom.
1.7 2h assessing the position of working organisations one has to consider 
the conditions under which they may obtain the necessary credits for 
investment in fixed funds and working capital. According to regulations
in force all the working organizations enjoy the san» treatment as regards 
the possibilities of obtaining credits, provided that the banks in extending 
loans, apply severe criteria in selecting projects which seem the most 
profitable. Thus, for exanple, the banks are entitled to extend investment 
credits at better terms than the conventional ones at the request of a 
State organ, but at the e3q>ressed condition that the organ having asked 
for a more favourable treatment (low interest rates, longer maturities) 
for a given branch has to bear the difference between the conventional and 
the privileged terms. But, at this moment the Yugoslav banking system is 
about to adjust its lending activities to the new principles, so that one 
is entitled to expect that these principles will find full affijrmtion 
within a short period of tia», because the success of the new economic 
reform largely depends on the inçjlementation of these measxxres,
1.8 Thus it is possible to conclude that the respective position of 
working organizaticms in the process of social reproduction under the 
Yugoslav economic system is determined by, as a rule, freely formed prices 
on the domestic market, ì:y thé increasingly more liberal cmditions of 
trade with foreign countries (and fixed instrumaits in this trade), fixed 
obligations of working organizations and citizens towards the <x>iammity 
and access to credits vmder conditions of eqxiality. All these relatively 
stable elements of the systsn determine the framework and limits of 
independence of the working organizations and destine th«a to be the 
main factors in the process of enlarge r^roduction.
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2* limits of the planning functions of the State 
2*1 Two elements detennine the role of social-political conanunities 
(Federation, component reptiblics, communes) in the process of social 
reproduction and more particvilariy in social planning* These are, first, 
the material (financial) ÿ̂ esourees at the disposal of each social-political 
consttvinLty viithin the framework of a unique ¿ystem of distribution of the 
national income, and, second, the possibility to enact laws in each of 
these communities,'within the framework of the specifically Yugoslav 
constitutional ^stem (sSlf-goveimment),

Each social-political community has its owa sources of revenue out 
of which it covers its budgetary expenses. In exceptional cases, when 
the tinder-deveiopment of some regions is at stake in order to help over
coming backwardness, thé broader cramaunity extends financial assistance 
to certain territorially more narrow community. Thus, in principle, there 
is no relationship of dependence, as regards financial resources, between 
the commune and the republic, viz* between the republic and the Federation, 
and this also refers to the use of financial resources for planning 
economic and social development,
2,2 A federal law prescribes what shall be the sowces of financing and 
upon whab kizxl of revenue a social-political community can count.A 
particular revenue of the Federation regulated by a federal law, vdiich to 
a lesser degree also accrues to the coranunes, is the tax on capital at 
the disposal of enterprises*

The Federation provides some additional resources to those component 
r^ublics vrtiose per capita income is lower than the average Yugoslav 
per capita inccmne, viz* lower than the per capita income of a republic 
whose income comes close to the Yugoslav average* The amount of additicmal 
resources is fixed by a decision of the Federal AssènàxLy* The republic 
msQr also receive from the Federation grants for specific pxirposes*

The rights of the Federation to enact laws regulating economic matters 
are much broader than the rights of other social-political comamunities.
First of all, the Federation provides for the unity of the economic system 
and of the system of distribution of the social product, for the unity of 
the monetary and credit systems, determines the policy according to which
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money shall be issued and assures supervisiez of money circulation, the 
percentage of obligatory bank deposits to be held by the federal banks 
and the conditions and the manner in which foreign currency and sindlar 
reserves and deposits shall be used. Federation also determines the 
general course of the country’s eccauanic development and the basic relations 
in the distidbution of the social product, t»«ordinstes economic developmsnt 
and relations between industrial branches and areas, determines the course 
and conditions of trade with foreign countries, equalizes the general 
working conditions and acquisition of income so as to realize the principle 
’»distribution according to work", and promotes the most favourable general 
conditions for the realizatirai of the common interests of all the citizens, 
the activities of the working organizations and the functions of the 
social-political communities in the sphere of social-economic relations.

The Federation determines the sources and the amount of the resources 
required to carry out its tasks, as followss (a) for financing the national 
defence budget, and other tasks within the conçietence of the Federation; 
secures the financial resources for dotations to certain republics; (b) for 
intervention in the econongr in order to co-ordinate relations b e à w ^  
different activities for equalizing working conditions and the acquisition 
of income, and in order to provide for the stability of the econony, keep 
the market in full supply and eîqjand trade with other coxmtries; (c) for 
financing rapid economic development in the economically under-developed 
republics and areas; (d) to take part in investments of essential inportance 
to the co-ordimtion and course of fugoslavia’s economic development and 
in investments determined by international agréants,

3h order,to speed up economic development of the inadequately 
developed republics and areas, the Federation has created a special credit 
fund. A federal law provides permanent sources of financing for this fund 
and special credit terms and determines the manner of operation of the 
fund. Out of the budget resources finance will be provided to a republic 
that is unable to finance social and other services with ftmds of its own, 
subject to conditions determined by a federal law.
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The Fedei*atíon may, its laws, prescribe as obligatory that the 
working organizations and social-political ccanBunities shall form reserve 
social resources and that the working organi«ations shall utilize part 
of their freely-disposable income to devel<̂ ‘ the material bases of their 
work, or of economic and social development, if this is necessary for 
economic stability or for the attainment of the basic material relations 
established by the social plan of Yugoslavia} tenporarily prohibit the 
use of certain social resources by the working organizations and social- 
political communities, when this is indispensable in prder to prevent or 
elimixiate major disturbŝ ces in the economy and major disproportions in 
the fulfillment of the social plan of Yugoslavia, or when the needs of 
national defence or other special needs of the country so aijoinj 
prescribe obligations for the working organizations and social-political 
communities of concern for national defence,
2,3 The rights and duties of the republics shall be determined by 
republican constitution in accordance with the principles of the Constitution 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Apart from affairs which 
enter into the conpetence of the Federation, the srepublics shall discharge 
all the other affairs of common concern.for‘the economic developn»nt of 
their territory* they regulate social relations, determine the course of 
economic development and the development of social services, provide for 
the realization of the rights of the citizens and for constitutionality 
and legality, and discharge all social affairs of common interest for 
political, econcmiic and cultural life and social development in the 
republic. The republics autonomwisly determine the types of revenue 
which have been left over to them by federal law and fix the amounts 
of this revenue. The republics shall divert one portion of their own 
revenue to provide additional resources for financing the social and other 
services of the communes which are inadequately provided with resources, 
and deteimine the way of financing the budgets of districts, wherever 
th^ may exist. The republics determine autonomously the turnover tax 
in retail trade as well as fees for seirvices which are left to them 
federal law. Th^ may also fix the limits of communal turnover taxes, if 
this is necessary. They determine by their own law the percentage of 
contributions and income taxes, as well as property taxes, which are left 
over to them federal law,
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2,4 The communes, being^ the basic social-political communities provide 
the material and other conditions necessary for the work and development 
of productive forces, guide and co-ordinate economic development and the 
development of social services; determine and distribute the resources 
for conmon communal requirements; create the conditions required to 
satisfy the material, social, cultural and other common needs of the 
citisens; co-ordinate individual and conation interests with the general 
interests; determine the general conditions to disdiarge the business 
of the communal and similar organizations; in order to discharge their 
rights and duties the communes autonomously pass tregulations, and the 
social plan and budget, and establish their own funds; in conformity with 
legally determined sources and types of revenue, the communes autonomously 
determine and use their revenue, Iti accordance with law the conanunes 
directly discharge the functions of the social community as regards the 
regulation and utilization of land resources in general use, the construction 
and regulation of housing, and of communal facilities related to itousing. 

Subject to conditions detennined by republican constitution and law, 
a commune that is unable to finance its work and the work of its social, 
services shall be allocated additional resources from republican revenues 
to finance social services and other services in the cammine*

3* The Role of the Federation in Planning

3.1 There is an inportant difference between planning concerned with the 
economy as a whole and planning at other levels. This difference stems 
from the basic function of planning that consists in co-ordination and 
guidance of development as well as of the econony itself as of the 
proper material base for other social activities. Harmonization of 
activities and providing guidance is of much higher inportance when it refers 
to the entire econorngr, of the country, than in the case of more narrow 
ccmmunities» Hence, the special role of the Federation in planning 
activities> whidh is expawssCly menticajed in the Constitution of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of lugoslavia«
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The Federation assures the econeifiie devélopaèht of lugoslaidâ  as 
a unique economic area, having a uniform ecÓhoiáLc systàsi, and determines 
the Country's development poHcies^ creates óptijàifli cohdiiiions for the 
ingjlemsntation of the‘plans, talcing into account the interests ánd the 
behaviour of the working Orgaiiizatiozis and producers* dssociations. In 
doing 6K3, in grasping the general conditions and possibilities for 
develĉ anent, the Federaticoi influences the econtmd-c flows, the 
relationships in the economy and the relations with foreign countiaes. 
Through its plans, in the interest of the social connamity as a whole, 
the Federation provides for the implementation of priority tasks, in 
contributing at the same tin» té overcome the contradictions inherent 
in the evolution of the society, !Rirough its inonetary credit, foreign 
trade, and price' policies, as well as through other measures ánd eœnoinic 
policy instruments the Federation creates favourable conditions for 
econondc activities enabling á furthering of eonmon interests.

The working organizations ahd the* more narrow social-pôÜticâl 
communities, in formulating their policies should, in their own interest, 
observe the general lines of development policies, and the général 
conditions of econcanic activities, which in the given period Of time 
constitute the main framework of their activitieŝ
3.2 The basic form of the plan is the social plan for a n»diuiBp-tena 
period >diich may last from four to seven years. This plan Sets the basic 
ob;]ectives and fixes the methods of development, starring from àlrëady 
existing tendfflicies and other conditions of development. Together with 
the elaboration of this plan, the planners also endeavour to find proper 
instituticmal solutions, in order to créate the most favourable conditions 
for businesŝ  and a hazhibnious and well organized development, enabling 
the roalization of the basic objectives of the plan.

Given thé fact that the medium-term plan bontaina ozily the basic 
elements for development, the more special and more detailed conceptions 
of medium-term development are worked out separately, in accordance with 
the plan - so, for instance, conceptions Concerniaig industidal developnmnt, 
agricultujál policies, etc.>
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The aBdiyja-tem p l ^  4® a 49íW®n.t of the Federal Assi^ly, containing 
the basic objectives,, tasks directives for development policies, as 
well as the methods and instru^i^ts for plan implementation. The general 
lines of developn^t are fixed in accordance with the countzy’s real 
possibilities and its real needs# ;
3.3 For achieving this aim, the starting point are the comparative 
advantages# the objective of tj^se efforts is to create such a conibinatiwj 
of productive forces and such proportions in, the system of social 
distribution, which, throuj^ a rational utilization of resources, could 
impart optimum dynamic propulsions to economic growth and ensure the 
improvement of living standards, including both the long-termed the 
shoit-term aspects of developmaant, and the miost favourable prospects 
for an integration into the internalonal pattern of division of labour.

The plan contains all the indispensable quantitative indicators as 
an illustration of objectives and methods of development, which will 
serve as a basis for determining the conditions of economic activities 
through which these objectives will have to be realized. These quantitative 
indicators refer to the rates of growth, the basic proportions in the 
distribution of itótional income, the intensity of conditions of economic 
activities, the basic stnactupe of investment, parameters for the raising 
of living standards, planned production targets for a small number of 
key products (such as the baaLc forms of energy, steel, cement, wheat), 
the laain coBimunications, etc. The plan also fixes the main lines of 
development policies for the less developed republics and areas.

If the need arises (that is to say not in periods fixed in advance). 
indispQiisable changes are introduced in some parts of the msdiuim-term 
plan, in accordance with the principle of continuous planiü.ng. It is 
foreseaa that, in conformity with this principle, from time to time 
after two to three years the medium-term plan is prolonged for a 
fxirther mediuim-term period, with the necessary rectification of the 
proviously fixed relationships.

For certain sectors, such as power generation, transports, etc., 
if this seems necessary, long-term development progrananes sure being 
elaborated for a longer period, say ten to fifteen years,
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3*U The poseibilltisr of adopting 8hort~tem plans« amual or bi-annual« 
is not envisaged« Instead of -Wils> an analysis of the jcealizatim of 
mediunH-term plans idll be cooq»leted« as well as an anal^is of conditicais 
of ec9nGmic activities« for the next year vhidh could be foreseen and of 
trentte of developnient during the dcióliig year* Ol!h this analysis the 
possibilities of developtoent during the coining year« in certain regions« 
vdll also be examined« and attention viill be paid to possible defonnati(ms
idiidi may occur« and to other isegative tendencies« On the basis of that

!

analysis« ii »ill be i»>ssible to find ovit idiat kind of rectifications« 
and interventions in order to enable its realization will be necessary 
with a view to eliminating or mitigating the undesirable movements« and 
to strengthening the plan in lending sî port to positive movements«?
3*5 Under this planning system« -Uie Federation will prepare a projection 
for the Icng-tem period of twenty years« enabling to foresee the basic 
possibilities of development (the possible degree of develojiment of the 
productive forces and of living standards« the degree of developmait 
con̂ âred with the presumed degree of development in the world etc*)i#
This projection should not be accepted fomally as a development pro^amme« 
blit would peimit a general insight more particularly into the' state of 
long-term research and in the advance of technology« In ttiis context 
it will be possible to get a proper insight into the long-term pẑ spscts 
for changes in the social—economic structure of population« the rural 
problems« the housing problems« etc« : Projections of this kind have à 
real significance for given areas of economic and social life« vdiich by 
their vê y nature, require an insight into Idie long-term aspects of 
development such as fundamental research« education and similar things«
Sudi projections would serve as a soli4 basis for the elaboration of 
medium-term plans concerning the above elemaits« Long-term projecticais 
for OTientation purposes must' be amended iqion the ejqiiration of eaî  
medium-term plan« after taking into account the new developments«
3*6 All the social factors co-operate in the elaboration of develt̂ ment 
plans« These are ZK> usual forms of co-operation« discussions« exdiange 
of opinions and similar« but actual work In coioaon« Develbpnenb conceptions 
are a subject of discussion within the associations of working organizations
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and are being adjured to the plans oi* eocial^polltical c»3i3Binn4î  
and;t In this thq? ensure the interaction of botb.kinds of plans# 
those of the working organizations^ and those of the broader connranities»
In this context# one of the basic tasks of the planning authorities 
is to ccmpose a ccaî jlete plan# taking into account both the develo|aflent 
conceptions of the working organizations and their assodatiom and 
general conditicns, possibilities and needs« In this way the ooncepticais 
of the laain factors of economic and other activities exert a directt
influence on the formulaticai of the whole developnient policies, vhile, 
at the same time, form the viewpoint of a rational functioning of the 
entire mechaniaa, an influence is exerted on the conceptions of single 
factor^« A similar procedure in the elaboration of the plans is rendered 
possible throu^ the fact that planning is a continuous process and not 
an Intermittent activity of directly responsible organs«
3f7 The plan of the Federation is based the principle of basic balances 
vMch, apart from the objectives of development policies, such as the 
raising of living standards and of the co\intry*s econcmic potential, 
elaborate in detail and with ample documentation the following propcartions:

- basic relationships in the distrilmtion of national income;
%  basic investm«xt structure, narneHy the general lines of development 

of econcmic and non-eccaiooic activities, taking into account the essential 
structural problems, including foreign trade;

-  directions of integration into the international pattern of 
divisicsi of labour, and the methods in which integration should take 
place;

- fundamaital principles of the region^ aspect of the country >s
development policies, more particularly of tinder-developed areas;  ̂ ,

~ conditions of economic activities and the basic premises for 
changes in the mechanism of the economic system connected with plan 
hijjlementation«

These and other basic proportions of the plan had to be supplied 
with the documoitation which contains a system of social accounts and a 
determined number of mat«•ial balances and balances of Intersectoral 
relations (input-output analyses)« The balances upon which the plan is
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based are not only iji9>ortant as docvimaits« but thegr serre as indicators 
for all the organs engs^ed in plan iaqplenentation^ also uhen t h ^  taka 
the necessary measures for its realization* The balances also serve in 
making analyses concerning plan iB?>lementation#

The required measures enacted for plan inplementation are in the 
f o m  of laws-and other regu3.atioixs, either at the mcaaent >dien the plan is 
accept, eds. or later a di«ing the course of its in^lementaticu dependent cn 
the concrete needs a At this occasion it could be mentioned that the 
raiactment of these measures is a regular legislative activity»

4* Pla5.uiing in the Working Organizations a 
- Cccjgpiaes and Republics

4*1 Planning in the woricing organizatic^, associations of working 
organizations, coamunes and republics, is aimed for the purpose of achieving 
a fuiJLer utilization of the pi’oductive potential and naturi.-, resources 
belonging to the working organization or to the social-political c.'xnmunity 
in question, withiui ths framework of the Y^jgoslav economy s,s a wholej this 
is later ccmplebed by effort to achieve a better co-ordination of social 
development and by efforts to determine their very course, within a given 
more narrow framework* In this context a rough appreciation of the concrete 
diaraoter of the plans at all these levels, will be made*
4*2 The working organizations establish their plans and development 
programmes for periods suiting their own specific conditions* These may 
be «perspective** plans for periods of ten, fifteen or even moi*e years, 
d^endant on cycles of changes in assortments, or changes in technology 
to adapt it to m o d e m  requirements* These may also be medium-term or 
short-teim plans, usually annual plans* In principle there ought to be 
no time coincidence as regaards the validity of plans of the working 
organizations anl of plans of the social-political comnunities, but the 
working organizations are boipad to conform a part of their programme to 
the plan of the social-political community for a given period* The working 
organizations may determine the course of their development for a long&c 
period, viiose duration is not fixed in advance, but for shorter periods 
t h ^  usually establi^ conorete plans*
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The plaxtô of the working organizations gaierally detewiine the 
business and develcpnent policies« and provide for the wa^rs and means 
for their i&^lementatiofu As a rule« their objective is the achievesent 
of a given revenue and of a given l e v ^  of personal incomes« in attaining 
a certain production potential and a certain level of labour productivitgr*

In accordaîw» with thea.r neede« the working organizations plan, 
co-operation and specialization« and work out their own conception 
concerning the integrati<ai of their production pattern into a broader 
framework or even into the inteznational framewozk of division of labour* 
they ^Lx their long-term policgr concerning the basic distribution of 
income« more particularly wiUi a view to ensiiring the necessary resources 
for the realization of their ovax development policies» Ihey also plan 
corresponding parts of social standard of livJ.ng« the conditions for 
an evolution of social relations in the working ccaaaunit^« more particularly 
with a view to obtaining an iaç)rov0aent of the internal organization 
in smaller production and other imits, in elaborating tç> methods of 
inccffljc distribution« ê ’.c® 3h adjusting their plans to the plans of other 
factors« they brir^ into their own plan a corresponding part of business« 
and of development policies« through agr é a n t s  with^terprises of a 
kiiKired brandi« with «iterprises within the same commune, and similar»
In that way it is possible to establish contxete links between various 
participants in the reproduction process»

The plans of the working organizations also contain determined 
matex'ial tasks expressed in natural and value indicators» The develo;^a3t 
plans j as well as the plans fixing production targets and the volume of 
affairs« serve« first of all« for the purpose of expressing the optimum 
p:*oduction and busioees progranme of the enterprise. Various analyses 
eu*e needed vhich will help in framing these programmes« such as market 
analyses, analyses concerning the utilization of the productive capacity, 
price and cost analyses, etc* Modem programming requires more and more 
the use of modern mathematical and mathdoatical-statistical methods (linear 
prograoming« dynandc programming, etc»)*
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4*3 Under the sQrstem of self-govermsit, planning is to a large extent 
the matter of producers working organizations and their associations 
themselves* More and more these organizations are organizing themseLves« 
negotiating solutions on matters of common interests» either directly 
or within the framework of various associations and other integi*ated 
formations* 3h additioa» apart frcsa assuming respcaisibillty for their 
own dovoloj^nt, the working organizations are also assvaaing partial 
responsibility for the optimum development of other activities, whose 
prosperity is a pre-conditicai for their owi prosperity* Here is not 
dealt with the usual forms of business co-operation between a certain 
number of working organizations, but with a new form involving the 
participation of working organizations of various brandies in framzlng 
develojanent policies» and in preparing agreements intended to promote some 
aspects of development of the branch in question» In doing this» associations 
of producers work on their ovci affirmation and help to promote the 
affirmation of the new level of s^f-govemment*

Under the term association are understood various xinited wrking 
organizations of the, same or of. cai^ilemmitary activities, either within the 
framework of the country as a whede or within the frsuaework of the republic 
or consume* The woricing organizations participate in the activities of 
all associations with \diam they have conmon economic interests to share*
Some other factors ^ s o  pairbicipate in the activities of some types of 
associations, such as trade unions» scientific and educational institutions 
and sane others whidi have a stake in the given activity* The activities 
of the associaticais are now dischargol within the framewoik of activities 
d^lcyed by the Chambers of Bconomy» their councils or individual producers* 
associations*

The associations autononously determine or play s m e  part in framing 
developo^t policies which are formulated in the social plans of broader 
communities, concerning their own activities, or conqilementary activities* 
Arrangmnehts concluded among producers piroviding for an optimum deyepLopmait 
of their branch usually lead to measures vdiich are carried out either 
by the pTOducers thanselves, or by 1iie broader communities*
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4*4 Bô<di bCK̂  vested ití.th seíjf-government rights plans in its specific 
way, and the object of its planning so*e matters tç>on which it has soaae 
direct influence» This is viiy the coronmnes do not plan the econcmic 
development in their own geographical area, nor do they regulate the 
activities of ecmonic organizations but they merely take cognizance 
of the plans of the working organizations and incorporate them into 
their own plans* In doing so they decide on measures that mar be 
undertaken by thaaselves in order to facilitate economic development, 
according to the o f  tiie wrk-lng orgaîxisati.îr*so

The cœaaune examines the relative chances of various economic 
activities on their territory to achieve seme couparative advantages and 
endeavours to create favourable pre-conditions for the developmait of 
these activities* It grasps and fixes in its plans how to create favourable 
pre-conditions for jürproving varioxis economic and n<xi~econcanic activities 
on its territory, for attracting resources to be invested. The conmune 
in accord with the working organizations plans the joint activities in 
order to prœaote the solution of common problems*

basic elments of the coiamune's plan indude creation and 
harmonization of conditions for the develojanent of communal services, 
social standard of living and of facilities and general conditions for 
work and life of the citizens* In accordance with its general medii.mi- 
term plan the commune draws progransaes for the devdopment of certain 
areas of social life, sudi as health services, cultural life, etc* These 
programmes are made for various periods, dependent on the character of 
the activity in question* Several communes, within the framework of inter«* 
coaratunal co-operation, may endeavour to solve problems of comaon interest 
in engaging their common resources*

Citizens of a COTname may eacert a direct influence of the econaaic 
policies of the caaaxmes, and on their plans, through the existing 
institution of electors meeting* The coasnunal organs are bound to consult 
the citizens cai all more important questions, at those electors* meetings* 
For scaae determined issues it is possible to (xrganize a refermium, idiidi 
already has been organized in the practice*

/4.5 The
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4»5 The plans of the republic, after their form and their content, 
are similar to the plans of the Federation, and they are w>i4ced out in 
close co-operation between the planning authorities of both instances.
In drawing up their plans the republics determine the tempo and the 
directions of econcmic developsaent on their territory, in accoa^iaiice 
with their specific conditions, so tjiat there may be important differences 
between the plans of various republics, and betweai the plans of the 
Federation csx the one hand and those of the republics on the other.
Each republic in framing its plan places emphasis on those sectors of 
the econos^’ Khici^ are snjc^ng the best cfo.anceE for prosperity, and 
through wtiich the «jonoay of the republic in question may integrate itself 
into tile Yugoslav or the international pattern of division of labour.
!Hiere is no relationship basoi on formal subordination between the . 
plaiis at differi«r± levels.

The republics are autolicmous in their own planning activities, 
provided that they act within the framework of the constitution cuad laws, 
and within, the lioits of their own resources* Within these limits the 
republics plan their own economic and social development and enact 
measures to vjhich t h ^  are entitled in order to realize the planned 
develojaaent« Through these measures they may exert some influence, inter 
alia, on elesaents of development such as the relation between consuoption 
and aocxaaulation (capital formation) and investment structures. In 
engag-ijig their own resources the r^ublics may stimulate the dev^qMuent 
of certain activities, in accordance with their specific needs*

It seans quite understandable that this ought not to inq>eril the 
unity of policies and of the system as a vhole, but the opinion prevails 
that a specific, that is to say, more elastic and adequate policy in 
individual republics shall contribute to the unity of the system and 
of policies more than the application of unique measures under vari<»»s 
conditions*

/5* Regional
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5* R^xonal Harming

5*1 For the time being regional and pl^sical planning are hardly 
r^resented at all in the ïngosiav planning system. Regional planning 
is, in .fact, reduced to planning a more rapid development of taidsr*» 
developed areas» to the drawing up of urban plans, and to some rare 
cases of real regional planning* It can be said, however, that regional 
planning is an irxlisp ensable part of the planning system, and its 
intrcduction has been envisaged under the iww planning principles.

Specific refdortal plans bé woriced otit in the future. 2ie.se 
plans will determine the specific social and econcaiic physiogncany of the 
area in question including the general lines of development based on the 
utilisation of ccmparative advantages and taking into account the other 
specific conditions prevailing in the area. These alements will be 
considered from the standpoint of the necessity to integrate the area in 
question into the development pattern of the country as a viole. For 
this reason they are likely to have some jjspact upon the formulation of 
deve7i.opraent poli.cdes of the country, as a wide, vhile, in the wake of 
the adjustment process, it w i U  be possible to suggest from the standpoint 
of the country as a whole, the necessary changes in the developmental 
conception for the area in question.
5.2 Among the more inçortant eloaents of regional planning besides the 
provisions for an accelerated tmapo of economic develoiMaent of the 
inadequately developed areas, one has to mention the general system of 
infrastructTire, including the main transportation systoas and basic power 
soiirces. In that connexion it will be necessary to draw up a rational 
basic scheme concerning the location and functioning of unique transportation, 
power generation and other systens at the level of the Federation. To 
this coiild be added the location models, veritable sdiemes for the 
location of the major production facilities, in those branches vhere 
this is needed (for exaaple metallurgy, cement industry, etc. )• 2iese 
location models are the result of scientific work and as such provide 
a basis for proper decisions concerning location and facilitate the 
orientation of the banks and seme other factors, but they are not obligatoiy. 
In seme eases, vdiere the need is felt, certain location models can consbitixte 
an obligatoiy basis for investments.

/6. Physical
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Harsioal Plâimlng

6*1 Riysical plaiming is also an integral part of the system of social 
plaraiing» Starting fraa natural resources and created producticai potential 
and values, from long-tem econoaic and demograidiio forecasts, physical 
plans always forecast the infrastructure of the territory, create the 
optimal location of the basic economic capacities, the network of 
settlements and social seirrices, ingjarting a direction of urban planning 
and oS urbanization process entailing a rational economizing with 
space and shaping himianly the living conditions vfoere the people Irrs* 
Pîysicîsl plans have the character of social planning acts: co-ordinating 
the development policies and the interests of the factors of dcve3.opctent 
in the given area, in principle, these plans are being prepared and adc^ed 
in the same way as the social plans«
6«?, Rxysi cal plans are prepared for broader and more narrow areas, for 
areas including one or several conmunes, for specific (touristic, nattiral, 
industrial, etc«) areas, for the territory of republics and the national 
tarr5.tory as a whole* Dependent on the d^ree of their compr^ensiveness, 
the character of the plans is also modified, as well as the methods used 
in making them* The preparation and realization of these plans are 
inspired by the principles of co-operation among social-political communities« 
6«3 Physical plans are, by their very natxare, long-term plans, and are 
prepared for periods of twenty or thirty years« They are inç>lâiiented in 
stages identical with medium-term periods* Renovation and continuous 
prolongaticm of these plans is carried ovit in connexion with the preparation 
of medium-term plans« They are being imploamited in connexion with 
urban planning echoes, water regvilation schmues, transport and other 
projects, in comexic«i with land policies, through the programmes of 
housing and c<msnunal facilities, as well as throu# other legal and 
administrative provisions concerning construction activities«

/?• Adoption
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7* Adoption of plans and the analyses 
of their imoloaentátion

7»1 The pro<»diu:*e connected with the drawing up of plams and their 
adoption is founded on democratic principles in confonnity with self- 
government practices» A H  the factors playing a role in social reproduction^ 
all the poHtical* soci.al, prcfessional and scientific institutions, as 
well as all working people participate in the elaboration of social plans 
and of the plans of working organizations. These possibilities eadst at
a3.1 the stages of plan preparation, so that not a single stage can be 
termirmted without anple consultation of all the interested pec^.le who 
are allowed to expose their views and opinions«

Eie pl.ans of social-political ai«i working comnunities are being 
accepted by the repres<axtative bodies of all these coaraunitiss» 2ii this 
way the plans receive the character of social obligations and toid to 
becoas instruments for the realization of certain ecouanic policies*
Tiiere is the usual practice to esqiose the alternatives for future economic 
policies, to the representative bodies in order to enable these organs 
to issiie the directives for the elaboration of plans, and to put in the 
way the final preparation of the plans*
7*2 Scientific and econcsnic analyses secure high quality planning and an 
objectivity in formulating the basin for the standpoints in economic 
policy» For this reason the drawing up and continuous ii^irovaaent of the 
planning methodology is one of the most in^jortant elemaits of the entire 
planning syst«a. Planning methode include preparation and adoption of 
plans, as well as their ia^jlaaentation. Connected with this is the great 
need for promoting researdi activities in the field of economic development 
and econcaaic ^sfcems, and more particuliarly aresearch devoted to basic 
theoretical problems of the social and economic system*

3n the planning syst®a a special place is held ly efforts to achieve 
a proper co-ordination of work in the elaboration of plans* Thanks to 
co-ordination, in the preparation of plans of individual autonomous 
bodies playing a part in economic and social activities, solutions can

/be found
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be found viiicii suit the interests and the needs of direct producers» in 
enabling at the same titne the implaaentation of general objectives and 
tasks of the social copsnunity as a vài ole, as well as the normal course 
of the entire process of social reproduction* 3h that conteict, the 
planning institutes are closely <x>n.nected vdth the business world 
(associations of pr<^ucars» etc*)*
7*3 From time to time the bodies entrusted vdth the task of dravdng 
up the plans are bound to submit reports concerning plan implaaentation^ 
v ì e * concerning iaçlaaentation of economic policies* If these polrlcles 
are not being implemented, the above organs are bound to analyse ths 
causes of non-Ì3xplem©ntction and to propose msasuii^s intended to pudi tp 
the realization of these policies* îhese bodies may also propose a 
modification of the plan (in fiimishing a justification for this), if 
there are sufficiently strong indications that it could not be isplaaented 
for various objective and other reasons* 2h the meantime a modification 
of the plans can only be aivisaged if there is a confiimed impossibility 
of carrying out planned developmoit, or of the modified objective conditions 
requijre a different dev^opaent*

At the end of each planned period a final report is sutoitted 
concerxiing the implementation of plans* This report ioplies idle information 
and jtîstification before the representative organs and the public at 
large on the inplaaentation of economic policies during the period under 
jreviewo

The orgarfâ of social plannijig, together vd.th the producers* 
associations, scientific institutions, etc*, fremi time to time present 
the informations, for the econooy as a vdiole, and for certain economic 
and other activities; on movements and tendencies, particularly on the 
activity in the enlarged reproduction, investments intentions and their 
realization cai the state of capacities and cai possibility of using them, 
on the lack of certain productive capacitif, on conditi m s  for earning 
inccaae and the process of capital formation (accumulation) in various 
branches • These informations serve to the viorking crrgaiizations and

/banks in
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baidcs in the condact of thoir business and investment activities* Farcsa 
these infonaations they may, inter alia» draw the necessazy concl\wi<xis 
ccmcerning the most favourable possibilities and directions of capital 
investo^t etc« Analyses are made containing alternatives for optimian 
and prospective 30l>.itlons, more partictalarly for some activities, as 
regards developmerit aiid ««ilargs reproduction, optimum si^e of capacity, 
the introduction of m o d e m  and most appropriate organizational schemes 
for the conduct of business, and camadn services and activities«

For seme branches, location models are made pi*oviding for optimum 
sol^diior^ in the locat5.on of pi^oductive forces« These materials, ■sdiich 
in fact are elements of the plan, also assist the factors of econcmic 
initiatives in making decisions« Quite naturally, these docummts do 
not create any obligation for the woz4cing organizations and banks, but 
it is also qaite clear that working ojpganizations, banks and the social- 
political community must take account of them. Finally, some eleaents 
of these materials can be inserted into the legal provisions aiacted ly 
the social-political communities, thus, for example, they may enact 
regulations cax the minimum eapaciiies serving for certain kind of productions 
or other activities, etc«
7*4 The Federal Planning Institute draws i;?:» the drafts of plans, makes 
analyses and sulsaits its proposals concerning measures to be adopted* In 
performing this job the Institute co-operates with the planning institutes 
of the component republics, the Chamber of Bccncmy, producers* associatiozw, 
trade unims, various departments of the federal govemment« Discussicais 
are held among the experts of these bodies* ¡fecial bodies, called councils, 
are organized within the framework of planning authorities for certain 
brandies and activities of the eamcany* They are ewaposed of the 
delegates of the above bodies«

In addition,-seme other methods are used for giving the necessary 
publicity not only in accepting plans and in formulating the ecemomic 
policy but also in the process of working out of proposals for this 
poli<y« Efforts are being made to induce the planning Institutes to 
organize public discussions with a broad audience, among scioitists.

/experts and
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escperts and other interested persons mid treating all, the more ia^rtant 
questions in the dmain of econonic policies*

As a xulOi the planning auUiorities suhmit their proposals in 
variants, assorted with scientific arguments about the required conditions 
and the possible conssquo:.ces of those alternatives*
7*5 Efforts are being made nowadays to establish a minimtau of 
planning methodology, in order to find a  language understandable for 
everybody in planning and ana3^ses« What semns to be a necessity is 
the elaboration of a planning methodology for non-ecpncmic activities, 
in view of the fact that plans become more and more plans of all social 
activities* In fact, the basic elmaents of econcaaic planning are 
largely applicable in the woricing organisations of all ttie social services 
as well*
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HgPLEmTATIOIT OF EMPIK3BIENT POLICY

A. Intro duct iori " ‘ -V'
1. There arc very few of economic developmentwhich have such á Vital áhd immediâ  ̂ on the daily lifeof the people as thè implementatidtl of an effective employment policy. It can of códrèe he said that of the usual objectives of economic devélopment industrial growth, import- substitution, improvinĝ tfaehalfiuice of payments, and so on - have important and far-reaching èffèçts cm people’s,life and work; but these stratî Q̂ ohjeotiyèS tiàiy easily seê  remote and impersonal to the mass òf the poptft̂ ion. "For most of the people, interest will be aroused only by a plan which can he seen to offer prospects fair3̂  soon of a hetter daily life.They will look for higher rê l Wages , hstt^ living conditions, and perhaps more than ánything the chance to share in these ‘ benefits of economic growth, which comes with a high and stable level of productive engplJôétít.̂
2. The attitude of many wbl^rs Snd̂ :tKd̂  economic development pláhs iahd ‘ to thèfor them - thus depends very ■‘mhoh Ch the employmentpolicy. Unless a development plan includes the implémentation of an effective employment policy, itvrtll. have little chance of receiving popular suppCrt . lèÈèîe Cf èihdh%apport̂ ^̂ t̂  ̂mean that the prospsñts *̂of aChisvli!̂  thc -CVér̂ è̂  the plan will'. hè 'corr#!p^di|^^ ; ;
3. Against thàŴ  hack̂ t̂ htìd thè jTèient pé¿ér pit toexamine some prohlems'of eapibyifiait policy "whiô  are heing" ' encountered in practice. The main emphasis is not on the techniques of fixing employment ta^ets or on thè adequacy of such targets in existing plans. On these snhjectŝ a good deal has already been written. The apprbaoh which is adopted hère isto look for some evidence of progress towards current employment targets, to suggest What ahtione ave needed tp/oyerctó some of the obstacles to implementing employmèht'policy akd to consider the international exchange of experience in.this field,

B. Brnnloyment Targets in Development Plans
4. During the 1950s, most of the economic plans preparedin the developing regions of the world began increasingly to take into account the need for creating more new jobs. This trend, stimulated on the one hand by rapid population growth and on the other hand by more widespread knowledge of the techniques of capital-intensive methods of production, has been the subject of many writings in recent years,̂  Not enough time has gone by

Some of the main references are given in I.L.O. Employment and Economic G-rowth (Geneva, 1964).



to evaluate properly the results of many of these development plans in regard to attaining the employment objectives which were set out, but it seems that the number of countries in which employment objectives have been realistically assessed in relation to production targets is comparatively limited. In most of the plans, a gradual reduction of unemployment and underemployment is adopted as one of the major or subsidiary objectives. But there are few plans in which the methods to be used for achieving this reduction̂  and the economic activities and areas of the country where employment will̂ increase, are set out in the same degree of detail as (for example) the use of natnral resources or the financial requirements of investment projects.
5. Employment objectives in a development plan may be expressed in at least the three following ways:

(a) increasing employment in thé game proportion as the increase in the labour force.̂  Ibis is regarded as a minimum objective- in some plans; it implies, however, that the absolute total of unemployment and underemployment at the end , of the plan period will -be more than at the beginning;
(b) a more common and Somewhat more ambitious objective ̂ s to ensure that the absolute total of unet̂ ŷment does not increase; this meana thht the emplb̂ ei:̂ :|̂ /̂equal the absolute increase ih the laliour force, so that the proportionate rate, of increase of eimlojnaent must be higher than the raté of incréase in the labour force;
(c) the third and most ambitious objective is a reduction of unemployment and ùndéremplojment in ahsolute as well as proportionate terms during the planning period.

6. A comparison on the above lines of the planned growth of employment with the growth of the lahour force in a_number of development plans has been made recently in the 1.1.0,*̂  and shows the following grouping:

 ̂Defined as those who are employed (fully or partially), plus the unemployed and those with a job but not at work.
p C. Hsieh, "The Planned Rates of Increase in Employment in Development Plans" (article about to be published in the International Labour Review). ■ ,
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substantially more than L Pakistan
U  •
(¡Tunisia
Turkey
Greece
Italy
Venezuela

Countries
(Third andcPotorth 
Plans)

(First 5-Year Plan)

E equal to or slightly exceeding L India
Pakistan
Ceylon
Malaysia
Hiilippines
Japan
Turkey
Ghana, 
Brazil'’

(Second 5-Year Plan)
(Second Plan.and Perspective Plans)

(Second and Third Plans)

E less. than. L India 
Morocco.

(Third Plan)

Latin America
7. In Latin America, because of the combination of lower death rates with steady or rising birth rates, the youngest age group (0-14 years) is increasing fastest. The labour force or economically active population is growing at over 2 per cent, per annum, but at a considerably slower rate than the population as a whole. The labour force comprised 34 per cent, of the population in 1950 and about 32.8 per cent, in 1962.̂  Theserates, taken together with the rate of population increase (currently about 2,85 per cent, and likely to reach 2.9 per cent, between 1 9 7 0 and I98O) , mean that the average annuhl increase in the labour force for the Latin American region is about 0,85 per cent, of the total population, as the following figures show;

E.C.L.A.; Manpower and Economic Development in Latin America. 1964 (E/CN/12.1.1). ^
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Population and Laljoux Force Estinates (mns,) 

Total Population Labour Porce

I960 212 71.3
1 9 70 283 9 2 .2

19 8 0 376 121.5

Average Annual Increase ofLabour Force 

2.09
2 .8 3

8. This average of O.8 5 per cent, conceals wide variations as between countries (for example, 0.93 per cent, in the caseof Venezuela and 0.40 per cent, in the case of Uruguay). It may be concluded however that for Latin American countries with the highest rates of population growth, an annual target for employment creation of about 1 per cent, of total population is needed to keep pace with labour force growth and to allow also for a reduction of unemployment and underemployment.
Progress towards Employment Targets
9. There are not ye(t many developing countries which are able to make a proper statistical evaluation of progress towards employment targets. Only a few examples can be given- here. It is noticeable that employment-generating effects of plans are approached in two main ways. There may be a plan of v/hich the whole structure is relatively labour-intensive, i.e. the employment potential is built in through the choice of production targets, the sectoral pattern of investment arid the techniques used in carrying out development projects. This type of plan generally places heavy emphasis on agriculture.Or the main structure of the plan may be relatively capital- intensive, relying on multiplier effects to create employment; this type of plan usually emphasises industrial development but may be accompanied by special programmes (e.g. rural works projects) for creating employment at low capital cost in order to alleviate unemployment until multiplier effects begin to show themselves.
10. The Third 5-Year Plan of India recognised that unemployment would increase from 9 to 12 millions during the plan period even if the target of 14 million extra jobs were attained. A

See Bganpower Planning and Employment Policy in Economic Levelopment (Report II for the Eighth Conference of American States Members of the I.L.O., 1966).
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rural works programme was developed to a'bsor'b these 3 million workers between 1960/61 and 1965/66, Capital per worker had increased from Rs.1,520 in 1950/51 to Rs.1,890 in 1960/6li and was expected to reach Rs.2,265 (at constant prices) by 1965/66, The general conclusion appears to be that the high rate of investment was reflected in a sharp rise in capital-intensity rather than an adequate growth of employment; this conclusion however might well have to be modified if the reduction of underemployment in agriculture were taken fully into account.
11. In Venezuela the National Plan of 1960-64 envisaged that unemployment would be reduced from 14 per caat. to 7 per cent. during the Plan period. Special employment programmes in the construction sector and additional training programmes of I.N.C.'E. formed part of this Plan. An appraisal made in the following Plan‘d shows considerable progress towards achieving this employment objective; unemployment in 1964 was estimated at 10.5 per cent, compared with a planned figure of 9.7 per Cent., the absolute total of unemployment being 288,000 compared with a plfiuined figure of 267»000.
12. In Pakistyi. it became possible during the Second Plan period (1 9 6 0-6 5) to provide enough employment to-absorb the growth of the labour force. This was attributed-̂  mainly to three factors:

(a) extension of the cultivated área and acceleration of agricultural growth from 1.3 per cent, annually in the 1950s to 3.5 per cent, in the Second Plan period;
(b) a rural works programme (especially for irrigation, land reclamation, road construction and intensive cultivation) by which employment is provided in rural areas for an average investment of Rs.600 per job compared with Rs.5,250 per job for the Second Plan as a whole;
(c) developing a system of "planning from below" which involves "broad-based participation by the people whose ways of life are directly affected; planning no longer remains an exercise carried out by experts and administrators from outside the main stream-of local life".'̂

E.C.A.P.E.: "Economic Pevelonment and Human Resources",1965 (growth Studies. No. 3» p.lO).
 ̂"Plan de la Nacidn, 1965-1968" (Cordiplan. 1965, p. 38).
 ̂Government of Pakistan; The Third Pive-Year Plan, 1965-70, pp. 150-157.
4

516.
Government of Pakistan; The Third Five-Year Plan, 1965-70;
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During the Third Plan period, it ie expected that additional employment will attain 5.5 million man-years compared with an estimated labour force growth of 4.2 million, thus reducing considerably the back-log of unemployment and underemployment.
13. Most employment targets are set at the sectoral level (perhaps divided by regions) and.there are few countries which have numerical criteria for taking employment effects into account at the project level. In the Philippines, however, specific directives have been given about such criteria in the choice of development projects. The emplosrment criterion has a weight of 40 out of 100 "points” assi^ed to a project, the remaining 60 points being assigned for criteria of revenue- producing capacity, geographical location, economic side effects and the degree of local suppert for the project,-̂  Êatiôs of man/days of work needed to the estimated cost of the project are used to calculate a measure of labour-intensity for each project,
14. An outstanding example of the rural works approach is the programme of "Cooperación Popular" in Peru, In the first three years over 12.4 million man/days have been worked in this programme, the equivalent of about 5 0 ,0 0 0 full-time jobs or nearly a fifth of the annual increase in the labour force,I'Tearly 70 per cent, of the additional to national capital thus created (537 million soles) was attributable to the investment of voluntary community labour,

C, Action by Grovernments to Implement Bnplovment Policy
15. The preliminary inquiry carried out in Peru and Colombia seemed to point out problems of implemenfation likely to be found in most other countries of the region. Rapid economic progress in the past few years has failed to generate enough employment opportunities for the rapidly growing labour force. This situation might have been improved if there had been a continuing search for sound policies and action, but the inadequacy of statistical data and institutional arrangements limited the possibilities of identification of the unemployment problem and of implementation of measures to deal with it,
16. In Peru the Government has pursued an active programme to provide incentives for industrialisation, particularly in outlying areas of heavy population concentration, and also in major cities where there is significant open unemployment. Agrarian reform and community development have received attention as means of creating new employment opportunities in the rural areas. However., the Government assists existing industries to mechanise and promotes, through its industrial incentive
1 Rules and Regulations to Implement the Emergency Employment

Act, 1962, Chapter ÏV, ..'̂ Project Appraisal”, Article I.
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systems, the estahlishmeaait Of ĉi>dL'*i*kl ii3.ten,sive industries undertaJces public works with, lahhUr-saring equipment in areas of excess labour force? this is done at: the same time as it publicly recognises the inadequate. Utilisation of the country 's manpower.
17. Colombia has recently demonstrated its awareness of the gravity of present unemployment and imderemployment problems and is in the process of establishing institutional machinery to seek a solution. A s  a country with an evolving industrial base dependent on one crop for its foreign exchange earnings, and with an exceptionally-strong rural-urban flow, it has recognised the need to focus on promoting eô iloyment in the short run and to stimulate its domestic economy. The subaect is receiving attention at- the policy and implementation levels simultaneously and all available means of creating employment are being utilised or are under review. . An organisation to produce an adequate data basisi to provide technical support to policy makers in employment matters, and to assist, in the coordination of implementation, is soon to become operational.
18. There is no doubt that the utilisation and development of human resources will have to be aawng th# highest y priorities for many goveimments dnring the next, f̂ w years. Reference is made later |n this paper to thè Ottav»Jpian of Human Resources Development, which the 1,1.0. 1ms fbegim to’- implement in accordance’.with resolutions adopted by countries of the Americas. This is the first of three regional plans which envisage a comprehensive approach to problems of human resources development, an approach which includes two very broad and basic aspects. First of all, there is the aspect of skill formation, covering the acquisition of skills of all kinds. This deals not only with problems of high-level manpower in technical amd professional occupations, but also with the training of skilled laanual workers by apprenticeship and other methods, and includes short courses and on-the-job training of two or three months' duration needed to equip workers for semiskilled tasks. Secondly, the regional plans deal with problems of employment creation, the fixing of employment targets as referred to above and"the action needed to reach these targets.

'•Whether impelled by considerations of social equity, economic growth, or by political necessity, employment policy is thrusting itself to the forefront as a vital consideration in a nation's development plan ... the ability to provide employment is becoming a criterion by which to measure the success of development efforts.". (U.S. Department of Labor, B/Ianpower and Employment Development, June 1967).
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Ip. Ê eriènce ̂ f î?eceh1irir0iars In human resotirces planning, especially in the efflplaymenlr-poliicy' field, hears witness that the emphasis given in this Third Sendnar to prohlems of inç)le- mentation is both correct and timely. More ahd more attention has been given to this subject recently, with a growing recognition that the preparation of plans - however careful and comprehensive - is only a beginning, and oftén not the most difficult of the economic development tasks which a goveinment has to carry out. In the earlier stages of manpower planning work in developing countries it was often believed'to be sufficient to train a number of planners in the economic and statistical expertise needed for preparing.the hutaan reBources chapter in a general development plan, after which the plan would be put into operation by the government Services’of each country. But employment policy, if it is to be effective, is certainly not one of the aspects of develo|mi8nt that can he neatly separated ; from the possibilities of implementing the plan within a given political and administrative fram̂ iTOïk-̂  In 1964, the administration of development planning was ■eîi&ffllneâ  ̂to detail by a meeting of experts under United Hâtions auspices: and the following comment was made$
"The human factor loplied 'the' programmes in connection ’With-the and sooistl plahndtog ejiid , abovse.-i objectives of the plan to theî â̂ to prepare and implement

of training o : integration of economic , tîsÿ adaptation of thé On*s capacity.

More recently, after a very thorough study of the theory and practice of planning In many developing countries, the following conclusion Was reached by a well-known expert in this field: ■  ̂ '
' in most developing oountrles the unresolved planning problems are niatiily political and administrative rather than economic«"̂ -
20. These conclusions are particularly applicable to both the political and administrative context of employment policy. Employment targets, unlike most production targets, cut across different economic sectors and can only be satisfactorily implemented by collaboration between macro-economic planners, sectoral planners and administrators in many different units of government, Similarly, at the political level, collective responsibility of ministers has to be invoked for the acceptance of an effective employment policy and for any substantial modifications of it.

 ̂Administration of H8.tional Development Planning (United Nations, 1954, ST/TAO/IvI/27). ..

PP<
A.Waterstom: Sevelonment Planning; Lessons of Experience,3-4 (John Hopkins Press, 1 9 6 5}.
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21. Once genuine support foi* eoploymèfit policy has been given at the political level, emphaáis can be shifted to the prospects of implementation at. the technical level. Only two of the main obstacles will be briefly mentioned here, those of statistics and of co-̂ ordinátlon* There are not many developing countries which have a meaningful series of estimates (except at long intervals, e.g. census dates) of the degree of unemployment and underemployment. This means that until the necessary statistical improvements have taken place, it will remain, impossible to measure the short-term or even the medium- term impact of policies deeimed to create more gobs, and therefore impossible to adjust policy measures promptly to changing situations.
22. Problems of co-ordination are extremely important in most aspects of économie and social development planning, and no less so in the manpower and employment field. Where the task is fairly self-contained (as in training skilled workers) responsibility can often be given to a single authority, e.g. one which plans and organises training in close relationship with industry. But it is in the field of employment policy that problems of co-ordination become most acute. There is a general recognition of the need to create more jobs, but an effective machinery for deoiding how to do so - let alone for doing it - does not exist! in most latin American countries.In this field, policies affecting many different economic sectors have to be co-ordinated by a central planning unit, but it cannot be expected that the general guide-lines normally issued by such a unit will percolate sufficiently through the administration to bring about effective action in themselves.To secure this-, a single ministry or other unit must be charged with acting as a pressure point to ensure that employment policy is taken fully into account in decisions about economic and social policy in general, and with continuously watching the implementation and day-to-day impact of agreed policies.This also involves more people working together as an administrative team? to the extent that it happens, the tradition of personalised administration -in which ministries act more or less independently, must necessarily be revised.
Administrative Organisation of Employment Policy
23. Both the working arrangements for formulating employment policy and the capacity to implement such policy vary widely between countries, in Latin America and elsewhere. It is not possible to point to any ideal arrangement which clearly works better than any other. But by comparing the experience of several countries, it is possible to show the general pattern which exists for the organisation of manpower planning including employment policy. It is assumed for this purpose that the structure of government includes a planning unit as well as the normal series of economic and social ministries (industry,
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lal)our, agricultare, finanoeiiedaeation, etc.) reporting to the Head of State, as well as technical units such as the central statistical office. Also,, it is assumed that employers* and workers’ organisations participate or at least are consulted in the planning process, . The Allowing diagram illustrates the main units involved in implementing employment policy within this general pattern: - , ■ '
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[Explanatory notes for this chart on next page.]
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NOTE; The purpose of to .facilitate the study of. the p r -jbi>-aot intended to illustrate ''c>f̂"gî -one countryalthoû -̂ he»e*-ea* giaiìiMP" >eg«gaaAaat4onal components arelikely to he foahd wh<ttW«K.;plaiHslng is .undertaken-
= Executive responsibility,

(1) Econoaio and SoQial̂ Jî ^iiq^jfeardr'^lrec^ general strategy of aoonoiB&a Mad aĝ4iaife<deayeliCitê approve«over-all oh ja(StJÈ3fcea ilnclufihg eB^dym®^
( 2) Econo.nii0 -.Sb̂ifal ̂jglaàaiiag-il̂aiiitarl̂^̂ t

(a) provides E.S.B«B. with technical information and ., ̂ , advice -for deeèdingHetrat egy and ehie«#ive«r̂ -—
m ^  ___ là̂'lSLane with specific “iarge^lo^“outpu*f of” goòSs'lSd services î  each, poverl^c^W p^ puhlio s<

.a*T-

4tj) r eapioymeni ca*ea^on"^^ dsttograpMe-growtĥ  general t̂ iployment Situation and inveetmSzit targets adopted „in plin -determines tnanpewer needs- - Thy economic liectors and broad ooounlŝtienSl oatagofles' on the basis of information from $®hdudtlo» pĝ tmihg divisions; co-ordinates human resources planning work pf various units; narovide»jhecessar^ i2ifOi«ation and ,̂ adT̂ ce to I'lanpower Committee of/E*S«B.®li™TSF>iropê : |*r'is|̂  Amerioan countries this funotinda is iliffhBeddifferent ministries, which, nikess vcontribu- 'tidh to macro-level decisions
(3) Mannower Committee of E«S.E,B.: mcommendS' general strategyof human resources ̂ evelopmeni to E.S.D.Bj, and provides policy guide-lines to various"units concerned wilhmanp  ̂and"employment (uraty be- called a Human Resources or Manpower Coimcil, e.g. the Hnmsn Resources CouncilSv.recommended by the- Second Inter-American. Conference of labour Ministers»

(4) Central Statistical Office: co-ordinates statistical, workof various uniis for purposes of economic and social planning, including employment policy; carries out multi-purpose statistical inquiries; advises E.S.P.S. on availability and further development of statistics.
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(5) Ministry of Labour;
(a) carries executive responsibility for manpower 

services such as employment service, vocational 
guidance and occupational research;

(b) studies employment market situation in different 
areas and advises Manpower Division of E.S.P.S. and 
Manpower Committee regarding probable impact of 
employment targets to be adopted; and

(c) carries out continuing studies in oo-operation with 
E.S,P,S. of the employment effects of plans already 
in operation and indicates changes which may be 
needed.

(6) Ministry of Education: has joint responsibility, with
Ministry of Lalaour for vocational guidance of young 
people during later years of education and when seeking 
employment.

(7) Council of Ministers; takes decisions On decrees, regu- 
lations and other major executive action needed to imple
ment the agreed plan of development (including legislative 
proposals where necessary); resolves Inter-mlnisterial 
problems arising from different viewpoints on measures’ 
needed.



24. There are natty variations on the iydtsn shown , ahô  hut what is important is that when the main functions described become operational» theJ proipsotŝ of saeoessfuUy implementing employment policy are iâ roved ih maziy ways* Perhaps the two most significant are that mittiatirs and their senior advisers can be briefed with information and arguments (at present often lacking) for bringing: employmeiit oriterta.'to bear on top-level decisions about ecottOttic developiiieiit* i responsibility which in Latin Ameorioa now tends Lte be diffttSsd and neglected thus becomes concentrated into a single ehsnnal. r Secondly, a means is provided for continuously watching changes in the emplosrment situation and making naoesaary -sdiiitBtteente: in dorelopment plans. Such iâ rovements are ilullx̂^̂^̂l̂ acdordanbê wlth recommendations made within the islliMlOs fdriPrê sss jmâ inery by the Inter-American Conferences of labour Ministers i
D. Internstioial.Aot:iim jog|.Jtea<^ :

25. Ib̂ bblems of uniHspIteytt echnosiieand structural change have alwass been among the ntin̂  d^of the I.L.O. Some of the MTliest Conventions and Recommendations'dealt .with this rSttbieot̂  risaasjdarii»-fpsg±oC-tftr̂ .̂ he ' • 1920s to cths: .early iMHayt.sltoiie»i,iar̂ Beierew£iirer»̂ -̂ ^
o n . ' u n e a ^ l o y m ^ t  :a c ii i3 t < d li a d b s w > t f i« f :d t e fi lin g .iii i1 ii€ it ^  t - r i y ' t ^ m u t  the middle . the-^lS5^rK^ ..rssid̂isetaevt‘i(̂the' Ssoond'.̂ tbrld --Hm :hs4 .fSOl̂ '̂1in:bndj:'alO■t:̂'Of ̂tl»;'ii33dniitrial- ised countriea had adopted the idea of a hi|̂  and stShls level of employment as a t»sic objeotive of economic policy.2 With the gradual disappearance of large-scale uneâ loyment in the developed countries, the focus of international action in this sphere began to move towards problems of unemployment and underemployment in the developing part of the world.

26. In 1964» the 48th International Labour Conference , adopted two instruments on the subject of employment policy,'̂  The first of these states that each member State "shall declare and pursue, as a major goal, an active policy designed.to promote full, productive auid freely chosen employment". Recommendation 122 suggests a number of specific measures of policy which might be adopted by countries in order to move towards the objective of a higher level of productive employment, including in particular the adoption of quantitative targets.

 ̂e.g. UnemplojTaent Convention, 1919 (Ro. 2)
2 ‘In the U.S.A., full employment came about somewhat laterthan in most of the European countries. The Manpower Report of the president. March 1966 said "... the economy has now entered a relatively unfamiliar environment as it approaches full employment ."
 ̂Employment Policy Convention (No. 122) and Employment Policy Recommendation (No. 122). (Copies of these will be distributed in Caracas to delegates at the Third Seminar.)
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27. On the q«̂fi)t±0n. of the bhstacles which exist to generalising the full; eSaplosTaeht experience of many, advanced countries so as to include the developing countries, a great deal has been written,- In the broad sense, 'these obstacles are well known, although detailed and reliable information about their significaiice in any given cbvmtry is much harder to come by. First and' foremost is the problem of the more rapid growth of population in the developing as compared with the advanced countries. The dominating influence of this factor in fixing targets for employment creation in development plans has already been noted. Probably next in importance comes the question of the in̂ portation of certain capital- intensive technologies the use of udiich, with the endowment of production factors found in the advanced countries, may be economically rational, but which is not so in the developing countries. The latter in fact have Wider scope for technological choice than in richer countries where capital-intensity is a logical reaction to scarcity of Dmnpower and a strong trade union bargaining position. Finally, a good deal of importance must be given to institutional obstacles to employment policy - obsolete systems of land tenure, a highly unequal distribution of incomes, lack of adequate knowledge of the employment market, lack of,suitable vocational training opportunities and lack of employers’ and workers* participation in formulating employment ĵ licy,
28. A further step in the field of international action to tackle such problems was taiken at the Eighth Conference of American States Members of the I.I.O. held at Ottawa ;in September 1966, At this Conference, two resolutions were adopted calling for an integrated programme of action, using a common methodology, to deal with problems of human resources in their two main aspects of employment creation and skill formation. This programme, now known as the Ottawa Flan of Human Resources Development, has the highest priority for I.I.O, action in Latin America, in collaboration with other international agencies. .
29. During the first-stage of the Ottawa Flan, a detailed inquiry is being carried out into the obstacles which exist to the application of the 1.1,0. Employment Folicy Convention and Recommendation in the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean. Several countries are already making studies on this subject, some of them with technical assistance from the I.L.O., in accordance with decisions taken at an I.L.O. meeting on the subject of employment policy held in Lima in October of this year. The results of these studies are expected to throw much new light on the economic, social and institutional'factors which come into play in implementing employment policy. It is



also hoped to p̂ ovld«. much. laforoation than nowexists about the ̂ mplb̂ mont p̂ olici#9 Sdrsusd in diffextentcountries, the resuXta whiCh have be«i,achievedthe poesi- hilities for extending lines of actlpn which have shown sòme- success to other countries of the Americas. An oral report bn significant problems revealed by the progress of these studies will be made hy the 1,1,̂.. representative at the Third Sendnar.

X • Xi. 0.Geneva, October, 1967.
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